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1.0   OVERVIEW OF THE PUBLIC COMMENT PROCESS 

This section of the Comment Response Document (CRD) describes the public comment process for the 
Revised Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Decommissioning and/or Long-Term Stewardship at the 
West Valley Demonstration Project and Western New York Nuclear Service Center (Revised Draft EIS), as 
well as the procedures used to respond to those comments.  Section 1.1 
describes the public comment process and the ways in which comments 
on the Revised Draft EIS were received.  This section also identifies the 
comment period and the locations and dates of the public hearings on 
the Revised Draft EIS.  Section 1.2 describes the public hearing format. 
Section 1.3 explains the organization of this document, including how 
the comments were identified and addressed.  This section also includes 
indices of organizations and public officials that commented on the 
Revised Draft EIS.  Section 1.4 summarizes the major changes made to 
the EIS including those that resulted from the public comment process. 
Section 1.5 summarizes the steps the Department of Energy (DOE) and 
the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority 
(NYSERDA) will take after publication of the Final EIS. 

1.1 Public Comment Process 

DOE and NYSERDA prepared the Revised Draft EIS in accordance with the National Environmental Policy 
Act of 1969 (NEPA) and the New York State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQR) to examine the 
environmental impacts associated with three alternatives for the decommissioning and long-term stewardship 
of the West Valley Demonstration Project (WVDP) and the Western New York Nuclear Service Center 
(WNYNSC), and the No Action Alternative.  An important part of the NEPA process is solicitation of public 
comments on a draft environmental impact statement (EIS) and consideration of those comments in preparing a 
final EIS.  DOE issued the Revised Draft EIS in November 2008 for review and comment by other Federal 
agencies, the State of New York, American Indian Tribal Governments, local governments, and the public.  
Copies of the Revised Draft EIS were distributed to those organizations and government officials who were 
known to have an interest in WVDP and WNYNSC, as well as those organizations and individuals who 
requested a copy.  Copies were also made available on the Internet and in regional DOE public document 
reading rooms and public libraries. 

DOE and NYSERDA solicited comments on the Revised Draft EIS during a 9-month public comment period, 
which began on December 5, 2008 when DOE and the Environmental Protection Agency published Notices of 
Availability in the Federal Register (73 FR 74160; 73 FR 74170).  A Notice of Completion of the Revised 
Draft EIS and Public Hearings was also published on December 10, 2008 in the New York State Environmental 
Notice Bulletin in accordance with SEQR requirements.  DOE’s December 5, 2008 Notice of Availability 
announced a 6-month public comment period (required by the 1987 Stipulation of Compromise Settlement 
between the Coalition on West Valley Nuclear Wastes and Radioactive Waste Campaign and DOE), through 
June 8, 2009.  In response to stakeholder requests, the public comment period was extended another 90 days, 
until September 8, 2009. 

During the public comment period, DOE and NYSERDA jointly held four public hearings to provide 
interested members of the public with opportunities to learn more about the content of the Revised Draft EIS 
from exhibits, factsheets, and other materials; to hear DOE and NYSERDA representatives present the results 
of the EIS analyses; to ask clarifying questions; and to provide oral or written comments.  A website 
(http://www.westvalleyeis.com) was established to further inform the public about the Revised Draft EIS, how 
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to submit comments, the public hearings, and other pertinent information.  Comment submission mechanisms 
and public hearing dates, times, and locations were announced in the Federal Register and New York State 
Environmental Notice Bulletin notices, in local newspapers, and on the website.  Members of the public who 
expressed interest and are on the DOE and NYSERDA mailing list for the Revised Draft EIS were notified by 
U.S. mail regarding hearing dates, times, and locations. 

Public hearings were held in Albany, Irving (on the Seneca Nation of Indians Reservation), Ashford, and 
Buffalo, New York on March 30 and 31, and April 1 and 2, 2009, respectively.  The December 5, 2008 
Federal Register notice announced the times and locations for three public hearings.  However, in response to 
stakeholder requests, another meeting was added in Albany, and the Buffalo meeting was moved from the 
original Blasdell location to a more central downtown Buffalo location.  These changes to the hearing schedule 
were announced in the Federal Register on March 17, 2009 (74 FR 11364), and advertised in local 
newspapers. A court reporter recorded the oral comments made at each hearing and prepared a transcript for 
each. 

In response to public concerns about some of the alternatives in the Revised Draft EIS, especially after the 
August 9 and 10, 2009, heavy rainfall events, the DOE Assistant Secretary for Environmental Management 
and the President of NYSERDA initiated planning for a videoconference to discuss those concerns.  The 
videoconference was held on September 4, 2009, with participation by the Assistant Secretary and the 
President of NYSERDA and various stakeholders. This ‘meeting’ was also transcribed by a court reporter and 
the comments are included in the Comment Response Document. 

In addition, Federal, state and local governmental agencies; American Indian Tribal Governments, and the 
general public were encouraged to submit comments by U.S. mail, e-mail, a toll-free fax line, and the DOE 
website.  DOE and NYSERDA received approximately 420 submittals containing approximately 
1,900 comments addressing a wide range of issues.  Table 1–1 lists the numbers of submittals received by 
method of submission. 
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Table 1–1  Comment Submission Method 
Method Number of Submittals 

Hearings (written and oral) 60 

U.S. Mail 113 

E-mail 43

Website 117

Toll-Free Fax Line 87 

Total 420 

 

 

 

DOE and NYSERDA considered all comments, including those received after the comment period ended, in 
its evaluation of the accuracy and adequacy of the Revised Draft EIS to determine whether corrections, 
clarifications, or other revisions were required.  Spoken and written comments were considered equally.  Upon 
receipt, all written comment documents were date-stamped and assigned a document number for tracking 
during the comment response process.  Each message left on the website and each speaker at the public 
hearings was assigned a document number.  All comment documents were then processed through the 
comment analysis and response sequence.  The text of each comment document was delineated into individual, 
sequentially numbered comments.  The comments were re-evaluated throughout the course of the response 
process as new information became available.  Comments were reviewed and responded to by policy experts, 
subject matter experts, and NEPA specialists, as appropriate.  The originally submitted comment documents 
and public hearing comments are preserved as part of the Administrative Record.  Figure 1–1 illustrates the 
process used to collect, track, and respond to the comments.  
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Figure 1–1  Comment Response Process 
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The comments and DOE/NYSERDA responses have been compiled in a side-by-side format, with each 
delineated comment receiving a separate response.  Each was scanned as it was received.  All comments and 
responses are numbered with a comment identification number to facilitate matching a comment with its 
response.  Topics of broad public interest or concern that may require a more detailed response were 
characterized as major issues and addressed in Section 2 of this CRD. 

The comment response process was integral to preparation of the Final EIS because it was used to focus 
revision efforts and to ensure consistency throughout the final document.  For example, comments were 
evaluated to determine whether the analyses presented in the Draft EIS should be modified or augmented; 
whether information presented in the Draft EIS was incorrect or out of date; and whether additional or revised 
text would clarify or facilitate better understanding of certain issues.  Vertical bars alongside the text in the 
Final EIS indicate where such changes were made. 

1.2 Public Hearing Format 

The public hearings were organized to encourage public comments on the Revised Draft EIS and to provide 
members of the public information about the NEPA process and the proposed actions.  A court reporter was 
present at each hearing to record and prepare a transcript of the comments spoken publicly at the hearing.  
These transcripts are included in Section 3 of this CRD.  Written comments were also collected at the hearings.  
Comment forms were available at the hearings for anyone wishing to use them. 

At each of the public hearings, there were poster displays staffed by DOE and NYSERDA subject matter 
experts.  Members of the public were invited to view the displays and ask questions of the subject matter 
experts either before or after the formal hearings were conducted.  The displays addressed the NEPA process 
and the alternatives included in the EIS. 

Management representatives from the DOE WVDP Site Office and NYSERDA opened the hearings with 
welcoming remarks.  The DOE EIS Document Manager and the NYSERDA West Valley Program Director 
then provided an overview of the Revised Draft EIS and the NEPA process.  Following the overview 
presentation, a meeting facilitator opened the public comment session.  To ensure that everyone interested in 
speaking had the opportunity, a time limit was established based on the number of people who had indicated a 
desire to speak.  As part of the comment response process, the transcripts and written comments collected at 
the hearings were reviewed for comments on the EIS, as described in Section 1.1 of this CRD. 

1.3 Organization of this Comment Response Document  

This CRD is organized into the following sections: 

• Section 1 describes the public comment process, the public hearing format, the organization of this 
document, and the changes made to the Revised Draft EIS. 

• Section 2 presents summaries of major issues raised in the comments and responses from DOE and 
NYSERDA.  These major issues include comment topics that appeared frequently in the comments or 
may have required lengthy or detailed responses. 

• Section 3 presents transcripts of the oral comments and scanned copies of the comment documents 
received during the four public hearings, as well as by U.S. mail, e-mail, the Internet website, and a 
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toll-free fax line during the public comment period.  The comments are presented side-by-side with 
DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses.1 

• Section 4 lists the references cited in this volume. 

1.4 Changes from the Revised Draft Environmental Impact Statement  

In preparing this Final EIS, DOE and NYSERDA made revisions to the Revised Draft EIS in response to 
comments received during the comment period from Federal and state legislators, other Federal agencies, state 
and local government entities, American Indian Tribal governments, and the public.  In addition, this EIS was 
revised to provide additional and updated environmental baseline information, to include the results of 
additional analyses, to correct editorial errors, and to clarify text.  This EIS was also updated to reflect events 
that occurred, notifications that were made for other NEPA documents, and changes in applicable regulatory 
requirements or guidance since the Revised Draft EIS was issued for public comment in December 2008.  The 
following paragraphs summarize the more important changes made to this EIS. 

1.4.1 Incorporation of Updated Environmental and Site-specific Information 

This EIS was updated to include another year of environmental monitoring data for WNYNSC,  
primarily as provided in the West Valley Demonstration Project Annual Site Environmental Report for 
Calendar Year 2007 (WVES and URS 2008) and from revisions in the Site Technical Reports 
(WSMS 2009a, 2009b, 2009c, 2009d, 2009e), including reassessment of the amount of certain wastes that 
would be exhumed under the Site Removal Alternative and reclassification of other waste from low specific 
activity radioactive waste to demolition and debris waste.  The updated environmental monitoring data was 
used to update the environmental baseline in Chapter 3.  The revised engineering data is reflected in the 
descriptions of alternatives in Chapter 2 and used in the impact analyses presented in Chapter 4 and the various 
supporting appendices. 

The near-field hydrologic analysis was revised to reflect the current understanding of the structure of the 
North Plateau slack-water sequence and Lavery till-sand unit and updated to incorporate design parameters for 
the as-installed NDA slurry wall and geomembrane cover.  These changes and the results of the analysis are 
described in detail in Appendix E of this Final EIS.  The results are used in the revised transport and dose 
analyses in Appendix H, Sections H.2.2.2 and H.2.2.3, and Chapter 4, Sections 4.1.10.3.1 and 4.1.10.3.2.   

1.4.2 Changes Made in Response to the NYSERDA View in the Revised Draft EIS 

Changes were made in this EIS in response to the NYSERDA View, which appeared as the Foreword to the 
Revised Draft EIS.  The View has been revised for this Final EIS, but additional analyses were performed by 
DOE between the Revised Draft and this Final EIS to address some of the issues raised in the initial View.  In 
addition to revising the text in this EIS to incorporate new analyses and clarify certain discussions, text boxes 
have been added at the beginning of the applicable sections of this EIS to indicate NYSERDA’s View and 
DOE’s response.  Specifically, NYSERDA identified eight issues, five of which (issue numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 

                                                 
1 By a letter dated December 27, 2008, Ms. Barbara Warren, Executive Director of the Citizens’ Environmental Coalition, 
requested that The Real Costs of Cleaning Up Nuclear Waste: A Full Cost Accounting of Cleanup Options for the West Valley 
Nuclear Waste Site (Synapse Report) be included in the public comment record for this EIS.  This report has been addressed in 
accordance with Council on Environmental Quality NEPA regulations (40 CFR 1503.4[b]) in Issue Summary 5, “Conclusions 
of the Synapse Report,” in Section 2.5 of this CRD.  This issue summary is divided into three major portions: a high-level 
overview of the information contained in the report and its appendices; a section in which DOE presents perceived shortcomings 
in the report; and the final section which identifies comments relevant to the 2008 Revised Draft EIS that were inferred by DOE 
and NYSERDA from the information presented in the report and its appendices, and provides responses to those comments. 
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and 8 in the View) relate to the nature and use of the long-term performance assessment information.  These 
issues present NYSERDA’s opinions that:  

• Issue 1.  The erosion analysis in the Revised Draft EIS is not scientifically defensible and the 
predictions do not show gully penetration into the Main Plant Process Building or Waste Tank Farm, 
nor is gully advancement on the North Plateau at a rate or in a direction acceptable to NYSERDA. 

Change in EIS:  The erosion analysis was modified by calibrating the erosion code using the Monte 
Carlo method.  These updated results were then used for unmitigated erosion scenario predictions.  
These changes to the erosion analysis are described in detail in Appendix F of the Final EIS.  The 
results are used in the revised dose analysis in Appendix H, Section H.2.2.4; and Chapter 4, 
Section 4.1.10.3.3.  A text box has been added to Section 4.1.10.3.3, to address this issue. 

• Issue 2.  The analysis of contaminant transport by groundwater in the Revised Draft EIS, while sound, 
needs improvement.  In particular, NYSERDA questioned why the one-dimensional transport model 
was used for environmental consequence analysis rather than the three-dimensional model. 

Change in EIS:  The one-dimensional model was used for contaminant transport analysis in the EIS 
because test runs showed that the one-dimension model predictions of strontium-90 concentrations at 
various locations in the North Plateau Groundwater Plume centerline are comparable to the three-
dimensional model (STOMP) prediction, both of which are similar to field observations.  In addition, 
the one-dimensional model has a much shorter run time than the STOMP model when analyzing site-
specific transport and is easier to integrate with both the release models and the dose consequence 
models.  The hydrologic parameters used in the one-dimensional transport analysis are drawn from the 
three dimensional hydrologic analysis discussed in Appendix E, Section E.4 of this EIS.  The use of 
the one-dimensional model also introduces an element of conservatism because it does not allow for 
lateral dispersion, which would lower the plume centerline concentrations.  A more detailed discussion 
of the rationale for the use of the one-dimensional model for transport analysis is provided in 
Appendix E, Section E.4.1.1.  A text box has been added to Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3, to address 
this issue. 

• Issue 3.  The assumptions used in the Revised Draft EIS for the performance of engineered barriers 
such as caps, slurry walls, reducing grout, and other engineered materials intended to keep 
contamination physically and chemically bound in place have not been substantiated and may be 
overly optimistic. 

Change in EIS:  The discussion of assumptions used for the performance of engineered barriers in 
Appendix H, Section H.2.2.1 of this Final EIS has been expanded.  A text box has been added to 
Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.2, to address this issue. 

• Issue 4.  The Revised Draft EIS does not address uncertainty in a manner that provides 
decisionmakers with information about the critical contributors to uncertainty or the importance of 
uncertainty in site cleanup decisions.  In particular, NYSERDA is of the opinion that assertions of 
conservatism in analyses and assumptions in the Revised Draft EIS are not adequately supported, and 
that the long-term analysis is not presented in enough detail or with enough clarity to be properly 
understood or independently replicated. 
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Change in EIS:  Appendix H, Section H.2.2.1, of this Final EIS has been expanded to provide a 
detailed discussion of assumptions used in the long-term performance analysis and how the 
assumptions relate to the conservatism of the analysis.  This section has been expanded and revised to 
clarify how uncertainty is considered in the long-term performance assessment.  A text box has been 
added to Chapter 4, Section 4.3, to address this issue. 

• Issue 8.  The long-term performance assessment is not adequate to support a decision for in-place 
closure of the Waste Tank Farm or any other facilities. 

Change in EIS:  This last issue in the View is a summation of four other issues related to the long-
term performance assessment effort presented in the Revised Draft EIS: erosion, hydrologic 
contaminant transport, performance of engineered barriers, and the presentation of information about 
the uncertainly of the long-term performance assessment and the use of this information in 
decisionmaking.  A text box has been added to Chapter 1, Section 1.5, of this Final EIS to discuss 
this issue. 

Issues 5, 6, and 7 of the NYSERDA View pertain to other, individual topics: 

• Issue 5 indicates that the connection between the Revised Draft EIS analyses and the applicable 
regulatory framework must be strengthened.  In this issue, NYSERDA discusses its position that the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s low-level radioactive waste disposal regulations (10 CFR Part 61) 
were used to guide the long-term performance assessment rather than NRC’s License Termination 
Rule and implementing guidance (NUREG-1757).  NYSERDA further states that 10 CFR Part 61 
should generally not be used as part of the analytical framework for the EIS. 

Change in EIS:  The long-term performance assessment in this Decommissioning and/or Long-Term 
Stewardship EIS meets DOE NEPA guidance and precedent.  The analysis also uses the requirements 
of NRC’s License Termination Rule (10 CFR Part 20, Subpart E) and Policy Statement for the WVDP 
(which prescribes the License Termination Rule as the decommissioning criteria for WVDP) and the 
implementing guidance for the WVDP Policy Statement in NUREG-1757 for the long-term 
performance analysis for this EIS.  A text box discussing this issue has been added to Chapter 1, 
Section 1.3, of this Final EIS. 

• Issue 6 of the initial View indicates that the approach for exhumation of the SDA, NDA, and Waste 
Tank Farm described in the Revised Draft EIS may be overly conservative and based on extreme 
conditions rather than those that are more likely to be encountered during exhumation.  This issue is 
primarily in the context of how this approach affects the estimated cost of the Sitewide Removal 
Alternative.  NYSERDA also suggests that the disposal costs, in particular those for Greater-Than-
Class C waste, should be reevaluated. 

Change in EIS:  The pre-conceptual engineering approach to implementing the Sitewide Removal 
Alternative was reviewed and revisions were made to reduce the conservatism in some of the 
assumptions.  Costs were recalculated consistent with the revised approach and also using two 
different cost estimates for disposal of Greater-Than-Class C waste as described in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.2, of this Final EIS.  A text box has been added to Section 4.2.1, to address this issue. 

• Issue 7 suggests that nonradiological fatalities from waste transportation rail accidents appear to be 
over-estimated because the analysis in the Revised Draft EIS uses “railcar-kilometers” to assess the 
number of expected accident fatalities. 
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Change in EIS:  Chapter 4, Section 4.1.12, and Appendix J of this Final EIS have been revised to 
reduce conservatism in the transportation analysis.  However, the only acceptable reference for railcar 
accident data reports the data in railcar-kilometers.  Therefore, no change in the transportation analysis 
was made to specifically address this issue.  Other changes were made in the transportation analysis to 
reduce conservatism.  Chapter 4, Section 4.1.12, and Appendix J of this EIS have been revised to 
incorporate the new analyses.  A text box was also added to Section 4.1.12, to explain this issue and 
the changes made to the analysis. 

Revised Description of Alternatives 

The description of the Interim End State, the starting point for analyses in this EIS, has been updated to reflect 
new information about when activities to achieve the Interim End State are expected to be completed. 

The descriptions of the proposed alternatives have been revised to reflect the current plan for implementing 
each of the alternatives.  For example, the discussion of monitoring and maintenance during decommissioning 
and for any post-decommissioning activities was expanded for each of the alternatives. 

The Phased Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS allowed for a 
Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but no later than 30 years from issuance of the 
Record of Decision (ROD), if that alternative were selected.  In response to public comments that expressed 
concern over the length of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered the timeframe for making Phase 2 decisions.  As a result, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative presented in the Final EIS specifies that Phase 2 decisions would be made no later 
than 10 years after issuance of the initial DOE ROD and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisonmaking Alternative is selected, The overall effect on the potential impacts associated with the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative of this change in the timeframe for making Phase 2 decisions is to eliminate the 
impacts associated with years 11 through 30 of Phase 1.  The specific changes in the impacts are discussed 
qualitatively for each resource area in Chapter 2, Section 2.6 of this EIS, which summarizes and compares the 
impacts among the evaluated alternatives.  The near-term impacts of the modified Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative would generally be less than the impacts identified in Chapter 4 of this EIS, which are based on a 
decision 30 years after the initial DOE ROD and NYSERDA Findings Statement documenting selection of the 
Phased Decisionmaking Alternative.  The long-term impacts of the modified Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative would generally be bounded by the long-term impacts of either the Sitewide Removal or Sitewide 
Close-In- Place Alternatives, depending on the Phase 2 decisions.  If the Phase 2 decision for the State-
Licensed Disposal Area (SDA) is continued active management, the impacts for some activities are expected to 
be bounded by the No Action Alternative. 

1.5 Next Steps 

One or more DOE RODs may be published for this Final EIS, but no ROD will be published sooner than 
30 days after the Notice of Availability is issued.  The RODs will explain all factors considered by DOE in 
reaching its decisions, including environmental impacts, and identify the environmentally preferred alternative 
or alternatives.  If mitigation measures, monitoring, or other conditions are adopted as part of DOE’s decisions, 
these will be summarized in the RODs and included in Mitigation Action Plans that will be prepared and 
issued with the DOE RODs.  The Mitigation Action Plans will explain how and when any mitigation measures 
will be implemented and how DOE will monitor the effectiveness of these measures over time. 

In accordance with SEQR requirements, NYSERDA will issue a separate Findings Statement no sooner than 
10 days after issuance of the Notice of Availability for the Final EIS.  This Findings Statement will certify that 
SEQR requirements have been met; demonstrate that the action chosen avoids or minimizes any adverse 
environmental impacts presented in the Final EIS; and weigh and balance the impacts with social, economic, 
and other essential considerations.  
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2.0   MAJOR ISSUES 

Six topics identified in the public comments on the Revised Draft Environmental Impact Statement for 
Decommissioning and/or Long-Term Stewardship at the West Valley Demonstration Project and Western 
New York Nuclear Service Center (Revised Draft EIS) are of broad interest or concern, and may require a more 
detailed response than could be effectively presented in the side-by-side format in Section 3 of this Comment 
Response Document (CRD).  These topics have been characterized as major issues and are addressed in this 
section.  These issues are: 

• Modified Phased Decisonmaking Alternative 

• Support for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes 

• Concerns about Potential Contamination of Water 

• Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling 

• Questions about Cost-Benefit Analysis 

• Conclusions of the Synapse Report (The Real Costs of Cleaning Up Nuclear Waste: A Full Cost 
Accounting of Cleanup Options for the West Valley Nuclear Waste Site prepared by Synapse Energy 
Economics, Inc.) 

2.1 Modified Phased Decisionmaking Alternative 

Issue: 

A variety of comments revealed a need to clarify the nature of the Phase 2 actions and associated impacts.  A 
specific comment requested clarification that Phase 2 of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative would involve 
only removal or in-place closure for those facilities remaining after completion of the Phase 1 
decommissioning actions.  

Several commentors also expressed concerns about the delay in the timing of the Phase 2 decisionmaking. 
Some expressed a concern that the Phase 2 decision would not be made. Others pointed out the loss in 
technical expertise and socioeconomic impact that would occur if there were many years between the 
completion of the Phase 1 decommissioning actions and the initiation of the Phase 2 decommissioning actions. 

Response: 

Under the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative, decommissioning would be completed in two phases. This 
alternative involves substantial removal actions in the first phase.  In addition, during this first phase, this 
alternative provides for additional site characterization and scientific studies to facilitate consensus 
decisionmaking for the remaining facilities or areas.  

The intention behind the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative, as presented in the Revised Draft EIS, was to 
make the Phase 2 decision as soon as possible, but no later than 30 years after issuance of the initial 
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative were selected. The 30-year timeframe was selected in part because it is a common 
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duration for permits/licenses and it was the timeframe anticipated (at the time of publication of the Revised 
Draft EIS) in which the canisters of vitrified waste would be shipped to a repository.  

During the period between the issuance of the Draft and Final EIS, NYSERDA and DOE considered the input 
received during the nine-month public comment period.  A number of stakeholders (including members of the 
West Valley Citizen Task Force and local community leaders) voiced concerns over the potential length of 
time required to make the Phase 2 decision.  In response to these concerns, DOE and NYSERDA have 
reconsidered the timeframe for making the Phase 2 decision.  The Preferred Alternative in this Final EIS now 
specifies that Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the initial DOE Record 
of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected.  

In reevaluating their position on the timeframe, NYSERDA and DOE also considered the current schedule to 
complete Phase 1 actions.  The schedule calls for an 8- to 10-year time period to complete major 
decommissioning activities (e.g. demolition of the main plant, removal of plume source area, lagoon removal) 
under Phase 1.  In order to allow the cleanup work to move directly from the Phase 1 activities to the Phase 2 
activities, and ensure that work interruptions at the site would be minimized, project momentum (including 
funding) would be maintained, and to avoid the loss of the highly-trained workforce, DOE and NYSERDA 
have now agreed to make the Phase 2 decision within a 10-year timeframe, if the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative is selected.  

To that effect, both agencies have clarified their intention in this Final EIS for their Phase 2 decisionmaking, if 
the Preferred Alternative is selected. DOE has affirmed that it intends to complete its decommissioning 
decisionmaking with its Phase 2 decision and, therefore, would select either removal or in-place closure or a 
combination of the two for those portions of the site for which it has decommissioning responsibility. 
Specifically, Phase 2 would complete the decommissioning or long-term management decisionmaking process 
for the WVDP, implementing the approach determined through review of the currently existing information 
and any additional studies to be the most appropriate. As such, the impacts of Phase 2 are bounded by those of 
the Sitewide Removal and Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternatives. 

NYSERDA has clarified that alternatives that would be considered for the Phase 2 decision on the State-
Licensed Disposal Area (SDA) would range from complete exhumation to close-in-place to continued active 
management consistent with SDA permit and license requirements.  For the balance of Western New York 
Nuclear Service Company (WNYNSC), the Phase 2 decision would range from license termination with 
unrestricted use to continued management under the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) license.   

Phase 1 activities would make use of proven technologies and available waste disposal sites to reduce potential 
near-term health and safety risks from residual radioactivity and hazardous contaminants at the site.  In order to 
facilitate interagency consensus, additional studies would be conducted to possibly reduce technical 
uncertainties related to the decision on final decommissioning and long-term management of the site, 
particularly the uncertainty associated with long-term performance models, viability and cost of exhuming 
buried waste and tanks, and availability of waste disposal sites.  During Phase 1, DOE and NYSERDA would 
seek and evaluate information about improved technologies for in-place containment and for exhuming the 
tanks and burial areas for use in decisionmaking for Phase 2.  NYSERDA believes that an 8 to 10 year period 
is reasonable for conducting additional studies on the technical issues discussed in the “Foreword” to this Final 
EIS.  See Chapter 2, Section 2.4.3.1, of the Final EIS for more information regarding the process and types of 
studies that could be used to facilitate consensus on the Phase 2 approach. 

The description of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative was modified in the Final EIS to state that the 
Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision 
and NYSERDA Findings Statement if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 
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The Chapter 4 analysis of environmental consequences of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative still presents 
the environmental consequences for a 30-year maximum duration for Phase 1 as was done for the Revised 
Draft EIS.  Chapter 2, Section 2.6, discusses the changes in Phase 1 environmental consequences from making 
the Phase 2 decision within 10 years after the Phase 1 Record of Decision and Findings Statement, in context 
with the impacts of making the Phase 2 decision within the original bounding time limit of 30 years.   

2.2 Support for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes 

Issue: 

A majority of commentors stated a preference for sitewide removal of all radioactive and hazardous wastes 
from the WNYNSC as soon as possible.  In many cases, these commentors expressed specific support for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative over other alternatives.  Reasons for this preference generally centered on 
concerns about contamination migrating from WNYNSC to groundwater and surface water in the region due to 
erosion or earthquakes.  Some commentors also stated that the Sitewide Removal Alternative is more cost-
effective than the other alternatives, citing information published in The Real Costs of Cleaning Up Nuclear 
Waste: A Full Cost Accounting of Cleanup Options for the West Valley Nuclear Waste Site, by Synapse Energy 
Economics, Inc.  

Response:  

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and New York State Energy Research and Development Authority 
(NYSERDA) acknowledge the commentors’ preference for sitewide removal of all radioactive and hazardous 
materials from WNYNSC. 

The health and safety of populations in nearby communities and workers on site would be protected under all 
of the alternatives analyzed in this environmental impact statement (EIS), assuming that institutional controls 
remain in place.  However, each of the alternatives would result in risks and benefits that DOE and NYSERDA 
will consider in making their respective decisions. Projected short-term and long-term impacts for each 
alternative are presented in detail for each environmental resource area (e.g., human health and safety, 
ecological resources, water resources) in Chapter 4, Section 4.1, and summarized in a comparative presentation 
in Chapter 2, Section 2.6, of this EIS. 

In general, the Sitewide Removal and Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternatives represent bounds in possible 
decommissioning options, i.e., either removing the remaining waste and contamination, or largely stabilizing 
the remaining radioactive and hazardous waste in place.  Comparing the two alternatives, the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative would incur larger radiological doses and risks to the public and workers from onsite and 
transportation activities (including accidents), as well as higher costs, during decommissioning activities.  The 
Sitewide Removal Alternative would also incur smaller long-term doses and risks to the public in the vicinity 
of WNYNSC.  Phase 1 of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative has short-term radiological doses and risks 
that are less than those for the Sitewide Removal Alternative, but larger than those for the Sitewide Close-In-
Place Alternative.  Phase 2 impacts are expected to be generally bounded by those identified for the Sitewide 
Removal and Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternatives.  If the Phase 2 decision for the SDA is continued active 
management, Phase 2 impacts for some resource areas are expected to be bounded by those for the No Action 
Alternative.  Therefore, a qualitative statement can be made about the range of impacts for the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative. 

DOE and NYSERDA have identified the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative as the Preferred Alternative in 
this EIS.  Implementation of Phase 1 of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative would result in substantial 
cleanup of the site within approximately 8 years. The cleanup that would take place during Phase 1, as 
explained in Chapter 2, Section 2.7, of this EIS, would reduce or eliminate the sources of much of the potential 
health or environmental impacts by removing major facilities (such as the Main Plant Process Building and 
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lagoons).  In addition, the source area for the North Plateau Groundwater Plume would be removed, thereby 
reducing the source of radionuclides that are a potential contributor to human health and environmental 
impacts.  DOE and NYSERDA agree that, under Phase 1 of this alternative, a variety of studies would be 
performed to aid consensus decisionmaking for the Phase 2 actions.  Phase 2 actions could include removal of 
the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide Removal Alternative), close-in-place of the remaining 
facilities and contamination (Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative), or a combination of activities from these 
two alternatives. 

DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  Each of the “Surface Water Flow 
and Quality” subsections of Chapter 4, Sections 4.1.4.1, 4.1.4.2, and 4.1.4.3 includes a discussion of the 
erosion anticipated while decommissioning actions are being performed under each of the proposed action 
alternatives. This EIS also evaluates the potential long-term human health impacts from a scenario whereby 
institutional controls are assumed to be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of 
years. These projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of this EIS.   

As stated in this EIS, some erosion could be expected to result under all of the proposed alternatives.  A 
comparison of the Sitewide Removal Alternative and Phase 1 of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative 
demonstrates that both would have a short-term potential for material movement due to erosion as areas are 
excavated and filled before re-establishment of ground cover.   Natural erosion would also occur after area 
restoration is complete.  The nature of any longer-term erosion under Phase 2 of the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative would range between that anticipated under the Sitewide Removal and the Sitewide Close-In-Place 
Alternatives, depending on the decisions made.  Whichever alternative is selected in DOE’s Record of 
Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement, potential short-term and longer-term erosion would be 
minimized by the erosion control measures described in Chapter 6, Section 6.2, of this EIS.   

The seismology of WNYNSC is discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.5, of this EIS.  The consequences of 
potential accidents, including earthquakes, are discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.9.2.  Table 4–20 presents 
the consequences and annual risks for the dominant accident scenarios associated with each of the alternatives. 
For the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative, it should be noted that only Phase 1 accident consequences and 
risks were analyzed.  Accident consequences and risks for Phase 2 of this alternative could be greater than 
those for Phase 1, depending on the decision about further actions.  However, the Phase 2 accident 
consequences and risks would be no greater than those for the Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The absolute 
magnitude of accident consequences and risks for all alternatives is estimated to be very small and is not 
expected to present a major health risk to the general population.  Table 4–22 compares the relative risks of the 
decommissioning alternatives. As indicated in this table, the Sitewide Removal Alternative poses the highest 
annual risk to both the population and the maximally exposed individual on site during decommissioning 
activities.  The annual risks under the Phased Decisionmaking and Close-In-Place Alternatives would be 
comparatively low. 

As stated in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.4, water resource impacts would result from some of the proposed 
decommissioning actions.  The impacts of each alternative on water resources are presented in Chapter 4, 
Table 4–6.  The “Concerns about Potential Contamination of Water” Issue Summary below provides a 
discussion of radiological impacts to regional and Lake Erie water users.  

Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS presents a discussion of the costs associated with each alternative. In 
addition, DOE and NYSERDA have reviewed the report cited in many of the comments, The Real Costs of 
Cleaning Up Nuclear Waste: A Full Cost Accounting of Cleanup Options for the West Valley Nuclear Waste 
Site (Synapse Report) (Synapse Energy Economics 2008).  The Conclusions of the Synapse Report Issue 
Summary in this Major Issue Summaries section provides a discussion of the information presented and 
inconsistencies identified in the Synapse Report, as well as responses from DOE and NYSERDA to comments 
received.  
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It should be noted that costs are not normally required in DOE EISs. If costs are an important consideration in 
the decisionmaking process, the agencies will disclose this and discuss it as part of their selection rationale in 
DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  

2.3 Concerns about Potential Contamination of Water 

Issue: 

Commentors expressed concerns that, because streams nearby WNYNSC eventually discharge into Lake Erie, 
contaminated liquid effluents resulting from WNYNSC could enter the streams and adversely affect regional 
water users in Western New York and the Great Lakes region.  Concerns were also expressed about the use of 
water from nearby streams.  In addition, some commentors were specifically concerned about the potential 
effects of erosion on water quality.  

Response: 

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that potential radiological releases resulting in water contamination are a 
major concern in the region of WNYNSC. The potential impacts of the proposed actions on water resources 
are addressed in this EIS in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.4 (Water Resources); Section 4.1.9 and Appendix I (Human 
Health and Safety During Decommissioning Activities); Section 4.1.10 (Long-term Human Health); and 
Appendix H (Long-term Performance Assessment Results).  These impacts represent conservative estimates of 
potential impacts to receptors that include members of the general population and hypothetical individuals who 
are assumed to be in locations and conduct activities that result in conservatively large impacts.  For example, 
all receptors are assumed to use untreated water, that is, no reduction in contaminants is assumed as a result of 
water treatment prior to use by the receptors.  Receptors addressed in this EIS include: 

• Cattaraugus Creek receptor—an individual assumed to drink untreated water from Cattaraugus Creek, 
eat local fish, and, for the long-term impacts analysis, consume produce from gardens irrigated with 
water from the Creek. (DOE and NYSERDA are not aware of any actual persons who currently use 
Cattaraugus Creek as a source of drinking water.)  

• Seneca Nation of Indians receptor—an individual assumed to drink untreated water from the lower 
reaches of Cattaraugus Creek on the Seneca Nation of Indians Cattaraugus Reservation, eat local fish 
(in larger quantities than the Cattaraugus Creek receptor), and, for the long-term impacts analysis, 
consume produce from gardens irrigated with water from the Creek.  (DOE and NYSERDA are not 
aware of any actual persons who currently use Cattaraugus Creek as a source of drinking water.)   

• Lake Erie and Niagara River receptors—a large population assumed to drink untreated water from 
Lake Erie or the Niagara River, to eat fish from Lake Erie, and, for the long-term impacts analysis, to 
consume produce from gardens irrigated with this water.   

This EIS analysis accounts for contaminants that are assumed to flow into Cattaraugus Creek, Lake Erie, and 
the Niagara River and quantitatively assesses impacts to receptors at these locations.  Contaminated water that 
flows through the Niagara River would mix with the waters of Lake Ontario.  This mixing and the large 
volume of water would result in dilution of the contaminants well below the concentrations that would occur at 
the Lake Erie and Niagara River water treatment plants.  As a result, the impacts to receptors farther away, 
such as at Lake Ontario and St. Lawrence River locations would be less and therefore bounded by the impacts 
presented in this EIS for the closer, upstream locations.   

During decommissioning activities, erosion is not expected to have a significant effect on the quality of the 
water in site streams or in water taken from Lake Erie or other regional water bodies because appropriate 
control measures would be taken by onsite personnel to minimize erosion.  
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To estimate the potential environmental impacts of the proposed actions, assumptions were made about daily 
water and local fish consumption, as well as about sedimentation and dilution rates as postulated contaminants 
pass from local streams to Great Lakes water treatment plants.  Doses to receptors were calculated based on 
estimated peak annual liquid releases from the site.  It was assumed that the calculated radionuclide 
concentration in Cattaraugus Creek as it enters Lake Erie would not be diluted by Lake Erie water before the 
contaminated water would be drawn by the Sturgeon Point Water Treatment Plant, located downstream on the 
Lake.  Dilution of contaminants in water drawn by water treatment plants on the Niagara River was based 
solely on the east channel flow rate without accounting for the dilution effects of Lake Erie.  During 
radionuclide transport from WNYNSC through Buttermilk Creek and Cattaraugus Creek, it was assumed that 
no deposition of radionuclides would occur during the 64 kilometers (40 miles) of travel to Lake Erie.  All of 
these conservative assumptions were designed to provide conservatively high estimates of radiological impacts 
from liquid releases to the environment during decommissioning operations at WNYNSC.  

Further, during decommissioning activities, Lake Erie or Niagara River receptors were assumed to consume 
untreated water from the drinking water system (no credit was taken for any treatment that would occur before 
water distribution) and to consume an average of 0.1 kilograms (0.22 pounds) per year of contaminated fish 
taken from Lake Erie.  The peak annual total effective dose equivalent (TEDE) to an average member of the 
population (derived from Appendix I, Table I–9, of this EIS, data for the Lake Erie water treatment plant) was 
estimated to be about 0.0044 millirem for the Sitewide Removal Alternative, 0.046 millirem for the Sitewide 
Close-In-Place Alternative, 1.6 × 10-5 millirem for Phase 1 of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative and 
0.025 millirem for the No Action Alternative.1   

The Cattaraugus Creek and Seneca Nation of Indians receptors were assumed to consume untreated water from 
the creek, as well as larger quantities of fish from the creek (9.0 kilograms [20 pounds] per year for the 
Cattaraugus Creek receptor and 62 kilograms [137 pounds] per year for the Seneca Nation of Indians receptor). 
These receptors would receive higher peak annual doses, primarily from the assumed fish consumption  (see 
Appendix I, Section I.4.3.5, of this EIS).  The largest peak annual TEDE from liquid releases for any receptor 
and decommissioning action alternative was 0.12 millirem for the Seneca Nation of Indians receptor for the 
Sitewide Close-in-Place Alternative. 

After decommissioning activities are completed, contaminant migration could result in contamination of 
regional waters.  The potential effect of contaminant migration, including erosion-related contaminant 
movement, on offsite receptors was modeled for time frames up to 100,000 years for the No Action and 
Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternatives (see Appendix H of this EIS).  Under the Sitewide Removal Alternative, 
removal of onsite contamination during the decommissioning operations would preclude any long-term dose 
effects of migration on water users. The same receptors were used for the long-term analysis as for the short-
term analysis, with the exception that, because of uncertainties about future societal conditions and customs, 
the daily water consumption rate was slightly increased for all receptors.  In addition, all receptors were 
assumed to consume crops taken from a garden irrigated with untreated water.   

If institutional controls were continued indefinitely as planned, the average annual potential dose received by a 
Lake Erie or Niagara River water user in the year of peak impact would not exceed about 0.2 millirem TEDE.  
As noted above, these doses include contributions from other exposure pathways in addition to drinking water 
received through the water distribution systems. 

                                                 
1 For the Sitewide Removal and Close-In-Place Alternatives, the bulk of the potential decommissioning population dose through 
the water pathway would result from the assumed discharge of hydrogen-3 (tritium), which has a half-life of 12.3 years, from the 
Leachate Treatment Facility through a permitted outfall.  The same quantity of tritium would be discharged under both 
alternatives, but the discharge would occur over 60 years under the Sitewide Removal Alternative and 7 years under the 
Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative, resulting in a larger dose under the latter alternative.  Tritium discharge during Phase 1 
decommissioning activities under the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is projected to be much smaller than that under either 
of the other two decommissioning alternatives. 
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If it were assumed that institutional controls were lost for hundreds of years, leading to unmitigated erosion, 
receptors using water from the Sturgeon Point Water Treatment Plant on Lake Erie would receive a peak 
annual TEDE of approximately 0.4 millirem under the Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative and approximately 
2.7 millirem under the No Action Alternative.  These doses would be respectively received about 860 years 
and 200 years after loss of institutional controls.  It should be understood that these doses are very 
conservative. Institutional controls are anticipated to be maintained as long as necessary and implementation of 
the mitigation measures as described in Chapter 6 of this EIS would greatly limit actual erosion under all 
alternatives.  In addition, the analysis does not take credit for processing at water treatment plants to meet 
drinking water standards. 

Doses to receptors that could use Cattaraugus Creek as a source of water over the long term were also 
calculated (see Section 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, of this EIS).  The highest dose would be received by the 
postulated Seneca Nation of Indians receptor under the unmitigated erosion scenario.  Under the Sitewide 
Close-In-Place Alternative, this receptor would receive a maximum annual TEDE of 4 millirem about 
490 years after loss of institutional controls; under the No Action Alternative, this receptor would receive a 
maximum annual TEDE of 34 millirem after about 200 years following loss of institutional controls.   

For perspective, these doses can be compared to the average radiation dose in the U.S. and to dose limits.   The 
average annual radiation dose in the U.S. is 620 millirem from ubiquitous background and other sources of 
radiation unrelated to WNYNSC operations (see Chapter 3, Section 3.11.1.2, of this EIS).  The DOE all-
pathways dose limit to a member of the public is 100 millirem per year (DOE Order 5400.5).  The NRC 
License Termination Rule dose standards for license termination with restrictions are 25 millirem per year 
assuming institutional controls and in the event of loss of institutional controls, 100 millirem per year 
(500 millirem per year if certain conditions are met) (10 CFR 20.1403).  The NRC License Termination Rule 
also provides for a dose standard for license termination using alternate criteria of 100 millirem per year from 
all man-made sources other than medical (10 CFR 20.1404). 

2.4 Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling 

Issue: 

Some commentors, referring to statements in the NYSERDA Foreword to the 2008 Revised Draft EIS, 
expressed their opinion that the long-term erosion analysis presented in the Revised Draft EIS is not 
scientifically defensible.  Others questioned some of the assumptions used to calibrate the erosion model and 
expressed concerns about predictions of gully advance rates.  Several commentors pointed out the erosion that 
occurred in the region following the heavy rainfall events of August 9 and 10, 2009, as an illustration of the 
potential for sudden and dramatic topography changes in the region.  Commentors also expressed views 
regarding the Revised Draft EIS’s lack of predictions regarding the timing of the Buttermilk Creek capture of 
Franks Creek.  Many commentors asked questions concerning the erosion modeling and analysis conducted for 
the Revised Draft EIS, including:  

• Is the Channel-Hillslope Integrated Landscape Development (CHILD) model a reasonable tool for 
making erosion predictions? 

• Are the methods used to calibrate the CHILD model, including the use of the optically stimulated 
luminescence (OSL) measurements, reasonable? 

• What were the climate assumptions used during calibration? 

• What were the criteria used to judge the success of calibration?  
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Response: 

Erosion is an important process to consider when estimating environmental consequences at WNYNSC.  It is 
recognized that future erosion can be either accelerated or slowed by human actions. It was considered 
reasonable and informative for this EIS to analyze two erosion-related cases. The first case assumed that human 
actions mitigate erosion so there are no erosion-related releases of radioactive or hazardous material, consistent 
with the agencies’ objective. The second case addressed unmitigated erosion under the assumption that no 
specific future human actions to address the problem were taken.  The results of these analyses, coupled with 
proper explanations, are considered informative to the agency decisionmakers. 

DOE is of the opinion that the methods used for developing estimates of long-term unmitigated erosion for this 
EIS are scientifically defensible, as well as consistent with the requirements of the National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA).  These methods use analytical tools that are based on a theoretical approach to evaluating 
long-term erosion that is generally accepted in the scientific community. 

The CHILD landscape evolution model is the analytical tool used for erosion prediction in this EIS and is 
considered a state-of-the-art landscape evolution model. The CHILD model uses a limited number of 
algorithms that have been found to reasonably represent the multiple processes involved in erosion. While 
some scientists advocate the reductionist approach for geomorphology modeling (dissection and understanding 
of erosion processes on the smallest scale), such an approach demands the development of smaller-scale 
models, some of which exist, the integration of these smaller-scale models into larger-scale models, and much 
more data than is currently available to support site-specific calibration of the models.  Landscape evolution 
models have, of necessity, used simpler relationships when analyzing erosion over long time frames.  

The CHILD analysis presented in this Final EIS presents a refined analysis that updates the CHILD analysis in 
the 2008 Revised Draft EIS. This refined analysis involves model recalibration that uses available site data in 
conjunction with probabilistic methods (Monte Carlo method) and more detailed calibration criteria to 
determine the sets of calibration parameters that most accurately reproduce the current topography. The 
calibration criteria include matching with exposure time for the two well-dated stream terraces 
(see Appendix F, Section F.2.2.1, for a discussion of OSL dating efforts); longitudinal profile matching; and 
development of an aggregate score that reflects the degree of matching between the model predictions and 
measurements of key existing conditions (i.e. long profile, hypsometry, slope-area index, width function, and 
area index).  The calibration used climatological parameters that reflect current storm frequencies and 
severities and includes the effects of storms comparable to, as well as more severe than, the one that occurred 
in the region in August 2009.  The calibration used current storm data because there is no long-term geo-
historical record of precipitation statistics for the region over the calibration timeframe.  As a result, the effects 
of weather variability over the calibration period are captured in the parameters determined by the calibration 
process. The calibration process also captures the indirect effects of any historical earthquakes on erosion in the 
Buttermilk Creek watershed. Direct effects (e.g., peak ground acceleration strong enough and frequent enough 
to measure an increase in the rate of hill-slope sediment transport) are considered to be insignificant. The 
calibration effort produced 5 parameter sets out of 1,000 runs that produced topography predictions that 
resemble current conditions. 

After calibration of the CHILD model using probabilistic methods, the model was used to develop topography 
predictions for the erosion scenario for both the Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative and No Action Alternative 
using a smaller grid scale around the areas containing waste or contamination.  Topography predictions were 
developed using the parameter sets that were determined by the calibration process to most accurately 
reproduce the current site topography.  Topography projections were developed for both current climatic 
conditions as well as wetter climatic conditions that might occur as a result of climate change.  The short-term 
predictions of gully advance rates were consistent with historical measurements at the site (see Appendix F, 
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Section F.3.1.6.10).  Short-term sheet and rill erosion predictions were comparable to other near-term studies 
(see Section F.3.2.1). 

The predicted topography changes for the unmitigated erosion analysis showed channel widening, as well as 
the development and advance of gullies.  Overall, however, the erosion estimates presented in this Final EIS 
for the North Plateau are similar to those in the Revised Draft EIS.  The Final EIS erosion estimates for the 
South Plateau are slightly lower than those shown in the Revised Draft EIS.  The higher Final EIS erosion rate 
predictions, including faster gully advance rate predictions that are associated with wetter conditions, were 
used in the estimate of dose consequences to onsite and offsite receptors, including downstream water users.   

This Final EIS acknowledges the uncertainty in the unmitigated long-term erosion predictions and in the 
erosion-driven human health consequences (see Chapter 4, Section 4.3.5), consistent with NEPA and the 
New York State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQR) requirements. Section 4.3.5 also points out that 
conservative estimates for many of the factors were used in estimating the erosion-driven human health 
consequences. 

2.5 Questions about Cost-Benefit Analysis 

Issue: 

Several commentors stated that the cost information presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of the Revised Draft 
EIS does not accurately represent the total costs of the alternatives or that the cost-benefit information (also 
presented in Section 4.2) is misleading. Some commentors expressed their opinion that there could be large 
releases of hazardous constituents that would require expensive mitigation actions if waste remained on site. 
Some commentors were also critical of the assumptions in the cost-benefit methodology, stating that 
discounting was not appropriate when evaluating long-term costs. 

Response: 

Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS presents cost and cost-benefit information in response to an NRC request for 
the inclusion of cost-benefit information, which is included in NRC EISs.  (DOE does not require cost or cost-
benefit information in its EISs, although it may consider cost as a factor in its decisionmaking.)  The specific 
analysis uses the information available in this EIS to evaluate cost-effectiveness in a manner that is generally 
consistent with NRC guidance for conducting as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA) analyses, which is 
an element of compliance with the License Termination Rule (NRC 2006a).  The NRC guidance calls for 
discounted costs to be used in the ALARA analysis. The analysis in Section 4.2 was developed and included in 
this EIS so that NRC could use more of this EIS for its NEPA needs. 

The decisions of the lead agencies are not dictated by or limited by the cost or cost-benefit information 
presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.2. The agencies can select any alternative that would allow the respective 
agency to best meet its mission. Consistent with NEPA and SEQR requirements, DOE’s Record of Decision 
and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement will identify and discuss the factors that were balanced in the agencies’ 
decisionmaking process. 

Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this Final EIS was revised to clarify that the purpose of the section is to provide a 
preliminary cost-benefit analysis consistent with the guidelines of NRC’s license termination ALARA analysis. 
This Final EIS uses a range of discount rates in its analysis. 
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2.6 Conclusions of the Synapse Report  

Issue: 

Several commentors specifically cited or alluded to the conclusions of a report titled, The Real Costs of 
Cleaning Up Nuclear Waste: A Full Cost Accounting of Cleanup Options for the West Valley Nuclear Waste 
Site (Synapse Report), which was prepared by Synapse Energy Economics, Inc., and issued on 
December 2, 2008.  Reflecting statements made and conclusions drawn in the Synapse Report, these 
commentors expressed a preference for the Sitewide Removal Alternative, stating that it is the most cost-
effective alternative or represents the least risk and lowest cost.  In addition, some commentors stated that 
the Synapse Report analysis was supported by NYSERDA.  This latter assertion is not totally accurate 
according to NYSERDA’s comments on the report (see the following discussion).  The report and its 
appendices are posted on several websites including http://westvalleyctf.org//Full_Cost_Study.html and 
http://www.besafenet.com/campaigns/wvreport.shtml.   

The Synapse Report presents the results of a study funded by a grant from the New York State Legislature and 
administered by the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation to four groups: the Citizens’ 
Environmental Coalition; the Coalition on West Valley Nuclear Wastes; the Center for Health, Environment & 
Justice; and the Nuclear Information and Resource Service. The study draws on information from the 1996 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Completion of the West Valley Demonstration Project and Closure 
or Long-Term Management of Facilities at the Western New York Nuclear Service Center (Cleanup and 
Closure Draft EIS) and a September 2005 Multiagency Review Draft of the Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement for Decommissioning and/or Long-Term Stewardship at the West Valley Demonstration Project and 
Western New York Nuclear Service Center (Multiagency Review Draft), along with its supporting engineering 
studies.  The Multiagency Review Draft and supporting engineering studies were prepared for DOE, 
NYSERDA, and cooperating agencies (the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, New York State Department of Environmental Conservation, and New York State Department of 
Health) to help the agencies understand the environmental consequences of the alternatives presented in that 
document and to facilitate lead agency selection of a preferred alternative.  As noted in Chapter 1, Section 1.2, 
of this EIS, the agency discussions on the 2005 Multiagency Review Draft shaped the content of the Revised 
Draft EIS that was prepared and issued for public review.  The Multiagency Review Draft was never issued for 
public review.       

There are three major sections in this issue summary.  The first section, “Synapse Report Summary,” presents a 
high-level overview of the information contained in the report and its appendices, as well as a summary of the 
major conclusions of the report.  The second section, “Agency Discussion of the Synapse Report,” identifies 
DOE’s perceived shortcomings in the report, including instances where its authors misread information in the 
Multiagency Review Draft or its supporting engineering studies. This discussion also notes major comments 
developed by DOE and NYSERDA following their review of the report.  The third section, “Inferred 
Comments,” identifies comments relevant to the 2008 Revised Draft EIS that were inferred from the 
information presented in the Synapse Report and its appendices and presents DOE’s and NYSERDA’s 
responses to those comments.  It was necessary to infer comments because the Synapse Report was not based 
on the 2008 Revised Draft EIS that was made available for public review and comment on December 5, 2008 
(the Synapse Report was issued on December 2, 2008). 

Synapse Report Summary 

The Synapse Report comprises nine chapters and three appendices, which are summarized below.  Summary 
information is presented in greater detail for those sections that address population dose and risk, erosion, and 
full cost estimates, because this information is related to the analysis in the Revised Draft EIS and is cited in 
the comments that mention the Synapse Report. 
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Executive Summary – Summarizes the information in the Synapse Report, including findings and 
recommendations.  

The major conclusion presented in the Executive Summary of the Synapse Report is that the Waste Excavation 
Alternative presents the least risk to a large population and has the lowest economic, social, and project cost.  
The report recommends removal of all waste and contamination to another site where it would be stored (rather 
than disposed of) in monitored, aboveground storage facilities.2  

Chapter 1 – Presents a brief discussion of site history and setting. 

Chapter 2 – Presents a discussion of the legal framework and agency responsibilities. 

Chapter 3 – Presents information on various WNYNSC facilities and their inventories and summarizes the 
alternatives presented and analyzed in the 2005 Multiagency Review Draft. 

The two alternatives addressed in detail in the Synapse Report are the Waste Excavation Alternative (called the 
Entire Site Unrestricted Release/Clean Closure Alternative in the Multiagency Review Draft) and the Buried 
Waste Alternative (called the North Plateau Unrestricted Release/Clean Closure Alternative in the Multiagency 
Review Draft). The Waste Excavation Alternative is similar to the Sitewide Removal Alternative in the 
November 2008 Revised Draft EIS. The Buried Waste Alternative involves removal of major sources on the 
North Plateau along with decay of the non-source area of the North Plateau Groundwater Plume, coupled with 
a close-in-place strategy for the NRC-Licensed Disposal Area (NDA) and State-Licensed Disposal Area 
(SDA).   

Chapter 4 – Presents an estimate of doses and risks to the public from assumed catastrophic releases from the 
WNYNSC. (Additional information is presented in Appendix B of the Synapse Report.) 

The Synapse Report reviewed and compared dose estimates presented in the 1996 Cleanup and Closure Draft 
EIS and 2005 Multiagency Review Draft and presented the results of its own calculations of drinking water 
dose and risk for members of the public (Section 4.5 and Appendix B of the Synapse Report).  The Synapse 
Report evaluates two scenarios: the first assumes a 1 percent inventory release at specific intervals and the 
second assumes that 1 percent of the remaining inventory is released each year for a series of years. The 
analysis considers releases from the Waste Tank Farm, NDA, and SDA. It should be noted that, although the 
analysis considers the consequences of releases from the Waste Tank Farm, the Buried Waste Alternative 
identified in previous Synapse Report chapters assumes that the waste tanks are removed (see Chapter 3, 
Section 3.2.2, of the Synapse Report).  A more detailed description of the analysis is presented in Appendix B 
of the Synapse Report, which presents probabilistic estimates of doses; however, the variables used in the 
analysis and the distribution of these variables are not identified.  

Chapter 5 – Provides information on the evolution of language and a discussion of cost discounting when 
dealing with transgenerational issues. 

Chapter 6 – Discusses erosion at WNYNSC. (Additional information is presented in Appendix A of the 
Synapse Report). 

Chapter 6 reviews various erosion measurements at the site and other locations the authors of the Synapse 
Report considered relevant. The chapter states that the authors expect 20 percent of the plateau surfaces that 
are currently not gullied to erode within 10,000 years based on a bench-scale experiment. The chapter 

                                                 
2 Particular attention was paid to the Findings and Recommendations of the Synapse Report when inferred comments were 
developed in the third part of this issue summary. 
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concludes that the disposal areas could be breached in as quickly as 150 years if there were no erosion controls. 
The chapter also provides independent estimates of erosion control features and associated costs for protection 
of the site for 1,000 years. 

Chapter 7 – Discusses the devaluation of properties near the WNYNSC site and the potential costs for 
providing replacement drinking water. 

Chapter 8 – Presents an evaluation of the full cost for two decommissioning alternatives addressed in detail in 
the report. (Additional information is presented in Appendix C of the Synapse Report.) 

As analyzed in Chapter 8 of the Synapse Report, the total cost for the Waste Excavation Alternative, which is 
similar to the Sitewide Removal Alternative in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS, would be $9.9 billion, 
which is slightly lower than the $10 billion reported in the 2005 Multiagency Review Draft. The Synapse 
Report assumes lower cost contingency factors than those assumed for the Multiagency Review Draft and 
accounts for the loss of revenue over 1,000 years due to temporary unavailability of some WNYNSC land for 
productive use.  (The second Synapse Report alternative, Buried Waste, is not similar to any alternative 
analyzed in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS.) 

The Synapse Report provides two cost estimates for the Buried Waste Alternative.  The first estimate is 
$27 billion over 1,000 years, assuming larger costs than those estimated in the Multiagency Review Draft for 
the expanded initial removal actions; construction and maintenance of erosion control features; and installation, 
maintenance and operation of security systems.  In addition, $14 billion is assumed for replacing contaminated 
water supplies for Lake Erie water users and for an assumed loss of revenue over 1,000 years because of the 
assumed permanent unavailability of WNYNSC land for productive use. The second estimate is $13 billion 
over 1,000 years, subtracting the cost of replacing contaminated water supplies for Lake Erie water users.  

Agency Discussion of the Synapse Report 

DOE reviewed the Synapse Report to determine whether it provided: (1) information that would help DOE 
more accurately represent the environmental consequences of the alternatives analyzed in the 2008 Revised 
Draft EIS or (2) insight into the cost comparison of the alternatives.  

The only environmental consequence information presented in the Synapse Report is long-term radiation dose 
and risk to downstream water users.  DOE does not believe the methods used in the Synapse Report would be 
useful in improving the understanding of environmental consequences for alternatives that leave the waste on 
site (the Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative and the No Action Alternative).  The Synapse Report dose 
analysis uses what DOE considers to be simplistic and overly conservative (high) release rate assumptions for 
its analysis.  The release estimates are not based on actual current tank and waste conditions or the physical 
performance of the additional engineered barriers that would be installed if the Waste Tank Farm or the burial 
areas were closed in place.  These engineered barriers would retard the migration of radionuclides through the 
environment, thereby allowing more decay to occur.  For these reasons, DOE believes that the Synapse 
Report’s analytical methods provide overly conservative dose estimates and the methods do not appear to be 
suited to discriminating between the consequences of the Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative and the 
No Action Alternative.   

NYSERDA’s review of the Synapse Report concluded that several assumptions used in the report (concerning 
the Buried Waste Alternative) could lead to an overestimate of health impacts.3 

                                                 
3 March 25, 2009, letter from Paul J. Bembia of NYSERDA to Anne Rabe of the Center for Health & Environmental Justice, 
Subject: NYSERDA Comments on The Real Costs of Cleaning Up Nuclear Waste: A Full Cost Accounting of Cleanup Options 
for the West Valley Nuclear Waste Site (NYSERDA 2009). 
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DOE reviewed the cost information presented in the Synapse Report.  DOE considers the Synapse Report’s 
adjustment of waste disposal costs for the Waste Excavation Alternative to be incorrect.  The adjustment 
ignores the differences in low-level radioactive waste disposal costs for different waste classifications 
(e.g., Class A low-level radioactive waste, Class B low-level radioactive waste).  The Synapse Report’s 
adjustment of contingency factors so that all contingency factors for the Waste Excavation Alternative are the 
same reflects a different costing philosophy than that used by DOE, where more uncertain (i.e., higher-risk) 
activities such as waste exhumation were assigned a higher contingency factor.  DOE acknowledges that an 
argument could be made for lost revenue (opportunity cost) if all or large portions of WNYNSC were not 
available for other uses.  DOE notes, however, that the assumption concerning alternative economic use of the 
site may not be valid.  Further, DOE notes that the report does not consider the issue of opportunity cost for 
any site to which waste from WNYNSC would be taken.  In any event, DOE notes that these opportunity costs 
make small contributions to the overall estimated cost, and their inclusion or omission does not substantially 
change the cost estimate for a specific alternative.  Overall, DOE notes that the changes in estimated cost for 
the Waste Excavation Alternative as presented in the Synapse Report are relatively minor (less than a 7 percent 
change) with most of the difference resulting from unsupported adjustments in unit waste disposal costs. 

DOE also reviewed the Synapse Report cost estimate for the Buried Waste Alternative. Chapter 8, Section 8.4, 
of the Synapse Report identified five major cost adjustments for their Buried Waste Alternative.  These are 
reviewed and discussed here:4  

1. Expansion of the removal phase of the alternative to remove the entire North Plateau Plume rather than 
just the source area (Synapse Report, Chapter 8, Section 8.4.1).  These additional removal costs added 
almost $1.5 billion to the Synapse Report estimate.  This change is not the result of any error that the 
Synapse Report authors identified, but results from changing the definition of the Buried Waste 
Alternative to remove more contamination.  

2. Increase in the estimated cost for installation and maintenance of erosion control features 
(Synapse Report, Chapter 8, Section 8.4.2).  The Synapse Report authors proposed very extensive erosion 
control measures and estimated a high annual cost for maintaining these features for 1,000 years.  The 
DOE cost estimate for installing its proposed erosion control features is about $29 million, with an 
average annual maintenance cost of about $170,000. The Synapse Report cost estimate for installing 
erosion control features is about $360 million, with an average annual maintenance cost of about 
$7.8 million. The erosion control measures proposed in the Synapse Report appear to be designed to 
reduce erosion across the entire site and include multiple erosion control features along Buttermilk Creek, 
as well as some on a creek on the east side of Buttermilk Creek. This represents a much larger objective 
than the DOE erosion control design, which is intended to reduce erosion in those areas of the site where 
the waste would be managed. DOE notes that, when the Synapse Report authors compared their cost 
estimate to the 2005 DOE cost estimate, they failed to recognize the long-term erosion control costs 
estimated by DOE and, therefore, under-reported the DOE estimate.5 

3. Site security costs (Synapse Report, Chapter 8, Section 8.4.3).  The DOE estimate for security costs is 
based on three security personnel on site 24 hours per day, 7 days a week, as long as the vitrified waste 
canisters remain on site. After the canisters are removed, the security staffing would be reduced to three 
security personnel for 8 hours per day, 5 days a week, until the multi-layered caps are installed. After the 

                                                 
4 This discussion includes numbers extracted from the Synapse Report. It is noted that there is inconsistency in some of the 
numbers presented in different sections of the Synapse Report. As a result, a reviewer focusing on one section or table may 
identify a number different from a reviewer focusing on a different section or table.  
5 It may also be noted that, despite the assumptions that extensive erosion control features would be installed at a cost of 
$360 million and that $7.8 million would be spent maintaining these features over 1,000 years (at a cost of $7.8 billion), the 
Synapse Report takes no credit for these features in its catastrophic dose analysis. 
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caps are installed, security inspections would be reduced to 2 hours per day, 5 days a week, with routine 
inspection support from local law enforcement officials. The estimate in the Synapse Report assumes 
three security personnel on site 24 hours per day, 7 days a week, in perpetuity. The Synapse Report 
estimate also does not reduce the security effort as the inventory decreases or the physical isolation of the 
waste increases.6   

4. Addition of costs because the land is unavailable for use (Synapse Report, Chapter 8, Section 8.4.4).  As 
noted in the review of the Waste Excavation Alternative, the validity of these estimated opportunity costs 
is uncertain. Regardless of the validity of the assumption, the value estimated in the Synapse Report is a 
very small part of the total cost. 

5. Addition of cost for the replacement of water, assumed to be a purchase of bottled water followed by 
development of alternative systems for supplying water to the Erie County Water Authority and the 
Buffalo Water Authority (Synapse Report, Chapter 8, Section 8.4.5).  This estimated cost is over 
$14 billion. DOE considers this cost to be extremely high, and there is no adjustment or qualification of 
the cost estimate for what is considered to be a very low-probability event. While DOE has no 
quantitative estimate of the probability of the scenario linked to the cost estimate, it does consider the 
probability to be very low, particularly if all of the erosion management actions and security staffing 
assumed in the Synapse Report were in place. DOE also notes that the Synapse Report added this cost 
element to the Buried Waste Alternative without considering or even acknowledging the potential for 
some conceptually comparable costs at sites that would receive WNYNSC waste under the Waste 
Excavation Alternative. This is not consistent with a balanced comparison of decommissioning costs. 

A general bias in the development of cost comparison information in the Synapse Report is the failure to 
recognize the DOE estimates for long-term monitoring, maintenance, and security for the Buried Waste 
Alternative.  The Synapse Report authors only used the cost information presented in Section 4 of the Closure 
Engineering Report, i.e., the cost of reconfiguring the site over about 200 years in preparation for long-term 
monitoring and maintenance. They ignored the annual monitoring, maintenance, and security cost information 
presented in Section 5 of the Closure Engineering Report. As a result, the Synapse Report compares DOE’s 
cost estimate for a period of about 200 years with its own estimate for a period of 1,000 years.  

Ultimately, DOE does not find the Synapse Report conclusions about the relative cost of exhumation versus 
onsite management convincing.  The Synapse Report cost estimates for the Buried Waste Alternative are 
inflated by exhuming a large volume of short-lived contamination (about $1.5 billion more), adding and 
maintaining extensive sitewide erosion control features  (about $8 billion more over 1,000 years), making 
overly conservative assumptions about security requirements (about $800 million more over 100 years), and 
making some extreme assumptions about the need to replace water supplies as a result of what appears to be a 
highly unlikely event (about $14 billion more).7 In addition, the inconsistency in the analysis (i.e., addition of 
cost for a catastrophic release under the Buried Waste Alternative, but not under the Exhumation Alternative) 
further undermines the validity of the Synapse Report cost comparison. DOE’s assessment includes points 
made by NYSERDA, whose review of the report concluded that there were elements of the analysis that both 
overestimated and underestimated long-term costs for the buried waste option. 

DOE believes that the Synapse Report conclusion that removal is the most appropriate management option is 
based on (1) an overestimate of long-term dose and risk, (2) an overestimate of the costs of long-term 
                                                 
6 The Synapse Report assumes the costs for three security personnel assumed to be on site at all times, over a 1,000-year period. 
 Despite the assumed presence of these onsite personnel, however, the Synapse Report assumes that catastrophic erosion would 
continue unnoticed and unchecked at the site for hundreds of years. 
7 The Synapse Report assumes that unmitigated erosion, leading to extensive release of radioactivity offsite, would continue 
unnoticed and unchecked; yet, simultaneously, officials in affected jurisdictions would take action to provide alternative water 
supplies to many thousands of individuals.  
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management of waste on site, and (3) no recognition of the environmental impacts of waste removal, packaging 
and shipment or the limited availability of disposal sites for some of the waste.   

Inferred Comments and Responses: 

In its review of the Synapse Report, DOE identified the following comments that could be inferred as 
applicable to the 2008 Revised Draft EIS:  

Comment: Alternatives that leave waste on site (i.e., the Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative) pose an 
unacceptable risk to residents and the downstream public if institutional and erosion controls fail while 
dangerous radionuclides are buried at WNYNSC. 

Response:  DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge that the Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative may pose risks to 
downstream individuals and populations, as discussed in detail in this EIS.  DOE and NYSERDA note, 
however, that the estimate of risk reported in the Synapse Report is overly conservative and does not provide 
meaningful insight into the long-term risks to the downstream public. DOE believes that its more realistic, 
mechanistically based, yet conservative analysis of concentrations of radionuclides in downstream and Lake 
Erie water supplies indicates that the concentrations of radionuclides in drinking water, assuming a loss of 
institutional controls and resulting unmitigated erosion, would be far lower than that predicted by the “worst 
case analysis” scenario presented in the Synapse Report.  DOE and NYSERDA believe that the Synapse 
Report analysis uses multiple conservative parameters that lead to overly conservative results that do not 
represent estimates of reasonably foreseeable consequences, contrary to the objectives of NEPA.   

Comment:  The Synapse Report states a preference for an alternative that removes the waste from the site.  It 
further states that, while this would pose a risk to onsite workers during the relatively short period of time for 
remediation activities and does not solve the problem of WNYNSC nuclear waste disposal, it would prevent 
further contamination, as well as what the Synapse Report calls a catastrophic release that could cause severe 
damage to populations in the Great Lakes region, and mitigate the problem by transferring the waste to a less 
risk-prone site. 

Response:  DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the preference for the removal of the waste from WNYNSC. 
This EIS analyzes the consequences of releases from WNYNSC using models that account for the effect of 
engineered barriers. The results are considered to be moderately conservative estimates of reasonably 
foreseeable consequences and are not as “catastrophic” as those reported in the Synapse Report.  

Comment:  This EIS should consider alternatives that remove the waste from WNYNSC and place it in 
retrievable, monitored, aboveground storage at a more suitable site. 

Response:  As addressed in Chapter 2, Section 2.5.1, of this EIS, DOE and NYSERDA did consider 
retrievable storage of all the waste at WNYNSC, but decided not to analyze this alternative because it was 
considered inconsistent with NRC decommissioning requirements. In addition, DOE has made programmatic 
decisions to dispose of waste at sites that have disposal capabilities.  For these reasons, removal of the 
WNYNSC waste for retrievable storage at another site would not be a reasonable alternative.  In addition, 
removal of Class B, C, and Greater-Than-Class C waste that was buried prior to the start of WVDP activities 
by DOE is not currently practical because there are no sites offering disposal services for these wastes from 
New York.  DOE and NYSERDA do not consider such alternatives to be reasonable because they do not meet 
the agencies’ stated purpose and need. 

Comment:  The waste should be excavated and removed while the lead agencies still know what is in the 
ground, how to handle it, and have some chain of responsibility still available. 
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Response:  It is the intent of DOE and NYSERDA to make decisions about decommissioning and/or long-term 
stewardship in the near term.  The agencies have knowledge of what is in the ground and, if exhumation is 
selected, additional characterization would occur as part of exhumation to characterize the waste for offsite 
disposal or onsite storage.  The agencies intend to fully discharge their responsibilities for protection of human 
health and safety and the environment. 

Comment:  The long-term performance assessment should be more of a risk analysis that considers the 
probability of scenarios that include loss of institutional controls and loss of erosion controls.   

Response:  Comprehensive probabilistic risk assessments for long-term performance are not considered to be a 
credible method for estimating risk for this EIS because there are elements of the analysis, including the nature 
and timing of future human actions, for which reliable probabilities are not available. Use of multiple 
scenarios, a spectrum of receptors, and conservative parameters for the long-term performance assessment is 
considered to be a more reasonable and appropriate method for providing insight to the agency decisionmakers 
about the long-term impacts of the various alternatives. The impacts of loss of institutional controls and 
unmitigated erosion are addressed in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10, of this EIS. 

Comment:  This EIS should address the cost of managing contaminated Lake Erie drinking water and the lost 
opportunity cost of site development for those alternatives where waste remains on site. 

Response:  DOE NEPA documents do not usually include detailed cost information or analysis of the type 
suggested by the Synapse Report.  However, Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS does include estimates of the 
costs of implementing decommissioning actions as well as estimates of the annual costs of long-term 
management of any remaining waste or residual contamination.  These estimates are used as part of a 
preliminary cost-benefit consideration. The estimates and analyses were included in this EIS to accommodate 
NRC requests for such information.  

This Final EIS indicates that, even with loss of institutional controls and conservative, unmitigated erosion 
conditions, long-term drinking water contamination levels for Lake Erie water users would be low and the 
types of mitigation measures proposed in the Synapse Report would not be warranted. Recognizing there is a 
limited potential for the need for such future mitigating measures, DOE revised the discussion in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.2, of this Final EIS to acknowledge that there could be some additional future costs of mitigating 
contamination releases if natural and engineered barriers and administrative actions are not as effective as 
expected, but specific dollar estimates are not presented.  

Any cost considerations that enter into DOE and NYSERDA decisionmaking, including the potential for future 
mitigating costs or lost opportunity costs, will be acknowledged in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement, respectively. On the specific issue of lost opportunity cost, the analysis in 
the Synapse Report indicates that lost opportunity costs are small contributors to total cost. In addition, there 
would be lost opportunity costs at any sites used for waste management, which would appear to further reduce 
the importance of this cost element.  

Comment:  The EIS erosion analysis is questionable and disposal areas could be breached more quickly than 
reported in the Revised Draft EIS. This could occur as soon as in 150 years if there are no institutional controls 
and in less than 1,000 years if there are institutional controls. 

Response:  The erosion analysis in this Final EIS is considered to be consistent with state-of-the-art analytical 
capabilities. The uncertainties in the erosion analysis are acknowledged in the discussions on erosion (see the 
Erosion Modeling discussion in Section 2.3 of this CRD and in Appendix F of this EIS). 
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Comment:  The site cannot rely on long-term institutional controls. The risk of losing institutional controls at 
the site sometime after closure must be considered. 

Response:  This EIS includes an analysis that assumes that institutional controls fail, although it is not possible 
to quantify the likelihood of failure. This analysis provides the decisionmakers with insight into the 
environmental consequences that could result from a loss of institutional controls.  

Comment:  It is not reasonable to expect erosion control structures to last more than 10 to 20 years. 

Response:  This comment is based on the design life of culverts that are not typically designed to 
accommodate severe storms.  The erosion control systems identified in this EIS would be designed to 
accommodate severe storms, including a Probable Maximum Precipitation rain event, and would therefore be 
expected to last for many decades with minimal maintenance.   
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3.0   PUBLIC COMMENTS AND DOE AND NYSERDA RESPONSES 

This section presents a side-by-side display of the comments received by the U.S. Department of Energy 
(DOE) during the public comment period on the Revised Draft Environmental Impact Statement for 
Decommissioning and/or Long-Term Stewardship at the West Valley Demonstration Project and 
Western New York Nuclear Service Center (Decommissioning and/or Long-Term Stewardship EIS) and the 
DOE and NYSERDA response to each comment.  Letters have been reproduced as they were received.  To 
find a specific commentor or comment in the following pages, search Table 3–1, Index of Public Officials or 
the List of Commentors that follows the Table of Contents, to identify the page numbers on which the 
appropriate comments and DOE and NYSERDA responses appear. 

If a commentor provided comments through a postcard or form letter campaign, that commentor is referred to a 
copy of that postcard or form letter.  This section only contains one copy of each unique postcard or form letter. 

Table 3–1  Index of Public Officials 

Public Agency Person 
Page 

Number(s) 
Allegany County Board of Legislators Brenda Rigby Riehle, Clerk of the Board 3-95 

Cattaraugus County Legislature Lori A. Pangborn, Deputy Clerk 3-85 

City of Buffalo, Common Council Jacqueline E. Rushton  3-334 

City of Lackawanna Chuck Jaworski, Council President 3-572 

City of Tonawanda Janice R. Bodie, Clerk 3-326 

County of Erie Chris Collins, County Executive 3-632 

East Aurora Elizabeth B. Weberg, Deputy Mayor 3-27 

Members of Congress of the United States Senators:  Charles Schumer, Kirsten Gillibrand 
Representatives:  Brian Higgins, Maurice Hinchey, 

Steve Israel, Christopher Lee, Eric Massa, Jose 
Serrano, Nita Lowey, Daniel Maffei, John Hall, 
Charles Rangel, Eliot Engel, Timothy Bishop, Jerrold 
Nadler, Carolyn Maloney, Joseph Crowley, Paul 
Tonko 

3-348 

 Staff of Congressman Brian Higgins Jonathan Weston 3-351 

New York State Department of 
Environmental Conservation 

Edward Dassatti 3-483 

New York State Legislature Senators:  John A. DeFrancisco, John Flanagan, 
Ruth Hassell-Thompson, Kenneth P. LaValle, 
George D. Maziarz, Michael F. Nozzolio, George 
Onorato, Frank Padvan, Bill Perkins, Michael 
Ranizenhofer, William T. Stachowiski, Antoine 
Thompson, Dale M. Volker, Catherine M. Young 

Assemblymen/women:  James G. Bacalles, Philip Boyle, 
Dan Burling, William Colton, Jane Corwin, 
Adriano Espaillat, Timothy Gordon, James P. Hayes, 
Sam Hoyt, Ellen Jaffee, David R. Koon, 
David G. McDonough, Crystal D. Peoples, Jack 
Quinn, Peter M. Rivera, Mark Schroeder, Louis R. 
Tobacco, David R. Townsend, Jr. 

3-343 

 Staff of Senator Thompson Bill Nowak 3-803 

Niagara County Legislature Cathie Synor, Assistant Clerk 3-89 
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Public Agency Person 
Page 

Number(s) 
Seneca Nation of Indians Todd Gates 3-696 

Adrian Stevens 3-630 

Raymond Turner, Jr. 3-298 

Lenith K. Waterman 3-51 

State of New York, Legislature of Erie County Robert M. Graber 3-194 

Town of Amherst Deborah Bruch Bucki, Town Clerk 3-339 

Town of Ashford Patricia R. Dashnow, Registrar, Town Clerk 3-147 

Town of Aurora (Erie County) — 3-323 

Town of Concord Mary E. Bolt, Town Clerk 3-76 

Town of Evans Carol A. Meissner, Town Clerk 3-128 

Town of Lancaster Johana M. Coleman, Town Clerk 3-353 

Town of Tonawanda Melissa Brinson, Town Clerk 3-575 

Town of Wales Sharon Marfurt 3-633 

U.S. Department of the Interior Andrew L. Raddant, Regional Environmental Officer 3-277 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency John Filippelli, Chief 3-187 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Keith McConnell 3-292 

Village of East Aurora Kimberly D. Reichert, RMC, Village Administrator,  
Clerk-Treasurer 

3-72 
 



 

 

 

Commentor No. 1: James R. White 

December 12, 2008 
James R White 
J. R. White Consulting 
300-5 El Capitan Drive 
Islamorada, FL 33036-4146 
The “No Action” consequences seem so small as it makes me wonder 
why taxpayer money is being considered on more expensive alternatives. 
It was stated in section 4.1.10.1.that “ Assuming indefi nite continuous 
institutional controls, the peak annual dose to reasonably foreseeable 
offsite individuals who are postulated to use the contaminated water of 
Cattaraugus Creek just outside the site boundary for drinking, irrigation, 
and a source of contaminated fish would be about 0.22 millirem for both 
the No Action and Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternatives.” 0.22 millirem 
represents a negligible risk. A chest X-ray gets you about 10 millirem . . . 
a CT scan can get you about 580 millirem. You get about 0.5 millirem for 
every hour you fly in a commercial jet. If the government used a risk-
based approach for allocation of resources for cleanup of hazardious waste 
sites, West Valley would probably be so far down on the list as to be not 
even under consideration. There are plenty of other toxic places to clean 
up, including government military bases and the like. 

1-1 1-1	 As explained in Chapter 1, Section 1.3, of this Final EIS, DOE is required by 
the West Valley Demonstration Project Act to decontaminate and decommission 
the waste storage tanks and facilities used to solidify high-level radioactive 
waste, as well as any material and hardware used in connection with the WVDP, 
in accordance with such requirements as NRC may prescribe. The No Action 
Alternative would not meet this requirement for DOE action. NYSERDA needs to 
determine how it will manage or decommission the facilities and property for which 
it is responsible in accordance with applicable Federal and state requirements. The 
decision on a selected course of action and supporting rationale will be documented 
in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 
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Commentor No. 2: Diane D’Arrigo 

January 28, 2009 
Diane D’Arrigo 
NIRS 
6930 Carroll Ave Suite 340 
Takoma Park, MD 20912 
Request for extension of comment period until October 30, 2009 and 
Request for additional hearings in Buffalo, Rochester and Albany on 2-1 
revised DEIS and on the DOE Decommissioning Plan for West Valley. 

2-1	 In response to requests from the public, DOE and NYSERDA extended 
the original 6-month comment period (required by the 1987 Stipulation 
of Compromise Settlement between the Coalition on West Valley Nuclear 
Wastes and Radioactive Waste Campaign and DOE) for an additional 90 days, 
through September 8, 2009. An additional public hearing was held in Albany, 
New York, and the hearing originally scheduled for Blasdell, New York, was 
moved to a more central downtown Buffalo, New York, location. 
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Commentor No. 3: Barbara Warren, Executive Director 
Citizens’ Environmental Coalition 

3-1 3-1 The report, The Real Costs of Cleaning Up Nuclear Waste: A Full Cost Accounting 
of Cleanup Options for the West Valley Nuclear Waste Site (Synapse Report) 
by Synapse Energy Economics, Inc., including the three appendices, has been 
entered into the public comment record for this EIS. The substance of the Synapse 
Report has been addressed in this CRD consistent with Council on Environmental 
Quality NEPA regulations (40 CFR 1503.4).  Please see the Issue Summary for 
“Conclusions of the Synapse Report” in Section 2 of this CRD for discussion of the 
report’s issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 3-2 

3-2	 In response to requests from the public, DOE and NYSERDA extended the original 
6-month comment period (required by the 1987 Stipulation of Compromise 
Settlement between the Coalition on West Valley Nuclear Wastes and Radioactive 
Waste Campaign and DOE) for an additional 90 days, through September 8, 2009.  
An additional public hearing was held in Albany, New York, on March 30, 2009, 
and the hearing originally scheduled for Blasdell, New York, was moved to a more 
central downtown Buffalo, New York, location. 
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Commentor No. 3 (cont’d):  Barbara Warren, Executive Director 
Citizens’ Environmental Coalition
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Commentor No. 4: Tim Mayerat 

From: Tim Mayerat [mailto:mayerat@winsmith.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 12, 2009 4:37 PM
To: Bohan, Catherine
Subject: Extension of comment period 

Ms. Bohan, this will be short and to the point. As usual the government takes their good old 
time about preparing a report on West Valley and then limits the comment period. Please 4-1 4-1 In response to requests from the public, DOE and NYSERDA extended 
extend the comment period to October 30th . the original 6-month comment period (required by the 1987 Stipulation of 
from June. Compromise Settlement between the Coalition on West Valley Nuclear Wastes 

and Radioactive Waste Campaign and DOE) for an additional 90 days, through 
Thank you, September 8, 2009. 
Tim Mayerat 
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Commentor No. 5: Robert M. Ciesielski, 
Sierra Club, Niagara Group 

From: Robert Ciesielski [mailto:rmciesie@yahoo.com]
Sent: Friday, January 30, 2009 2:42 PM
To: Bohan, Catherine 
Subject: West Valley clean-up hearings 

Dear Ms.Bohan: 
I am Chair of the Sierra Club, Niagara Group which represents Western New York. 
At our Executive Committee meeting of January 27, 2009 our Board adopted a 
resolution requesting the Department of Energy and the New York State Energy 
Research and Development Authority to extend the deadline for public comments 
concerning the clean-up of the West Valley nuclear waste site from June 8, 2009 
to October 30, 2009. We are  also requesting that additional public hearings be 
scheduled in other venues affected by the outcome of the review process, including 
Buffalo and Rochester, New York. 

Thank you. 
Ropbert M. Ciesielski 
Sierra Club, Niagara Group, Chair 

5-1 5-1	 In response to requests from the public, DOE and NYSERDA extended the original 
6-month comment period (required by the 1987 Stipulation of Compromise 
Settlement between the Coalition on West Valley Nuclear Wastes and Radioactive 
Waste Campaign and DOE) for an additional 90 days, through September 8, 2009.  
An additional hearing was held in Albany, New York, on March 30, 2009, and the 
hearing originally scheduled for Blasdell, New York, was moved to a more central 
downtown Buffalo, New York, location. 
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Commentor No. 6: Candace Head-Dylla, 
Bluewater Valley Downstream Alliance 

From: CANDACE HEAD-DYLLA [mailto:cuh148@psu.edu]
Sent: Saturday, March 21, 2009 11:54 PM
To: the.secretary@hq.doe.gov; Bohan, Catherine
Cc: annerabe@msn.com 
Subject: West Valley cleanup 

Dear Dr. Chu and Ms. Bohan, 
I am writing on behalf of the Bluewater Valley Downstream Alliance, a community 
organization located near Grants, New Mexico, organized to fight against further 
damage to our communities by the Homestake/Barrick Gold uranium mill tailings 
Superfund site. As people who live with the effects of uranium mining and milling, 
we have come to understand the substantial problems associated with nuclear 
waste. We are writing in support of other community organizations working to bring 
about a cleanup of the West Valley Nuclear Waste Site in the Western New York 
Great Lakes region. 
We understand this is a complex problem at a complicated site. However, we have 
read the DEIS and support a full cleanup decision, which would mean full waste 
excavation and removal. This appears to us to be the only real alternative since it is 
the only one that is permanent and safe given the problems with erosion that have 
been identified. In the long run, it also seems like the most cost effective solution 
since it takes into consideration the future health and safety of the community. 
We watched your confirmation hearing with great interest Dr. Chu.  You are obvi-
ously very knowledgeable and you seem to have the country’s best interests at 
heart. However, unless you have lived near one of these sites and have been 
forced to deal with related health issues, worrying constantly what the future holds 
for you and your children, it is difficult to understand the real costs of the nuclear in-
dustry.  The risks are enormous. In the case of West Valley, you have an opportunity 
to minimize those risks and even though we cannot travel from New Mexico to New 
York to testify on behalf of these communities, we are with them in spirit because we 
understand the psychological and physical toll these sites have taken. 
Please turn over a new leaf for the Department of Energy and begin by implement-
ing full waste excavation and removal at West Valley. 

6-1 

6-1 
cont’d 

Sincerely, 
Candace Head-Dylla 
Bluewater Valley Downstream Alliance 
bvdownstreamalliance.org 
#6 Ridgerunner Rd. 
Grants, NM 87020 

6-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS 
analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well 
as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the potential 
human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are assumed to 
be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of years. These 
projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of 
this EIS. Erosion studies are discussed in Appendix F. 

The principal purpose of preparing this EIS is to evaluate the environmental impacts 
of the alternatives, which are presented in Chapter 4. Section 4.1.10 presents 
the long-term radiological doses and risks to the population and hypothetical 
individuals living near the site. In addition, Section 4.2 provides a cost-benefit 
comparison of the alternatives including analysis of the cost-effectiveness of each 
alternative. If cost-benefit considerations are part of DOE’s and NYSERDA’s 
rationale for decisionmaking, this will be acknowledged and discussed in 
DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 
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Commentor No. 7: Ann Eberle 

March 31, 2009 
Ann Eberle 
494 New Salem Rd. 
Voorheesville, NY 12186 
The dangers from nuclear waste and/or spent uranium have long been 
known. I know that the US uses spent uranium to harden missiles etc. but 
the dangers from even that endanger our own troops and civilians unlucky 
enough to encounter the material, which vaporizes in an explosion. Since 
the govt. has long known the inherent dangers of these materials, it is 
long past time to eliminate them from our landscape and cease producing 
them. Cancer is a growing health concern and may well be one of the 
“by-products” of nuclear production and waste. We need to clean it up 
now - not leave it to infiltrate our ground water and reservoirs and poison 7-1 
our natural resources. 

7-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for cleanup now.  
The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be 
documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  
Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential Contamination 
of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 8: Amy Harlib 

March 31, 2009 
Amy Harlib 
212 West 22nd St. #2N 
New York, NY 10011-2707
 1) Support Sitewide Removal Alternative 
The Sitewide Removal is the only Alternative that achieves the following 
objectives. 
• Provides a complete and comprehensive cleanup of the entire site 
through excavation of radioactive and toxic waste,. 
• Provides a permanent and safer solution that removes radioactive waste 
from a site with serious erosion problems, earthquake hazards, and a sole 
source aquifer. 
• Prevents any catastrophic releases which could cause polluting of 
community drinking water supplies, Lakes Erie and Ontario, harm public 
health and cost billions of dollars. 
• Significantly lowers health risks to nearby communities, with all waste 
removed after 64 years 
• Provides the most cost-effective approach over the long term according 
to a recent study. An independent, state-funded study, The Real Costs of 
Cleaning Up Nuclear Waste: A Full Cost Accounting of Cleanup Options 
for the West Valley Nuclear Waste Site, revealed leaving buried waste at 
the site is both high risk and expensive while a waste excavation cleanup 
presents the least risk to a large population and the lowest cost. Over 
1000 years, waste excavation costs $9.9 billion (new DEIS estimates 
9.7 billion) while leaving onsite buried waste costs $13 billion, and $27 
billion if a catastrophic release occurred. 
2) Oppose Leaving Buried Waste On Site: It is Expensive and a Serious 
Environmental and Public Health Risk. 
• Erosion is a powerful and fast moving force at the West Valley site as it 
sits on a geologically young landscape which is undergoing a relatively 
rapid rate of erosion. Michael P. Wilson, Ph.D., SUNY Fredonia 
Professor of Geosciences found in the FCA study that “Nuclear wastes, 
radioactive for tens of thousands of years, will be consumed by erosion 
and discharged downstream to Lakes Erie and Ontario in less than 3,000 
years and may be dangerously exposed in less than 200 or 300 years.” 

8-1 

8-2 

8-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative, as well as opposition to leaving waste on site and to the 
Phased Decisionmaking Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support 
for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes,” “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water,” and “Conclusions of the Synapse Report” 
in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s and 
NYSERDA’s responses. 

8-2	 Please see the Issue Summaries cited in the response to Comment no. 8-1 for further 
discussion of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses.  The additional 
issues cited by the commentor are discussed in the following paragraphs:

 Erosion: DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  
This EIS analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local 
as well as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the 
potential human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are 
assumed to be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of 
years. These projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and 
Appendix H of this EIS. Erosion studies are discussed in Appendix F. 

Long-term monitoring and maintenance: As acknowledged in this EIS, long-term 
monitoring and maintenance would be required for alternatives that would leave 
waste on site. This EIS provides a summary description of current and potential 
future environmental monitoring programs. The descriptions of the alternatives 
were revised to further describe the use of engineered barriers and long-term 
monitoring and maintenance. Long-term monitoring and maintenance are described 
in Chapter 2, Sections 2.4.2.6 and 2.4.3.8. Long-term monitoring and institutional 
controls are also discussed in Chapter 6. Additional information about current and 
proposed monitoring and institutional controls is provided in Appendices C, H, 
and I. Chapter 2, Table 2–4, includes estimates of the environmental consequences 
if (1) monitoring and maintenance are successful (institutional controls remain in 
place) and (2) monitoring and maintenance programs fail (institutional controls 
are lost). Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS includes monitoring and maintenance 
costs for the alternatives that would leave waste on site. 

Detailed information regarding long-term monitoring and maintenance programs 
and institutional controls under alternatives that would leave waste on site has 
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Commentor No. 8 (cont’d): Amy Harlib 

• Scientists found the site poses a significant danger to people who live 
along nearby creeks, Buffalo residents and people living along the shores 
of Lakes Erie and Ontario. If just 1% of radioactivity leaked from the 
site, Lake Erie water users would be exposed to substantial radiation, 
causing hundreds of cancer deaths, and Buffalo and Erie County water 
replacement would cost hundreds of millions of dollars. 
• The DEIS ignores the fact that the site must be maintained into 
perpetuity if buried waste is left on site. In this case, perpetuity is not 
a dozen years, or even two or three generations-the buried radioactive 
waste would have to be monitored, tracked, and maintained in place 
for hundreds of thousands to millions of years with burdensome and 
expensive maintenance costs. The EIS failed to analyze long term costs of 
monitoring and maintaining controls at the site for even 1,000 years. 
• NYSERDA Raised Serious Problems with Key Aspects of DEIS. 
Essentially NYSERDA stated that the DOE’s environmental assessments 
are scientifically indefensible for long term erosion, engineering controls 
and health impacts, as summarized below from the Forward of the DEIS 
(volume 1). 

- The soil erosion analysis over the long term is not scientifically 
defensible and should not be used for long-term decision making. Using 
the current erosion models, predictions of population doses will not be 
accurate for the long term. 

- The groundwater contaminant transport analysis and modeling 
cannot be relied on in predicting public radiation doses and long term 
cleanup decisions. 

-Engineered barriers performance has not been substantiated 
and may be overly optimistic. Such barriers (caps, slurry walls, etc.) are 
critical to waste containment, and over the long term public radiation 
doses could be underestimated. 

- The DEIS should be reframed to reflect the applicable federal 
requirements. The DEIS should be reframed to reflect the applicable 
federal requirements. The License Termination Rule (LTR) is the 
applicable federal regulation, not portions of NRC’s low-level disposal 
regulations. It is not logical to assess the impacts from decommissioning 
actions that must meet the LTR requirements, but use other, not 
applicable regulations, to structure the analysis. 

- The waste exhumation analysis is overly conservative and based 
on extreme conditions, resulting in maximal costs. Alternative methods 
could reduce the costs of exhumation and waste disposal. 

8-2 
cont’d 

not been specifically defined at this time. Such definition would occur after an 
alternative is selected for implementation and would include consultation with 
appropriate regulatory authorities. An element of the long-term programs would 
be the development of plans and procedures for responding to emergencies.  These 
plans and procedures would include coordination and agreements with local police 
and fire departments and medical facilities. 

NYSERDA’s View in EIS Foreword. DOE disagrees with many of the points raised 
in NYSERDA’s View, which is included as the Foreword to this EIS.  At the core, 
differences between DOE and NYSERDA center on different views about the 
nature of analysis required for an EIS and the attendant level of acceptable risk 
associated with any uncertainties in that analysis as it relates to decisionmaking. 
DOE believes the analysis in this EIS meets the requirements of NEPA and 
SEQR in that, when there is incomplete or unavailable information relevant 
to reasonably foreseeable significant adverse environmental impacts, this EIS 
(1) acknowledges the information limitation and its relevance to environmental 
consequence, (2) summarizes existing credible scientific evidence, and (3) presents 
an analysis using a theoretical approach that is generally accepted by the scientific 
community involved in such analyses. This Final EIS contains text boxes in the 
relevant subject matter areas that acknowledge the differences of opinion between 
DOE and NYSERDA. In general, DOE’s position is that the Agency spent much 
time and effort engaging highly qualified and respected experts in hydrology 
and hydrological transport, landscape evolution (erosion), human health and 
environmental risk analysis, and other technical fields, and stands behind the 
analyses performed for this EIS. 

The analysis presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10, complies with the requirements 
of NEPA and was not structured to reflect the requirements of NRC’s low-level 
radioactive waste disposal regulations. Appendix L of this EIS discusses 
compliance with NRC’s License Termination Rule. 

The approach to estimating costs and the resulting cost estimate for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative were reviewed and revised for the Final EIS.  The revised cost 
estimate is presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.2. 

As noted above, DOE disagrees with many of the points in NYSERDA’s View, 
including the opinion that the long-term performance assessment for the Sitewide 
Close-In-Place Alternative is “seriously flawed and scientifically indefensible.”  
Chapter 1, Section 1.8, of this EIS provides a roadmap of DOE’s response to the 
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Commentor No. 8 (cont’d): Amy Harlib 

- The long-term performance assessment for the in-place Closure 
alternative is “seriously flawed and scientifi cally indefensible.” 
3) Oppose Phased Decision Making Preferred Alternative 
Under this Alternative, Phase 1 would include moving solidifi ed high-
level waste to a new storage facility. The Phase 1 new cleanup work 
includes demolishing the process building in order to excavate the 
strontium plume source area, cleaning up the lagoons and installing 
barriers for groundwater contamination. Some question whether the 
plume is from leaking tanks. All of this new cleanup work addresses only 
1.2% of the total radioactivity on the site. Decisions on a majority of the 
waste, or 99% of the radioactivity, will be addressed in Phase 2 including 
high-level waste tanks, and both radioactive waste burial areas (NDA and 
SDA), or approximately 600,000 curies. Public participation on the Phase 
2 decision making process is not explained or guaranteed. 
• The potential environmental and health impacts of leaving 99% of the 
radioactivity on site for another 30 years was not studied. For instance, 
the high-level waste tanks, with 320,000 curies of radioactivity, are 
nearing the end of their useful life (50 years) and any leaks could 
seriously pollute the sole source aquifer. The Decommissioning Plan (DP) 
claims that the high-level waste tanks will be empty at the start of Phase 
I, yet neither the DEIS or DP state how and when the tanks would be 
actually emptied. 
• Given the past record of decades of delay, the two phased approach with 
a lengthy 30 year timetable is not responsive or responsible in addressing 
dangerous contamination. The site sits on top of a sole source aquifer 
and has been plagued with problems, such as radioactive contaminated 
groundwater, and radioactivity from the site has been found as far away 
as the shore at the juncture of the Niagara River and Lake Ontario 
demonstrating a potential for the leaking site to contaminate drinking 
water supplies. For instance, the buried high-level waste area (NDA) 
has been undergoing measures to limit water flow, and a large amount 
of high-level radioactive waste is buried in deep holes 50 to 70 feet deep 
which pose a significant risk of leaks to the sole source aquifer. 
• The public was provided with almost no information on the data 
collection under Phase I, which is essential to determining the extent of 
future decontamination work in Phase 2. If data collection is inadequate, 
a safe cleanup in Phase 2 is less likely. There is no plan for future public 
participation on Phase 2 activities. 

8-2 
cont’d 

specific issues raised in the NYSERDA View that are the basis for NYSERDA’s 
assertion. 

8-3 DOE and NYSERDA note the commentor’s opposition to the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  Please see the Issue Summaries cited in the responses 
to Comment nos. 8-1 and 8-2 for responses to portions of this comment. The 
additional issues cited by the commentor are discussed in the following paragraphs: 

Waste management under the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative: The 
commentor’s statement regarding actions that would be taken during Phase 1 
of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is consistent with what is stated in 
Chapter 2, Section 2.4.3 of this EIS. However, all of the alternatives except the 
No Action Alternative involve movement of the solidified high-level radioactive 
waste to a new storage facility.  In addition, the extensive WNYNSC environmental 
monitoring program, which is designed to detect possible movement of 
contamination on the site, as well as specialized studies, have concluded that the 
source of the North Plateau Groundwater Plume is the Main Plant Process Building. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now contained 

8-3 in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage at 
WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

The Phased Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised 
Draft EIS allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 
decision, but no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of 
Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative were to be selected. In response to public comments expressing 
concern about the length of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and 
Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for 
making a Phase 2 decision. As a result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative 
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Commentor No. 8 (cont’d): Amy Harlib 

4) Revisions Needed on Flawed DEIS 
• Information Needed on Monitoring and Institutional Controls. The 
DEIS includes cleanup options where long-lasting radioactive waste 
is left buried on site, yet there is a serious lack of information on the 
monitoring and maintenance of engineering and institutional controls 
to ensure radioactive waste is safely contained. Funds and procedures 
should also be described that will be in place to respond immediately 
to any toxic releases. This information is absolutely critical to evaluate 
whether or not the site can be safely maintained if waste is left buried on 
site. The full monitoring, maintenance and institutional control program 
needs to be described in detail under each alternative. 
• Public Disclosure is Inadequate. There appears to be a major 
discrepancy in the two documents; the DEIS states that DOE will be 
involved in both Phase I & 2 of the Phased Decision Making Alternative. 
But, the Decommissioning Plan appears to describe a situation where 
DOE could leave the site and any responsibility at the end of Phase I in 
approximately 30 years. If this were the case, it could leave New York 
State with the responsibility for cleaning up an estimated 99% of the 
site’s radioactivity. This would obviously be a major change, yet there are 
only a few references in the Plan. It is critical that DOE confirm they will 
continue their responsibility and commitment to fully remediate the site. 
• State Law Requires a Complete Plan in DEIS. The Phased Decision 
Making Alternative not only fails to tell us about key elements of Phase I, 
such as data collection, but it is unclear about what future actions would 
be done in Phase 2, which could be a violation of the State Environmental 
Quality Review Act (SEQRA). The SEQRA law requires that a DEIS 
have a complete plan and that all potential impacts be examined in 
detail in the DEIS; it does not allow segmentation of an action and an 
incomplete plan such as the phased decision making proposal. 
• Eliminate Discounting. The agencies inappropriately use discounting 
in their cost analysis of the cleanup options. The total costs of their 
analysis should be an undiscounted cost. The economic technique known 
as ‘discounting’ undervalues important environmental resources like the 
Great Lakes and sole source aquifers, as well as future generations. The 
economists who authored the FCA Study critiqued the use of discounting 
in nuclear waste cleanups over long time periods for the following 
reasons. In standard capital investments, a discount rate is applied to 
account for future interest earnings. For instance, at a 3 percent discount 
rate, $103 next year has a present value of $100 today, because $100 is 

8-4 

8-5 

8-6 

8-7 

presented in this Final EIS specifies that a Phase 2 decision would be made no 
later than 10 years after issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
selected. 

Potential environmental and health impacts of leaving waste on site for 30 years: 
The analysis conducted for this EIS provides a basis for understanding the 
environmental and health impacts of continuing to manage the inventory in the 
Waste Tank Farm, NDA, and SDA in their current configuration.  The impacts of 
storage are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.9, where the Phase 1 human health 
impacts are discussed. Potential mitigation measures that could be implemented 
during this period are discussed throughout Chapter 6. Information on the human 
health impacts during this period is also provided in Appendices I, J, and P. 

Status of the underground tanks in the Waste Tank Farm: DOE recognizes and has 
been managing the hazard associated with the underground tanks in the Waste Tank 
Farm. Following removal and solidification of the majority of the Waste Tank Farm 
inventory, DOE has developed and is implementing actions to reduce the potential 
for a leak from the underground tanks.  Specifically, it is working to install a tank 
and vault drying system designed to dry the liquid heel remaining in the waste 
tanks. The installation of this system and the drying of the tank inventories is part 
of the Interim End State, or EIS starting point. In addition to drying the tanks to 
reduce the potential for a leak, DOE operates the groundwater pumping system that 
reduces groundwater seepage into the tank vaults while still maintaining a hydraulic 
gradient so that any liquid flow is into, rather than out of, the vault system. DOE 
also maintains the tank leak detection equipment located in the tank pans and vaults 
and regularly samples the monitoring wells surrounding the tank vaults to ensure no 
leakage into the groundwater.  Mitigation measures would be taken if any leakage 
were detected. It should be noted that none of the high-level waste tanks has ever 
leaked. While there is no quantitative estimate of risk from the tanks while the 
contents are being dried, it is clear that the risks are being further reduced by tank 
drying. 

Additionally, much of the residual contamination in the tanks is attached 
(i.e., “fixed”) to metal surfaces and is not readily mobile. Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1, 
of this EIS, as well as text in the Phase 1 Decommissioning Plan for the West Valley 
Demonstration Project (Phase 1 Decommissioning Plan), have been clarified to 
acknowledge that the liquids remaining in the tanks will be dried as a result of 
installation and operation of the tank and vault drying system and that this drying 
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Commentor No. 8 (cont’d): Amy Harlib 

the amount one would have to put in the bank today at 3 percent interest, 
in order to end up with $103 next year. But, since West Valley’s waste 
is radioactive for tens of thousands of years, a cost analysis should start 
out with at least a review over the next 1,000 years as a first step. Over 
periods of 1000 years, any substantial discount rate implies that the health 
and wellbeing of future generations has no present value-or no worth 
to us today. Since the cleanup options are meant to protect the public 
for many generations, we cannot reasonably assume that there is no 
value to public heath in the year 1000. Also, the existence of regulatory 
requirements for protection of sites that will remain dangerous for 1,000 
years must imply that we care today about health hazards that will be 
experienced in 3008. Costs and benefits incurred in that distant year must 
have a significant present value; otherwise, we could ignore them and 
we could “prove” via discounting that it is not cost-effective to spend 
anything today on our successors a thousand years down the road. At 
a discount rate of 1.4 percent, considered low by many economists, $1 
million in 3008 has a present value of $1 today. Thus it would not be 
worth spending more than $1 today to prevent $1 million of harm in 
3008. To validate the commonsense idea that outcomes in 3008 matter 
today, the discount rate must be no more than zero. If we care about the 
long-term impacts of today’s nuclear waste, then the only supportable 
discount rate is zero. While the choice of a discount rate for short term 
decisions is an economic question, the choice of an intergenerational 
discount rate is a matter of ethics and policy. The value of future lives is a 
strong argument for not using an economic discount rate in this analysis. 

8-7 
cont’d 

will be complete before any Waste Tank Farm decommissioning actions are 
initiated. 

The contamination at the juncture of the Niagara River and Lake Ontario was the 
result of releases from the site when reprocessing operations were in progress. The 
environmental contamination from current operations is minimal (below established 
standards), as demonstrated by the results from the ongoing environmental 
monitoring program. The decommissioning measures to manage the North Plateau 
Groundwater Plume and other sources of contamination at WNYNSC would reduce 
the consequences to humans and the environment. 

Data collection under Phase 1 of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative: 
Chapter 2, Section 2.4.3, of this EIS describes decommissioning activities under the 
Phased Decisionmaking Alternative and provides a discussion of the data collection, 
studies, and monitoring to be performed during implementation of Phase 1 and the 
purpose of each of these activities. The overall intent of these Phase 1 activities 
is to further characterize the site and to research technology developments 
and engineering to aid consensus decisionmaking for Phase 2. Section 2.4.3.3 
explains how the additional data and studies would be used in making a decision 
about potential future activities. The intent of this EIS is to provide a description 
of the environmental impacts of each of the alternatives to inform the Agency 
decisionmakers. 

Public participation in Phase 2 decisionmaking: Because of the interest in public 
participation expressed in the comments received on the Revised Draft EIS, DOE 
has decided that, should the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative be selected, DOE 
would seek additional public input prior to the Phase 2 decision regardless of the 
exact NEPA process utilized.  Specifically, public involvement would continue 
until final decisions are made and implemented. Public meetings would continue 
to be held on at least a quarterly basis, and additional meetings would be held as 
necessary to assure timely communication with the public. DOE and NYSERDA 
would continue to support the West Valley Citizen Task Force, which is expected to 
remain in place during this time. 

NYSERDA would assess results of site-specific studies and other information 
during Phase 1. NYSERDA expects to prepare an EIS, or to supplement the 
existing EIS, to evaluate Phase 2 decisions for the SDA and balance of WNYNSC.  
In accordance with SEQR requirements, a public comment period would be held by 
NYSERDA along with public meetings to further solicit stakeholder input. 
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Commentor No. 8 (cont’d): Amy Harlib 

8-4 Please see the response to Comment no. 8–2 regarding long-term monitoring and 
maintenance and institutional controls under alternatives that would store waste 
on site. As stated in that response, detailed definition of long-term monitoring and 
maintenance programs and institutional controls under the alternatives that would 
leave waste on site would occur after an alternative is selected for implementation. 
An element of the long-term programs would be the development of plans and 
procedures for responding to emergencies, including coordination and agreements 
with local police and fire departments and medical facilities. 

This EIS was prepared to evaluate the environmental impacts of the alternatives 
for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC, a legally 
required step to support a decision on a course of action. The U.S. Congress and 
the President are responsible for establishing funding levels for various Federal 
Government programs, while the New York State Legislature and the Governor 
are responsible for establishing funding levels for state government programs. 
Implementation of the decision documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement is contingent on the level of funding allocated.  
Funding for emergency response to toxic releases is not within the scope of this 
EIS. 

8-5  DOE will remain on site until it completes its responsibilities as assigned under 
the West Valley Demonstration Project Act.  DOE would not leave the site after 
completion of the Phase 1 actions because it would not have completed the actions 
required under the Act.  The description of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative 
in Chapter 2 of this EIS has been revised to clarify this, and the wording in the 
Phase 1 Decommissioning Plan has been revised to avoid the implication that DOE 
would leave the site at the end of Phase 1. 

8-6 If the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected and documented in 
DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement, cleanup of 
the site would occur in two separate phases. As part of the description of the 
decommissioning activities under the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative, 
Chapter 2, Section 2.4.3, of this EIS provides a discussion of the data collection, 
studies, and monitoring that would be performed during implementation of Phase 1, 
as well as the purpose of each of these activities. The overall intent of these Phase 1 
activities is to further characterize the site and to research technology developments 
and engineering to aid consensus decisionmaking for Phase 2 actions. 
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Commentor No. 8 (cont’d): Amy Harlib 

If the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected, the options for Phase 2 
(exclusive of the SDA) are sitewide removal of the remaining facilities and 
contamination (Sitewide Removal Alternative), close in place of the remaining 
facilities and contamination (Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative), or a combination 
of activities from these two alternatives. For the SDA only, NYSERDA is also 
considering continued active management consistent with permit and license 
requirements. For each resource area, Chapter 4 discusses the impacts that would 
occur if either the removal or close-in-place is selected for Phase 2. The chapter 
also discusses which alternative(s) bound the impacts in the event that continued 
active management is selected for the SDA. The short-term impacts of a Phase 2 
decision that involves continued active management of the SDA are bounded by 
either the removal or close-in-place impacts. The post-decommissioning impacts 
of a continued active management decision for the SDA, which include staffing, 
occupational exposure, and waste generation related to SDA monitoring and 
maintenance, as well as long-term impacts on public health and safety, would be 
similar to the no action impacts for the SDA. 

DOE has not segmented the activities proposed in this EIS; instead, DOE 
has prepared this single, comprehensive EIS for the decommissioning and 
long-term stewardship of WNYNSC.  This EIS adequately analyzes the totality 
of environmental impacts, including costs, of a broad spectrum of reasonable 
alternatives that meet the respective purposes and needs of DOE and NYSERDA 
(Sitewide Close-In-Place, Phased Decisionmaking, and Sitewide Removal), as well 
as the No Action Alternative. 

While the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative temporarily defers a final decision 
on the disposition of the Waste Tank Farm, the NDA, and the Construction and 
Demolition Debris Landfill, DOE believes that the impacts of this deferred decision 
are adequately analyzed within this current EIS. Of course, as with all tiered 
decisions, DOE would continue to assess the results of any site-specific studies 
along with any emerging technologies to ascertain whether or not a Supplemental 
EIS is warranted prior to any Phase 2 decision. Based upon data available to date, 
however, DOE believes this EIS adequately evaluates the environmental impacts 
associated with the range of reasonable alternatives and the Agency has vigorously 
resisted all efforts to “segment” this single comprehensive decommissioning EIS 
into separate NEPA documents. 

It is NYSERDA’s position that segmentation under SEQR refers to the improper 
division of one project into multiple smaller projects to circumvent NEPA (or 
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Commentor No. 8 (cont’d): Amy Harlib 

SEQR) requirements. NYSERDA does not believe that improper segmentation 
would be involved under the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative because the 
Phase 1 actions proposed would be independent of and would not bias actions 
conducted in Phase 2. In other words, the actions proposed under Phase 1 would 
not automatically trigger certain actions under Phase 2; to the contrary, DOE and 
NYSERDA could opt for any alternative or combination of alternatives during 
Phase 2. The test for improper segmentation is whether or not projects (in this case 
Phase 1 and Phase 2) are interdependent. In this case, they are clearly not. 

8-7	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s objection to discounting and 
interest in the cost-benefit analysis included in the Revised Draft EIS. Please see 
the Issue Summary for “Questions about Cost-Benefit Analysis” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

The cost-benefit analysis presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of the Revised 
Draft EIS was performed to support NRC’s request for cost-benefit information 
consistent with its as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA) analysis guidelines. 
This cost-benefit analysis follows the principles in the NRC ALARA guidance 
presented in NUREG-1757, “NRC Consolidated Decommissioning Guidance.” 
The analysis in Section 4.2 has been revised for this Final EIS and uses several 
relatively low discount rates (1, 3, and 5 percent) to investigate the sensitivity of the 
results to lower discount rates. 
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Commentor No. 9: Seth Rutledge 

March 31, 2009 
Seth Rutledge 
560 Allen Street 
Syracuse, NY 13210 
I don’t like the idea of sitting on a nuclear waste site while it spreads into 
the ground water and pollutes the great lakes. The waste must be cleaned 9-1up ASAP, or the job will be harder or impossible for future generations. 9-1	 DOE and NYSERDA note the commentor’s preference for the Sitewide Removal 

Alternative. The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale 
will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal 
of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential 
Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these 
issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 10: Edward Butler 

March 31, 2009 
Edward Butler 
36 E. 69th St. 
New York, NY 10021 
Sitewide Removal is the only Alternative that provides a complete 
and comprehensive cleanup of the entire site through excavation of 
radioactive and toxic waste, provides a permanent and safer solution that 
removes radioactive waste from a site with serious erosion problems, 
earthquake hazards, and a sole source aquifer, prevents any catastrophic 
releases which could cause polluting of community drinking water 
supplies, Lakes Erie and Ontario, harm public health and cost billions 
of dollars, significantly lowers health risks to nearby communities, with 
all waste removed after 64 years, and provides the most cost-effective 
approach over the long term. Leaving buried waste on site is expensive 
and a serious environmental and public health risk. Given the past 
record of decades of delay, the two phased approach with a lengthy 30 
year timetable is not responsive or responsible in addressing dangerous 
contamination. In addition, the DEIS is flawed and inadequate and needs 
revisions. 

10-1 

10-2 

10-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action and supporting 
rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s 
Findings Statement. Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide 
Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes,” and “Concerns about Potential 
Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these 
issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS 
analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well 
as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the potential 
human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are assumed to 
be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of years. These 
projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of 
this EIS. Erosion studies are discussed in Appendix F. 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

10-2	 This EIS was prepared in accordance with the requirements of NEPA and SEQR.  In 
accordance with those requirements, the Revised Draft EIS was issued for public 
review and comment and DOE has revised it, as appropriate, to enhance the clarity 
and technical analysis of this Final EIS. 
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Commentor No. 11:   Robert Rosenfield 

March 31, 2009 
Robert Rosenfield 
26 Mckeon Ave 
Valley Stream, NY 11580 
I understand there will be a dtetrmination on how best to deal with a 
nuclear waste site in the west valley. I cannot believe there could be 
more than the one obvious answer. Clean it up. You have the potential 
of contaminating the Great lakes and thus at least a thousand miles of 
shoreline as well as the living things in the water and the water supply 
of huge numbers of people. This is a no brainer, clean it up completely. 
Thank you 

11-1 11-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action and supporting 
rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s 
Findings Statement. Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide 
Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential 
Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these 
issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 12: Laurence Kirby 

March 31, 2009 
Laurence Kirby 
36 Purdy Hollow Rd 
Woodstock, NY 12498 
We need the safest way to clean up by digging up the waste as soon as 
possible so it cannot leak into our water and environment. Therefore I 12-1support the Sitewide Removal Alternative and oppose Leaving Buried 
Waste On Site. 

12-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative and opposition to leaving buried waste on site.  The decision 
on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be documented in 
DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see 
the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and 
Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential Contamination of Water” 
in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s and 
NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 13: Don Devine 

March 31, 2009 
Don Devine 
3 Rocky Road 
Chester, NY 10918 
Please perform the safest cleanup. Sitewide Removal. Dig dig up the 13-1waste immediately so it cannot leak into our water and environment. 13-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 

Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to begin 
implementation of the decommissioning decision immediately after it is determined 
and documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal 
of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential 
Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these 
issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. Section 3
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Commentor No. 14: Suzanne Webster 

April 1, 2009 
Suzanne Webster 
154 Harwood Circle 
Rochester, NY 14625 
Please be aware that this site MUST be taken care of properly NOW. We 
cannot leave our mistakes for future generations. 14-1 14-1 DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to begin implementation of the decommissioning 

decision immediately after it is determined and documented in DOE’s Record of 
Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 
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Commentor No. 15: Judy W. Soffler 

April 1, 2009 
Judy W. Soffler 
NIRS 
8 Termakay Drive 
New City, NY 10956-6434 
Protect the Great Lakes and western New York’s drinking water. Support 15-1a full cleanup of the West Valley Nuclear Waste Site now. 15-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the Sitewide 

Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action and supporting 
rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s 
Findings Statement. Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide 
Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential 
Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these 
issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 16: Kathleen M. Dunwoodie Aman 

April 1, 2009 
Kathleen M. Dunwoodie Aman 
431 Ruskin Rd 
Amherst, NY 14226 
It is imperative that sufficient funding be included to completely clean up 
the West Valley nuclear site. Independent studies show that the alternative 16-1 

to a complete clean up is that nuclear waste will seep into the land and 
Cattaraugus Creek which gushes into Lake Erie. Consider the wonder 
of the gift of water : everytime you take a drink and realize most of that 16-2 
fresh water comes from the Great Lakes - do we want future generations’ 
water poisoned by our inaction? Please make sure to fully fund the 16-1 
complete clean up of West Valley. cont’d 

16-1 This EIS was prepared to evaluate the environmental impacts of the alternatives 
for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC, a legally 
required step to support a decision on a course of action. The U.S. Congress and 
the President are responsible for establishing funding levels for various Federal 
Government programs, while the New York State Legislature and the Governor 
are responsible for establishing funding levels for state government programs. 
Implementation of the decision documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement is contingent on the level of funding allocated. 

16-2 Please see the Issue Summary for “Concerns about Potential Contamination of 
Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and 
NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 17: Elizabeth B. Weberg, Deputy Mayor, 
 East Aurora, New York 

From: Elizabeth Weberg [mailto:weblark@verizon.net]
Sent: Thursday, April 02, 2009 9:31 AM
To: Bohan, Catherine 
Subject: West Valley site 

Dear Ms. Bohan, 
I am unable to attend the hearing this evening at ECC on the future of the West 
Valley radioactive waste, but as a resident of Western New York and as a chemist, I 
have very strong feelings about this issue. 
Burying the problem is not the solution! There are irrefutable facts that must be 
faced: 
1) The current site has extremely rapid erosion rates. The streams that run 
through it eventually feed into Lake Erie, the Niagara River, Lake Ontario, and 
beyond. 
2) The West Valley Site has waste that will be dangerous for 100,000 years.  There 
is no method of keeping the waste on site that can control it for that duration. 
3) Fresh water is the most important natural resource on our earth to protect. 
The only responsible solution is to store the waste above ground so it is not forgot-
ten and can be monitored until a safe, national depository is constructed. 
We have created a mess that has no easy solution, but the mess is ours to deal 
with, and we must do everything in our power to prevent poisoning the land and 
water for future generations. 
Thank you, 
Elizabeth B. Weberg 
Ph.D., Inorganic Chemistry 
Deputy Mayor, East Aurora 

17-1 

17-2 

17-3 

17-1	 DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS 
analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well 
as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the potential 
human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are assumed to 
be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of years. These 
projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of 
this EIS. Erosion studies are discussed in Appendix F. 

Please see the Issue Summaries for “Concerns about Potential Contamination of 
Water” and “Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

17-2	 The long-term environmental consequences of managing waste on site are analyzed 
in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10, of this EIS. 

17-3	 As explained in Chapter 2, Section 2.5.1, of this EIS, DOE and NYSERDA do not 
consider the use of existing structures or construction of new aboveground facilities 
at WNYNSC for indefinite storage of decommissioning or long-term management 
of waste to be a reasonable alternative for further consideration because it would 
not meet the Purpose and Need for Agency Action described in Chapter 1, 
Section 1.3. Thus, the decommissioning alternatives addressed in this EIS involve 
managing existing facilities and contamination at their current locations (Sitewide 
Close-In-Place) or removing all radioactive and hazardous waste from the site 
(Sitewide Removal). 

Offsite disposal capacity is available for most of the waste that could be generated 
from any of the EIS alternatives. Consistent with existing practice, any waste 
generated from any of the EIS alternatives that does not currently have offsite 
disposal capacity (referred to as orphan waste) would be safely and retrievably 
stored at WNYNSC until such disposal capacity is available. 
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Commentor No. 18: Tammy Yekich 

18-1 18-1 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

18-2 DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS 
analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well 

18-2 
as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the potential 
human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are assumed to 
be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of years. These 
projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H 
of this EIS. Erosion studies are discussed in Appendix F. 

18-1 
cont’d 
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Commentor No. 19: Deborah Wirth 

May 14, 2009 
Deborah Wirth 
Wirth Holistic 
PO Box 1615 
Williamsville, NY 14231 
Waiting 30 years is UNACCEPTABLE! What affects us will eventually 
affect you too! We want Complete Removal Now of the radioactive 19-1 
material at West Valley. We also want An extension of the deadline to file 
objections from June 8, 2009 to December 2009 so that people have a 19-2 
chance to get informed! 

19-1	 DOE and NYSERDA note the commentor’s preference for the Sitewide Removal 
Alternative. The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale 
will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal 
of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential 
Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these 
issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

19-2	 In response to requests from the public, DOE and NYSERDA extended the original 
6-month comment period (required by the 1987 Stipulation of Compromise 
Settlement between the Coalition on West Valley Nuclear Wastes and Radioactive 
Waste Campaign and DOE) for an additional 90 days, through September 8, 2009. 
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Commentor No. 20: Gerard Catalano 

April 3, 2009 
Gerard Catalano 
100 Hamilton Blvd. 
Kenmore, NY 14217 
Dear Ms. Bohan, To this day it shocks me the policies of NYS regarding 
the chemical dumps in Niagara County. The faster we can dispose of the 
chemicals buried in Niagara County the better off our children will be. 
Have you ever looked at the statistics of the Great Lakes? 1) Drinking 
water to over 15 million people. 2) Holds 20% of the WORLDS fresh 
water. 3) Over $1 billion a year in recreation and fi shing industries. We 20-1
need these chemicals out of Niagara County NOW not 30 years from 
now. Don’t tell me that there isn’t significant seepage into the lakes Erie 
and Ontario. If these stats are not alarming enough to you then you are 
corrupt as the past administrations. I am also asking for an extension 20-2of the deadline for objections from June 8, 2009 to a new date. Gerard 
Catalano 

20-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action and supporting 
rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s 
Findings Statement. Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide 
Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential 
Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these 
issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

20-2	 In response to requests from the public, DOE and NYSERDA extended the original 
6-month comment period (required by the 1987 Stipulation of Compromise 
Settlement between the Coalition on West Valley Nuclear Wastes and Radioactive 
Waste Campaign and DOE) for an additional 90 days, through September 8, 2009. 
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Commentor No. 21: Harriet Lane Tower, 
Residents for Responsible Government 

April 6, 2009 
Harriet lane Tower 
Residents for Responsible Government 
800 River RD 
Youngstown, NY 14174 
Government agencies have made serious errors related to the environment 
and the well being of the people. Now is the time to correct these errors 
and to remediate fully, now, all at once the errors of West Vally. One 
of the most spectacular geographic areas of westen New york has been 
marred and put at risk by these errors. Enough procrastinating! Bite the 
bullet and take care of it b efore the toxins migrate to the Great Lakes and 
even bigger problems arise. What kind of people work for these agencies 
that would be so blind to the actions that need attention. Harriet lane 
Tower 

21-1 21-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action and 
supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 22: Wendy Swearingen 

April 6, 2009 
Wendy Swearingen 
3075 North Creek Road 
Youngstown, NY 14174 
Dear Ms. Bohan, The current plan and environmental impact statement 
does not fully address two important West Valley issues. It is imperative 
to protect residents proximate to the site from actual and potential 
harm and danger, and second the Great Lakes must be safe from all 
contamination. Lake Ontario alone provides drinking water to more than 
50 million humans. Complete removal is the only viable solution that 
addresses both issues. Please revisit the planning stage and devise a plan 
that will permanently remove the radioactive wastes from West Valley 
as soon as possible. I would ask you to plan for a complete removal now 
and to extend the comment period from June 2009 to December 2009. 
Sincerely, Wendy Swearingen 

22-1 

22-2 

22-1	 This EIS was prepared in accordance with the requirements of NEPA and SEQR 
to evaluate the environmental impacts of alternatives for the decommissioning 
and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC.  DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge 
the commentor’s preference for the Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision 
on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be documented in 
DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see 
the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and 
Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential Contamination of Water” 
in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s and 
NYSERDA’s responses. 

22-2	 In response to requests from the public, DOE and NYSERDA extended the original 
6-month comment period (required by the 1987 Stipulation of Compromise 
Settlement between the Coalition on West Valley Nuclear Wastes and Radioactive 
Waste Campaign and DOE) for an additional 90 days, through September 8, 2009. 
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Commentor No. 23: Barbara Warren, Executive Director, 
Citizens’ Environmental Coalition 

23-1 

23-2 

23-3 

23-4 

23-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the conclusions of 
The Real Costs of Cleaning Up Nuclear Waste:  A Full Cost Accounting of Cleanup 
Options for the West Valley Nuclear Waste Site (Synapse Report) and opposition 
to an EIS alternative that would leave buried waste on site. Please see the Issue 
Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous 
Wastes” and “Conclusions of the Synapse Report” in Section 2 of this CRD for 
further discussion and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

23-2	 DOE disagrees with many of the points raised in NYSERDA’s View, which is 
included as the Foreword to this EIS. At the core, differences between DOE and 
NYSERDA center on different views about the nature of analysis required for an 
EIS and the attendant level of acceptable risk associated with any uncertainties 
in that analysis as it relates to decisionmaking. DOE believes the analysis in this 
EIS meets the requirements of NEPA and SEQR in that, when there is incomplete 
or unavailable information relevant to reasonably foreseeable significant adverse 
environmental impacts, this EIS (1) acknowledges the information limitation and 
its relevance to environmental consequence, (2) summarizes existing credible 
scientific evidence, and (3) presents an analysis using a theoretical approach that 
is generally accepted by the scientific community involved in such analysis. This 
Final EIS contains text boxes in the relevant subject matter areas that acknowledge 
the differences of opinion between DOE and NYSERDA.  In general, DOE’s 
position is that the Agency spent much time and effort engaging highly qualified 
and respected experts in hydrology and hydrological transport, landscape evolution 
(erosion), human health and environmental risk analysis, and other technical fields, 
and stands behind the analyses performed for this EIS. 

23-3	 Regarding funding of cleanup at WNYNSC, this EIS was prepared to evaluate the 
environmental impacts of the alternatives for decommissioning and/or long-term 
stewardship of WNYNSC, a legally required step to support a decision on a course 
of action. The U.S. Congress and the President are responsible for establishing 
funding levels for various Federal Government programs, while the New York State 
Legislature and the Governor are responsible for establishing funding levels for 
state government programs. Implementation of decisions made in DOE’s Record of 
Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement is contingent on the level of funding 
allocated. 

The preliminary cost-benefit analysis presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.2, was 
prepared at NRC’s request and in a manner consistent with NRC’s as low as is 
reasonably achievable (ALARA) guidance. Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS has 
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Commentor No. 23 (cont’d): Barbara Warren, 
Citizens’ Environmental Coalition 

23-5 

23-6 

23-7 

23-8 

been revised to present the results of sensitivity analyses using different discount 
rates. If cost-benefit considerations are part of the basis for agency decisionmaking, 
this will be acknowledged and discussed in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the “Questions about Cost-Benefit 
Analysis” Issue Summary in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of this 
issue. 

23-4	 It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see the 
response to Comment no. 23-8). 

23-5	 DOE and NYSERDA believe that this EIS complies with the requirements of NEPA 
and SEQR. 

1. This EIS has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of NEPA and 
SEQR. DOE and NYSERDA have prepared this single, comprehensive EIS for the 
decommissioning and long-term stewardship of WNYNSC.  As required by NEPA 
and SEQR, it analyzes the environmental impacts of a broad spectrum of reasonable 
alternatives that meet the respective purposes and needs of DOE and NYSERDA 
(Sitewide Removal, Sitewide Close-In-Place, and Phased Decisionmaking), as well 
as the No Action Alternative.  A detailed work plan is not required to complete an 
EIS, and normally is not developed until a decision is made. 

2. This EIS adequately analyzes the totality of environmental impacts, including 
costs, for the identified alternatives. These impacts are presented in Chapter 4 of 
this EIS. 

3. The public comment process for this EIS meets the requirements of NEPA and 
SEQR. The Revised Draft EIS was issued for public review and comment on 
December 8, 2009. DOE’s Notice of Availability announced a 6-month public 
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Commentor No. 23 (cont’d): Barbara Warren, 
Citizens’ Environmental Coalition 

23-9 

23-10 

23-11 

23-12 

comment period (required by the 1987 Stipulation of Compromise Settlement 
between the Coalition on West Valley Nuclear Wastes and Radioactive Waste 
Campaign and DOE) and three public hearings. In response to requests from the 
public, DOE and NYSERDA extended the original public comment period for 
an additional 90 days, through September 8, 2009. An additional public hearing 
was held in Albany, New York, and the hearing originally scheduled for Blasdell, 
New York, was moved to a more central downtown Buffalo, New York, location.  
DOE and NYSERDA held the public hearings to provide interested members of the 
public with opportunities to learn more about the content of the Revised Draft EIS 
from exhibits, factsheets, and other materials; to hear DOE and NYSERDA 
representatives present the results of the EIS analyses; to ask clarifying questions; 
and to provide oral or written comments. A website (http://www.westvalleyeis. 
com) was established to further inform the public about the Revised Draft EIS, 
how to submit comments, the public hearings, and other pertinent information. 
Comment submission mechanisms and public hearing dates, times, and locations 
were announced in the Federal Register and New York State Environmental Notice 
Bulletin notices, in local newspapers, and on the website. Members of the public 
who expressed interest and are on the DOE and NYSERDA mailing list for the 
Revised Draft EIS were notified by U.S. mail regarding hearing dates, times, and 
locations. 

23-6	 As acknowledged in this EIS, long-term monitoring and maintenance would be 
implemented for alternatives that would leave waste on site. This EIS provides 
a summary description of current and potential future environmental monitoring 
programs. The descriptions of the alternatives were revised to further describe the 
use of engineered barriers and long-term monitoring and maintenance. Long-term 
monitoring and maintenance are described in Chapter 2, Sections 2.4.2.6 and 
2.4.3.8. Long-term monitoring and institutional controls are also discussed 
in Chapter 6. Additional information about current and proposed monitoring 
and institutional controls is provided in Appendices C, H, and I.  Chapter 2, 
Table 2–4, includes estimates of the environmental consequences if (1) monitoring 
and maintenance are successful (institutional controls remain in place) and 
(2) monitoring and maintenance programs fail (institutional controls are lost). 
Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS includes monitoring and maintenance costs for 
the alternatives that would leave waste on site. 

Detailed information regarding long-term monitoring and maintenance programs 
and institutional controls under alternatives that would leave waste on site has 
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Commentor No. 23 (cont’d): Barbara Warren, 
Citizens’ Environmental Coalition 

not been specifically defined at this time. Such definition would occur after an 
alternative is selected for implementation and would include consultation with 
appropriate regulatory authorities. 

23-7 Chapter 2, Section 2.4.3, of this EIS describes decommissioning activities under 
the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative and provides a discussion of the data 
collection, studies, and monitoring to be performed during implementation of Phase 
1 and the purpose of each of these activities. The overall intent of these Phase 1 
activities is to further characterize the site and to research technology developments 
and engineering to aid consensus decisionmaking for Phase 2. Section 2.4.3.3 
explains how the additional data and studies would be used in making the Phase 2 
decision regarding potential future activities. The intent of this EIS is to provide a 
description of the environmental impacts of each of the alternatives to inform the 
Agency decisionmakers. 

23-8 Because of the interest in public participation expressed in the comments 
received on the Revised Draft EIS, DOE has decided that, should the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative be selected, DOE would seek additional public 
input prior to the Phase 2 decision regardless of the exact NEPA process utilized.  
Specifically, public involvement would continue until final decisions are made and 
implemented. Public meetings would continue to be held on at least a quarterly 
basis, and additional meetings would be held as necessary to assure timely 
communication with the public. DOE and NYSERDA would continue to support 
the West Valley Citizen Task Force, which is expected to remain in place during this 
time. 

NYSERDA would assess results of site-specific studies and other information 
during Phase 1. NYSERDA expects to prepare an EIS, or to supplement the 
existing EIS, to evaluate Phase 2 decisions for the SDA and balance of WNYNSC.  
In accordance with SEQR requirements, a public comment period would be held by 
NYSERDA along with public meetings to further solicit stakeholder input. 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
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Commentor No. 23 (cont’d): Barbara Warren, 
Citizens’ Environmental Coalition 

NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

DOE will remain on site until it completes its responsibilities as assigned under 
the West Valley Demonstration Project Act.  DOE would not leave the site after 
completion of the Phase 1 actions because it would not have completed the actions 
required under the Act.  The description of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative 
in Chapter 2 of this EIS has been revised to clarify this, and the wording in the 
Phase 1 Decommissioning Plan for the West Valley Demonstration Project (Phase 1 
Decommissioning Plan) has been revised to avoid the implication that DOE would 
leave the site at the end of Phase 1. 

23-9 This EIS presents the impacts of Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative. The environmental impacts of implementing Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alterative are described for each resource area in Chapter 4 of 
this EIS. If this alternative is selected, the options for Phase 2 (exclusive of the 
SDA) are sitewide removal of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide 
Removal Alternative), close-in-place of the remaining facilities and contamination 
(Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative), or a combination of activities from these 
two alternatives. For the SDA only, NYSERDA is also considering continued 
active management consistent with permit and license requirements. For each 
resource area, Chapter 4 discusses the impacts that would occur if either removal 
or close-in-place is selected for Phase 2. The chapter also discusses which 
alternative(s) bound the impacts in the event that continued active management is 
selected for the SDA. The short-term impacts of a Phase 2 decision that involves 
continued active management of the SDA are bounded by either the removal or 
close-in-place impacts. The post-decommissioning impacts of a continued active 
management decision for the SDA, which include staffing, occupational exposure, 
and waste generation related to SDA monitoring and maintenance, as well as 
long-term impacts on public health and safety, would be similar to the no action 
impacts for the SDA. 

DOE recognizes and has been managing the hazard associated with the underground 
tanks in the Waste Tank Farm.  Following removal and solidification of the majority 
of the Waste Tank Farm inventory, DOE developed and is implementing actions 
to reduce the potential for a leak from the underground tanks.  Specifically, it is 
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Commentor No. 23 (cont’d): Barbara Warren, 
Citizens’ Environmental Coalition 

working to install a tank and vault drying system designed to dry the liquid heel 
remaining in the waste tanks. The installation of this system and the drying of the 
tank inventories is part of the Interim End State or EIS starting point. In addition to 
drying the tanks to reduce the potential for a leak, DOE operates the groundwater 
pumping system that reduces groundwater seepage into the tank vaults while still 
maintaining a hydraulic gradient so that any liquid flow is into, rather than out of, 
the vault system. DOE also maintains the tank leak detection equipment located in 
the tank pans and vaults and regularly samples the monitoring wells surrounding 
the tank vaults to ensure no leakage into the groundwater.  Mitigation measures 
would be taken if any leakage were detected. It should be noted that none of the 
high-level radioactive waste tanks has ever leaked. While there is no quantitative 
estimate of risk from the tanks while the contents are being dried, it is clear that the 
risks are being further reduced by tank drying. Longer-term monitoring at the site 
is addressed in the response to Comment no. 23-6. 

Additionally, much of the residual contamination in the tanks is attached 
(i.e., “fixed”) to metal surfaces and is not readily mobile. Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1, 
of this EIS, as well as text in the Phase 1 Decommissioning Plan, have been 
clarified to acknowledge that there are liquids remaining in the tanks that will be 
dried as a result of installation and operation of the tank and vault drying system 
and that this drying will be complete before any Waste Tank Farm decommissioning 
actions are initiated. 

23-10 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s concerns that the removal of 
facilities under Phase 1 of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative could affect a 
future decision about site cleanup. 

The decision has already been made to remove many of the facilities and areas 
identified by the commentor down to their floor slabs or to grade prior to the start 
of any decommissioning actions (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1, of this EIS). These 
include the Administration Building and Expanded Environmental Laboratory 
in Waste Management Area 10 and most of the facilities in Waste Management 
Area 5. The decisions as to which facilities would be removed to achieve the 
Interim End State (the EIS starting point) were developed by DOE and NYSERDA 
after careful consideration of all facilities and areas on WNYNSC.  None of the 
facilities to be closed at the starting point of this EIS are expected to be needed, 
either individually or collectively, for any decommissioning alternative.  None 
of them would be needed to safely monitor and maintain or support future 
removal of the vitrified high-level radioactive waste on the site or to assist in 
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Commentor No. 23 (cont’d): Barbara Warren, 
Citizens’ Environmental Coalition 

other aspects of site decommissioning. Leaving the unneeded facilities in place 
would require continuing maintenance and monitoring, resulting in unnecessary 
expense. The only facility specifically identified by the commentor that will not 
have been removed prior to the EIS starting point is the New Warehouse in Waste 
Management Area 10.  The New Warehouse and other facilities and storage areas 
that would be removed from the site during Phase 1 of the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative, if that alternative is selected in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement, are addressed in Chapter 2, Section 2.4.3.1, of 
this EIS. 

Facilities that would be required for full excavation and cleanup of all site facilities 
(Sitewide Removal) are described in the discussion in Chapter 2, Section 2.4.1.1, 
and Appendix C, Section C.3.1. 

23-11 Regarding the adequacy of the environmental analysis performed for the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative, please see the response to Comment no. 23-9.  
Regarding continued public involvement in Phase 2 decisionmaking under the 
Phased Decisionmaking Alternative, please see the response to Comment no. 23-8. 

Concerning the rest of this comment, DOE has not segmented the activities 
proposed in this EIS; instead, DOE has prepared this single, comprehensive EIS for 
decommissioning and long-term stewardship of WNYNSC.  This EIS adequately 
analyzes the totality of environmental impacts, including costs, of a broad spectrum 
of reasonable alternatives that meet the respective purposes and needs of DOE 
and NYSERDA (Sitewide Close-In-Place, Phased Decisionmaking, and Sitewide 
Removal), as well as the No Action Alternative. 

While the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative temporarily defers final decision on 
the disposition of the Waste Tank Farm, NDA, and Construction and Demolition 
Debris Landfill, DOE believes that the impacts of this deferred decision are 
adequately analyzed within the current EIS. Of course, as with all tiered decisions, 
DOE would continue to assess the results of any site-specific studies along with any 
emerging technologies to ascertain whether or not a Supplemental EIS is warranted 
prior to any Phase 2 decision. Based upon data available to date, however, DOE 
believes this EIS adequately evaluates the environmental impacts associated with 
the range of reasonable alternatives and the agency has vigorously resisted all 
efforts to “segment” this single comprehensive decommissioning EIS into separate 
NEPA documents. 3-39 
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Commentor No. 23 (cont’d): Barbara Warren, 
Citizens’ Environmental Coalition 

It is NYSERDA’s position that segmentation refers to the improper division of 
one project into multiple smaller projects in an effort to circumvent NEPA (or 
SEQR) requirements. NYSERDA does not believe that improper segmentation 
has occurred in this case because the Phase 1 actions proposed under the Preferred 
Alternative would be independent of and would not bias actions conducted in 
Phase 2. In other words, the actions proposed under Phase 1 will not automatically 
trigger certain actions to take place under Phase 2; to the contrary, NYSERDA can 
opt for any alternative or combination of alternatives during Phase 2. The test for 
improper segmentation is whether or not projects (in this case Phase 1 and Phase 2) 
are interdependent. In this case, they are clearly not. 

23-12 DOE acknowledges the commentor’s support for the Sitewide Removal 
Alternative. Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for Sitewide Removal 
of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this CRD.  Both the 
Revised Draft EIS and the Final EIS address management and disposal of RCRA 
hazardous waste. Chapter 1, Section 1.2, discusses the RCRA background of 
the site. Chapter 4, Section 4.1.11 and Table 4–46, address the disposition of 
hazardous waste under each of the alternatives. The long-term performance 
assessment in Appendix H analyzes the human health consequences of known 
hazardous constituents. Agency actions would comply with the applicable cleanup 
and decommissioning criteria for WNYNSC embodied in Federal and New York 
State environmental, safety, and health regulatory requirements promulgated under 
various statutory authorities (see Chapter 5 of this Final EIS). As summarized in 
Chapter 1, Section 1.3, of this Final EIS, these regulatory requirements include, in 
part, RCRA permitting and corrective actions under New York State and/or EPA 
requirements, decommissioning according to NRC requirements in its License 
Termination Rule, and EPA assessments of compliance with National Emission 
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants. 
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Commentor No. 24: Roger Downs, 
Sierra Club Atlantic Chapter 

24-1 

24-2 

24-3 

24-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action and supporting 
rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s 
Findings Statement. Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for Sitewide 
Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this CRD for 
further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

Implementation of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative would make an important 
advance in the decommissioning of the WNYNSC within the initial 8 years.  
The cleanup that would take place during Phase 1 of the Preferred Alternative, 
as explained in Chapter 2, Section 2.4.3, of this EIS, would reduce or eliminate 
potential health or environmental impacts by removing major facilities (such as 
the Main Plant Process Building and lagoons). In addition, the source area for the 
North Plateau Groundwater Plume would be removed, thereby reducing the source 
of radionuclides that are potential contributors to human health or environmental 
impacts. The nonsource area would be contained by the permeable treatment wall. 

24-2	 DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern and have addressed it in 
detail in Appendix F of this EIS.  This EIS analyzes the long-term (multi-century) 
consequences of unmitigated erosion for postulated local and Lake Erie and 
Niagara River water users. This EIS also analyzes the long-term consequences of 
groundwater releases to postulated local and Lake Erie and Niagara River water 
users. Please see the Issue Summaries for “Concerns about Potential Contamination 
of Water” and “Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 24 (cont’d): Roger Downs, 
Sierra Club Atlantic Chapter 

24-2 
cont’d 

24-3 
cont’d 

24-4 

24-3	 DOE and NYSERDA are aware of the report, The Real Costs of Cleaning Up 
Nuclear Waste:  A Full Cost Accounting of Cleanup Options for the West Valley 
Nuclear Waste Site (Synapse Report) by Synapse Energy Economics, Inc., 
including the three appendices, and it has been entered into the public comment 
record for this EIS. The substance of the Synapse Report has been addressed in 
this CRD consistent with Council on Environmental Quality NEPA regulations 
(40 CFR 1503.4). Please see the Issue Summary for “Conclusions of the 
Synapse Report” in Section 2 of this CRD for a discussion of the report’s issues and 
DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

In preparing this Final EIS, changes were made to the Revised Draft EIS in response 
to Agency and public comments.  Specific instances of additional information 
included in this Final EIS include long-term monitoring protocols (Sections 2.4.2.6, 
2.4.3.8, and 2.4.4.4) and future NEPA and SEQR obligations under the Preferred 
Alternative (Section 2.4.3). Public disclosure is discussed in the following 
response. 

24-4	 Because of the interest in public participation expressed in the comments 
received on the Revised Draft EIS, DOE has decided that, should the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative be selected, DOE would seek additional public 
input prior to the Phase 2 decision regardless of the exact NEPA process utilized.  
Specifically, public involvement would continue until final decisions are made and 
implemented. Public meetings would continue to be held on at least a quarterly 
basis, and additional meetings would be held as necessary to assure timely 
communication with the public. DOE and NYSERDA would continue to support 
the West Valley Citizen Task Force, which is expected to remain in place during this 
time. 

NYSERDA would assess results of site-specific studies and other information 
during Phase 1. NYSERDA expects to prepare an EIS, or to supplement the 
existing EIS, to evaluate Phase 2 decisions for the SDA and balance of WNYNSC.  
In accordance with SEQR requirements, a public comment period would be held by 
NYSERDA along with public meetings to further solicit stakeholder input. 

This EIS was prepared to evaluate the environmental impacts of the alternatives 
for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC, a legally 
required step to support a decision on a course of action. The U.S. Congress and 
the President are responsible for establishing funding levels for various Federal 
Government programs, while the New York State Legislature and the Governor 
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Commentor No. 24 (cont’d): Roger Downs, 
Sierra Club Atlantic Chapter 

are responsible for establishing funding levels for state government programs. 
Implementation of the decision documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement is contingent on the level of funding allocated. 
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Commentor No. 25: Laurence T. Beahan, Conservation Chair, 
Sierra Club, Niagara Group 

Response side of this page intentionally left blank. 



 

 

 

Commentor No. 25 (cont’d): Laurence T. Beahan, Conservation Chair, 
Sierra Club, Niagara Group 

25-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action and supporting 
rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s 
Finding Statement. Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide

25-1 Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concern about Potential 
Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these 
issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses.  DOE and NYSERDA recognize that 
erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS analyzes erosion and the long-term 
(multi-century) consequences on local as well as Lake Erie and Niagara River water 
users. This EIS also evaluates the potential human health impacts of a scenario 
whereby institutional controls are assumed to be lost and unmitigated erosion is 
assumed to occur over hundreds of years. These projected impacts are presented 
in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of this EIS.  Erosion studies are 
discussed in Appendix F. 

DOE and NYSERDA are aware of the contamination behind the Springville 
(Scobey Hill) Dam that was the result of releases from the site when reprocessing 
operations were in progress. The sediments behind the Springville Dam have levels 
of cesium-137, uranium, potassium-40, and gross beta; plutonium measurements 
are below background levels. They are sampled every 5 years and the results are 
reported in annual site environmental reports (available at http://www.wv.doe.gov). 
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Commentor No. 25 (cont’d): Laurence T. Beahan, Conservation Chair, 
Sierra Club, Niagara Group 

25-1 
cont’d 



 

 

 

 

 

Commentor No. 26: Kathy McGoldrick, 
Coalition on West Valley Nuclear Wastes 

26-1 

26-2 

26-1 
cont’d 

26-3 

26-4 
26-3 

cont’d 

26-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action and 
supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of 
the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement if the 
Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected.  Please see the Issue Summaries 
for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and 
“Modified Phased Decisionmaking Alternative” in Section 2 of this EIS for further 
discussion of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

26-2	 Offsite disposal capacity is available for most of the waste that could be generated 
from any of the EIS alternatives. The shift to a national policy of storage rather 
than disposal of this waste is outside the scope of this EIS. Consistent with 
existing practice, any waste generated from any of the EIS alternatives that does 
not currently have offsite disposal capacity (referred to as orphan waste) would be 
safely and retrievably stored on site until such disposal capacity is available. 

26-3	 Because of the interest in public participation expressed in the comments 
received on the Revised Draft EIS, DOE has decided that, should the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative be selected, DOE would seek additional public 
input prior to the Phase 2 decision regardless of the exact NEPA process utilized.  
Specifically, public involvement would continue until final decisions are made and 
implemented. Public meetings would continue to be held on at least a quarterly 
basis, and additional meetings would be held as necessary to assure timely 
communication with the public. DOE and NYSERDA would continue to support 
the West Valley Citizen Task Force, which is expected to remain in place during this 
time. 
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Commentor No. 26 (cont’d): Kathy McGoldrick, 
Coalition on West Valley Nuclear Wastes 

26-3 
cont’d 

26-5 

26-4 
cont’d 

26-1 
cont’d 

26-6 

26-7 

NYSERDA would assess results of site-specific studies and other information 
during Phase 1. NYSERDA expects to prepare an EIS, or to supplement the 
existing EIS, to evaluate Phase 2 decisions for the SDA and balance of WNYNSC.  
In accordance with SEQR requirements, a public comment period would be held by 
NYSERDA along with public meetings to further solicit stakeholder input. 

DOE will remain on site until it completes its responsibilities as assigned under the 
West Valley Demonstration Project Act. 

26-4	 As stated in the Purpose and Need for Agency Action in Chapter 1 of the Final EIS, 
DOE is required by the West Valley Demonstration Project Act to decontaminate 
and decommission the waste storage tanks and facilities used in the solidification 
of high-level radioactive waste, as well as any material and hardware used in 
connection with the WVDP, in accordance with such requirements as the NRC may 
prescribe. This EIS analyzes three alternatives for accomplishing decommissioning 
and/or long-term stewardship of the WNYNSC. 

As noted in the response to Comment no. 26-1 regarding the 30-year timeframe for 
Phase 2 decisionmaking, DOE and NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe.  
As a result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS 
specifies that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after 
issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, 
if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

As stated in the response to Comment no. 26-3, DOE will remain on site until it 
completes the actions required under the West Valley Demonstration Project Act. 

It should be noted that, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected, the 
decision for implementation of Phase 2 could be sitewide removal of remaining 
facilities and contamination (Sitewide Removal Alternative), in-place closure of 
remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative), 
or a combination of activities from these two alternatives. For the SDA only, 
NYSERDA is also considering continued active management consistent with permit 
and license requirements. 

26-5	 DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS 
analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well 
as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the potential 
human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are assumed to 
be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of years. These 
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Commentor No. 26 (cont’d): Kathy McGoldrick, 
Coalition on West Valley Nuclear Wastes 

projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H 
of this EIS. The erosion analysis that is presented in Appendix F of this EIS is 
considered to be scientifically defensible and, consistent with NEPA requirements, 
uses a theoretical approach that is accepted in the scientific community for 
evaluating long-term erosion. 

DOE disagrees with many of the points raised in NYSERDA’s View, which is 
included as the Foreword to this EIS. At the core, differences between DOE and 
NYSERDA center on different views about the nature of analysis required for an 
EIS and the attendant level of acceptable risk associated with any uncertainties 
in that analysis as it relates to decisionmaking. DOE believes the analysis in this 
EIS meets the requirements of NEPA and SEQR in that, when there is incomplete 
or unavailable information relevant to reasonably foreseeable significant adverse 
environmental impacts, this EIS (1) acknowledges the information limitation and 
its relevance to environmental consequence, (2) summarizes existing credible 
scientific evidence, and (3) presents an analysis using a theoretical approach that 
is generally accepted by the scientific community involved in such analyses. This 
Final EIS contains text boxes in the relevant subject matter areas that acknowledge 
the differences of opinion between DOE and NYSERDA.  In general, DOE’s 
position is that the Agency spent much time and effort engaging highly qualified 
and respected experts in hydrology and hydrological transport, landscape evolution 
(erosion), human health and environmental risk analysis, and other technical fields, 
and stands behind the analyses performed for this EIS. 

Please see the Issue Summaries for “Concerns about Potential Contamination of 
Water” and “Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

26-6 Although the Administration stated its intent in the 2010 budget request to terminate 
the Yucca Mountain program while developing nuclear waste disposal alternatives, 
DOE remains committed to meeting its obligations to manage and ultimately 
dispose of high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel (see Chapter 1, 
Section 1.6.4, of this EIS). The Administration intends to convene a blue ribbon 
commission to evaluate alternative approaches for meeting these obligations and 
will provide recommendations that will form the basis for working with Congress to 
revise the statutory framework for managing and disposing of high-level radioactive 
waste and spent nuclear fuel. 

26-7 DOE and NYSERDA note the comment. 
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Commentor No. 27: Chicory Kettle 

27-1 27-1	 DOE and NYSERDA note the commentor’s concern about contamination of 
the Great Lakes and the effect on fish.  The purpose of this EIS is to evaluate 
the environmental impacts of the various alternatives, including the impacts on 
biological resources, which are presented in Chapter 4 of this EIS. The decision 
on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be documented in 
DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 
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Commentor No. 28: Lenith K. Waterman, Clerk, 
Seneca Nation of Indians 

28-1 

28-2 

28-3 

28-1	 WNYNSC has inventories of radionuclides and hazardous chemical constituents in 
the facilities (buildings, lagoons, and waste disposal areas) as well as environmental 
contamination from past facility operations (e.g., in the North Plateau Groundwater 
Plume). A description of the facilities and inventories of the radionuclides and 
hazardous chemical constituents is included in Appendix C of this EIS.  This 
EIS was prepared to evaluate the potential environmental impacts, including 
impacts from radiological and hazardous chemical constituents, of alternatives for 
decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of the site. 

The commentor is correct that scientific studies have not clearly demonstrated the 
existence of a threshold below which exposure to ionizing radiation conveys no 
risk of health effects.  By assuming that the risk of health effects at low doses is 
proportional to the exposure (i.e., doubling the exposure also doubles the risk), 
regulatory agencies such as EPA and NRC have adopted a prudent approach to 
establishing standards to protect human health and the environment from the 
effects of ionizing radiation.  EPA typically regulates radiation exposure based on a 
lifetime cancer risk of 1 × 10-6 to 1 × 10-4 (1 in a million to 1 in 10,000), consistent 
with its approach for chemical carcinogens. NRC’s license termination dose 
criterion of 25 millirem per year total effective dose equivalent is consistent with 
the recommendations of advisory bodies such as the International Commission on 
Radiological Protection to limit exposures to members of the public from individual 
sources of radiation. Estimated exposures from the alternatives considered in this 
EIS are presented throughout this document in a manner that allows a comparison 
with these levels of protection. 

28-2	 Chapter 1 of this EIS summarizes the history of WNYNSC.  Section 1.1 provides 
an accurate history of the development of the site and how DOE and NYSERDA 
became responsible for their respective roles. 

28-3	 Chapter 3, Section 3.6.2.1, of this EIS addresses groundwater at WNYNSC 
that was contaminated due to past activities (for example, the North Plateau 
Groundwater Plume). This EIS was prepared to evaluate the environmental impacts 
of alternatives for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC.  
Under all of the action alternatives, DOE would either remove contamination 
sources, mitigate their impacts to groundwater, or both.  Under the Sitewide 
Removal and Phased Decisionmaking Alternatives, DOE would remove the source 
of the North Plateau Groundwater Plume. Potential groundwater impacts associated 
with the EIS alternatives are discussed in Chapter 4, Sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.10, and 
Appendix H of this Final EIS. 
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Commentor No. 28 (cont’d): Lenith K. Waterman, Clerk, 
Seneca Nation of Indians 

28-4 

28-5 

28-6 

28-7 

28-8 

The contamination at the juncture of the Niagara River and Lake Ontario was the 
result of releases from the site when reprocessing operations were in progress. The 
environmental contamination from current operations is minimal (below established 
standards), as demonstrated by the results from the ongoing environmental 
monitoring program. 

28-4	 Some of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS, including the Preferred Alternative 
(Phased Decisionmaking), could result in some facilities and waste remaining 
on the site, including the high-level radioactive waste tanks. Under the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative, action would be undertaken during Phase 1 for 
all facilities except the Waste Tank Farm, NDA, SDA, and Construction and 
Demolition Debris Landfill. Options for Phase 2 (exclusive of the SDA) are 
sitewide removal of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide Removal 
Alternative), close in place of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide 
Close-In-Place Alternative), or a combination of activities from these two 
alternatives. For the SDA only, NYSERDA is also considering continued active 
management consistent with permit and license requirements. DOE is required by 
the West Valley Demonstration Project Act to decontaminate and decommission 
the waste storage tanks and facilities used to solidify high-level radioactive waste, 
as well as any material and hardware used in connection with the WVDP, in 
accordance with such requirements as NRC may prescribe. 

DOE recognizes and has been managing the hazard associated with the underground 
tanks in the Waste Tank Farm.  Following removal and solidification of the majority 
of the Waste Tank Farm inventory, DOE has developed and is implementing actions 
to reduce the potential for a leak from the underground tanks.  Specifically, it is 
working to install a tank and vault drying system designed to dry the liquid heel 
remaining in the waste tanks. The installation of this system and the drying of the 
tank inventories is part of the Interim End State or EIS starting point. In addition to 
drying the tanks to reduce the potential for a leak, DOE operates the groundwater 
pumping system that reduces groundwater seepage into the tank vaults while still 
maintaining a hydraulic gradient so that any liquid flows into, rather than out of, the 
vault system. DOE also maintains the tank leak detection equipment located in the 
tank pans and vaults and regularly samples the monitoring wells surrounding the 
tank vaults to ensure no leakage into the groundwater.  Mitigation measures would 
be taken if any leakage were detected. It should be noted that none of the high-level 
waste tanks has ever leaked. While there is no quantitative estimate of risk from the 
tanks while the contents are being dried, it is clear that the risks are being further 
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Commentor No. 28 (cont’d): Lenith K. Waterman, Clerk, 
Seneca Nation of Indians 

reduced by tank drying. Additionally, much of the residual contamination in the 
tanks is attached (i.e., “fixed”) to metal surfaces and is not readily mobile. 

28-5	 Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed the Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision. In 
response to public comments expressing concern about the length of time that 
could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA 
have reconsidered this timeframe for making the Phase 2 decision. As a result, 
the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies that 
the Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

28-6	 DOE and NYSERDA are aware of the report, The Real Costs of Cleaning Up 
Nuclear Waste:  A Full Cost Accounting of Cleanup Options for the West Valley 
Nuclear Waste Site (Synapse Report) by Synapse Energy Economics, Inc., 
including the three appendices, and it has been entered into the public comment 
record for this EIS. The substance of the Synapse Report has been addressed in 
this CRD consistent with Council on Environmental Quality NEPA regulations 
(40 CFR 1503.4). Please see the Issue Summary for “Conclusions of the 
Synapse Report” in Section 2 of this CRD for a discussion of the report’s issues and 
DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

28-7	 DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern and have addressed it in 
detail in this EIS. This EIS analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) 
consequences on local as well as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This 
EIS also evaluates the potential human health impacts of a scenario whereby 
institutional controls are assumed to be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to 
occur over hundreds of years. These projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of this EIS.  Erosion studies are discussed in 
Appendix F. In addition to the previously cited Issue Summaries, please see the 
Issue Summary for “Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” in Section 2 of 
this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

28-8	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action and supporting 
rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s 
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Commentor No. 28 (cont’d): Lenith K. Waterman, Clerk, 
Seneca Nation of Indians 

Findings Statement. Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for Sitewide 
Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this CRD for 
further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

Agency actions would comply with the applicable cleanup and decommissioning 
criteria for WNYNSC that are embodied in Federal and New York State 
environmental, safety, and health regulatory requirements promulgated under 
various statutory authorities (see Chapter 5 of this Final EIS). As summarized 
in Chapter 1, Section 1.3, of this Final EIS, these regulatory requirements 
include RCRA permitting and corrective actions under New York State and/or 
EPA requirements, decommissioning according to NRC requirements in its License 
Termination Rule, and EPA assessments of compliance with National Emission 
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants. 
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Commentor No. 29: Barry Miller,  
Concerned Citizens of Cattaraugus County 

29-1 

29-2 

29-3 

29-4 

29-5 

29-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  DOE and NYSERDA also assume that the 
commentor is referring to the report, The Real Costs of Cleaning Up Nuclear 
Waste:  A Full Cost Accounting of Cleanup Options for the West Valley Nuclear 
Waste Site (Synapse Report) by Synapse Energy Economics, Inc.  Please see 
the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and 
Hazardous Wastes” and “Conclusions of the Synapse Report” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

Chapter 4 of this EIS presents the environmental impacts, including human health 
risks, for each of the decommissioning alternatives and the No Action Alternative.  
This EIS also includes a cost analysis of each alternative, based on NRC guidance. 
In addition to the Issue Summaries cited above, please see the Issue Summary for 
“Questions about Cost-Benefit Analysis” and Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS for 
discussions of this approach to developing cost-benefit information. 

29-2	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s opposition to an EIS 
alternative that would leave buried waste on site. In addition to the Issue 
Summaries cited in the response to Comment no. 29-1 above, please see the Issue 
Summaries for “Concerns about Potential Contamination of Water” and “Questions 
about Long-term Erosion Modeling” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

29-3	 DOE and NYSERDA concur that there is no evidence that the strontium plume is 
from the underground tanks in the Waste Tank Farm.  The extensive WNYNSC 
environmental monitoring program, which is designed to detect possible movement 
of contamination on the site, as well as past studies discussed in Chapter 3, 
Section 3.6.2.1, have concluded that the source of the North Plateau Groundwater 
Plume is the Main Plant Process Building. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
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Commentor No. 29 (cont’d): Barry Miller, 
Concerned Citizens of Cattaraugus County 

Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

Because of the interest in public participation expressed in the comments 
received on the Revised Draft EIS, DOE has decided that, should the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative be selected, DOE would seek additional public 
input prior to the Phase 2 decision regardless of the exact NEPA process utilized.  
Specifically, public involvement would continue until final decisions are made and 
implemented. Public meetings would continue to be held on at least a quarterly 
basis, and additional meetings would be held as necessary to assure timely 
communication with the public. DOE and NYSERDA would continue to support 
the West Valley Citizen Task Force, which is expected to remain in place during this 
time. 

NYSERDA would assess results of site-specific studies and other information 
during Phase 1. NYSERDA expects to prepare an EIS, or to supplement the 
existing EIS, to evaluate Phase 2 decisions for the SDA and balance of WNYNSC.  
In accordance with SEQR requirements, a public comment period would be held by 
NYSERDA along with public meetings to further solicit stakeholder input. 

29-4 As acknowledged in this EIS, long-term monitoring and maintenance would be 
required for alternatives that would leave waste on site. This EIS provides a 
summary description of current and potential future environmental monitoring 
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Commentor No. 29 (cont’d): Barry Miller, 
Concerned Citizens of Cattaraugus County 

programs. The descriptions of the alternatives were revised to further describe the 
use of engineered barriers and long-term monitoring and maintenance. Long-term 
monitoring and maintenance are described in Chapter 2, Sections 2.4.2.6 and 
2.4.3.8. Long-term monitoring and institutional controls are also discussed 
in Chapter 6. Additional information about current and proposed monitoring 
and institutional controls is provided in Appendices C, H, and I.  Chapter 2, 
Table 2–4, includes estimates of the environmental consequences if (1) monitoring 
and maintenance are successful (institutional controls remain in place) and 
(2) monitoring and maintenance programs fail (institutional controls are lost). 
Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS includes monitoring and maintenance costs for 
the alternatives that would leave waste on site. 

Detailed information regarding long-term monitoring and maintenance programs 
and institutional controls under alternatives that would leave waste on site has 
not been specifically defined at this time. Such definition would occur after an 
alternative is selected for implementation and would include consultation with 
appropriate regulatory authorities. An element of the long-term programs would 
be the development of plans and procedures for responding to emergencies.  These 
plans and procedures would include coordination and agreements with local police 
and fire departments and medical facilities. 

This EIS was prepared to evaluate the environmental impacts of the alternatives 
for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC, a legally 
required step to support a decision on a course of action. The U.S. Congress 
and the President are responsible for establishing funding levels for various 
Federal Government programs, while the New York State Legislature and the 
Governor are responsible for establishing funding levels for state government 
programs. Implementation of the decision made in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement is contingent on the level of funding allocated. 

As noted in the response to Comment no. 29-3 regarding the 30-year timeframe 
for Phase 2 decisionmaking, in response to public comments on this issue, DOE 
and NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe.  The Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies that the Phase 2 decision would be 
made no later than 10 years after issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision 
and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
selected. 
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Commentor No. 29 (cont’d): Barry Miller, 
Concerned Citizens of Cattaraugus County 

DOE will remain on site until it completes its responsibilities as assigned under 
the West Valley Demonstration Project Act.  DOE would not leave the site after 
completion of the Phase 1 actions because it would not have completed the actions 
required under the Act.  The description of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative 
in Chapter 2 of this EIS has been revised to clarify this, and the wording in the 
Phase 1 Decommissioning Plan for the West Valley Demonstration Project (Phase 1 
Decommissioning Plan) has been revised to avoid the implication that DOE would 
leave the site at the end of Phase 1. 

29-5 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s opinion about cost discounting 
in the cost-benefit analysis included in the Revised Draft EIS. Please see the 
Issue Summary for “Questions about Cost-Benefit Analysis” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

The cost-benefit analysis presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of the Revised 
Draft EIS was performed to support NRC’s request for cost-benefit information 
consistent with its as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA) analysis guidelines. 
This cost-benefit analysis follows the principles in the NRC ALARA guidance 
presented in NUREG-1757, “NRC Consolidated Decommissioning Guidance.” 
The analysis in Section 4.2 has been revised for the Final EIS and uses several 
relatively low discount rates (1, 3, and 5 percent) to investigate the sensitivity of 
the results to lower discount rates. The use of a single discount rate of zero for the 
ALARA analysis is not considered to be consistent with NRC guidance. 
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Commentor No. 30: James Rauch, Secretary, 
FACTS, Inc. (For a Clean Tonawanda Site) 

30-1	 The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be 
documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  
This Final EIS presents the environmental impacts of four alternatives that address 
decommissioning and long-term stewardship of the WNYNSC.  The long-term 
performance assessment considers impacts beyond 10,000 years for the alternatives 
that would leave waste on site. 

DOE believes that this EIS meets the requirements of NEPA.  While the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative would temporarily defer a final decision on the 
disposition of the Waste Tank Farm, the NDA, and the Construction and Demolition 
Debris Landfill, DOE believes that the impacts of this deferred decision are 
adequately analyzed within this current EIS. The environmental impacts of 
implementing Phase 1 of the Phased Decisionmaking Alterative are described 
for each resource area in Chapter 4 of this EIS. If this alternative is selected, the 
options for Phase 2 (exclusive of the SDA) are sitewide removal of the remaining 
facilities and contamination (Sitewide Removal Alternative), close-in-place of 
the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative), 
or a combination of activities from these two alternatives. For the SDA only, 
NYSERDA is also considering continued active management consistent with 
permit and license requirements. For each resource area, Chapter 4 discusses 
the impacts that would occur if either removal or close-in-place is selected for 
Phase 2. The chapter also discusses which alternative(s) bound the impacts in the 
event that continued active management is selected for the SDA. The short-term 
impacts of a Phase 2 decision that involves continued active management of 
the SDA are bounded by either the removal or close-in-place impacts.  The 
post-decommissioning impacts of a continued active management decision for the 
SDA, which include staffing, occupational exposure, and waste generation related 
to SDA monitoring and maintenance, as well as long-term impacts on public health 
and safety, would be similar to the no action impacts for the SDA. 

30-1 

The status of the Yucca Mountain project is acknowledged in this EIS, and the plan 
to store the vitrified high-level radioactive waste at the WNYNSC is consistent 
with DOE’s August 1999 ROD for the Final Waste Management Programmatic 
Environmental Impact Statement for Managing Treatment, Storage, and Disposal 
of Radioactive and Hazardous Waste (DOE/EIS-0200-F). The implications of the 
potential for orphan waste are discussed in this EIS. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
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Commentor No. 30 (cont’d): James Rauch, Secretary,
 FACTS, Inc. (For a Clean Tonawanda Site) 

contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than30-2 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Finding Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

30-2	 The history of the North Plateau Groundwater Plume is discussed in Chapter 3, 
Section 3.6.2.1, of this EIS. The plume was first discovered in the early 1990s. 
This EIS was prepared to evaluate the environmental impacts of alternatives for 
the decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC, including the 
North Plateau Groundwater Plume and its source. Under the Sitewide Removal 
and Phased Decisionmaking Alternatives, DOE would remove the source of the 
plume. Under any of the action alternatives, DOE would take actions to remove 
or mitigate the impacts of the plume. The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 
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Commentor No. 31: Vincent Agnello 

31-1 31-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative.  Please see Chapter 1, Section 1.2, for a discussion of the 
history of the development of this EIS. This EIS was prepared to evaluate the 
environmental impacts of alternatives for decommissioning and/or long-term 
stewardship of WNYNSC.  The decision on the selected course of action and 
supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 32: Margret Linich 

April 7, 2009 
Margret Linich 
14549 Lake Street 
Sterling, NY 13156 
It is imperative more now than ever, in a time when we fully understand 
the long term repercussions of polluting the environment, that action 32-1is swiftly executed to protect some of the most important fresh water 
sources in the world. Please do not delay and allow this to devolve 
into a catastrophe for our local environment, Make a decision your 
grandchildren can live with. 

32-1	 DOE and NYSERDA note the commentor’s desire for a decision that is protective 
of humans and the environment. The EIS evaluates the environmental impacts of 
decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC.  These impacts are 
presented in Chapter 4 of this EIS. The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Concerns 
about Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further 
discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 33: Bridget M. Fitzgerald 

April 12, 2009 
Bridget M. Fitzgerald 
109 N. Buffalo St. #33 
Springville, NY 14141 
what happens when the scoby hill landslide/collapse progresses?the 
erosion behind the nuke plant has escalated and is obvious. can we afford 
to let that stuff in catt. creek and proceed to lake erie,niag.river,lake 33-1 
ontario, etc. doesnt alot of the us drinking h20 come from the great lakes? 
doesnt the food we grow become at risk if the stuff fl ows downstream 
through our farmland. why did the d.o.t. ignore the studies from the 70’s 
about “springville” and erosion? who’s zoomin’ who here? 

33-1	 DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS 
analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well 
as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the potential 
human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are assumed to 
be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of years. These 
projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H.  
Erosion studies are discussed in Appendix F. Please also see the Issue Summaries 
for “Concerns about Potential Contamination of Water” and “Questions about 
Long-term Erosion Modeling” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of 
these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

Neither DOE nor NYSERDA can speak for the New York State Department of 
Transportation (NYSDOT).  Questions about NYSDOT’s handling of studies from 
the 1970s about Springville and erosion should be directed to that Agency. 
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Commentor No. 34: Rev. Bronwen W. Boswell, 
Presbytery of Western New York 

34-1 34-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

Agency actions would comply with the applicable cleanup and decommissioning 
criteria for WNYNSC embodied in Federal and New York State environmental, 
safety, and health regulatory requirements promulgated under various statutory 
authorities (see Chapter 5 of this Final EIS). As summarized in Chapter 1, 
Section 1.3, of this Final EIS, these regulatory requirements include, in part, RCRA 
permitting and corrective actions under New York State and/or EPA requirements, 
decommissioning according to NRC requirements in its License Termination 
Rule, and EPA assessments of compliance with National Emission Standards for 
Hazardous Air Pollutants. 
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Commentor No. 34 (cont’d): Rev. Bronwen W. Boswell, 
Presbytery of Western New York 

34-2 

34-3 

34-4 

34-5 

34-6 

34-2	 WNYNSC has inventories of radionuclides and hazardous chemical constituents in 
the facilities (buildings, lagoons, and waste disposal areas) as well as environmental 
contamination from past facility operations (e.g., in the North Plateau Groundwater 
Plume). A description of the facilities and inventories of the radionuclides and 
hazardous chemical constituents is included in Appendix C of this EIS.  This 
EIS was prepared to evaluate the potential environmental impacts, including 
impacts from radiological and hazardous chemical constituents, of alternatives for 
decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of the site. 

The commentor is correct that scientific studies have not clearly demonstrated the 
existence of a threshold below which exposure to ionizing radiation conveys no 
risk of health effects.  By assuming that the risk of health effects at low doses is 
proportional to the exposure (i.e., doubling the exposure also doubles the risk), 
regulatory agencies such as EPA and NRC have adopted a prudent approach to 
establishing standards to protect human health and the environment from the 
effects of ionizing radiation.  EPA typically regulates radiation exposure based on a 
lifetime cancer risk of 1 × 10-6 to 1 × 10-4 (1 in a million to 1 in 10,000), consistent 
with its approach for chemical carcinogens. NRC’s license termination dose 
criterion of 25 millirem per year total effective dose equivalent is consistent with 
the recommendations of advisory bodies such as the International Commission on 
Radiological Protection to limit exposures to members of the public from individual 
sources of radiation. Estimated exposures from the alternatives considered in this 
EIS are presented throughout this document in a manner that allows a comparison 
with these levels of protection. 

34-3	 Chapter 3, Section 3.6.2.1, of this EIS addresses groundwater at WNYNSC 
that was contaminated due to past activities (for example, the North Plateau 
Groundwater Plume). This EIS was prepared to evaluate the environmental impacts 
of alternatives for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC.  
Under all of the action alternatives, DOE would either remove contamination 
sources, mitigate their impacts to groundwater, or both.  Under the Sitewide 
Removal and Phased Decisionmaking Alternatives, DOE would remove the source 
of the North Plateau Groundwater Plume. Potential groundwater impacts associated 
with the EIS alternatives are discussed in Chapter 4, Sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.10, and 
Appendix H of this Final EIS. 

The contamination at the juncture of the Niagara River and Lake Ontario was the 
result of releases from the site when reprocessing operations were in progress. The 
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Commentor No. 34 (cont’d): Rev. Bronwen W. Boswell, 
Presbytery of Western New York 

34-6 
cont’d 

34-7 

34-8 

34-9 

34-10 

34-1 
cont’d 

environmental contamination from current operations is minimal (below established 
standards), as demonstrated by the results from the ongoing environmental 
monitoring program. 

34-4	 Some of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS, including the Preferred Alternative 
(Phased Decisionmaking), could result in some facilities and waste remaining 
on the site, including the high-level radioactive waste tanks. Under the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative, action would be undertaken during Phase 1 for 
all facilities except the Waste Tank Farm, NDA, SDA, and Construction and 
Demolition Debris Landfill. Options for Phase 2 (exclusive of the SDA) are 
sitewide removal of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide Removal 
Alternative), close in place of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide 
Close-In-Place Alternative), or a combination of activities from these two 
alternatives. For the SDA only, NYSERDA is also considering continued active 
management consistent with permit and license requirements. DOE is required by 
the West Valley Demonstration Project Act to decontaminate and decommission 
the waste storage tanks and facilities used to solidify high-level radioactive waste, 
as well as any material and hardware used in connection with the WVDP, in 
accordance with such requirements as NRC may prescribe. 

DOE recognizes and has been managing the hazard associated with the underground 
tanks in the Waste Tank Farm.  Following removal and solidification of the majority 
of the Waste Tank Farm inventory, DOE has developed and is implementing actions 
to reduce the potential for a leak from the underground tanks.  Specifically, it is 
working to install a tank and vault drying system designed to dry the liquid heel 
remaining in the waste tanks. The installation of this system and the drying of the 
tank inventories is part of the Interim End State or EIS starting point. In addition to 
drying the tanks to reduce the potential for a leak, DOE operates the groundwater 
pumping system that reduces groundwater seepage into the tank vaults while still 
maintaining a hydraulic gradient so that any liquid flows into, rather than out of, the 
vault system. DOE also maintains the tank leak detection equipment located in the 
tank pans and vaults and regularly samples the monitoring wells surrounding the 
tank vaults to ensure no leakage into the groundwater.  Mitigation measures would 
be taken if any leakage were detected. It should be noted that none of the high-level 
waste tanks has ever leaked. While there is no quantitative estimate of risk from the 
tanks while the contents are being dried, it is clear that the risks are being further 
reduced by tank drying. Additionally, much of the residual contamination in the 
tanks is attached (i.e., “fixed”) to metal surfaces and is not readily mobile. 
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Commentor No. 34 (cont’d): Rev. Bronwen W. Boswell, 
Presbytery of Western New York 

34-5	 Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed the Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision. In 

34-1 response to public comments expressing concern about the length of time thatcont’d 
could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA 
have reconsidered this timeframe for making the Phase 2 decision. As a result, 
the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies that 
the Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

34-6	 DOE and NYSERDA are aware of the report, The Real Costs of Cleaning Up 
Nuclear Waste: A Full Cost Accounting of Cleanup Options for the West Valley 
Nuclear Waste Site (Synapse Report) by Synapse Energy Economics, Inc., 
including the three appendices, and it has been entered into the public comment 
record for this EIS. The substance of the Synapse Report has been addressed in 
this CRD consistent with Council on Environmental Quality NEPA regulations 
(40 CFR 1503.4). Please see the Issue Summary for “Conclusions of the Synapse 
Report” in Section 2 of this CRD for a discussion of the report’s issues and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s response. 

34-7	 DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern and have addressed it in 
detail in this EIS. This EIS analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) 
consequences on local as well as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This 
EIS also evaluates the potential human health impacts of a scenario whereby 
institutional controls are assumed to be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to 
occur over hundreds of years. These projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of this EIS.  Erosion studies are discussed in 
Appendix F. In addition to the previously cited Issue Summaries, please see the 
Issue Summary for “Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” in Section 2 of 
this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

34-8	 DOE and NYSERDA note that the impacts of a release of 1 percent of the site 
radioactivity referred to by the commentor are taken from the Synapse Report. 
Please see the Issue Summary for “Conclusions of the Synapse Report” in Section 2 
of this CRD for a discussion of the report’s issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s 
response. See also the response to Comment no. 34-7 regarding the long-term 
impacts analysis addressed in this EIS. 
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Commentor No. 34 (cont’d): Rev. Bronwen W. Boswell, 
Presbytery of Western New York 

34-9 The conclusions referenced in the comment are taken from the Synapse Report. 
As noted above, please see the Issue Summary for “Conclusions of the 
Synapse Report” in Section 2 of this CRD for a discussion of the report’s issues and 
DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

34-10 The Preferred Alternative is the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative.  If this 
alternative is selected, the options for Phase 2 (exclusive of the SDA) are sitewide 
removal of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide Removal 
Alternative), close in place of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide 
Close-In-Place Alternative), or a combination of activities from these two 
alternatives. For the SDA only, NYSERDA is also considering continued active 
management consistent with permit and license requirements. For each resource 
area, Chapter 4 discusses the impacts that would occur if either removal or close 
in place is selected for Phase 2. The chapter also discusses which alternative(s) 
bound the impacts in the event that continued active management is selected for 
the SDA. The short-term impacts of a Phase 2 decision that involves continued 
active management of the SDA are bounded by either the removal or close-in-place 
impacts. The post-decommissioning impacts of a continued active management 
decision for the SDA, which include staffing, occupational exposure, and waste 
generation related to SDA monitoring and maintenance, as well as long-term 
impacts on public health and safety, would be similar to the no action impacts for 
the SDA. Please see the response to Comment no. 34-5 regarding the timing of the 
Phase 2 decision. 
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Commentor No. 35: Joan Herold 

35-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action and supporting 
rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s 
Findings Statement. Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for Sitewide 
Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this CRD for 
further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length35-1 of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

Once DOE’s Record of Decision is issued, it may be possible to use stimulus funds 
for some of the selected actions. DOE will explore options for use of the funds at 
that time. 
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Commentor No. 35 (cont’d): Joan Herold 

35-2	 DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This 
EIS analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local 
as well as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the 
potential human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are 
assumed to be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of35-2 
years. These projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and 
Appendix H of this EIS. Erosion studies are discussed in Appendix F. Please also 
see the Issue Summaries for “Concerns about Potential Contamination of Water” 
and “Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” in Section 2 of this CRD for 
further discussion of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

When Nuclear Fuel Services operated WNYNSC from 1966 through 1981, 
small quantities of radioactive and other materials were discharged to the air and 
surface water bodies as part of authorized operations. Chapter 3, Section 3.11.5, 
summarizes the consequences of historical accidents or spills at WNYNSC 
that resulted in release of radioactive material or hazardous constituents to the 
environment. Annual releases to surface water bodies and air from current WVDP 
activities are well within permitted limits established by applicable regulatory 
agencies, as discussed in Sections 3.6.1 and 3.7.2 of this Final EIS and reported in 
annual site environmental reports (available at http://www.wv.doe.gov). 
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Commentor No. 36: David Ashley 

May 18, 2009 
David Ashley 
101 Windsor Place 
Syracuse, NY 13210 
I believe immediate action is needed to prevent radioactive waste from 

36-1leaching off the site into streams or the ground watertable. 36-1	 DOE and NYSERDA note the commentor’s desire for prompt action to address site 
cleanup. The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale 
will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to begin implementation of the 
decommissioning decision immediately after it is determined and documented in 
DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the 
Issue Summary for “Concerns about Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 
of this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s 
response. 
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Commentor No. 37: Kimberly D. Reichert, RMC, 
Village Administrator, Clerk-Treasurer,  Village of East Aurora 

37-1 

37-2 

37-3 

37-1	 WNYNSC has inventories of radionuclides and hazardous chemical constituents in 
the facilities (buildings, lagoons, and waste disposal areas) as well as environmental 
contamination from past facility operations (e.g., in the North Plateau Groundwater 
Plume). A description of the facilities and inventories of the radionuclides and 
hazardous chemical constituents is included in Appendix C of this EIS.  This 
EIS was prepared to evaluate the potential environmental impacts, including 
impacts from radiological and hazardous chemical constituents, of alternatives for 
decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of the site. 

The commentor is correct that scientific studies have not clearly demonstrated the 
existence of a threshold below which exposure to ionizing radiation conveys no 
risk of health effects.  By assuming that the risk of health effects at low doses is 
proportional to the exposure (i.e., doubling the exposure also doubles the risk), 
regulatory agencies such as EPA and NRC have adopted a prudent approach to 
establishing standards to protect human health and the environment from the 
effects of ionizing radiation.  EPA typically regulates radiation exposure based on a 
lifetime cancer risk of 1 × 10-6 to 1 × 10-4 (1 in a million to 1 in 10,000), consistent 
with its approach for chemical carcinogens. NRC’s license termination dose 
criterion of 25 millirem per year total effective dose equivalent is consistent with 
the recommendations of advisory bodies such as the International Commission on 
Radiological Protection to limit exposures to members of the public from individual 
sources of radiation. Estimated exposures from the alternatives considered in this 
EIS are presented throughout this document in a manner that allows a comparison 
with these levels of protection. 

37-2	 Chapter 1 of this EIS summarizes the history of WNYNSC.  Section 1.1 provides 
an accurate history of the development of the site and how DOE and NYSERDA 
became responsible for their respective roles. 

37-3	 Chapter 3, Section 3.6.2.1, of this EIS addresses groundwater at WNYNSC 
that was contaminated due to past activities (for example, the North Plateau 
Groundwater Plume). This EIS was prepared to evaluate the environmental impacts 
of alternatives for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC.  
Under all of the action alternatives, DOE would either remove contamination 
sources, mitigate their impacts to groundwater, or both.  Under the Sitewide 
Removal and Phased Decisionmaking Alternatives, DOE would remove the source 
of the North Plateau Groundwater Plume. Potential groundwater impacts associated 
with the EIS alternatives are discussed in Chapter 4, Sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.10, and 
Appendix H of this Final EIS. 
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Commentor No. 37 (cont’d): Kimberly D. Reichert, RMC, 
Village Administrator, Clerk-Treasurer, Village of East Aurora 

37-3 
cont’d 

37-4 
37-5 

37-6 

37-7 

37-8 

37-9 

37-10 

The contamination at the juncture of the Niagara River and Lake Ontario was the 
result of releases from the site when reprocessing operations were in progress. The 
environmental contamination from current operations is minimal (below established 
standards), as demonstrated by the results from the ongoing environmental 
monitoring program. 

37-4	 Some of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS, including the Preferred Alternative 
(Phased Decisionmaking), could result in some facilities and waste remaining 
on the site, including the high-level radioactive waste tanks. Under the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative, action would be undertaken during Phase 1 for 
all facilities except the Waste Tank Farm, NDA, SDA, and Construction and 
Demolition Debris Landfill. Options for Phase 2 (exclusive of the SDA) are 
sitewide removal of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide Removal 
Alternative), close in place of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide 
Close-In-Place Alternative), or a combination of activities from these two 
alternatives. For the SDA only, NYSERDA is also considering continued active 
management consistent with permit and license requirements. DOE is required by 
the West Valley Demonstration Project Act to decontaminate and decommission 
the waste storage tanks and facilities used to solidify high-level radioactive waste, 
as well as any material and hardware used in connection with the WVDP, in 
accordance with such requirements as NRC may prescribe 

DOE recognizes and has been managing the hazard associated with the underground 
tanks in the Waste Tank Farm.  Following removal and solidification of the majority 
of the Waste Tank Farm inventory, DOE has developed and is implementing actions 
to reduce the potential for a leak from the underground tanks.  Specifically, it is 
working to install a tank and vault drying system designed to dry the liquid heel 
remaining in the waste tanks. The installation of this system and the drying of the 
tank inventories is part of the Interim End State or EIS starting point. In addition to 
drying the tanks to reduce the potential for a leak, DOE operates the groundwater 
pumping system that reduces groundwater seepage into the tank vaults while still 
maintaining a hydraulic gradient so that any liquid flows into, rather than out of, the 
vault system. DOE also maintains the tank leak detection equipment located in the 
tank pans and vaults and regularly samples the monitoring wells surrounding the 
tank vaults to ensure no leakage into the groundwater.  Mitigation measures would 
be taken if any leakage were detected. It should be noted that none of the high-
level waste tanks has ever leaked. While there is no quantitative estimate of risk 
from the tanks while the contents are being dried, it is clear that the risks are being 
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Commentor No. 37 (cont’d): Kimberly D. Reichert, RMC, 
Village Administrator, Clerk-Treasurer, Village of East Aurora 

37-10 
cont’d 

further reduced by tank drying. Additionally, much of the residual contamination in 
the tanks is attached (i.e., “fixed”) to metal surfaces and is not readily mobile. 

37-5	 Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed the Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision. In 
response to public comments expressing concern about the length of time that 
could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA 
have reconsidered this timeframe for making the Phase 2 decision. As a result, 
the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies that 
the Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

37-6	 DOE and NYSERDA are aware of the report, The Real Costs of Cleaning Up 
Nuclear Waste:  A Full Cost Accounting of Cleanup Options for the West Valley 
Nuclear Waste Site (Synapse Report) by Synapse Energy Economics, Inc., 
including the three appendices, and it has been entered into the public comment 
record for this EIS. The substance of the Synapse Report has been addressed in 
this CRD consistent with Council on Environmental Quality NEPA regulations 
(40 CFR 1503.4). Please see the Issue Summary for “Conclusions of the Synapse 
Report” in Section 2 of this CRD for a discussion of the report’s issues and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s response. 

37-7	 DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern and have addressed it in 
detail in this EIS. This EIS analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) 
consequences on local as well as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This 
EIS also evaluates the potential human health impacts of a scenario whereby 
institutional controls are assumed to be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to 
occur over hundreds of years. These projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of this EIS.  Erosion studies are discussed in 
Appendix F. In addition to the previously cited Issue Summaries, please see the 
Issue Summary for “Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” in Section 2 of 
this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

37-8	 DOE and NYSERDA note that the impacts of a release of 1 percent of the site 
radioactivity referred to by the commentor are taken from the Synapse Report. 
Please see the Issue Summary for “Conclusions of the Synapse Report” in Section 2 
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Commentor No. 37 (cont’d): Kimberly D. Reichert, RMC, 
Village Administrator, Clerk-Treasurer, Village of East Aurora 

of this CRD for a discussion of the report’s issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s 
response. See also the response to Comment no. 37-7 regarding the long-term 
impacts analysis addressed in this EIS. 

37-9 The conclusions referenced in the comment are taken from the Synapse Report. 
As noted above, please see the Issue Summary for “Conclusions of the 
Synapse Report” in Section 2 of this CRD for a discussion of the report’s issues and 
DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

37-10 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action and 
supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

Agency actions would comply with the applicable cleanup and decommissioning 
criteria for WNYNSC embodied in Federal and New York State environmental, 
safety, and health regulatory requirements promulgated under various statutory 
authorities (see Chapter 5 of this Final EIS). As summarized in Chapter 1, 
Section 1.3, of this Final EIS, these regulatory requirements include, in 
part, RCRA permitting and corrective actions under New York State and/or 
EPA requirements, decommissioning according to NRC requirements in its License 
Termination Rule, and EPA assessments of compliance with National Emission 
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants. 
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Commentor No. 38: Mary E. Bolt, Town Clerk, 
Town of Concord 

Response side of this page intentionally left blank. 



Commentor No. 38 (cont’d): Mary E. Bolt, Town Clerk, 
Town of Concord 

Response side of this page intentionally left blank. 
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Commentor No. 38 (cont’d): Mary E. Bolt, Town Clerk, 
Town of Concord 

38-1 

38-2 

38-3 

38-4 

38-5 

38-1 DOE and NYSERDA appreciate the commentor’s recognition of the efforts of the 
Citizen Task Force, the involved agencies, and others in preparing this EIS and 
understand the basis for the comments provided. 

38-2 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for an alternative in 
which there is sitewide removal of all waste and unrestricted use of the site where 
applicable and safe. The decision on the selected course of action and supporting 
rationale will be provided in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

38-3 As described in Chapter 2, Section 2.4 of this EIS, there is currently no offsite 
disposal location for vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters and certain 
wastes that may be generated by sitewide removal of all wastes. However, as stated 
in the same section, it is conceivable that the canisters and waste could be shipped 
off site during the time over which this alternative is implemented. 

38-4 Please refer to the response to Comment no. 38-2. The commentor is correct that 
there are risks associated with implementation of any of the alternatives evaluated 
in this EIS. Chapter 4 of this EIS presents the impacts of the alternatives, including 
the potential human health impacts to workers and the public in the short-term and 
the long-term, to provide information to be considered by DOE and NYSERDA 
decisionmakers in selecting an alternative for decommissioning and/or long-term 
stewardship of WNYNSC. 

38-5 Chapter 2, Section 2.4.3, of this EIS describes decommissioning activities under the 
Phased Decisionmaking Alternative and provides a discussion of the data collection, 
studies, and monitoring to be performed during implementation of Phase 1 and the 
purpose of each of these activities. The overall intent of these Phase 1 activities 
is to further characterize the site and to research technology developments and 
engineering to aid consensus decisionmaking for Phase 2. Section 2.4.3.3 explains 
how the additional data and studies would be used in making decisions for potential 
future activities. These studies will not necessarily lead to a full cleanup of the site 
as expressed by the commentor.  

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS 
analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well 
as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the potential 
human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are assumed to 
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Commentor No. 38 (cont’d): Mary E. Bolt, Town Clerk, 
Town of Concord 

38-5 
cont’d 

38-6 

38-5 
cont’d 

38-7 

38-8 

be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of years. These 
projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of 
this EIS. Erosion studies are discussed in Appendix F. 

DOE disagrees with many of the points raised in NYSERDA’s View, which is 
included as the Foreword to this EIS. At the core, differences between DOE and 
NYSERDA center on different views about the nature of analysis required for an 
EIS and the attendant level of acceptable risk associated with any uncertainties 
in that analysis as it relates to decisionmaking. DOE believes the analysis in this 
EIS meets the requirements of NEPA and SEQR in that, when there is incomplete 
or unavailable information relevant to reasonably foreseeable significant adverse 
environmental impacts, this EIS (1) acknowledges the information limitation and 
its relevance to environmental consequence, (2) summarizes existing credible 
scientific evidence, and (3) presents an analysis using a theoretical approach that 
is generally accepted by the scientific community involved in such analyses. This 
Final EIS contains text boxes in the relevant subject matter areas that acknowledge 
the differences of opinion between DOE and NYSERDA.  In general, DOE’s 
position is that the agency spent much time and effort engaging highly qualified 
and respected experts in hydrology and hydrological transport, landscape evolution 
(erosion), human health and environmental risk analysis, and other technical fields, 
and stands behind the analyses performed for this EIS. 

38-6	 The transportation analysis has been revised and updated in this Final EIS to change 
the basis of the nonradiological impact analysis from a route-specific approach to 
a state-by-state approach. This change eliminated the influence of state-specific 
accident data associated with states in the Northeastern United States that have 
higher accident rates. This change in approach lowered the impacts from rail 
transport, although nonradiological impacts from rail transport are still shown as 
being higher than truck transport. This, in part, is due to the use of rail statistics 
that are in terms of railcar-kilometers.  There is no literature available that provides 
accident and fatality rates on a train-kilometer basis. Appendix J of this Final EIS 
has been revised to address the changes made in the transportation analysis and 
further discuss uncertainty. 

38-7	 If the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected, as discussed in response to 
Comment no. 38-5, a variety of studies is expected to be performed during Phase 1. 
Information gathering conducted during Phase 1 is expected to provide data to aid 
consensus decisionmaking for Phase 2 activities. If this alternative is selected, the 
options for Phase 2 (exclusive of the SDA) are sitewide removal of the remaining 
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Commentor No. 38 (cont’d): Mary E. Bolt, Town Clerk, 
Town of Concord 

facilities and contamination (Sitewide Removal Alternative), close-in-place of 
the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative), 
or a combination of activities from these two alternatives. For the SDA only, 
NYSERDA is also considering continued active management consistent with permit 
and license requirements. 

Because of the interest in public participation expressed in the comments 
received on the Revised Draft EIS, DOE has decided that, should the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative be selected, DOE would seek additional public 
input prior to the Phase 2 decision regardless of the exact NEPA process utilized.  
Specifically, public involvement would continue until final decisions are made and 
implemented. Public meetings would continue to be held on at least a quarterly 
basis, and additional meetings would be held as necessary to assure timely 
communication with the public. DOE and NYSERDA would continue to support 
the West Valley Citizen Task Force, which is expected to remain in place during this 
time. 

NYSERDA expects to prepare an EIS, or to supplement the existing EIS, to 
evaluate Phase 2 decisions for the SDA and balance of WNYNSC.  In accordance 
with SEQR requirements, a public comment period would be held by NYSERDA 
along with public meetings to further solicit stakeholder input. 

38-8 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative and opinion that the Phase 2 decision should be 
made within 10 years. The Phased Decisionmaking Alternative included in the 
November 2008 Revised Draft EIS allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made 
anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but no later than 30 years from issuance of 
the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the 
Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to be selected.  In response to public 
comments expressing concern about the length of time that could elapse between 
the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA have reconsidered this 
timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision. As a result, the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies that a Phase 2 decision would be 
made no later than 10 years after issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision 
and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
selected. 

DOE and NYSERDA also acknowledge the commentor’s preference for sitewide 
removal as the Phase 2 decision if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative 
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Commentor No. 38 (cont’d): Mary E. Bolt, Town Clerk, 
Town of Concord 

is selected. It should be noted that Phase 2 activities could include sitewide 
removal of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide Removal 
Alternative), close-in-place of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide 
Close-In-Place Alternative), or a combination of activities from these two 
alternatives. For the SDA only, NYSERDA is also considering continued active 
management consistent with permit and license requirements. 
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Commentor No. 39: Bruce C. Chapman 

May 8, 2009 
Bruce C. Chapman 
Hammond Hill Road 
East Otto, NY 14729 
This site needs to be cleaned up BEFORE serious ground and surface 
water contamination occur. Whoever decided that West Valley was a 
suitable storage site for radioactive waste, had no clue as to the geography 
of the area. It is extremely MOBILE, with shallow soils and shale 39-1 
substrate. Failure to remove this waste in a timely manner, will result in 
litigation against the Federal Govt. and State for malfeasance beyond all 
comprehension. 

39-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for site cleanup and 
opinion about the unsuitability of WNYNSC for long-term storage or disposal of 
wastes. The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will 
be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 
Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential Contamination 
of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s responses. 

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS 
analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well 
as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the potential 
human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are assumed to 
be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of years. These 
projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of 
this EIS. Erosion studies are discussed in Appendix F. 
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Commentor No. 40: Linda A. DeStefano 

May 8, 2009 
Linda A. DeStefano 
5031 Onondaga Rd. 
Syracuse, NY 13215-1403 
I favor the full cleanup alternative. Although there is no totally acceptable 
site to store radioactive wastes that are active for thousands of years, West 
Valley is clearly a poor choice so another site should be found. Meantime, 
there should be a moratorium on all new nuclear reactors. Further, old 
reactors should no longer have their licenses extended beyond their 
intended lifetime. 

40-1 40-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action and supporting 
rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s 
Findings Statement. Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for Sitewide 
Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this CRD for 
further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 41: Bob Alessi 

May 8, 2009 
Bob Alessi 
3637 Northcreek Run 
Wheatfield, NY 14120 
Comment: Remove the waste from West Valley. Do not stop this project. 41-1 41-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 

Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 42: Lori A. Pangborn, Deputy Clerk, 
Cattaraugus County Legislature 
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Commentor No. 42 (cont’d): Lori A. Pangborn, Deputy Clerk, 
Cattaraugus County Legislature 

42-1	 Comment noted. This Final EIS retains the four alternatives, including the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative. 

42-2	 Comment noted. The duration of the Sitewide Removal Alternative is projected 
to be approximately 60 years and is based on funding projections. However, 
this EIS was prepared to evaluate the environmental impacts of the alternatives 
for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC, a legally 
required step to support a decision on a course of action. The U.S. Congress 
and the President are responsible for establishing funding levels for various 
Federal Government programs, while the New York State Legislature and the 
Governor are responsible for establishing funding levels for state government 
programs. Implementation of decisions made in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement, including how quickly they can be implemented, 
is contingent on the level of funding allocated. 

42-3	 The Sitewide Removal or the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative with sitewide 
removal selected in Phase 2 would result in the highest worker population doses. 
Regardless of the alternative selected, individual worker doses would be maintained

42-1 as low as reasonably achievable through the use of engineering and administrative 
controls. Engineering controls span a broad range of technologies including use 
of shielding and working at a distance (including using robotics). As discussed 
in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.9.1, of this EIS, DOE limits dose to a worker to 5 rem 
per year, but an administrative control level of 500 millirem per year has been 
established for activities on the Project Premises. All workers working in radiation 
areas would be monitored to ensure their doses are within annual limits. 

42-4	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge that the commentor considers the No Action 
Alternative to be the least desirable due to the amount of precipitation in the area, 
concerns about erosion, and proximity to the Great Lakes. DOE and NYSERDA 
recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS analyzes erosion and 

42-2 the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well as Lake Erie and 
Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the potential human health 
impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are assumed to be lost and 
unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of years. These projected 
impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of this EIS. 
Appendix D, Section D.3.1.1, of this EIS indicates that the impact of natural cycling 
(periods of wetter or dryer conditions) is addressed through sensitivity analyses. 
Erosion studies are discussed in Appendix F. 
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Commentor No. 42 (cont’d): Lori A. Pangborn, Deputy Clerk, 
Cattaraugus County Legislature 

42-3 

42-4 

42-5 

42-6 

42-7 

42-8 

42-9 

42-10 

42-5 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge that the commentor rejects the Sitewide 
Close-In-Place Alternatives for the same reasons that it opposes the No Action 
Alternative. Please see the response to Comment no. 42-4. 

42-6 If this Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected, the options for Phase 2 
(exclusive of the SDA) are sitewide removal of the remaining facilities 
and contamination (Sitewide Removal Alternative), close-in-place of the 
remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative), 
or a combination of activities from these two alternatives. For the SDA only, 
NYSERDA is also considering continued active management consistent with 
permit and license requirements. For each resource area, Chapter 4 discusses the 
impacts that would occur if either removal or close-in-place is selected for Phase 2. 
The chapter also discusses which alternative(s) bound the impacts in the event that 
continued active management is selected for the SDA. 

42-7 As described in Chapter 2, Section 2.4 of this EIS, there is currently no offsite 
disposal location for vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters and certain 
wastes that may be generated by sitewide removal of all wastes. However, as 
stated in the same section, it is conceivable that the canisters and waste could be 
shipped off site during the time over which this alternative is implemented.  The 
commentor’s opinion regarding the characteristics of a more suitable site is noted. 

42-8 As noted in the comment, the source of the North Plateau Groundwater Plume 
would be removed in Phase 1 if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 
Please see the response to Comment no. 42-6 regarding the options for Phase 2. 
It is correct that if the North Plateau Groundwater Plume is not removed that it 
would continue to migrate. Potential groundwater impacts associated with the 
EIS alternatives, including impacts of the North Plateau Groundwater Plume, are 
discussed in Chapter 4, Sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.10, and Appendix H of this Final 
EIS. 

42-9 DOE and NYSERDA see the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative as a way to 
make substantial progress on the decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship 
of WNYNSC while conducting activities to further characterize the site 
and to research technology developments and engineering to aid consensus 
decisionmaking for Phase 2. Section 2.4.3.3 explains how the additional data and 
studies would be used in making decisions for potential future activities. 

42-10 DOE believes that this EIS presents an analysis of long-term impacts using a 
theoretical approach that is generally accepted by the scientific community 
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Commentor No. 42 (cont’d): Lori A. Pangborn, Deputy Clerk, 
Cattaraugus County Legislature 

involved in such analyses. In general, DOE’s position is that the agency spent 
much time and effort engaging highly qualified and respected experts in hydrology 
and hydrological transport, landscape evolution (erosion), human health and 
environmental risk analysis, and other technical fields, and stands behind the

42-11 analyses performed for this EIS. 

42-11	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 43: Cathie Synor, Assistant Clerk, 
Niagara County Legislature 
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Commentor No. 43 (cont’d): Cathie Synor, Assistant Clerk, 
Niagara County Legislature 

43-1 

43-2 

43-3 

43-4 

43-5 

43-6 

43-7 

43-1	 WNYNSC has inventories of radionuclides and hazardous chemical constituents in 
the facilities (buildings, lagoons, and waste disposal areas) as well as environmental 
contamination from past facility operations (e.g., in the North Plateau Groundwater 
Plume). A description of the facilities and inventories of the radionuclides and 
hazardous chemical constituents is included in Appendix C of this EIS.  This 
EIS was prepared to evaluate the potential environmental impacts, including 
impacts from radiological and hazardous chemical constituents, of alternatives for 
decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of the site. 

43-2	 Chapter 1 of this EIS summarizes the history of WNYNSC.  Section 1.1 provides 
an accurate history of the development of the site and how DOE and NYSERDA 
became responsible for their respective roles. 

43-3	 Chapter 3, Section 3.6.2.1, of this EIS addresses groundwater at WNYNSC 
that was contaminated due to past activities (for example, the North Plateau 
Groundwater Plume). This EIS was prepared to evaluate the environmental impacts 
of alternatives for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC.  
Under all of the action alternatives, DOE would either remove contamination 
sources, mitigate their impacts to groundwater, or both.  Under the Sitewide 
Removal and Phased Decisionmaking Alternatives, DOE would remove the 
source of the North Plateau Groundwater Plume. Potential groundwater impacts 
associated with the EIS alternatives are discussed in Chapter 4, Sections 4.1.4 and 
4.1.10, and Appendix H of this Final EIS.  Also, please refer to the Issue Summary 
for “Concerns about Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD 
for a discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

The contamination at the juncture of the Niagara River and Lake Ontario was the 
result of releases from the site when reprocessing operations were in progress. The 
environmental contamination from current operations is minimal (below established 
standards), as demonstrated by the results from the ongoing environmental 
monitoring program. 

43-4	 Some of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS, including the Preferred Alternative 
(Phased Decisionmaking), could result in some facilities and waste remaining 
on the site, including the high-level radioactive waste tanks. Under the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative, action would be undertaken during Phase 1 for 
all facilities except the Waste Tank Farm, NDA, SDA, and Construction and 
Demolition Debris Landfill. Options for Phase 2 (exclusive of the SDA) are 
sitewide removal of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide Removal 
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Commentor No. 43 (cont’d): Cathie Synor, Assistant Clerk, 
Niagara County Legislature 

Alternative), close in place of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide 
Close-In-Place Alternative), or a combination of activities from these two 
alternatives. For the SDA only, NYSERDA is also considering continued active 
management consistent with permit and license requirements. DOE is required by 
the West Valley Demonstration Project Act to decontaminate and decommission 
the waste storage tanks and facilities used to solidify high-level radioactive waste, 
as well as any material and hardware used in connection with the WVDP, in 
accordance with such requirements as NRC may prescribe. 

43-5	 Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed the Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision. In 
response to public comments expressing concern about the length of time that 
could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA 
have reconsidered this timeframe for making the Phase 2 decision. As a result, 
the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies that 
the Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

43-6	 DOE and NYSERDA are aware of the report, The Real Costs of Cleaning Up 
Nuclear Waste: A Full Cost Accounting of Cleanup Options for the West Valley 
Nuclear Waste Site (Synapse Report) by Synapse Energy Economics, Inc., 
including the three appendices, and it has been entered into the public comment 
record for this EIS. The substance of the Synapse Report has been addressed in 
this CRD consistent with Council on Environmental Quality NEPA regulations 
(40 CFR 1503.4). Please see the Issue Summary for “Conclusions of the Synapse 
Report” in Section 2 of this CRD for a discussion of the report’s issues and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s response. 

43-7	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action and 
supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 43 (cont’d): Cathie Synor, Assistant Clerk, 
Niagara County Legislature 

Agency actions would comply with the applicable cleanup and decommissioning 
criteria for WNYNSC that are embodied in Federal and New York State 
environmental, safety, and health regulatory requirements promulgated under 
various statutory authorities (see Chapter 5 of this Final EIS). As summarized 
in Chapter 1, Section 1.3, of this Final EIS, these regulatory requirements 
include RCRA permitting and corrective actions under New York State and/or 
EPA requirements, decommissioning according to NRC requirements in its License 
Termination Rule, and EPA assessments of compliance with National Emission 
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants. 
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Commentor No. 44: Paul R. Guenther, 
League of Women Voters 

May 28, 2009 
Paul R. Guenther 
League of Women Voters 
2772 South Creek Road 
Hamburg, NY 14075 
I have been following the progress on this site for many years, including 
the glassification process of solids. I have taken my Hutch Tech High 
School students to observe the site and take water samples in the 1970s 
We have had inaction here for far to long! A huge area depends on pure 
water from Lake Erie and points downstream. 

44-1 44-1	 The purpose of this EIS is to evaluate the environmental impacts of the various 
alternatives for the decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC, 
including impacts on water resources. These impacts are presented in Chapter 4 
of this EIS. Please see the Issue Summary for “Concerns about Potential 
Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of this 
issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 45: Kathleen McCormick 

May 28, 2009 
Kathleen McCormick 
53 Milton Street 
Williamsville, NY 14221 
Please remove all nuclear waste from the West Valley site. The threat to 

45-1our water supply is too great to leave it in place. 45-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 46: Brenda Rigby Riehle, Clerk of the Board, 
Allegany County Board of Legislators 

Response side of this page intentionally left blank. 



 

 

 

 

Commentor No. 46 (cont’d): Brenda Rigby Riehle, Clerk of the Board, 

Allegany County Board of Legislators
 

46-1 46-1 Comment noted. The commentor is referring to a resolution passed by the 
Cattaraugus County Board of Legislators that is included in this CRD as 

46-2 
Commentor no. 42. Please see the responses to Comment nos. 42-1 through 42-10 
addressing the concerns expressed in that resolution. 

46-2 Analysis in the EIS addresses the potential for groundwater contamination. Please 
see the Issue Summary “Concerns about Potential for Contamination of Water” for 
a discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

46-1 
cont’d 46-3 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 

Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 

46-3 
46-4 

CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

The duration of the Sitewide Removal Alternative is projected to be approximately 
60 years and is based on funding projections. However, this EIS was prepared to 

46-4 evaluate the environmental impacts of the alternatives for decommissioning and/or 
long-term stewardship of WNYNSC, a legally required step to support a decision 
on a course of action. The U.S. Congress and the President are responsible for 
establishing funding levels for various Federal Government programs, while the 
New York State Legislature and the Governor are responsible for establishing 
funding levels for state government programs. Implementation of decisions made 
in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement, including how 
quickly they can be implemented, is contingent on the level of funding allocated. 
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Commentor No. 46 (cont’d): Brenda Rigby Riehle, Clerk of the Board, 
Allegany County Board of Legislators 

Response side of this page intentionally left blank. 
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Commentor No. 46 (cont’d): Brenda Rigby Riehle, Clerk of the Board, 
Allegany County Board of Legislators 

46-5 This attachment to Commentor no. 46 is identical to Commentor no. 42. Please see 
Commentor no. 42 for responses. 

46-5 
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Commentor No. 46 (cont’d): Brenda Rigby Riehle, Clerk of the Board, 
Allegany County Board of Legislators 

Response side of this page intentionally left blank. 
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Commentor No. 46 (cont’d): Brenda Rigby Riehle, Clerk of the Board, 
Allegany County Board of Legislators 

46-5 
cont’d 
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Commentor No. 47: Marietta Bratton 

June 2, 2009 
Marietta Bratton 
334 Crescent Ave. 
Buffalo, NY 14214 
I support the Sitewide Removal Alternative (full waste excavation 
cleanup) for the West Valley Demonstration Project as described in the 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement issued by the DOE and the NYS 
Energy & Research Authority in December 2008. This will provide a 47-1 
permanent and safe solution and remove the radioactive waste from an 
unstable site with serious erosion problems and provide the most cost-
effective approach. Marietta Bratton 

47-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action and 
supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support 
for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes,” “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water,” and “Questions about Long-term Erosion 
Modeling” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these issues and 
DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS presents an evaluation of cost-benefit 
considerations related to the alternatives. Section 4.2.1 compares costs; 
Section 4.2.2 summarizes the population doses for different work elements 
from each alternative; and Section 4.2.3 discusses the cost-effectiveness of each 
decommissioning alternative. 
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Commentor No. 48: Julie Nentarz 

June 2, 2009 
Julie Nentarz 
22 Laforce Place 
Buffalo, NY 14207 
As a resident in the City of Buffalo I see no other option than complete 
removal of all toxic waste and materials from the West Valley 
Demonstration waste site. It is appalling that this matter is even up for 
debate. The toxic waste that is stored at the site has proven long term 
deadly effects on human lives and is dangerously close to one of the 
largest natural sources of water that this world has. Please consider this 
an act for humanity. Complete removal of all toxic materials and soil is 
not only essential it is quite simply the right thing to do. 

48-1 48-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative.  This EIS was prepared to evaluate the environmental 
impacts of the alternatives for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of 
the WNYNSC, a legally required step to support a decision on a course of action.  
The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be 
documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  
Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential Contamination 
of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 49: Sean Brodfuehrer 

June 2, 2009 
Sean Brodfuehrer 
University at Buffalo 
187 Norwalk Ave 
Buffalo, NY 14216 
As a resident of WNY and the Great Lakes region I feel that it is 
irresponsible for the West Valley storage facility to remain. It is too 
close to a huge supply of water for many millions of individuals and will 
undoubtedly be a huge resource in the future. Leaving this kind of nuclear 
material so close to one of the world’s largest bodies of fresh water 
inevitably will cause problems. Creeks flood, soil moves, everything 
in this site has the potential to leach and contaminate the lakes. The 
consequences of which no one knows. Cancer, death and the pollution of 
both people and agricultural lands 

49-1 49-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 50: Rev.  Stanford Bratton, Executive Director, 

Network of Religious Communities
 

June 2, 2009 
Rev. Stanford Bratton, Executive Director 
Network of Religious Communities 
1272 Delaware Ave. 
Buffalo, NY 14209 
Whereas,West Valley, located 30 miles south of Buffalo where 35 
million Curies of radioactive material is stored on site and whereas, 
two burial grounds..plaine dug trenches, unengineered and unlined, 
eroding creeks feeding directing in to Cattaragus creek and thence to 
Lake Erie. Whereas, over 2 billions dollars have been spent since 1982 
and considering Lake Erie County’s water supply is threatened and 
whereas, the Department of Energy has considered a Phased Decision 
Process dealing with only 1-2% of the radioactively on site with second 
phase in possibly 30 years. The members of the Board of the Network of 
Religious Communities whose mission is to facilitate interreligious and 
interracial cooperation among judiacatories, congregation and religious 
organizations in WNY and the Niagara Peninsula of Ontario, Canada 50-1 
resolve and insist that the federal and state officials listen to the voice 
of the people and commit to a complete cleanup of West Valley nuclear 
waste site that would allow unrestricted land use for the people of WNY. 

50-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern and have addressed it in 
detail in this EIS. This EIS analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) 
consequences on local as well as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This 
EIS also evaluates the potential human health impacts of a scenario whereby 
institutional controls are assumed to be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to 
occur over hundreds of years. These projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of this EIS.  Erosion studies are discussed in 
Appendix F. In addition to the previously cited Issue Summaries, please see the 
Issue Summary for “Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” in Section 2 of 
this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
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Commentor No. 50 (cont’d): Rev. Stanford Bratton, Executive Director, 
Network of Religious Communities 

NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 
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Commentor No. 51: Barbara and Joseph Castiglia 

June 2, 2009 
Barbara and Joseph Castiglia 
1749 Reading Road 
West Falls, NY 14170 
We totally agree with Congressman Higgins that the West Valley site 
must be totally cleared of stored nuclear waste. The Great Lakes, and 
especially Lake Erie, are our greatest natural resource and the Western 
New York areas’ foremost asset. To risk contamination of the main source 
of drinking water for mllions of people would be the greatest folly. 

51-1 51-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 52: Meryl Toan 

June 3, 2009 
Meryl Toan 
62 Hickory Hill Road 
Tappan, NY 10983 
Please clean up the West Valley Nuclear site using the excavation option 
-- the most effective means to ensure the Great Lakes Watershed will not 52-1 
be contaminated far into the future. 

52-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 53: Andy Mager 

June 3, 2009 
Andy Mager 
559 Buckingham Ave. 
Syracuse, NY 13210 
Leaving radioactive waste buried on site is unacceptable! Please 
implement a comprehensive cleanup and excavation of the entire site 
now. Please support the Sitewide Removal Option, which will ensure 53-1 
comprehensive cleanup and excavation of the entire site- the safest, most 
cost-effective solution! 

53-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS presents an evaluation of cost-benefit 
considerations related to the alternatives. Section 4.2.1 compares costs; 
Section 4.2.2 summarizes the population doses for different work elements 
from each alternative; and Section 4.2.3 discusses the cost-effectiveness of each 
decommissioning alternative. 
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Commentor No. 54: Richard M. Space 

June 3, 2009 
Richard M. Space 
11 Tempo Road 
New City, NY 10956 
I Urge the U.S. DOE and NYSERDA to support the Sitewide Removal 
Option, which will ensure comprehensive cleanup and excavation of the 
entire site- the safest, most cost-effective solution! This is something we 54-1 
don’t want to leave to our children. Our generation made this mess and 
we need to clean it up! Regards, Richard Space 

54-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS presents an evaluation of cost-benefit 
considerations related to the alternatives. Section 4.2.1 compares costs; 
Section 4.2.2 summarizes the population doses for different work elements 
from each alternative; and Section 4.2.3 discusses the cost-effectiveness of each 
decommissioning alternative. 
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Commentor No. 55: Dede Lifgren 

June 3, 2009 
Dede Lifgren 
19 Palmyra Rd. 
Brewster, NY 10509 
My brother used to say, “You would never change your car’s oil in your 
living room. God forbid you get some on the carpet.” It’s even worse in 55-1West Valley. Please be responsible and get rid of the radioactivity in their 
living space. Support the West Valley cleanup!!! Dede Lifgren 

55-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 56: Barbara Grosh 

June 3, 2009 
Barbara Grosh 
12 Whittlers Ridge 
Pittsford, NY 14534 
I urge you to support the Sitewide Removal Option, which will ensure 
comprehensive cleanup and excavation of the entire site- the safest, most 
cost-effective solution! It’s terrible that a few brief years of operation of 56-1 
this site is going to contaminate our water table indefinitely. It should be 
contained now, not later. 

56-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of 
these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS presents an evaluation of cost-benefit 
considerations related to the alternatives. Section 4.2.1 compares costs; 
Section 4.2.2 summarizes the population doses for different work elements 
from each alternative; and Section 4.2.3 discusses the cost-effectiveness of each 
decommissioning alternative. 
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Commentor No. 57: Michele Weingart, 

Special Education Parent Teacher Association (SEPTA)
 

June 3, 2009 
Michele Weingart 
SEPTA - Special Education Parent Teacher Association 
135 Onderdonk Ave 
Manhasset, NY 11030 
Dear Ms. Bohan: I am writing to you from Manhasset, NY a suburb on 
Long Island and I am highly aggrieved over our representatives lack of 57-1 
concern regarding the clean up at West Valley’s Nuclear site. Being as 
you are a woman, I am sure that you aware that Long Island hold the 
sad record to being #1 in the rate of breast cancer in the entire nation! 
There are clusters of women in almost each neighborhood in each town 
across Long Island where plumes of contaminated water from various 
chemical spills have polluted the drinking water which is well water from 
our aquifer system. To this day, no politician has admitted such is true 
however, it is common knowledge and if one can afford it we all drink 
bottled water in our homes. It is a sad state of affairs that our land is 
disregarded as disposable when it is not. Furthermore, the rate of autism 
and other neurological disorders is as high as California and we do not 
have anywhere near their population numbers. It does not take a rocket 
scientist to determine we are poisoning ourselves as well as children not 
yet born to us by contaminated air, water and land conduits. When does 
it stop? Until 1 in 9 children have cancer? When everything becomes so 
polluted that nothing will grow? We have allowed the all male regime of 
politicians to remain ignorant for the sake of profit but at a price much too 
steep. I purposely vote for women in positions of power in the deepest 
hopes that they will bring to the table healthier common sense change to 
our planet, especially for the children. If not you to insist upon healthier 
change for the children, then who? As Martin Luther King expressed 
so succinctly “The time is always right to do what is right.” Sincerely, 
Michele Weingart Manhasset, NY 

57-1	 DOE and NYSERDA have prepared this EIS to evaluate the environmental impacts 
of a range of reasonable alternatives for decommissioning and/or long-term 
stewardship of WNYNSC.  Chapter 4, Section 4.1.9, 4.1.10, and 4.1.12, present 
the impacts on the health and safety of both populations in nearby communities 
and workers under all of the alternatives. DOE and NYSERDA understand 
that potential radiological releases resulting in water contamination are a major 
concern in the region of WNYNSC.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Concerns 
about Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for additional 
discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 58: Janet Bensman 

June 1, 2009 
Janet Bensman 
135 Geneva Road 
East Aurora, NY 14052 
Dig Up ALL The Radioactive Waste At West Valley! Recent reports 
indicate that the long-term effects of global warming will make the 
Great Lakes area of primary importance as one of the few areas of 
fresh water. We must preserve this essential natural resource for future 
generations. Total clean up - NOW - of the West Valley radioactive waste 
is imperative. Please do the responsible thing -- no matter the cost. 

58-1 58-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision 
and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to 
begin implementation of the decommissioning decision immediately after it is 
determined and documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s 
Findings Statement. Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide 
Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential 
Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these 
issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 59: Melanie Scherer, 
Care for Creation 

June 1, 2009 
Melanie Scherer 
Care for Creation 
46 brookpark drive 
Amherst, NY 14228 
It is essential for the health and sustainability of the people living in all 
areas upstream from the West Valley’s nuclear waste leakage that the 
Waste be cleaned up AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. Every month that we 
wait, the cost of cleanup both economically and environmentally - and in 
human suffering - will increase. Thank you for doing the responsible and 
moral thing! 

59-1 59-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for prompt action to 
address site cleanup. DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to begin implementation of 
the decommissioning decision immediately after it is determined and documented 
in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 
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Commentor No. 60: Ruth A. Stegner 

June 1, 2009 
Ruth A. Stegner 
5775 Tonawanda Creek Road 
Lockport, NY 14094 
My husband, Bruce Stegner and myself, want a full clean-up of the West 

60-1Valley site. 60-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 61: Janet M. Goodsell 

June 1, 2009 
Janet M. Goodsell 
368 Tracey Lane 
Grand Island, NY 14072 
I have seen a picture of nuclear waste, in boxes, sitting in water, in an 
open trench at West Valley. It doesn’t take a nuclear physicist to see that 
this is a looming and irreversible danger to the water and people of the 
Great Lakes basin. It’s time the population admitted that there is no safe 
method for dealing with nuclear waste. Until there is, we should stop 
deluding ourselves that nuclear is a viable “alternative” energy source. 
Janet Goodsell 

61-1 61-1	 DOE and NYSERDA note the commentor’s opposition to nuclear power.  Nuclear 
power is not within the scope of this EIS, which was prepared to evaluate the 
environmental impacts of the alternatives for decommissioning and/or long-term 
stewardship of WNYNSC.  Impacts to water resources and the population near 
the site are presented in Chapter 4. In addition, please see the Issue Summary for 
“Concerns about Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for 
further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 62: Columbia E. Miller 

June 1, 2009 
Columbia E. Miller 
2341 Unionroad Apt. 121 
West Seneca, NY 14224 
I worked for Joe Benz, The concator from Dec. 1965 to Dec 1969. 
Burying the Powder residue ,from the spent fuel rods from the plant. We 
dug 50ft. Deep holes and buryed them remotely.Behind a 4in. lead sheild. 
I was an Equipment Opeator. It don’t sound real too dig it up and and 
ship it away. I am 85 going on 86. I wish to hear from someone, If that is 
possible. Columbia Miller 

62-1 62-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s input.  The difficulty of 
removing some of the waste, particularly that with a high dose rate, is recognized 
and considered in the analysis. 
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Commentor No. 63: Donald R. Scherer 

June 1, 2009 
Donald R. Scherer 
46 Brookpark Dr. 
Amherst, NY 14228 
Please clean this up! 63-1 63-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for site cleanup.  

The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be 
documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  
Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 64: Bradley J. Mattar 

June 1, 2009 
Bradley J. Mattar 
I would like full clean up. 64-1 64-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 

Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 65: Kenneth C. Margrey 

June 1, 2009 
Kenneth C. Margrey 
4857 Gooseneck Rd. 
Delevan, NY 14042 
The clean up can’t be finished soon enough. I support a full clean up. 65-1 65-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 

Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to begin 
implementation of the decommissioning decision immediately after it is determined 
and documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 66: Kathleen and Peter Sayadoff 

June 1, 2009 
Kathleen and Peter Sayadoff 
1313 Boies Road 
East Aurora, NY 14052 
As stated in a Sunday May 31, 2009 Buffalo News article: “Now is our 
chance to protect our drinking water from intensely radioactive nuclear 
power and weapons waste buried upstream decades ago but still able to 
cause large numbers of cancers now and in decades to come,” said Diane 
D’Arrigo, radioactive waste project director at Nuclear Information and 
Resource Service. “The DOE and State won’t commit to dig it all up 
before it leaks further unless every one of us tells them they must,” she 
said. Please add my name to the list of those concerned citizens who 
agree that West Valley Demonstration Project needs to be FULLY and 
COMPLETELY cleaned up to prevent future major health impacts. West 
Valley is on 18 Mile Creek which flows directly into Lake Erie. Unstable 
soil conditions in West Valley are documented. A complete cleanup of the 
contaminents is crucial and critical to the health and safety of thousands 
who depend on the Great Lakes for drinking water. PLEASE CLEAN UP 
WEST VALLEY COMPLETELY! 

66-1 66-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 67: David Kowalski, 

 Re-Energize Buffalo
 

June 1, 2009 
David Kowalski 
Re-ENERGIZE BUFFALO, www.renewnrg.blogspot.com 
166 Burbank Dr. 
Amherst, NY 14226 
Protect our Drinking Water and Public Health, for now and for future 
generations. Radioactive contamination will affect drinking water drawn 
from Lake Erie, and downstream waterways including the Niagara River, 67-1 
Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence River. Do the RIGHT thing...a FULL 
Cleanup of the West Valley Nuclear Waste Site. 

67-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 68: Kevin Furlong 

June 1, 2009 
Kevin Furlong 
103 EBENEZER DR. 
West Seneca, NY 14224 
HI THERE. PLEASE PULL YOUR HEADS OUT OF YOUR [expletive 
deleted]. TO EVEN CONSIDER ANYTHING BUT A FULL AND 68-1COMPLETE CLEANUP OF WEST VALLEY IS JUST PLAIN STUPID. 
ARE YOU PEOLPE STUPID? 

68-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 69: Nancy M. Cassick 

June 1, 2009 
Nancy M. Cassick 
7 Oakwood Ave. 
Lancaster, NY 14086-2524 
I am 62 years old and been hearing about West Valley for I can’t tell you 
how long. When West Valley was built I thought it unwise at the time 
and whrn it was shut down was happy but I have not been happy with 
the delay to FULLY evcavate and clean up this site. This area poses an 
extreme threat to the enveronment NOW and IN THE LONG TERM. I’m 
just glad I don’t live really close to this area. There is NO TIME FOR 
FURTHER STUDY! Studies have been done! The PEOPLE want this site 
fully excavated. The Federal and State goverments work for the People. 
Now do it! 

69-1 69-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 70: Frank Woolever, 

 Pax-Christi Syracuse
 

June 3, 2009 
Frank Woolever 
Pax Christi-Syracuse 
308 Crawford Avenue 
Syracuse, NY 13224 
A comprehensive cleaning of the entire toxic waste area is needed for the 
health and wellfare of the neighbors and the entire State. Thank you for 70-1 
making this effort! 

70-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 71: Melissa Scholl, 

Franciscan Sisters of Allegany, NY
 

June 3, 2009 
Melissa Scholl 
Franciscan Sisters of Allegany, NY 
943 N. Union St. 
Olean, NY 14760 
The entire West Valley Demonstration Project must be cleaned up as soon 
as possible. The damage to the environment, drinking water, people in 
the area havebeen at risk for too long. Delaying this will only put us all 
at greater risk. The DOE and NYSERDA recommend cleaning up only 71-1 
about 1% of the radioactivity now, and waiting 30 years before deciding 
what to do with the rest of the dangerous radioactive waste is totally 
unacceptable. 

71-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 
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Commentor No. 72: David Stout 

June 3, 2009 
David Stout 
NRDC 
354 Lakeside Rd 
Angola, NY 14006-9551 
In-ground nuclear waste MUST BE removed or containerized above 
ground within a building on a part of the site not subject to being eroded 
into Lake Erie via the local drainage (Erdman Creek) through the site. 
Currently significant amounts of radiation enter the Lake (NYSDEC 
Radiation Unit), are draw into public water systems, cannot be eliminated 
by treatment, and are accumulating in the local population to no one’s 
benefit and likely detriment. Containment of radioactive wastes landfilled 
in the past requires their removal from the ground. The higher level 
glassified wastes will need to be stored on-site until an acceptable very 
long-term site with security is established. 

72-1 72-1	 DOE and NYSERDA note the commentor’s preference for sitewide removal 
(which is evaluated in the EIS) or above ground storage. However, as explained in 
Chapter 2, Section 2.5.1, of this EIS, DOE and NYSERDA do not consider the use 
of existing structures or construction of new aboveground facilities at WNYNSC 
for indefinite storage of decommissioning or long-term management of waste to 
be a reasonable alternative for further consideration because it would not meet 
the Purpose and Need for Agency Action stated in Chapter 1, Section 1.3.  The 
environmental consequences of current operations are minimal, as demonstrated by 
the results from the ongoing site environmental monitoring program. Additional 
measures to manage the North Plateau Groundwater Plume as part of Phase 1 of 
the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative would further reduce the consequences to 
humans and the environment. 

This EIS addresses impacts of storage of the vitrified high-level radioactive wastes 
on site for approximately 30 years. The text in Chapter 2, Section 2.6.1, has been 
revised to provide the annual impacts of long-term storage of high-level radioactive 
waste at WNYNSC. 
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Commentor No. 73: Carol A. Meissner, Town Clerk, 
Town of Evans 

73-1 

73-2 

73-3 

73-4 

73-5 

73-6 

73-7 

73-1	 WNYNSC has inventories of radionuclides and hazardous chemical constituents in 
the facilities (buildings, lagoons, and waste disposal areas) as well as environmental 
contamination from past facility operations (e.g., in the North Plateau Groundwater 
Plume). A description of the facilities and inventories of the radionuclides and 
hazardous chemical constituents is included in Appendix C of this EIS.  This 
EIS was prepared to evaluate the potential environmental impacts, including 
impacts from radiological and hazardous chemical constituents, of alternatives for 
decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of the site. 

73-2	 Chapter 1 of this EIS summarizes the history of WNYNSC.  Section 1.1 provides 
an accurate history of the development of the site and how DOE and NYSERDA 
became responsible for their respective roles. 

73-3	 Chapter 3, Section 3.6.2.1, of this EIS addresses groundwater at WNYNSC 
that was contaminated due to past activities (for example, the North Plateau 
Groundwater Plume). This EIS was prepared to evaluate the environmental impacts 
of alternatives for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC.  
Under all of the action alternatives, DOE would either remove contamination 
sources, mitigate their impacts to groundwater, or both.  Under the Sitewide 
Removal and Phased Decisionmaking Alternatives, DOE would remove the source 
of the North Plateau Groundwater Plume. Potential groundwater impacts associated 
with the EIS alternatives are discussed in Chapter 4, Sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.10, and 
Appendix H of this Final EIS. 

The contamination at the juncture of the Niagara River and Lake Ontario was the 
result of releases from the site when reprocessing operations were in progress. The 
environmental contamination from current operations is minimal (below established 
standards), as demonstrated by the results from the ongoing environmental 
monitoring program. 

Please refer to the Issue Summary for “Concerns about Potential Contamination 
of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for a discussion of this issue and DOE’s and 
NYSERDA’s response. 

73-4	 Some of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS, including the Preferred Alternative 
(Phased Decisionmaking), could result in some facilities and waste remaining 
on the site, including the high-level radioactive waste tanks. Under the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative, action would be undertaken during Phase 1 for 
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Commentor No. 73 (cont’d): Carol A. Meissner, Town Clerk, 
Town of Evans 

all facilities except the Waste Tank Farm, NDA, SDA, and Construction and 
Demolition Debris Landfill. Options for Phase 2 (exclusive of the SDA) are 
sitewide removal of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide Removal 
Alternative), close in place of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide 
Close-In-Place Alternative), or a combination of activities from these two 
alternatives. For the SDA only, NYSERDA is also considering continued active 
management consistent with permit and license requirements. DOE is required by 
the West Valley Demonstration Project Act to decontaminate and decommission 
the waste storage tanks and facilities used to solidify high-level radioactive waste, 
as well as any material and hardware used in connection with the WVDP, in 
accordance with such requirements as NRC may prescribe. 

73-5 Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed the Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision. In 
response to public comments expressing concern about the length of time that 
could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA 
have reconsidered this timeframe for making the Phase 2 decision. As a result, 
the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies that 
the Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

73-6 DOE and NYSERDA are aware of the report, The Real Costs of Cleaning Up 
Nuclear Waste: A Full Cost Accounting of Cleanup Options for the West Valley 
Nuclear Waste Site (Synapse Report) by Synapse Energy Economics, Inc., 
including the three appendices, and it has been entered into the public comment 
record for this EIS. The substance of the Synapse Report has been addressed in 
this CRD consistent with Council on Environmental Quality NEPA regulations 
(40 CFR 1503.4). Please see the Issue Summary for “Conclusions of the Synapse 
Report” in Section 2 of this CRD for a discussion of the report’s issues and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s response. 

73-7 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action and 
supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 3-129 



 

Commentor No. 73 (cont’d): Carol A. Meissner, Town Clerk, 
Town of Evans 

Agency actions would comply with the applicable cleanup and decommissioning 
criteria for WNYNSC embodied in Federal and New York State environmental, 
safety, and health regulatory requirements promulgated under various statutory 
authorities (see Chapter 5 of this Final EIS). As summarized in Chapter 1, 
Section 1.3, of this Final EIS, these regulatory requirements include, in 
part, RCRA permitting and corrective actions under New York State and/or 
EPA requirements, decommissioning according to NRC requirements in its License 
Termination Rule, and EPA assessments of compliance with National Emission 
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants. 
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Commentor No. 74: Laura Sheinkopf, 

Institute for Children and Poverty
 

June 3, 2009 
Laura Sheinkopf 
Institute for Children & Poverty 
59 4th Avenue 
Brooklyn, NY 11217 
I am writing in support of a comprehensive cleanup and excavation of the 74-1entire West Valley site. 74-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 

Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 75: Kathleen Heffern, 

Diocese of Buffalo
 

June 3, 2009 
Kathleen Heffern 
Diocese of Buffalo, New York 
795 Main St. 
Buffalo, NY 14203 
Please do everything in your power to provide for a total cleanup of the 
West Valley Nuclear Waste Site. Our future generations must be protected 
from the consequences of this situation. The level of cancer in our area 75-1 
is very high at present and we need to do everything in our power to 
significantly reduce the risk. Partial elimination is not nearly enough. 

75-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

The health and safety of both populations in nearby communities and workers on 
site would be protected under all of the alternatives analyzed in this EIS. However, 
each of the alternatives would result in risks and benefits that DOE and NYSERDA 
will consider in making their decision. Projected short-term and long-term impacts 
for each alternative are presented in detail for each environmental resource area 
(e.g., human health and safety, ecological resources, water resources) in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.1, and are summarized in a comparative presentation in Chapter 2, 
Section 2.6, of this EIS. 
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Commentor No. 76: Denis Byrne, 

Friends of the Edgewood Preserve
 

June 4, 2009 
Denis Byrne 
Friends of the Edgewood Preserve 
30 Cliff Road 
Belle Terre, NY 11777 
I strongly believe that the option for complete removal and cleanup of 
the entire site is the only viable option. Waiting for 30 years while only 
removing a cursory 1% of the waste is unacceptable and will only cost 76-1 
more in the future as contamination spreads even further. Thank you for 
the opportunity to comment. 

76-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 
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Commentor No. 77: Walter Simpson 

June 4, 2009 
Walter Simpson 
4 Meadowstream CT 
Amherst, NY 14226 
After all these years of delay and partial fixes, it is essential that all 
agencies support and conduct a complete, comprehensive clean up and 77-1 
excavation of the West Valley nuclear site. 

77-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 78: Richard Bennett 

June 4, 2009 
Richard Bennett 
4 Ivy Street 
Cambridge, MA 02138 
I support the Higgins/Massa West Valley cleanup. Please implement this 78-1program. 78-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 

Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 79: Sarah Gallagher 

June 4, 2009 
Sarah Gallagher 
1136 First Avenue 
New York, NY 10065 
It is imperative that West Valley be cleaned entirely. 79-1 79-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 

Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 80: Vic Paglia 

June 4, 2009 
Vic Paglia 
35 West Hook Rd 
HOPEWELL JCT, NY 12533 
I urge you to sign the Higgins/Wassa West Valley Clean-up letter. 80-1 DOE and NYSERDA note the comment. 80-1 

3-137 



 

Commentor No. 81: Lori Eaton 

June 4, 2009 
Lori Eaton 
133 Superior Street 
Jamestown, NY 14701 
As a residence and tax payer of the State of New York, I demand a full 81-1clean up of theWest Valley site. 81-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 

Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 82: John Carey 

June 4, 2009 
John Carey 
928 Donahoe Lane 
Needmore, PA 17238 
this site should be all the way cleaned up I think you should know at this 
point I’m generally just amazed at the stuff politicians try to get away 
with. It’s like your a bunch of retarded two year olds with your agenda set 
by a satanist bent on world domination. What the **** are you going to 
try next?! Clean it up. 

82-1 82-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 83: Alice Bartholomew 

June 4, 2009 
Alice Bartholomew 
415 Wall Street 
Elmira, NY 14905 
Please support a comprehensive cleanup and excavation of the entire site. 

83-1Thank you. 83-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 84: Amy Morris, 

Catholic Charities of Buffalo, NY
 

June 5, 2009 
Amy Morris 
Catholic Charities of Buffalo, NY 
1581 Bailey Ave. 
Buffalo, NY 14212 84-1 
Please support a comprehensive cleanup and excavation of the entire site 
now! 

84-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to begin 
implementation of the decommissioning decision immediately after it is determined 
and documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 85: Gilbert L. Rulon Jr. 

June 5, 2009 
Gilbert L. Rulon Jr. 
L.I.B.B.A., Sierra Club, W.W.F., Audubon, C.C.E. Life time member 
of the place called EARTH. 
355 Islip Blvd 
Islip Terrace, NY 11752 
The fact that a company can just walk away from the mess they created 
that will last as long as this waste will last is beyond comprehension. 
They public officials that let this happen the first time should bear the 
same responsibility as the owners . I thought that the public officials 
where elected by the people to work for the people. This was not the 
case here. Yes I still believe that goverment is to work for the people. 
Now is youre chance to stand up and not ignore this problem any longer. 
Clean up 1% of the waste then wait another 30 years. What is everyone 
thinking it will get better by itself, the contamination will just go away . 
Or is it that we will just ignore the wishes of the people, the safety of our 
children and our childrens great great children, let the next guy worry 
about it. Enough is enough, stop the insanity and legal B.S. and start 
fixing the problem. Do not miss this chance to make the world we live in 
a better place. In case you are wondering Yes I fish ,I hunt ,I vote, I am 
a member of several organizations that support the enviroment, and the 
world which we live in. Thank you for doing the right thing and cleaning 
up this mess. 

85-1 

85-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 
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Commentor No. 86: Joseph Dimartino 

June 5, 2009 
Joseph Dimartino 
Peace 
207 vern lane 
Cheektowaga, NY 14227 
clean up that mess- i won’t have my son getting cancer’s because of your 86-1lazyness 86-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 

Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

DOE and NYSERDA have prepared this EIS to evaluate the environmental impacts 
of a range of reasonable alternatives for decommissioning and/or long-term 
stewardship of WNYNSC.  Chapter 4, Section 4.1.9, 4.1.10, and 4.1.12, present 
the impacts on the health and safety of both populations in nearby communities 
and workers under all of the alternatives. DOE and NYSERDA understand 
that potential radiological releases resulting in water contamination are a major 
concern in the region of WNYNSC.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Concerns 
about Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for additional 
discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 87: Celia Padginton, 

Orchard Park Presbyterian Church
 

June 5, 2009 
Celia Padginton 
Orchard Park Presbyterian Church 
Buffalo Street 
Orchard Park, NY 14127 
I would like to see the government clean up the site to prevent further 
contamination of the ground water, soil and into Lake Erie. If this is 

87-1not done who knows what will become of this area and we could have 
something much worse than Love Canal on our hands. 

87-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 88: Sister Michael M. Jordan, FSSJ 

88-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for cleanup 
of WNYNSC now.  The decision on the selected course of action and 
supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS88-1 
analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well 
as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the potential 
human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are assumed to 
be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of years. These 
projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of 
this EIS. Erosion studies are discussed in Appendix F. 88-2 

88-2	 This EIS was prepared to evaluate the environmental impacts of the alternatives 
for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC, a legally 
required step to support a decision on a course of action. The U.S. Congress and 
the President are responsible for establishing funding levels for various Federal 
Government programs, while the New York State Legislature and the Governor 
are responsible for establishing funding levels for state government programs. 
Implementation of the decision documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement is contingent on the level of funding allocated. 

This EIS analyzes the radiological and nonradiological consequences of minor and 
major events to postulated onsite and postulated near and distant offsite receptors.  
DOE and NYSERDA note the commentor’s desire for prompt action to address site 
cleanup. 
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Commentor No. 89: Patricia R. Dashnaw, Registrar, Town Clerk, 
Town of Ashford Resolution 4-2009 

Response side of this page intentionally left blank. 



 

 

 

Commentor No. 89 (cont’d): Patricia R. Dashnaw, Registrar, 
Town Clerk,  Town of Ashford Resolution 4-2009 

89-1 

89-2 

89-3 
89-1 

cont’d 

89-1 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for a complete cleanup 
and unrestricted release of the entire WNYNSC and support for the Preferred 
Alternative with the noted caveats. Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

89-2 DOE and NYSERDA appreciate commentor’s participation in the efforts to address 
WNYNSC. 

89-3 DOE and NYSERDA note the comment. 
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Commentor No. 89 (cont’d): Patricia R. Dashnaw, Registrar, 
Town Clerk, Town of Ashford Resolution 4-2009 

89-4 

89-1 
cont’d 

89-5 

89-4	 Comment noted. None of the EIS alternatives involve new onsite low-level 
radioactive waste burial subject to NRC’s “Licensing Requirements for Land 
Disposal of Radioactive Waste.”  This EIS analyzes impacts of alternatives for 
decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC and addresses the 
requirements and criteria applicable to the actions (see Chapter 5 and Appendix L). 

89-5	 Because of the interest in public participation expressed in the comments 
received on the Revised Draft EIS, DOE has decided that, should the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative be selected, DOE would seek additional public 
input prior to the Phase 2 decision regardless of the exact NEPA process utilized.  
Specifically, public involvement would continue until final decisions are made and 
implemented. Public meetings would continue to be held on at least a quarterly 
basis, and additional meetings would be held as necessary to assure timely 
communication with the public. DOE and NYSERDA would continue to support 
the West Valley Citizen Task Force, which is expected to remain in place during this 
time. 

NYSERDA would assess results of site-specific studies and other information 
during Phase 1. NYSERDA expects to prepare an EIS, or to supplement the 
existing EIS, to evaluate Phase 2 decisions for the SDA and balance of WNYNSC.  
In accordance with SEQR requirements, a public comment period would be held by 
NYSERDA along with public meetings to further solicit stakeholder input.  

The cost and impacts for the Sitewide Removal Alternative were reviewed and 
revised for the Final EIS estimates. Changes include an expanded discussion of 
the Greater-Than-Class C waste disposal cost uncertainty and a revised estimate of 
nonradiological transportation fatalities. 

As explained in Chapter 2, Section 2.5.1, of this EIS, DOE and NYSERDA do 
not consider the use of existing structures or construction of new aboveground 
facilities at WNYNSC for indefinite storage of decommissioning waste or long-
term management of waste to be a reasonable alternative for further consideration 
because it would not meet the Purpose and Need for Agency Action described in 
Chapter 1, Section 1.3. 

DOE would support any NYSERDA effort to work with regulators to determine 
which WNYNSC areas are neither affected by contamination nor required for 
site activities. Any decision on the transfer of these lands would be a NYSERDA 
decision. 
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Commentor No. 89 (cont’d): Patricia R. Dashnaw, Registrar, 
Town Clerk, Town of Ashford Resolution 4-2009 

If the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected for implementation, DOE and 
NYSERDA agree that a prompt decision regarding Phase 2 would be preferable.  
The Phased Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised 
Draft EIS allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 
decision, but no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of 
Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative were to be selected. In response to public comments expressing 
concern about the length of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and 
Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for 
making a Phase 2 decision. As a result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative 
presented in this Final EIS specifies that a Phase 2 decision would be made no 
later than 10 years after issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
selected. 
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Commentor No. 90: Judy Catalano 

90-1	 DOE and NYSERDA note the commentor’s support for the Sitewide Removal 
Alternative. The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale 
will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 91: Derek Stack, Michael J. Keegan, Gordon Edwards 
Great Lakes United 

91-1 

91-2 

91-1 DOE and NYSERDA note the commentor’s support for the Sitewide Removal 
Alternative. The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale 
will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

91-2 Comment noted. Reprocessing and the risks and costs referred to by the 
commentor are not within the scope of this EIS. 
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Commentor No. 91 (cont’d): Derek Stack, Michael J. Keegan, 
Gordon Edwards , Great Lakes United 
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Commentor No. 91 (cont’d): Derek Stack, Michael J. Keegan, 
Gordon Edwards , Great Lakes United 

91-1 
cont’d 

91-3 

91-1 
cont’d 

91-4 

91-5 

91-6 

91-7 

91-1 
cont’d 

91-2 
cont’d 

91-3 It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. The locations and quantities of 
radionuclides remaining to be addressed are described in Appendix C of this EIS. 

91-4 DOE and NYSERDA are aware of the report, The Real Costs of Cleaning Up 
Nuclear Waste:  A Full Cost Accounting of Cleanup Options for the West Valley 
Nuclear Waste Site (Synapse Report) by Synapse Energy Economics, Inc., 
including the three appendices, and it has been entered into the public comment 
record for this EIS. The substance of the Synapse Report has been addressed in 
this CRD consistent with Council on Environmental Quality NEPA regulations 
(40 CFR 1503.4). Please see the Issue Summary for “Conclusions of the Synapse 
Report” in Section 2 of this CRD for a discussion of the report’s issues and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s response. 

91-5 DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern and have addressed it 
in detail in this EIS. This EIS analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) 
consequences on local as well as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This 
EIS also evaluates the potential human health impacts of a scenario whereby 
institutional controls are assumed to be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to 
occur over hundreds of years. These projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of this EIS.  Erosion studies are discussed in 
Appendix F. In addition to the previously cited Issue Summaries, please see the 
Issue Summary for “Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” in Section 2 of 
this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

91-6 DOE and NYSERDA note that the impacts of a release of 1 percent of the site 
radioactivity referred to by the commentor are taken from the Synapse Report. 
Please see the Issue Summary for “Conclusions of the Synapse Report” in Section 2 
of this CRD for a discussion of the report’s issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s 
response. See also the response to Comment no. 91-5 regarding the long-term 
impacts analysis addressed in this EIS. 

91-7 As noted in the response to Comment no. 91-3, a large percentage of the long-lived 
radionuclides at WNYNSC have already been addressed.  About another 1 percent 
of the remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the 
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Commentor No. 91 (cont’d): Derek Stack, Michael J. Keegan, 
Gordon Edwards , Great Lakes United 

Phased Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 
30 percent of these radionuclides would be made as soon as practicable, but no later 
than 10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed the Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision. In 
response to public comments expressing concern about the length of time that 
could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA 
have reconsidered this timeframe for making the Phase 2 decision. As a result, 
the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies that 
the Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 
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Commentor No. 92: Sister Sharon Goodremote, FSSJ, 
Franciscan Sisters of St. Joseph 

92-1 92-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for prompt and 
complete removal of nuclear waste at WNYNSC.  DOE and NYSERDA are 
prepared to begin implementation of the decommissioning decision immediately 
after it is determined and documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but92-2 no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

92-2	 Please refer to the Issue Summary for “Concerns About Potential Contamination of 
Water” for a discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 92 (cont’d): Sister Sharon Goodremote, FSSJ, 
Franciscan Sisters of St. Joseph 

Response side of this page intentionally left blank. 
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cont’d 



 

 

 

 

Commentor No. 93: Lois Ann Zendarski, 
Concerned Citizens of Cattaraugus County 

93-1 

93-1 
cont’d 

93-2 

93-1 
cont’d 

93-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action and 
supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern and have addressed it in 
detail in this EIS. This EIS analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) 
consequences on local as well as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This 
EIS also evaluates the potential human health impacts of a scenario whereby 
institutional controls are assumed to be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to 
occur over hundreds of years. These projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of this EIS. Erosion studies are discussed in 
Appendix F. In addition to the previously cited Issue Summaries, please see the 
Issue Summary for “Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” in Section 2 of 
this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

93-2	 This EIS was prepared in accordance with the requirements of NEPA and 
SEQR to evaluate the environmental impacts for decommissioning and/or 
long-term stewardship of WNYNSC.  The cost-benefit analysis presented in 
Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS was performed to support NRC’s request for 
cost-benefit information consistent with its as low as is reasonably achievable 
(ALARA) analysis guidelines. This cost-benefit analysis follows the principles 
in the NRC ALARA guidance presented in NUREG-1757, “NRC Consolidated 
Decommissioning Guidance.” Regardless of the results of the cost-benefit analysis, 
the decommissioning action that is implemented must meet specific radiological 
dose criteria for protection of human health in accordance with the NRC License 
Termination Rule.  It is noted that the attachment referred to by the commentor 
applied to the NRC’s “Decommissioning Criteria for the WVDP at the West Valley 
Site” (67 FR 5003), which was issued as a Final Policy Statement. 
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Commentor No. 93 (cont’d): Lois Ann Zendarski, 
Concerned Citizens of Cattaraugus County 
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Commentor No. 93 (cont’d): Lois Ann Zendarski, 
Concerned Citizens of Cattaraugus County 
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Commentor No. 94: Anne Rabe, Coordinator, 
Center for Health, Environment & Justice (CHEJ) 
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Commentor No. 94 (cont’d): Anne Rabe, Coordinator, 
Center for Health, Environment & Justice (CHEJ) 

94-1 

94-2 

94-3 

94-4 

94-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative, as well as opposition to leaving waste on site and the 
Phased Decisionmaking Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support 
for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes,” “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water,” and “Conclusions of the Synapse Report” 
in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s and 
NYSERDA’s responses. 

The potential human health impacts of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS are 
presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.9 (short-term), Section 4.1.10 (long-term), 
and 4.1.12 (transportation). Chapter 2, Section 2.6, presents a summary to 
facilitate a comparison of these potential impacts on public health and safety 
across the alternatives. Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS presents an evaluation 
of cost-benefit considerations related to the alternatives. Section 4.2.1 compares 
costs; Section 4.2.2 summarizes the population doses for different work elements 
from each alternative; and Section 4.2.3 discusses the cost-effectiveness of each 
decommissioning alternative. 

94-2	 DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS 
analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well 
as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the potential 
human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are assumed to 
be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of years. These 
projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H 
of this EIS. Erosion studies are discussed in Appendix F. As stated in the Issue 
Summary on “Conclusions of the Synapse Report,” the erosion analysis in this 
Final EIS is considered to be consistent with state-of-the-art analytical capabilities. 
The uncertainties in the erosion analysis are acknowledged in the discussions on 
erosion in Section 2 of this CRD and Appendix F of this EIS. 

94-3	 Please refer to the Issue Summary “Concerns about Potential Contamination of 
Water” for a discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s Response. 
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Commentor No. 94 (cont’d): Anne Rabe, Coordinator, 
Center for Health, Environment & Justice (CHEJ) 

94-4 
cont’d 

94-5 

94-6 

94-4	 As acknowledged in this EIS, long-term monitoring and maintenance would be 
required for alternatives that would leave waste on site. This EIS provides a 
summary description of current and potential future environmental monitoring 
programs. The descriptions of the alternatives were revised to further describe the 
use of engineered barriers and long-term monitoring and maintenance. Long-term 
monitoring and maintenance are described in Chapter 2, Sections 2.4.2.6 and 
2.4.3.8. Long-term monitoring and institutional controls are also discussed 
in Chapter 6. Additional information about current and proposed monitoring 
and institutional controls is provided in Appendices C, H, and I.  Chapter 2, 
Table 2–4, includes estimates of the environmental consequences if (1) monitoring 
and maintenance are successful (institutional controls remain in place) and 
(2) monitoring and maintenance programs fail (institutional controls are lost). 
Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS includes monitoring and maintenance costs for 
the alternatives that would leave waste on site. 

Detailed information regarding long-term monitoring and maintenance programs 
and institutional controls under alternatives that would leave waste on site has 
not been specifically defined at this time. Such definition would occur after an 
alternative is selected for implementation and would include consultation with 
appropriate regulatory authorities. An element of these long-term programs would 
be development of plans and procedures for responding to emergencies that would 
include coordination and agreements with local police and fire departments and 
medical facilities. 

94-5	 DOE disagrees with many of the points raised in NYSERDA’s View, which is 
included as the Foreword to this EIS. At the core, differences between DOE and 
NYSERDA center on different views about the nature of analysis required for an 
EIS and the attendant level of acceptable risk associated with any uncertainties 
in that analysis as it relates to decisionmaking. DOE believes the analysis in this 
EIS meets the requirements of NEPA and SEQR in that, when there is incomplete 
or unavailable information relevant to reasonably foreseeable significant adverse 
environmental impacts, this EIS (1) acknowledges the information limitation and 
its relevance to environmental consequence, (2) summarizes existing credible 
scientific evidence, and (3) presents an analysis using a theoretical approach that 
is generally accepted by the scientific community involved in such analysis. This 
Final EIS contains text boxes in the relevant subject matter areas that acknowledge 
the differences of opinion between DOE and NYSERDA.  In general, DOE’s 
position is that the Agency spent much time and effort engaging highly qualified 
and respected experts in hydrology and hydrological transport, landscape evolution 
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Commentor No. 94 (cont’d): Anne Rabe, Coordinator, 
Center for Health, Environment & Justice (CHEJ) 

94-6 
cont’d 

94-7 

(erosion), human health and environmental risk analysis, and other technical fields, 
and stands behind the analyses performed for this EIS. 

Engineered barriers: A text box has been added to Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10 to 
acknowledge the limited data about the long-term performance of the engineered 
barriers and to direct the reader to the discussion of conservative assumptions made 
for the EIS analysis. 

Applicable Federal regulations: A text box has been added to Chapter 1, 
Section 1.3 of this EIS to address a similar comment in NYSERDA’s View. It 
explains that the long-term performance assessment in this EIS meets DOE’s NEPA 
guidance and precedent, while also using the requirements of NRC’s License 
Termination Rule (10 CFR Part 20, Subpart E) and the WVDP Policy Statement for 
the long-term performance analysis for this EIS. 

Cost estimates: The approach to estimating costs and the resulting cost estimate 
for the Sitewide Removal Alternative were reviewed and revised for this Final EIS. 
The revised cost estimate is presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.2. 

Long-term performance assessment for the Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative: 
As noted above, DOE disagrees with many of the points in NYSERDA’s View, 
including the opinion that the long-term performance assessment for the Sitewide 
Close-In-Place Alternative is “seriously flawed and scientifically indefensible.”  
Chapter 1, Section 1.8, of this EIS provides a roadmap of the DOE response to the 
specific issues raised in the NYSERDA View that are the basis for NYSERDA’s 
assertion. 

94-6	 Please see the previously cited Issue Summaries for responses to portions of this 
comment. The additional issues cited by the commentor are discussed in the 
following paragraphs: 

Percentage of activity removed under Phase 1 of the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative: It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the 
long-lived radionuclides at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These 
radionuclides are now contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste 
canisters currently in storage at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent 
with recommendations from the blue ribbon commission convened to address 
management and ultimate disposition of high-level radioactive waste and spent 
nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the remaining long-lived radionuclides 
would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative.  A 
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Commentor No. 94 (cont’d): Anne Rabe, Coordinator, 
Center for Health, Environment & Justice (CHEJ) 

94-7 
cont’d 

94-8 

decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent of these radionuclides would 
be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 10 years from issuance of 
the initial Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see below). 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

Public involvement: Because of the interest in public participation expressed in 
the comments received on the Revised Draft EIS, DOE has decided that, should 
the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative be selected, DOE would seek additional 
public input prior to the Phase 2 decision regardless of the exact NEPA process 
utilized. Specifically, public involvement would continue until final decisions are 
made and implemented. Public meetings would continue to be held on at least a 
quarterly basis, and additional meetings would be held as necessary to assure timely 
communication with the public. DOE and NYSERDA would continue to support 
the West Valley Citizen Task Force, which is expected to remain in place during this 
time. 

NYSERDA would assess results of site-specific studies and other information 
during Phase 1. NYSERDA expects to prepare an EIS, or to supplement the 
existing EIS, to evaluate the Phase 2 decision for the SDA and balance of 
WNYNSC. In accordance with SEQR requirements, a public comment period 
would be held by NYSERDA along with public meetings to further solicit 
stakeholder input. 

High-level radioactive waste tanks: DOE recognizes and has been managing the 
hazard associated with the underground tanks in the Waste Tank Farm.  Following 
removal and solidification of the majority of the Waste Tank Farm inventory, 
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Commentor No. 94 (cont’d): Anne Rabe, Coordinator, 
Center for Health, Environment & Justice (CHEJ) 

94-8 
cont’d 

DOE has developed and is implementing actions to reduce the potential for a leak 
from the underground tanks.  Specifically, it is working to install a tank and vault 
drying system designed to dry the liquid heel remaining in the waste tanks. The 
installation of this system and the drying of the tank inventories is part of the 
Interim End State or EIS starting point. In addition to drying the tanks to reduce 
the potential for a leak, DOE operates the groundwater pumping system that 
reduces groundwater seepage into the tank vaults while still maintaining a hydraulic 
gradient so that any liquid flows into, rather than out of, the vault system. DOE 
also maintains the tank leak detection equipment located in the tank pans and vaults 
and regularly samples the monitoring wells surrounding the tank vaults to ensure no 
leakage into the groundwater.  Mitigation measures would be taken if any leakage 
were detected. It should be noted that none of the high-level waste tanks has ever 
leaked. While there is no quantitative estimate of risk from the tanks while the 
contents are being dried, it is clear that the risks are being further reduced by tank 
drying. 

Additionally, much of the residual contamination in the tanks is attached 
(i.e., “fixed”) to metal surfaces and is not readily mobile. Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1, 
of this EIS, as well as text in the Phase 1 Decommissioning Plan for the West Valley 
Demonstration Project (Phase 1 Decommissioning Plan), have been clarified to 
acknowledge that the liquids remaining in the tanks will be dried as a result of 
installation and operation of the tank and vault drying system and that this drying 
will be complete before any Waste Tank Farm decommissioning actions are 
initiated. 

Offsite Contamination: The contamination at the juncture of the Niagara River and 
Lake Ontario was the result of releases from the site when reprocessing operations 
were in progress. The environmental contamination from current operations is 
minimal (below established standards), as demonstrated by the results from the 
ongoing environmental monitoring program. The decommissioning measures to 
manage the North Plateau Groundwater Plume and other sources of contamination 
at WNYNSC would reduce the consequences to humans and the environment. 

Compliance with NEPA and SEQR:  If the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
selected and documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement, cleanup would occur in two separate phases. As part of the description 
of the decommissioning activities under the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative, 
Chapter 2, Section 2.4.3.3, of this EIS provides a discussion of the data collection, 
studies, and monitoring that would be performed during implementation of Phase 1, 
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Commentor No. 94 (cont’d): Anne Rabe, Coordinator, 
Center for Health, Environment & Justice (CHEJ) 

94-8 
cont’d 

94-9 

as well as the purpose of each of these activities. The overall intent of these Phase 1 
activities is to further characterize the site and to research technology developments 
and engineering to aid consensus decisionmaking for Phase 2 actions. 

DOE and NYSERDA believe that this EIS fulfills the requirements of NEPA 
and SEQR. The environmental impacts of implementing Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alterative are described for each resource area in Chapter 4 of 
this EIS. If this alternative is selected, the options for Phase 2 (exclusive of the 
SDA) are sitewide removal of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide 
Removal Alternative), close-in-place of the remaining facilities and contamination 
(Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative), or a combination of activities from these 
two alternatives. For the SDA only, NYSERDA is also considering continued 
active management consistent with permit and license requirements. For each 
resource area, Chapter 4 discusses the impacts that would occur if either removal 
or close-in-place is selected for Phase 2. The chapter also discusses which 
alternative(s) bound the impacts in the event that continued active management is 
selected for the SDA. The short-term impacts of a Phase 2 decision that involves 
continued active management of the SDA are bounded by either the removal or 
close-in-place impacts. The post-decommissioning impacts of a continued active 
management decision for the SDA, which include staffing, occupational exposure, 
and waste generation related to SDA monitoring and maintenance, as well as 
long-term impacts on public health and safety, would be similar to the no action 
impacts for the SDA. 

DOE has not segmented the activities proposed in this EIS; instead, DOE 
has prepared this single, comprehensive EIS for the decommissioning and 
long-term stewardship of WNYNSC.  This EIS adequately analyzes the totality 
of environmental impacts, including costs, of a broad spectrum of reasonable 
alternatives that meet the respective purposes and needs of DOE and NYSERDA 
(Sitewide Close-In-Place, Phased Decisionmaking, and Sitewide Removal), as well 
as the No Action Alternative. 

While the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative temporarily defers a final decision 
on the disposition of the Waste Tank Farm, the NDA, and the Construction and 
Demolition Debris Landfill, DOE believes that the impacts of this deferred decision 
are adequately analyzed within this current EIS. Of course, as with all tiered 
decisions, DOE would continue to assess the results of any site-specific studies 
along with any emerging technologies to ascertain whether or not a Supplemental 
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Commentor No. 94 (cont’d): Anne Rabe, Coordinator, 
Center for Health, Environment & Justice (CHEJ) 

94-9 
cont’d 

94-10 

EIS is warranted prior to any Phase 2 decision. Based upon data available to date, 
however, DOE believes this EIS adequately evaluates the environmental impacts 
associated with the range of reasonable alternatives and the Agency has vigorously 
resisted all efforts to “segment” this single comprehensive decommissioning EIS 
into separate NEPA documents. 

It is NYSERDA’s position that segmentation under SEQR refers to the 
improper division of one project into multiple smaller projects to circumvent 
SEQR requirements. NYSERDA does not believe that improper segmentation 
would be involved under the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative because the 
Phase 1 actions proposed under the Preferred Alternative would be independent 
of and would not bias actions conducted in Phase 2. In other words, the actions 
proposed under Phase 1 would not automatically trigger certain actions under 
Phase 2; to the contrary, DOE and NYSERDA could opt for any alternative or 
combination of alternatives during Phase 2. The test for improper segmentation is 
whether or not projects (in this case Phase 1 and Phase 2) are interdependent. In 
this case, they are clearly not. 

94-7	 Please see the response to Comment no. 94-4 for a discussion of monitoring and 
institutional controls. 

Funding for emergency response to toxic releases: Although the estimated costs of 
monitoring and maintaining institutional controls for the Sitewide Close-In-Place 
Alternative are included in Chapter 4, Section 4.2, funding of these activities, 
including for emergency response to toxic releases, is not within the scope of this 
EIS. 

This EIS was prepared to evaluate the environmental impacts of the alternatives 
for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC, a legally 
required step to support a decision on a course of action. The U.S. Congress 
and the President are responsible for establishing funding levels for various 
Federal Government programs, while the New York State Legislature and the 
Governor are responsible for establishing funding levels for state government 
programs. Implementation of the decision made in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement is contingent on the level of funding allocated.  

94-8	 The analysis in this EIS recognizes the potential for climate change to influence 
the long-term consequences of waste management. Climate changes, whether 
natural or influenced by human actions, could change the nature and amount of 
precipitation. Appendix H, Section H.3.1, of both the Revised Draft EIS and 
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Commentor No. 94 (cont’d): Anne Rabe, Coordinator, 
Center for Health, Environment & Justice (CHEJ) 

the Final EIS discusses the sensitivity of groundwater flow to changes in annual 
precipitation. The revised erosion prediction used for the unmitigated erosion 
dose analysis is based on the assumption that storms could occur more frequently 
than indicated by current records. This prediction includes the effects of storms of 
greater severity than the one that occurred in the region in August 2009.  The use of 
this higher erosion rate associated with an elevated precipitation rate is discussed in 
Appendix H, Section H.2.2.1. Chapter 4, Section 4.3.5, has been revised to include 
a discussion of how the uncertainties about future climate change are addressed in 
this EIS. 

94-9 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s objection to discounting 
and interest rates used in the cost-benefit analysis included in the Revised Draft 
EIS. Please see the Issue Summary for “Questions about Cost-Benefit Analysis” 
in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE and 
NYSERDA’s response. 

The cost-benefit analysis presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of the Revised 
Draft EIS was performed to support NRC’s request for cost-benefit information 
consistent with its as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA) analysis guidelines. 
This cost-benefit analysis follows the principles in the NRC ALARA guidance 
presented in NUREG-1757, “NRC Consolidated Decommissioning Guidance.” 
The analysis in Section 4.2 has been revised for this Final EIS and uses several 
relatively low discount rates (1, 3, and 5 percent) to investigate the sensitivity of the 
results to lower discount rates. 

94-10 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s concern about continued DOE 
participation in the cleanup of the WNYNSC site.  DOE will remain on site until 
it completes its responsibilities as assigned under the West Valley Demonstration 
Project Act.  DOE would not leave the site after completion of the Phase 1 actions 
because it would not have completed the actions required under the Act.  The 
description of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative in Chapter 2 of this EIS has 
been revised to clarify this, and the wording in the Phase 1 Decommissioning Plan 
has been revised to avoid the implication that DOE would leave the site at the end 
of Phase 1. 
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95-1 DOE notes the comment. See the following detailed responses.95-1 



 

 

 

 

 

Commentor No. 95 (cont’d): The West Valley Citizen Task Force 

95-2 

95-3 

95-2	 DOE’s position is that all of the alternatives addressed in this EIS are complete and 
consistent with NEPA requirements.  For the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative, 
Phase 2 impacts are bounded by the impacts determined for the Sitewide Removal 
and Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternatives as presented in Chapter 4 of this EIS.  
NYSERDA expects to prepare an EIS, or to supplement the existing EIS, to 
evaluate Phase 2 decisions for the SDA and balance of WNYNSC. 

If the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected for implementation, DOE 
and NYSERDA would comply with NEPA and SEQR requirements in making the 
Phase 2 decision. 

Also note that the term “Interim Remedial Action” is taken from CERCLA.  
WNYNSC is not a Federal CERCLA site. 

95-3	 If the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected for implementation, DOE and 
NYSERDA agree that prompt decisions regarding Phase 2 would be preferable.  
The Phased Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised 
Draft EIS allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 
decision, but no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of 
Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative were to be selected. In response to public comments expressing 
concern about the length of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and 
Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for 
making a Phase 2 decision. As a result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative 
presented in this Final EIS specifies that a Phase 2 decision would be made no 
later than 10 years after issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
selected. 

Because of the interest in public participation expressed in the comments 
received on the Revised Draft EIS, DOE has decided that, should the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative be selected, DOE would seek additional public 
input prior to the Phase 2 decision regardless of the exact NEPA process utilized.  
Specifically, public involvement would continue until final decisions are made and 
implemented. Public meetings would continue to be held on at least a quarterly 
basis, and additional meetings would be held as necessary to assure timely 
communication with the public. DOE and NYSERDA would continue to support 
the West Valley Citizen Task Force, which is expected to remain in place during this 
time. 
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Commentor No. 95 (cont’d): The West Valley Citizen Task Force 

95-3 
cont’d 

95-4 

95-5 

95-6 

NYSERDA would assess results of site-specific studies and other information 
during Phase 1. NYSERDA expects to prepare an EIS, or to supplement the 
existing EIS, to evaluate Phase 2 decisions for the SDA and balance of WNYNSC.  
In accordance with SEQR requirements, a public comment period would be held by 
NYSERDA along with public meetings to further solicit stakeholder input. 

95-4	 DOE and NYSERDA activities at WNYNSC are regulated through a variety of 
regulatory review, permitting, and licensing processes overseen by Federal and state 
authorities. These processes are referenced and discussed in Chapter 1, Section 1.3, 
and Chapter 5 of this EIS. 

95-5	 DOE acknowledges the commentor’s support for the Sitewide Removal Alternative. 
The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be 
documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  
The site characteristics, both hydrologic and erosional, are considered in the long-
term performance assessment included in this EIS. If DOE and NYSERDA choose 
close-in-place management for any radioactive waste remaining after completion of 
decommissioning activities, such closure would be coordinated with the appropriate 
regulatory authorities in accordance with applicable standards. 

95-6	 Please see the response to Comment no. 95-2. 

This EIS makes no projection about the durability of institutional controls. The EIS 
analyses are based on the following bounding conditions: (1) ongoing institutional 
controls and (2) permanent loss of institutional controls after 100 years. It is 
expected that future impacts would lie between those two bounds, and the specific 
consequences would depend on the specific nature and timing of future human 
actions. 

The projections of long-term doses are lower than the 1996 estimates because: 
(1) the performance assessment models have been revised to include more specific 
features (gully development, more realistic modeling of flow around engineered 
barriers) and (2) the in-place closure barrier designs have been refined to more 
effectively divert precipitation away from contaminants and to inhibit intrusion. 

Please see the Issue Summary “Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” in 
Section 2 of this CRD for a discussion of this issue and DOE’s response. 

The analysis in this EIS recognizes the potential for climate change to influence 
the long-term consequences of waste management. Climate changes, whether 
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Commentor No. 95 (cont’d): The West Valley Citizen Task Force 

95-6 
cont’d 

95-7 

95-8 

natural or influenced by human actions, could change the nature and amount of 
precipitation. Appendix H, Section H.3.1, of both the Revised Draft EIS and 
the Final EIS discusses the sensitivity of groundwater flow to changes in annual 
precipitation. The revised erosion prediction used for the unmitigated erosion 
dose analysis is based on the assumption that storms could occur more frequently 
than indicated by current records. This prediction includes the effects of storms of 
greater severity than the one that occurred in the region in August 2009.  The use of 
this higher erosion rate associated with an elevated precipitation rate is discussed in 
Appendix H, Section H.2.2.1. Chapter 4, Section 4.3.5, has been revised to include 
a discussion of how the uncertainties about future climate change are addressed in 
this EIS. 

A text box has been added to Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10 to acknowledge the limited 
data about the long-term performance of the engineered barriers and to direct the 
reader to the discussion of conservative assumptions made for the EIS analysis. 

DOE and NYSERDA note the comment on the inherent danger when dealing with 
radionuclides, chemical and other hazardous materials. This EIS accounts for the 
human health risks from exposure to radionuclides and chemicals; the results of this 
analysis are presented in Chapter 4. 

This EIS analyzes the radiological and nonradiological consequences of minor 
and major events to postulated onsite receptors and postulated near and distant 
downstream water users. 

Please refer to the Issue Summary “Concerns about Potential Contamination of 
Water” for a discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

95-7	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the activities 
to be performed under Phase 1 of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative and, 
if the alternative is selected, intend to conduct Phase 1 in a manner that would 
not preclude the selection of any Phase 2 alternative. DOE and NYSERDA are 
committed to protecting long-term human health and safety and the environment. 
Site geologic, hydrologic, and climate characteristics are considered in the long-
term performance assessment in this EIS, as are long-term human health impacts in 
the event of loss of institutional controls. 

95-8	 A variety of studies is expected to be performed during Phase 1 to support a 
decision about Phase 2 actions if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
selected. These are discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.4.3.3, of this EIS. As 
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Commentor No. 95 (cont’d): The West Valley Citizen Task Force 

95-9 

95-10 

95-11 

stated in the description of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected, the options for Phase 2 (exclusive of the 
SDA) are sitewide removal of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide 
Removal Alternative), close in place of the remaining facilities and contamination 
(Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative), or a combination of activities from these two 
alternatives. For the SDA only, NYSERDA is also considering continued active 
management consistent with permit and license requirements. 

95-9	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s concerns.  It is not consistent 
with DOE policy to bring additional waste to the WNYNSC site.  Waste treatment 
and disposal were addressed in the Final Waste Management Programmatic 
Environmental Impact Statement for Managing Treatment, Storage, and Disposal 
of Radioactive and Hazardous Waste (WM PEIS) (DOE/EIS-0200-F) (DOE 1997). 
WNYNSC was not considered as a site for treatment and disposal in the WM PEIS 
and its Records of Decision. 

95-10	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s recommendations about the 
decision to be made regarding waste management. It may be noted, however, that 
the principal purpose of this EIS is to analyze the environmental consequences of 
alternative decommissioning approaches. 

Regarding the specifics of the comment, although the Administration expressed its 
intent in the 2010 budget request to terminate the Yucca Mountain program while 
developing nuclear waste disposal alternatives, DOE remains committed to meeting 
its obligations to manage and ultimately dispose of high-level radioactive waste and 
spent nuclear fuel (see Chapter 1, Section 1.6.4, of this EIS). The Administration 
intends to convene a blue ribbon commission to evaluate alternative approaches 
for meeting these obligations and will provide recommendations that will form the 
basis for working with Congress to revise the statutory framework for managing 
and disposing of high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. 

The implementation of the waste incidental to reprocessing (WIR) process is 
discussed in this EIS for those waste streams to which it could possibly apply 
(e.g., see Chapter 4, Section 4.1.11, of this EIS).  Use of the WIR process is at 
the discretion of DOE. A determination that waste is incidental to reprocessing 
and can be managed as low-level radioactive or transuranic waste depends 
on meeting the criteria developed to protect human health that is documented 
in DOE Manual 435.1, “Radioactive Waste Management Manual,” and the 
NRC February 2002 policy statement prescribing the use of NRC’s License 
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Commentor No. 95 (cont’d): The West Valley Citizen Task Force 

95-12 

95-13 

95-14 

95-1 
cont’d 

95-15 

Termination Rule as the decommissioning criteria for WNYNSC (67 FR 5003).  
DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference that the WIR 
process not be used. 

To the extent possible, any wastes that would be excavated would be shipped 
off site.  This EIS addresses the possibility of temporary storage of orphan 
waste pending the availability of disposal capacity.  As addressed in Chapter 2, 
Section 2.5.1, however, indefinite onsite storage would not meet the purpose and 
need of this EIS. 

Depending on the nature and quantities of the materials to be contained within the 
structures, any structures built to support implementation of a decommissioning 
alternative would be constructed to meet natural or other hazards in accordance 
with DOE criteria. 

95-11 Please see the response to Comment no. 95-3 for discussions of Phase 1 activities 
and public participation prior to the Phase 2 decision. 

95-12 Environmental monitoring is conducted at WNYNSC in accordance with Federal 
and state requirements, commensurate with the types of contaminants, contaminant 
transport and exposure pathways, levels of site activities, and other considerations. 
DOE annually publishes an environmental report for WNYNSC, which is 
available at http://www.wv.doe.gov.  DOE expects that, as part of implementing 
Phase 1, adjustments would be made as necessary to onsite monitoring activities 
(e.g., installation of additional groundwater monitoring wells), as addressed in the 
Phased Decisionmaking Alternative Technical Report (WSMS 2009c). 

95-13 This Final EIS addresses the long-term environmental impacts to biota. Please refer 
to Chapter 4, Section 4.1.6, under the long-term impacts for the Close-In Place 
and No Action Alternatives for a description of long-term impacts on biota.  A 
screening-level ecological risk assessment was performed that compared predicted 
concentrations against published DOE Biota Concentration Guides, which are 
concentration limits for radionuclides to protect biota. The section has been revised 
in this Final EIS to reflect the revisions in the long-term performance assessment. 

95-14 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the comment. 

95-15 As noted in the description of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative, additional 
studies and analyses would be conducted as part of the implementation of Phase 1. 
DOE and NYSERDA would review and assess the information when it is available 
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Commentor No. 95 (cont’d): The West Valley Citizen Task Force 

as part of the Phase 2 decisionmaking process. Phase 1 studies would begin after 
publication of DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, as stated in the response 
95-16 to Comment no. 95-3, DOE and NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for 

making the Phase 2 decision. As a result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative 
presented in this Final EIS specifies that the Phase 2 decision would be made 
no later than 10 years after issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
selected. 

95-16	 See the response to Comment no. 95-3 above for a discussion of public participation 
prior to Phase 2 decisionmaking. 

95-17	 The stated intent to conduct analyses to address the impacts of contamination 
remaining after completion of Phase 1 activities is consistent with the general EIS 
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Commentor No. 95 (cont’d): The West Valley Citizen Task Force 
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Commentor No. 95 (cont’d): The West Valley Citizen Task Force 

95-17 

95-18 

95-19 

95-20 

conclusion that the impacts for the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative would 
be bounded by those for the Sitewide Removal and Sitewide Close-In-Place 
Alternatives. The cited bullet was intended to explain that, during implementation 
of Phase 1 removal activities, survey measurements and samples would be taken to 
record the actual field conditions upon completion of the actions. This information 
would be added to the body of knowledge that would be considered in the Phase 2 
decisionmaking process to refine DOE’s and NYSERDA’s understanding of the 
impacts, as appropriate. The text of the bullet has been revised to clarify this. 

95-18	 The paragraph referenced in the comment addresses the operations, monitoring, 
and maintenance program that would take place after implementation of Phase 1 
decommissioning actions and before implementation of the Phase 2 decision. The 
program would be lesser in magnitude to that currently in place at the site for 
those structures that are decommissioned; however, for the structures and Waste 
Management Areas that would not be addressed during Phase 1, the operations, 
monitoring, and maintenance program would continue, except where modified 
to address the regulations and statutes applicable at the time. The paragraph 
that explains this has been revised for clarification, and the rest of Appendix C, 
Section C.3.3, describes the operations, monitoring, and maintenance activities, as 
well as Phase 1 decommissioning actions, for each Waste Management Area. 

In the Final EIS, NYSERDA and DOE have reconsidered the timeframe for 
making the Phase 2 decision (shortening the time period from up to 30 years to 
10 years). NYSERDA has also clarified that for the SDA, alternatives that would 
be considered for Phase 2 actions, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
selected, will include at least complete exhumation, close-in-place, or continued 
active management consistent with permit and license requirements. Unlike the 
West Valley Demonstration Project, the SDA does not have a decommissioning 
requirement. Through its rigorous monitoring and maintenance program, 
NYSERDA has demonstrated for the past 25 years that the SDA can be managed 
safely in its current configuration. However, NYSERDA also recognizes the 
dynamic nature of the environment at West Valley and decisions made 10 years 
from now, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected, would need to 
reflect the knowledge gained from scientific studies and data gathering (during 
Phase 1) as well as continued review of routine monitoring data collected for the 
SDA. NYSERDA’s decisions have been and will continue to be protective of 
human health and the environment. And, as it has done for Phase 1, NYSERDA 
would solicit stakeholder input on its Phase 2 decision through a formal public 
comment period and public hearings. 
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Commentor No. 95 (cont’d): The West Valley Citizen Task Force 

95-21 

95-22 

95-23 

95-24 

95-25 

Please see the Issue Summary for “Modified Phased Decisionmaking Alternative” 
in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of DOE’s and NYSERDA’s options 
for the Phase 2 decision, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

95-19	 As addressed in Appendix C, Section C.2.4, of this EIS, the Construction and 
Demolition Debris Landfill (CDDL) was used for disposal of nonradioactive 
waste. In 1986, closure of the CDDL was approved and certified by NYSDEC; it 
is currently identified as a solid waste management unit subject to corrective action 
requirements pursuant to the RCRA 3008(h) Consent Order.  Because the CDDL is 
located in the flow path of the North Plateau Groundwater Plume, it is possible that 
waste and material removed from the CDDL would require handling as radioactive 
waste. For this reason, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected for 
implementation, it appears reasonable and appropriate to address possible removal 
or in-place closure of the CDDL as part of the Phase 2 decision to be made 
regarding the remaining portions of the entire North Plateau Groundwater Plume. 

Once DOE’s Record of Decision is issued, it may be possible to use stimulus funds 
for some of the actions. DOE will explore options for use of the funds at that time. 

95-20	 The commentor raises a concern that splitting the 1996 Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement for Completion of the West Valley Demonstration Project and Closure 
or Long-Term Management of Facilities at the Western New York Nuclear Service 
Center (Cleanup and Closure Draft EIS) into two EISs opens the decision to legal 
challenge. However, DOE has already been sued on this issue and prevailed in 
court. A lawsuit was brought against DOE in 2005 after it decided to split the 
1996 Cleanup and Closure Draft EIS into two EISs. On August 31, 2009, the 
2nd Circuit Court of Appeals upheld a lower-court decision that found DOE acted 
properly when it issued the West Valley Demonstration Project Waste Management 
Environmental Impact Statement (DOE/EIS-0337). In its opinion, the 2nd Circuit 
Court stated that, “separating the consideration of the waste management and 
the closure issues was not impermissible segmentation.” The court went on to 
say that agencies such as DOE “must often undertake multifaceted actions that 
have complex, interdependent environmental impacts,” and that they must make 
“reasonable judgments about what actions should be analyzed together and what 
should be analyzed separately.” 

Chapter 1, Section 1.2, of this EIS provides a detailed explanation of this EIS’s 
development, including why the 1996 Cleanup and Closure Draft EIS was split into 
two EISs. This section provides a much more comprehensive discussion on this 
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Commentor No. 95 (cont’d): The West Valley Citizen Task Force 

95-25 
cont’d 

95-26 

95-27 

95-28 
95-29 

95-30 

95-31 

95-32 

95-33 

95-34 

95-35 
95-36 

subject than Section 1.6.1. DOE does not agree with the commentor’s statement 
that the change in title from Cleanup and Closure Draft EIS to Decommissioning 
and/or Long-Term Stewardship EIS somehow lessens its commitment to clean up 
and close WNYNSC.  DOE remains committed to meeting its responsibilities under 
the West Valley Demonstration Act, to protecting the environment, and to ensuring 
the safety and health of workers at WNYNSC and the public. 

95-21	 This EIS will support decisions about actions to complete WVDP and to either 
close or manage WNYNSC.  Once a decommissioning approach is selected 
and announced in a DOE Record of Decision and a NYSERDA Findings 
Statement, decommissioning would proceed in accordance with all applicable 
regulatory requirements, including those of NRC. NRC described its regulatory 
role and announced its plans for applying the License Termination Rule to 
activities conducted under the West Valley Demonstration Project Act, including 
decommissioning of the high-level radioactive waste tanks, in its February 1, 2002, 
Decommissioning Criteria for the West Valley Demonstration Project (67 FR 5003). 
(See Chapter 1, Sections 1.2 and 1.3, and Chapter 5 of this EIS for a discussion 
of the roles of NRC and other regulators and the Federal and New York State 
regulations that would be applied to site decommissioning.) A preliminary 
discussion of compliance with the principal decommissioning regulations 
applicable to the site is presented in Appendix L of this EIS, although, as stated in 
the appendix, specific compliance scenarios would be determined and justified as 
part of the decommissioning plan preparation, review, and approval process. 

If a close-in-place decision were to be made for the Waste Tank Farm, the entire 
decommissioning plan would be evaluated for compliance with the WVDP Policy 
Statement and License Termination Rule.  Contamination on the NRC-regulated 
portion of the site would be considered “residual contamination” (NRC 2006b). 

• If in-place-closure were selected for the Waste Tank Farm, decommissioning 
would occur as described in Chapter 2, Section 2.4.2.1 under WMA 3, of this 
EIS. These decommissioning actions are described in more detail in Appendix C, 
Section C.3.2.3. 

• The residual contamination in the tank would be radioactive regardless of whether 
it is wet or dry. 

• The decommissioning criteria for the WVDP, which includes the Waste Tank Farm, 
are described in the NRC Decommissioning Criteria Policy Statement prescribing 
the License Termination Rule. 
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Commentor No. 95 (cont’d): The West Valley Citizen Task Force 

95-36 
cont’d 

95-37 

95-38 

95-39 
95-40 

95-41 

95-42 

95-43 

95-44 

• It is expected that NRC’s involvement at the site would cease once the WVDP is 
complete and NYSERDA’s NRC license has been terminated. 

• There are no disposal requirements specified under the WVDP Act that would 
apply to the Waste Tank Farm if the in-place-closure option was selected. 

95-22	 This comment cites only the first sentence of this paragraph. The remainder of the 
paragraph specifies that the decision concerning decommissioning of WNYNSC 
facilities, including the NDA; exhumation or management of the SDA; and 
remediation and/or management of areas of contaminated soil, sediment and 
groundwater would involve clean up to levels specified by regulatory requirements. 

95-23	 The term “revised draft” is used in the title of the Revised Draft EIS; therefore, 
it was not necessary to restate it in every instance. For the Final EIS, the term 
“revised draft” is no longer applicable. The term “EIS” is appropriate for the final 
publication. 

95-24	 Section 1502.14e of the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations (40 CFR 1502) requires 
that the preferred alternative be identified in the Revised Draft EIS if one exists, 
and that a preferred alternative be identified in the Final EIS unless another law 
prohibits the expression of such a preference. Identification of the preferred 
alternative does not mean that DOE has not considered the impacts associated with 
all of the alternatives. 

95-25	 DOE determined a range of impacts for the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative 
that incorporates potential Phase 2 impacts. The environmental impacts of 
implementing Phase 1 of the Phased Decisionmaking Alterative are described 
for each resource area in Chapter 4 of this EIS. If this alternative is selected, the 
options for Phase 2 (exclusive of the SDA) are sitewide removal of the remaining 
facilities and contamination (Sitewide Removal Alternative), close-in-place of 
the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative), 
or a combination of activities from these two alternatives. For the SDA only, 
NYSERDA is also considering continued active management consistent with 
permit and license requirements. For each resource area, Chapter 4 discusses 
the impacts that would occur if either removal or close-in-place is selected for 
Phase 2. The chapter also discusses which alternative(s) bound the impacts in 
the event that continued active management is selected for the SDA. The short-
term impacts of a Phase 2 decision that involves continued active management 
of the SDA are bounded by either the removal or close-in-place impacts.  The 
post-decommissioning impacts of a continued active management decision for the 
SDA, which include staffing, occupational exposure, and waste generation related 
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Commentor No. 95 (cont’d): The West Valley Citizen Task Force 

to SDA monitoring and maintenance, as well as long-term impacts on public health 
and safety, would be similar to the no action impacts for the SDA. 

95-26	 Chapter 2, Section 2.3.2.2, of this EIS has been revised to state that the Old 
Hardstand was a dirt or gravel staging area used to store radioactive equipment in 
Waste Management Area 5. 

95-27	 Chapter 2, Section 2.4, of this EIS summarizes the activities to be conducted for 
the Scrap Material Landfill under each alternative. For the Sitewide Removal 
Alternative, the waste would be exhumed and any contaminated soil, sediment, and 
groundwater would be remediated to levels supporting unrestricted release. No 
decommissioning activities would take place for the Scrap Material Landfill under 
the Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative and Phase 1 of the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative. 

95-28	 Please see the response to Comment no. 95-24. 

95-29	 Chapter 2, Section 2.4, of this EIS adequately describes when a Supplemental EIS 
would be prepared. 

95-30	 The term “defense determination” is explained in Chapter 2 of this EIS, along with 
the statement that the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant can only receive and dispose of 
defense waste. 

The scope of the Phase 1 removal actions is limited to excavations of 0.5 meters 
(2 feet) or less to provide a basis for quantifying the environmental impacts. In 
addition, if deeper contamination is found, then further characterization activities 
could be performed in Phase 1 and the areas effectively remediated in Phase 2.  The 
assumption regarding the depth of excavations is sufficient as stated. 

95-31	 Chapter 2, Sections 2.4.1.3 and 2.4.3.5, of this EIS were revised to state that, in 
addition to a downgradient barrier wall, an upgradient barrier wall consisting 
of sheet pile would be constructed under the Sitewide Removal Alternative and 
the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative.  This information is consistent with 
Appendix C, Sections C.3.1.1.7, C.3.3.1.4, and C.4.7, of this EIS. 

95-32	 Chapter 2, Section 2.6.4, of this EIS has been revised to reflect changes made for 
the Final EIS. The Sitewide Removal Alternative would allow unrestricted release 
of the WNYNSC site, as stated by the commentor.  As summarized in Chapter 2 and 
discussed in more detail in Chapter 4, the long-term impacts of this alternative are 
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Commentor No. 95 (cont’d): The West Valley Citizen Task Force 

less than the other alternatives in that onsite residents and offsite members of the 
public would receive lesser doses. Some short-term impacts related to the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative, however, would be greater than for the other alternatives 
(e.g., cost, transportation impacts, and worker dose). DOE will consider the short-
and long-term impacts of each alternative when making its decision. 

95-33	 This Final EIS addresses potential impacts to terrestrial animals and aquatic 
biota due to long-term releases of radionuclides to the environment under the 
Sitewide Close-In-Place and No Action Alternatives.  This Final EIS also contains 
an expanded analysis of impacts, including a screening-level ecological risk 
assessment. 

95-34	 To understand the potential for local adverse ecological impacts from possible 
long-term release of radionuclides for the alternatives that would leave waste at 
the site, a screening-level ecological risk assessment was performed (Chapter 4, 
Sections 4.1.6.2 and 4.1.6.4). On the basis of the screening analysis for the 
Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative, it is concluded that long-term releases 
would not result in long-term ecological consequences for receptors along 
Buttermilk Creek and terrestrial receptors along Franks Creek. The projected 
water concentrations for Franks Creek slightly exceeded the DOE screening-
level concentrations for aquatic biota; however, as explained in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.1.6.2, aquatic biota exposed to surface water in Franks Creek are unlikely 
to experience unacceptable risk of long-term adverse effects because the screening 
concentration limits are conservative. Thus it is unlikely that business and tourism 
would be affected if the Close-In-Place Alternative is selected.  

95-35	 This EIS estimates the potential releases that would result from implementing each 
of the alternatives, including those that are less than release criteria. The impacts of 
these releases are analyzed. Please refer to the discussion of human health impacts 
and long-term impacts in Chapter 4, Sections 4.1.9 and 4.1.10. 

95-36	 The waste shipments identified in Chapter 4, Table 4–52, of this EIS are included in 
the total traffic volumes and associated impacts identified in Tables 4–2 and 4–3. 

95-37	 The text was clarified to indicate that the assumption was made to provide an upper-
bound estimate of traffic volumes.  The analysis in this section addresses traffic 
congestion. Radiological and nonradiological risks from shipments of waste and 
construction materials are addressed in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.12. Please also see 
the response to Comment no. 95-36. 
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Commentor No. 95 (cont’d): The West Valley Citizen Task Force 

95-38 Although Chapter 4, Section 4.1.4.1, addresses possible radiological as well as 
nonradiological releases to surface water, it is believed that sedimentation is the 
greatest risk to local surface water quality during decommissioning. The next to 
last paragraph in the surface water section addresses releases in liquid effluents 
that could contain radiological constituents and would be discharged in accordance 
with regulatory permits. The last paragraph notes that implementing the alternative 
would improve long-term surface water quality because less residual contamination 
(which would again include radiological constituents) would be on site. With 
respect to higher-risk events, Chapter 4, Section 4.1.9.2, addresses public impacts 
that could result from accidents that could occur at WNYNSC, while Chapter 
4, Section 4.4, addresses impacts that could result from intentional destructive 
acts at WNYNSC.  The analysis performed for Section 4.1.9.2 showed that the 
consequences and risks of postulated accidents involving liquid releases are 
bounded by analyzed accidents involving the airborne release of radionuclides. A 
similar determination was made for Section 4.4 for an intentional destructive act 
that could cause a liquid release to a surface stream. 

95-39 The text was clarified to state that, “natural features to prevent erosion would be 
restored.” 

95-40 The text has been revised to state, “…implementation of the Sitewide Removal 
Alternative.” 

95-41 The text has been revised as suggested. 

95-42 Chapter 4, Section 4.1.4.4, of this EIS includes an analysis of long-term impacts to 
surface water quality associated with the No Action Alternative.  For the Final EIS, 
the analysis was edited for greater clarity.  

95-43 There is no known scientific basis for assuming an exponential change in the impact 
from the combination of groundwater flow and erosion. 

95-44 The text associated with each table explains the nature of the contamination. 
For example, at the bottom of page C-4 of the Revised Draft EIS, the chemical 
contamination is described as being “present in both the above-grade and below-
grade portions of the Main Plant Process Building.” In Table C–9, the chemical 
inventory is shown only for the contents of the tanks and process lines. The tables 
do not include the leaded windows. The text associated with each table of chemical 
inventories in Appendix C has been revised for this Final EIS to further clarify the 
nature of the chemical contamination, and the titles and headers for these tables 
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Commentor No. 95 (cont’d): The West Valley Citizen Task Force 

were revised as necessary to be consistent and accurate. The format used in this 
EIS is to include only one set of units in each table and provide conversions to a 
second set of units as table notes. This is done to minimize the complexity and size 
of the tables. 
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Commentor No. 96 (cont’d): John Filippelli, Chief, 

Strategic Planning and Multi-Media Programs’ Branch, 


United States Environmental Protection Agency
 

96-1 
cont’d 

96-2 

96-3 

96-4 

96-2	 As indicated in the Administration’s fiscal year 2010 budget request, the 
Administration intends to terminate the Yucca Mountain program while developing 
nuclear waste disposal alternatives. Notwithstanding this decision to terminate the 
Yucca Mountain program, DOE remains committed to meeting its obligations to 
manage and ultimately dispose of high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear 
fuel. The Administration intends to convene a blue ribbon commission to evaluate 
alternative approaches for meeting these obligations. The commission will provide 
the opportunity for a meaningful dialogue on how best to address this challenging 
issue and will provide recommendations that will form the basis for working with 
the U.S. Congress to revise the statutory framework for managing and disposing of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. 

Until a disposition decision is made and implemented, the high-level radioactive 
waste canisters at WNYNSC will be safely stored on site.  Impacts of onsite 
storage for approximately 30 years are presented in this EIS. The text in Chapter 2, 
Section 2.6.1, has been revised to provide the annual impacts of long-term storage 
of high-level radioactive waste at WNYNSC. 

96-3	 Chapter 6, Section 6.4, of this EIS was modified to supplement the air quality 
measures already identified in this section. The mitigating measures were expanded 
to include the two not already identified in the discussion: reduction of the number 
of heavy equipment trips and minimization of laydown areas near residences and 
sensitive receptors. 

96-4	 DOE and NYSERDA note the comment. 
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Commentor No. 96 (cont’d): John Filippelli, Chief, 

Strategic Planning and Multi-Media Programs’ Branch, 


United States Environmental Protection Agency
 

96-5 

96-6 

96-5 The statement in Chapter 3, Section 3.6.1.1, was updated for this Final EIS to show 
that the results from sampling in 2007 were considered. 

96-6 Chapter 6, Section 6.3, of this EIS was revised to call for the use of native western 
New York plants to the extent practicable for any short-term vegetation mitigation. 
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Commentor No. 96 (cont’d): John Filippelli, Chief, 

Strategic Planning and Multi-Media Programs’ Branch, 


United States Environmental Protection Agency
 

96-7 

96-8 

96-9 

96-10 

96-11 

96-12 

96-13 

96-7 Chapter 3, Sections 3.2 and 3.13.2, of this EIS were revised to note the termination 
of the National Environmental Performance Track program. 

96-8 The text was revised as requested. 

96-9 The text has been revised to state: 

“DOE and NYSERDA are required to comply with the RCRA requirements 
for management of hazardous wastes and the remedial actions/cleanup of their 
respective portions of WNYNSC, as applicable.  NYSDEC is the primary 
responsible agency for overseeing the management of hazardous wastes at the sites 
pursuant to the NYSDEC Part 373/RCRA requirements, and would issue a permit 
for the proper management of hazardous waste. EPA and NYSDEC are jointly 
responsible for the oversight of the site remedial actions/cleanup performed under 
the 1992 RCRA 3008(h) Consent Order.  The aforementioned NYSDEC Part 373/ 
RCRA permit, if and when issued, may also include applicable RCRA corrective 
action provisions which require remedial actions/cleanup necessary for specific 
portions of the site.” 

96-10 Chapter 2, Section 2.2, has been revised as recommended. 

96-11 Chapter 2, Table 2–2, lists contamination in facilities still in existence at the 
starting point of this EIS, not general areas of ground contamination that may exist. 
Acknowledgement in Section 2.3.2.6 of the need to address possible contamination 
beneath where the Old Sewage Treatment Facility used to be is sufficient to 
describe this activity. 

96-12 Chapter 3, Section 3.6.2, has been revised to add additional information regarding 
the effectiveness of the North Plateau Groundwater Remediation System in 
reducing strontium-90 contamination. 

96-13 Although this specific edit was not made, this bullet was edited for clarity consistent 
with guidance from NYSDEC. 
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Commentor No. 97: Virginia W. Bradley 

97-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative and opposition to the Preferred Alternative.  The decision 
on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be documented in 
DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see 
the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and 
Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential Contamination of Water” 
in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s and 
NYSERDA’s responses. 

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS 
analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well 
as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the potential 
human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are assumed to 
be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of years. These 
projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of 
this EIS. Erosion studies are discussed in Appendix F. 

Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS presents an evaluation of cost-benefit 
considerations related to the alternatives. Section 4.2.1 compares costs; 
Section 4.2.2 summarizes the population doses for different work elements 
from each alternative; and Section 4.2.3 discusses the cost-effectiveness of each 
decommissioning alternative. 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but97-1 no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

The contamination at the juncture of the Niagara River and Lake Ontario was the 
result of releases from the site when reprocessing operations were in progress. The 
environmental contamination from current operations is minimal (below established 
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Commentor No. 97 (cont’d): Virginia W. Bradley 

standards), as demonstrated by the results from the ongoing environmental 
monitoring program. The decommissioning measures currently being taken to 
manage the North Plateau Groundwater Plume and other sources of contamination 
at WNYNSC would reduce the consequences to humans and the environment. 97-1
 

cont’d
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Commentor No. 98: Lawrence A. Krantz 

June 8, 2009 
Lawrence A Krantz 
9180 Goodnuff Lane NE 
Bemidji, MN 56601-9780 
Complete cleanup and removal of nuclear waste at this site needs to be 
done now. It makes no sense, no matter how small risk, to put our Great 98-1 
Lakes in threat of any degree of nuclear contamination. Thank you for 
considering my comments. 

98-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for complete 
cleanup and removal of nuclear waste at this site now.  The decision on the selected 
course of action and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of 
Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries 
for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and 
“Concerns about Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for 
further discussion of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 99: Robert M. Graber, Clerk, 
State of New York, Legislature of Erie County 

99-1 

99-2 

99-3 

99-4 

99-5 

99-6 

99-7 

99-1	 WNYNSC has inventories of radionuclides and hazardous chemical constituents in 
the facilities (buildings, lagoons, and waste disposal areas) as well as environmental 
contamination from past facility operations (e.g., in the North Plateau Groundwater 
Plume). A description of the facilities and inventories of the radionuclides and 
hazardous chemical constituents is included in Appendix C of this EIS.  This 
EIS was prepared to evaluate the potential environmental impacts, including 
impacts from radiological and hazardous chemical constituents, of alternatives for 
decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of the site. 

The commentor is correct that scientific studies have not clearly demonstrated the 
existence of a threshold below which exposure to ionizing radiation conveys no 
risk of health effects.  By assuming that the risk of health effects at low doses is 
proportional to the exposure (i.e., doubling the exposure also doubles the risk), 
regulatory agencies such as EPA and NRC have adopted a prudent approach to 
establishing standards to protect human health and the environment from the 
effects of ionizing radiation.  EPA typically regulates radiation exposure based on a 
lifetime cancer risk of 1 × 10-6 to 1 × 10-4 (1 in a million to 1 in 10,000), consistent 
with its approach for chemical carcinogens. NRC’s license termination dose 
criterion of 25 millirem per year total effective dose equivalent is consistent with 
the recommendations of advisory bodies such as the International Commission on 
Radiological Protection to limit exposures to members of the public from individual 
sources of radiation. Estimated exposures from the alternatives considered in this 
EIS are presented throughout this document in a manner that allows a comparison 
with these levels of protection. 

99-2	 Chapter 1 of this EIS summarizes the history of WNYNSC.  Section 1.1 provides 
an accurate history of the development of the site and how DOE and NYSERDA 
became responsible for their respective roles. 

99-3	 Chapter 3, Section 3.6.2.1, of this EIS addresses groundwater at WNYNSC 
that was contaminated due to past activities (for example, the North Plateau 
Groundwater Plume). This EIS was prepared to evaluate the environmental impacts 
of alternatives for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC.  
Under all of the action alternatives, DOE would either remove contamination 
sources, mitigate their impacts to groundwater, or both.  Under the Sitewide 
Removal and Phased Decisionmaking Alternatives, DOE would remove the source 
of the North Plateau Groundwater Plume. Potential groundwater impacts associated 
with the EIS alternatives are discussed in Chapter 4, Sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.10, and 
Appendix H of this Final EIS. 
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Commentor No. 99 (cont’d): Robert M. Graber, Clerk, 
State of New York, Legislature of Erie County 

99-8 

99-9 

99-10 

The contamination at the juncture of the Niagara River and Lake Ontario was the 
result of releases from the site when reprocessing operations were in progress. The 
environmental contamination from current operations is minimal (below established 
standards), as demonstrated by the results from the ongoing environmental 
monitoring program. 

99-4	 Some of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS, including the Preferred Alternative 
(Phased Decisionmaking), could result in some facilities and waste remaining 
on the site, including the high-level radioactive waste tanks. Under the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative, action would be undertaken during Phase 1 for 
all facilities except the Waste Tank Farm, NDA, SDA, and Construction and 
Demolition Debris Landfill. Options for Phase 2 (exclusive of the SDA) are 
sitewide removal of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide Removal 
Alternative), close in place of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide 
Close-In-Place Alternative), or a combination of activities from these two 
alternatives. For the SDA only, NYSERDA is also considering continued active 
management consistent with permit and license requirements. DOE is required by 
the West Valley Demonstration Project Act to decontaminate and decommission 
the waste storage tanks and facilities used to solidify high-level radioactive waste, 
as well as any material and hardware used in connection with the WVDP, in 
accordance with such requirements as NRC may prescribe. 

DOE recognizes and has been managing the hazard associated with the underground 
tanks in the Waste Tank Farm.  Following removal and solidification of the majority 
of the Waste Tank Farm inventory, DOE has developed and is implementing actions 
to reduce the potential for a leak from the underground tanks.  Specifically, it is 
working to install a tank and vault drying system designed to dry the liquid heel 
remaining in the waste tanks. The installation of this system and the drying of the 
tank inventories is part of the Interim End State or EIS starting point. In addition to 
drying the tanks to reduce the potential for a leak, DOE operates the groundwater 
pumping system that reduces groundwater seepage into the tank vaults while still 
maintaining a hydraulic gradient so that any liquid flows into, rather than out of, the 
vault system. DOE also maintains the tank leak detection equipment located in the 
tank pans and vaults and regularly samples the monitoring wells surrounding the 
tank vaults to ensure no leakage into the groundwater.  Mitigation measures would 
be taken if any leakage were detected. It should be noted that none of the high-level 
waste tanks has ever leaked. While there is no quantitative estimate of risk from the 
tanks while the contents are being dried, it is clear that the risks are being further 
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Commentor No. 99 (cont’d): Robert M. Graber, Clerk, 
State of New York, Legislature of Erie County 

reduced by tank drying. Additionally, much of the residual contamination in the 
tanks is attached (i.e., “fixed”) to metal surfaces and is not readily mobile. 

99-5 DOE and NYSERDA are aware of the report, The Real Costs of Cleaning Up 
Nuclear Waste:  A Full Cost Accounting of Cleanup Options for the West Valley 
Nuclear Waste Site (Synapse Report) by Synapse Energy Economics, Inc., 
including the three appendices, and it has been entered into the public comment 
record for this EIS. The substance of the Synapse Report has been addressed in 
this CRD consistent with Council on Environmental Quality NEPA regulations 
(40 CFR 1503.4). Please see the Issue Summary for “Conclusions of the Synapse 
Report” in Section 2 of this CRD for a discussion of the report’s issues and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s response. 

99-6 DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern and have addressed it in 
detail in this EIS. This EIS analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) 
consequences on local as well as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This 
EIS also evaluates the potential human health impacts of a scenario whereby 
institutional controls are assumed to be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to 
occur over hundreds of years. These projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of this EIS.  Erosion studies are discussed in 
Appendix F. In addition to the previously cited Issue Summaries, please see the 
Issue Summary for “Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” in Section 2 of 
this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

99-7 DOE and NYSERDA note that the impacts of a release of 1 percent of the site 
radioactivity referred to by the commentor are taken from the Synapse Report. 
Please see the Issue Summary for “Conclusions of the Synapse Report” in Section 2 
of this CRD for a discussion of the report’s issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s 
response. See also the response to Comment no. 99-6 regarding the long-term 
impacts analysis addressed in this EIS. 

99-8 The conclusions referenced in the comment are taken from the Synapse Report. 
As noted above, please see the Issue Summary for “Conclusions of the Synapse 
Report” in Section 2 of this CRD for a discussion of the report’s issues and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s response. 

99-9 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the efforts and contributions of the Citizen Task 
Force in addressing decommissioning of WNYNSC and development of this EIS.  
The agencies agree that, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected, it 
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Commentor No. 99 (cont’d): Robert M. Graber, Clerk, 
State of New York, Legislature of Erie County 

is essential to proceed with decommissioning of the contaminated buildings and 
removal of the North Plateau Groundwater Plume source area. 

99-10 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for full cleanup of the 
entire WNYNSC through waste excavation.  The decision on the selected course of 
action and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision 
and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support 
for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of 
this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

Agency actions would comply with the applicable cleanup and decommissioning 
criteria for WNYNSC embodied in Federal and New York State environmental, 
safety, and health regulatory requirements promulgated under various statutory 
authorities (see Chapter 5 of this Final EIS). As summarized in Chapter 1, 
Section 1.3, these regulatory requirements include, in part, RCRA permitting 
and corrective actions under New York State and/or EPA requirements, 
decommissioning according to NRC requirements in its License Termination 
Rule, and EPA assessments of compliance with National Emission Standards for 
Hazardous Air Pollutants. 

DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the Phase 1 work 
of the proposed Preferred Alternative (Phased Decisionmaking Alternative).  If 
this alternative is selected, the options for Phase 2 (exclusive of the SDA) are 
sitewide removal of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide Removal 
Alternative), close-in-place of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide 
Close-In-Place Alternative), or a combination of activities from these two 
alternatives. For the SDA only, NYSERDA is also considering continued active 
management consistent with permit and license requirements. 

Because of the interest in public participation expressed in the comments 
received on the Revised Draft EIS, DOE has decided that, should the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative be selected, DOE would seek additional public 
input prior to the Phase 2 decision regardless of the exact NEPA process utilized.  
Specifically, public involvement would continue until final decisions are made and 
implemented. Public meetings would continue to be held on at least a quarterly 
basis, and additional meetings would be held as necessary to assure timely 
communication with the public. DOE and NYSERDA would continue to support 
the West Valley Citizen Task Force, which is expected to remain in place during this 
time. 
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Commentor No. 99 (cont’d): Robert M. Graber, Clerk, 
State of New York, Legislature of Erie County 

NYSERDA would assess results of site-specific studies and other information 
during Phase 1. NYSERDA expects to prepare an EIS, or to supplement the 
existing EIS, to evaluate Phase 2 decisions for the SDA and balance of WNYNSC.  
In accordance with SEQR requirements, a public comment period would be held by 
NYSERDA along with public meetings to further solicit stakeholder input. 
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Commentor No. 100: Charles Lamb 

From: clamb9@roadrunner.com [mailto:clamb9@roadrunner.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 2009 11:48 PM
To: catherine.m.bohan@wy.doe.gov; Paul J. Bembia
Subject: West Valley Hearings 

To Catherine Bohan, US DOE; Paul J. Bembia, NYSERDA 
I am contacting you in support of extending the public comment period until at least 
October 30 with regard to the West Vally Clean Up Plan. The need to clean up this 
dangerous site has been important for far too long and it is time for action to be 
taken. In order for the public to have a good say concerning that action, please al-
low adequate time for people to hear about the issue, understand it, and comment. 
I also hope a hearing can be held in the Buffalo area and in Niagara County. Those 
of us who live in Niagara County near Love Canal and Chemical Waste Manage-
ment are quite aware of the danger of toxic and atomic wastes. I will comment now, 
myself, that I think the materials in this site need to be fully exhumed and cleaned 
up without further delay. Thank you for considering my opinion, and please extend 
the comment date. Charles Lamb 335 Walnut Lane Youngstown, NY 14174 xxx xxx 
xxxx clamb9@roadrunner.com 

100-1 

100-2 

100-3 

100-1 In response to requests from the public, DOE and NYSERDA extended the original 
6-month comment period (required by the 1987 Stipulation of Compromise 
Settlement between the Coalition on West Valley Nuclear Wastes and Radioactive 
Waste Campaign and DOE) for an additional 90 days, through September 8, 2009. 

100-2 In response to public requests, DOE and NYSERDA held an additional public 
hearing in Albany, New York, and the hearing originally scheduled for Blasdell, 
New York, was moved to a more central downtown Buffalo, New York, location. 

100-3 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 101: Susan Peterson 

June 8, 2009 
Susan Peterson 
101 EdL Lane 
Ridgeway, WI 53582 
PLEASE help save the Great Lakes from nuclear contamination by 
supporting a full waste excavation cleanup of West Valley nuclear waste 
site, located 30 miles south of Buffalo. The federal government proposal 
to leave vast amounts of nuclear waste at the site for up to 30 years and 101-1probably longer is just WRONG. In an independent study sponsored by 
CHEJ, scientists found leaving buried waste on site poses real threat to 
the lakes, and the safest, most cost effective way to protect the Great 
Lakes is to dig up the waste. 

101-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support 
for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes,” “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water,” and “Conclusions of the Synapse Report” 
in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s and 
NYSERDA’s responses. 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 
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Commentor No. 102: Elise T. McDowell 

June 8, 2009 
Elise T. McDowell 
9078 Route 240 
West Valley, NY 14171 
Dear Ms. Bohan: My husband and I attended the public hearing on the 
Draft EIS at the Ashford Office Complex in May. After reviewing the four 
alternatives, talking with fellow residents, and listening to the comments 
offered at the public hearing,I am in suppport of the alternative offering 
a complete removal of all radioacitve waste from the site. I am aware of 
the length of time and resources it will take , but I believe this alternative 
will best serve future generations in this area. I do not believe it is wise 
to leave in place any waste, which has the potential to leach out into our 
waterways or land. It is time we make decisions regarding responsible 
disposal of nuclear waste by-products in such a way as to have the least 
human and environmental impact. 

102-1 102-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 103: John L. McDowell 

June 8, 2009 
John L. McDowell 
9078 Route 240 
West Valley, NY 14171 
I believe that the alternative requiring the total removal of all waste from 
the site be the one chosen. Furthermore,aall animals should be tested for 
radioacitve exposure for the health and welfare of wildlife ahd humans 103-1with whom they may come in contact. In the final contract,it should be 
stated that the vacant property would not be used for a subdivision or 
multi-family housing. 

103-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

DOE’s site monitoring program addresses media (air, water, crops) where wildlife 
and humans could come into contact with radioactive contamination. The 
monitoring program also obtains samples from venison and fish collected at 
locations where the highest concentrations of transported contaminants might be 
expected. Monitoring results are reported in the annual sitewide environmental 
reports, as well as in assessments of impacts to humans and aquatic and terrestrial 
biota. 

NYSERDA is responsible for working with local authorities to determine the use of 
WNYNSC when it is released. Please note that if the Sitewide Removal Alternative 
is selected and the site is released for unrestricted use, use of the property for a 
subdivision or multi-family housing might be permissible. 
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Commentor No. 104: Roberta Wiernik, National Resources Specialist, 

League of Women Voters of New York
 

104-1 

104-1 
cont’d 

104-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support 
for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes,” “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water,” and “Conclusions of the Synapse Report” 
in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s and 
NYSERDA’s responses. 

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS 
analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well 
as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the potential 
human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are assumed to 
be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of years. These 
projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of 
this EIS. Erosion studies are discussed in Appendix F. 

Please note that under any of the action alternatives, DOE would take actions to 
remove or mitigate the impacts of the North Plateau Groundwater Plume. 

Because of the interest in public participation expressed in the comments 
received on the Revised Draft EIS, DOE has decided that, should the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative be selected, DOE would seek additional public 
input prior to the Phase 2 decision regardless of the exact NEPA process utilized.  
Specifically, public involvement would continue until final decisions are made and 
implemented. Public meetings would continue to be held on at least a quarterly 
basis, and additional meetings would be held as necessary to assure timely 
communication with the public. DOE and NYSERDA would continue to support 
the West Valley Citizen Task Force, which is expected to remain in place during this 
time. 

NYSERDA would assess results of site-specific studies and other information 
during Phase 1. NYSERDA expects to prepare an EIS, or to supplement the 
existing EIS, to evaluate Phase 2 decisions for the SDA and balance of WNYNSC.  
In accordance with SEQR requirements, a public comment period would be held by 
NYSERDA along with public meetings to further solicit stakeholder input. 
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Commentor No. 104 (cont’d): Roberta Wiernik, National Resources 
Specialist, League of Women Voters of New York 

104-1 
cont’d 

Response side of this page intentionally left blank. 
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Commentor No. 105: John Allen, 

New York Interfaith Power and Light
 

June 8, 2009 
John Allen 
New York Interfaith Power & Light 
401 Parsons Drive 
Syracuse, NY 13219 
I support the complete site-wide removal plan for clean-up of the West 105-1Valley nuclear waste site. 105-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 

Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 106: Alanson D. Aird 

June 8, 2009 
Alanson D. Aird 
41 Ely Drive 
Fayetteville, NY 13066 
I support the complete “Sitewide Removal Alternative” as the most 
effective plan for full cleanup of the West Valley nuclear waste site. 
I agree with opinions in the Higgins-Massa letter to Secretary Chu, 
Sierra Club (Atlantic Chapter) and New York Interfatih Power and Light 
letters, which also support complete Sitewide Removal and cleanup. 
I am extremely distressed that this horrible situation developed and is 
threatening people and environment near and far. Please act quickly. 
Thank you. 

106-1 106-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative and request for quick action.  The decision on the selected 
course of action and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record 
of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary 
for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” 
in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and 
NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 107: Jeanne Fudala 

June 8, 2009 
Jeanne Fudala 
1697 School Street 
Alpine, NY 14805-9793 
I believe that a complete cleanup of the West Valley nuclearwaste site 
is the only alternative that provides sufficient safety in the long run. I 
am concerned about the West Valley site’s vulnerability to erosion and, 107-1consequently, that long term storage of radioactive waste there could 
seriously contaminate the Great Lakes over the centuries. Please clean up 
the site! 

107-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS 
analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well 
as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the potential 
human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are assumed to 
be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of years. These 
projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of 
this EIS. Erosion studies are discussed in Appendix F. 
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Commentor No. 108: Lori Danison 

June 8, 2009 
Lori Danison 
16 WoodviewCt 
Hamburg, NY 14075 
I support a full clean up (fully excavate, clean, and remove all 
contaminated buildings and soil) of the West Valley Demonstration 
Project. It is critical to stop the radioactive contamination of the air and 
water leading into Lake Erie. I also believe that too many tax dollars have 
been wasted with little to show. Please clean up and shut down WVDP. 

108-1 108-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 109: Chris Tobin 

June 8, 2009 
Chris Tobin 
Coldent 
Hamburg, NY 
Living here is a privlage, that is disapearring!!!! 109-1 109-1 DOE and NYSERDA note the comment. 
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Commentor No. 110:  Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

Response side of this page intentionally left blank. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-1 

110-2 

110-3 

110-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative as well as support for accomplishing the Phase 1 activities 
promptly if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected.  The decision 
on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be documented in 
DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see 
the Issue Summary for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and 
Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of this issue and 
DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response.  The additional conditions referred to by the 
commentor are addressed below in response to Comment no. 110-3 which describes 
the conditions in more detail. 

110-2	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s opinion that WNYNSC is not 
suitable for long-term storage or disposal of wastes. 

The erosion analysis presented in this EIS is state-of-the-art and uses theoretical 
approaches generally accepted by the scientific community involved in long-term 
erosion predictions. The assumptions used in the analysis are not considered to 
be naive. The assumptions and models have been described and documented in 
the EIS and account for the physical processes of erosion. Please see the Issue 
Summary for “Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” in Section 2 of 
this CRD for further discussion of the methodology used to evaluate the potential 
impacts associated with erosion, modeling calibration and methodology, and 
updates to this Final EIS since the release of the Revised Draft EIS. 

110-3	 DOE and NYSERDA will meet the spirit of the additional conditions listed by 
the commentor if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected.  As noted 
in the description of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative, additional studies 
and analyses would be conducted as part of the implementation of Phase 1. The 
agencies would review and assess the information when it is available as part of the 
Phase 2 decisionmaking process. Phase 1 studies would begin after publication of 
DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe, DOE and NYSERDA have reconsidered this 
timeframe for making the Phase 2 decision. As a result, the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies that the Phase 2 decision would be 
made no later than 10 years after issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision 
and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
selected. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-3 
cont’d 

110-4 

Because of the interest in public participation expressed in the comments 
received on the Revised Draft EIS, DOE has decided that, should the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative be selected, DOE would seek additional public 
input prior to the Phase 2 decision regardless of the exact NEPA process utilized.  
Specifically, public involvement would continue until a final decision is made and 
implemented. Public meetings would continue to be held on at least a quarterly 
basis, and additional meetings would be held as necessary to assure timely 
communication with the public. DOE and NYSERDA would continue to support 
the West Valley Citizen Task Force, which is expected to remain in place during this 
time. 

NYSERDA would assess results of site-specific studies and other information 
during Phase 1. NYSERDA expects to prepare an EIS, or to supplement the 
existing EIS, to evaluate the Phase 2 decision for the SDA and balance of 
WNYNSC. In accordance with SEQR requirements, a public comment period 
would be held by NYSERDA along with public meetings to further solicit 
stakeholder input. 

110-4	 Please refer to Chapter 1, Section 1.2, of this EIS for a review of the history of the 
development of this EIS, as well as Appendix A for a summary of the comments 
received on the 1996 Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Completion of 
the West Valley Demonstration Project and Closure or Long-Term Management of 
Facilities at the Western New York Nuclear Service Center (Cleanup and Closure 
Draft EIS) (DOE/EIS-0226-D). An index of commentors is given on Table A–1. 

This CRD addresses comments on the 2008 Revised Draft EIS. In the decade or 
more since the public comments were received on the 1996 Cleanup and Closure 
Draft EIS, actions have been taken either in response to public comments or to help 
answer some of the issues raised by them. 

This EIS addresses different alternatives than the 1996 Cleanup and Closure Draft 
EIS. There has been additional characterization of the site, and new erosion models 
have been developed. Thus, comments that are specific to the 1996 alternatives, 
models, and regulatory status are not addressed in detail in this CRD. Where a 
comment on the 1996 Cleanup and Closure Draft EIS remains applicable to the 
2008 Revised Draft EIS, the comment has been delineated and a response has been 
provided in this CRD. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-4 
cont’d 

110-5 

110-6 

110-7 

110-5	 As noted by the commentor, the alternative that involves complete site cleanup 
would have a larger impact on the local economy.  As discussed in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.1.8 of this EIS, the Site-Wide Removal Alternative would have 
long-lasting elevated levels of employment, but would not significantly affect 
regional unemployment. As with any of the decommissioning alternatives, 
employment associated with the WNYNSC would be lower than current levels at 
the end of the decommissioning activities. Regarding environmental protection, 
a key element of this EIS is providing an analysis of the potential environmental 
impacts to aid in decommissioning decisionmaking. 

DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action and supporting 
rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s 
Findings Statement. Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for Sitewide 
Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this CRD for 
further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

110-6	 The purpose of an EIS under NEPA and its implementing regulations is to ensure 
that (1) Federal agencies consider the potential environmental impacts of proposed 
actions in their decisionmaking processes, (2) the potentially affected public has the 
opportunity to review and comment on those actions, and (3) the opinions of the 
public are also considered in preparing the EIS, and thus, by the decisionmakers. 

The Council on Environmental Quality’s Regulations for Implementing NEPA 
(40 CFR 1502.22) provide guidance for addressing incomplete and unavailable 
information when preparing an EIS. Chapter 4, Section 4.3, of this EIS provides a 
discussion of the nature of incomplete and unavailable information, as well as the 
manner in which the environmental analysis deals with the data limitations, for five 
resource areas: worker exposure, transportation, waste management, public health 
and safety during decommissioning actions, and human health impacts resulting 
from long-term release and transport. 

110-7	 As noted in the revised comment since the comments were provided in 1996, NRC 
issued its “Decommissioning Criteria for the WVDP at the West Valley Site; Final 
Policy Statement” (67 Federal Register 5003). In this notice, NRC announced 
its decision to apply its License Termination Rule (10 CFR 20, Subpart E) as the 
decommissioning goal for the entire NRC-licensed site. The issuance of the West 
Valley Decommissioning Policy Statement and a summary of the radiological 
criteria that would apply in accordance with the License Termination Rule are 
presented in Chapter 1, Section 1.2 of this EIS. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-7 
cont’d 

110-8 

110-6 
cont’d 

110-9 

In addition, cost-benefit analysis has been included in Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of the 
Revised Draft EIS to support NRC’s request for cost-benefit information consistent 
with its as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA) analysis guidelines. 

The decommissioning options evaluated in this EIS are all intended to comply 
with the criteria in the West Valley Decommissioning Policy Statement and/or the 
NRC License Termination Rule.  The relationship between this EIS and subsequent 
regulatory processes, such as the NRC review of the Phase 1 Decommissioning 
Plan for the West Valley Demonstration Project, is described in Chapter 1, 
Section 1.3. The nature of the NRC and DOE relationship for the WVDP is 
described in the West Valley Demonstration Project Act. 

110-8	 The alternatives evaluated in the current EIS include a Sitewide Close-In-Place 
Alternative and a Phased Decisionmaking Alternative that could result in an 
eventual decision to close in place. Please refer to Chapter 1, Section 1.2 regarding 
application of the NRC License Termination Rule to site decommissioning. 

110-9	 This Final EIS has been revised and expanded to incorporate additional 
information on the valley bedrock. The updated groundwater flow model for the 
site incorporates and extends into the upper bedrock under the North and South 
Plateaus, as described in Appendix E, Section E.3, of this EIS.  The revised analysis 
also makes use of available hydrologic and contaminant transport information. 
Further, sensitivity analyses were conducted to provide insight into the uncertainty 
in the long-term impact estimates, as described in Appendix E of this Final EIS, 
which has also been revised to acknowledge the commentor’s 1994 report. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-9 
cont’d 

110-10 

110-9 
cont’d 

110-10	 Please see the response to Comment no. 110-4 regarding comments on the 
1996 Cleanup and Closure Draft EIS. The Global Erosion Control strategy is not 
included in this EIS. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

Response side of this page intentionally left blank. 

110-9 
cont’d 

110-7 
cont’d 



 

Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-7
 
cont’d
 

110-11
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110-11	 DOE and NYSERDA agree that the strict applicability of 10 CFR Part 61 criteria to 
the WNYNSC is dependent on whether low-level waste burial is performed.  None 
of the EIS alternatives involve new onsite low-level radioactive waste burial. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-11 
cont’d 

110-12 110-12	 Please see the response to Comment no. 110-7 regarding the NRC’s West Valley 
Decommissioning Policy Statement and application of the NRC License 
Termination Rule.  DOE has been and will continue to work with NRC to assess the 
compliance of planned WNYNSC decommissioning actions with the requirements 
of the NRC policy statement on decommissioning criteria for the WVDP. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-12 
cont’d 

110-13 

110-12 
cont’d 

110-13	 The NRC’s West Valley Decommissioning Policy Statement and License 
Termination Rule, not 10 CFR Part 61, apply to the decommissioning of the 
WNYNSC. This EIS evaluates a variety of scenarios and the long-term impacts to 
offsite and onsite receptors.  The scenarios include consideration of an intruder, loss 
of institutional control, and unmitigated erosion. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-12 
cont’d 

110-14 

110-15 

110-10 
cont’d 

110-14	 As noted by the commentor, the issue pertaining to diversion of Buttermilk 
Creek tributaries is not relevant to this EIS. The comments that pertain to the 
2008 Revised Draft EIS, including comments pertaining to groundwater, are 
addressed in some of the responses below.  Chapter 3, Section 3.6.2.2, of this EIS 
describes the Cattaraugus Creek Basin Aquifer System, while Section 3.6.2.1 
addresses groundwater at WNYNSC that was contaminated due to past activities.  
Potential groundwater impacts associated with the EIS alternatives are discussed in 
Chapter 4 (Sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.10) and Appendix H of this Final EIS. 

110-15	 DOE and NYSERDA made the 2008 Revised Draft EIS available to Federal and 
state agencies and the public for review and comment. As they deemed appropriate, 
the agencies commented on subjects in their areas of responsibility or expertise. All 
comments from the agencies and the public, including those identifying substantive 
issues, errors, omissions, or preferences were considered in finalizing the EIS. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-10 
cont’d 

110-9 
cont’d 

110-16 110-16 The subject passage describing the aquifer as comprising unconnected water-
bearing zones is not included in this EIS. The Cattaraugus Creek Basin Aquifer is 
described in Chapter 3, Section 3.6.2.2. 

110-17 

110-9 
cont’d 

110-17 DOE notes the commentor’s observation and suggestion.  As described in 
Appendix E, Section E.2.3.2, of this EIS, the possibility of a continuous weathered 
bedrock aquifer has been considered by DOE. As further noted in response to 
Comment no. 110-9 and described in Appendix E, the updated groundwater flow 
model of the site incorporates and extends into the upper bedrock. DOE notes that 
the principal sources of potential groundwater contamination at WNYNSC are all to 
the east of Rock Springs Road. Groundwater in the bedrock west of Rock Springs 
Road is very much up-gradient of source materials found on site, i.e., to the left of 
and uphill as shown Chapter 3, Figures 3–6 and 3–7 and Appendix E, Figures E–31 
and E–32 of this EIS. Bedrock groundwater is not monitored since it is not 
considered to be at risk from potential contamination at the site. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-9 
cont’d 

110-17 
cont’d 

110-9 
cont’d 

110-14 
cont’d 

110-9 
cont’d 

110-18 

110-18	 This EIS reflects the latest and best available data and analyses relative to the 
characterization of subsurface faulting and seismic conditions in the vicinity of 
WNYNSC. As observed by the commentor, the geologic report cited as “Gill 1995” 
in the 1996 Cleanup and Closure Draft EIS has also been revised (Gill 2005). 
Preparation of this 2005 report included updating subsurface geologic maps (current 
through December 2003) to incorporate drilling data obtained since the original 
mapping was completed in 1998. If new wells had been drilled in Gill’s study area 
to the Onondaga, Medina, and Theresa geologic horizons and the geophysical well 
data had been released from confidentiality and made available, these data were 
used. With regard to the criticisms of data interpretation raised here and elsewhere 
by the commentor, the following discussion is offered to provide a general overview 
of the pitfalls associated with generating subsurface geological maps and drawing 
conclusions regarding subsurface faulting based solely on geophysical well log and 
drilling data. 

When constructing and reviewing such maps, it is important to understand that 
there are various inaccuracies inherent in the exploration and drilling process that, 
both individually and in concert with each other, can significantly affect the final 
mapped interpretation. These become even more problematic when one tries to 
micro-analyze the mapped horizon, as it is only intended to represent a projection 
of the subsurface based on the available data, the accuracy of which is limited to 
various factors. These issues are addressed by various Geographic Information 
Systems (GIS) mapping programs by incorporating numerous optional gridding 
algorithms that generally reflect the data averaged over distances instead of 
mapping actual data points. While mapping software usually offers an option of 
“honoring” the data, this practice often results in highly irregular and geologically 
questionable mapped surfaces. GeoGraphix® mapping software defaults to “not 
honoring” the data and using the minimum curvature algorithms that have been 
used in this mapping project. Maps prepared by and used for the Gill 2005 geologic 
report were generated using GeoGraphix Explorer®, one of the most widely 
accepted, industry-standard brands of mapping software used in the oil and gas 
industry today. 

Generally, GIS mapping applies a blanket-type grid over the data points and maps 
the averaged values between points. This involves applying a “smallest-feature” 
radius and radius of influence that determines how many columns and rows and 
resulting X-Y spacing will be defined in the grid settings.  This can result in certain 
contours appearing to be on the wrong side of the data point and, in the strictest 
sense, they are. However, given the discrepancies inherent in the data, attempts to 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-18 
cont’d 

110-19 

110-20 

honor each data point can result in artificial geologic features that do not actually 
exist due to errors that are impossible to prove or disprove. The trade-off is a 
balance between adhering to the data and wrongly believing that it is 100 percent 
accurate, resulting in a false interpretation of the mapped surface, or acknowledging 
that the data are not entirely accurate because they contain inherent errors, and 
creating a structure map that addresses this reality through the methodology by 
which the data are recognized and mapped. When conducting regional mapping, it 
is generally advisable to accept and adhere to the latter. 

Some of the causes for such data discrepancies are as follows. Surveying and 
site construction during the permitting phase of oil and gas operations often 
produce significant discrepancies of up to about 5 meters (15 feet) or more in 
subsurface elevations. These can be the result of inaccurate surveying, significant 
construction alterations of the surveyed ground surface after the survey, moving 
the actual staked location, and human error when reporting the elevations and 
datum used. The drilling and logging phases contain a myriad of other possible 
errors, including incorrect estimations of rig floor, casing head, rotary table, or 
Kelly bushing distances from the ground, use of the wrong datum for logging and, 
to a very limited extent, fatigue-induced stretch in the wirelines. A more common 
cause of depth error is the drilling rig causing the hole to “corkscrew” instead of 
drilling straight, which is usually caused by too much weight on the drill string, thus 
adding considerable apparent depth to the logs. For the latter case, an example is 
found in a Medina well in Chautauqua County, New York, where the borehole is so 
deviated that the formations appear to be thicker by more than 60 percent, causing 
it to appear to be reverse-faulted and considerably deeper than usual. Upon further 
investigation, it is apparent that this well corkscrewed and the logs were never 
adjusted for true vertical depth. 

Another example is a recently-drilled (and still confidential when analyzed) deep 
well located within 16 kilometers (10 miles) of WNYNSC, where the formations 
are off by about 13 meters (44 feet) at depth and the well is deviated by about 
40 meters (130 feet) at total depth from where it is located at the surface. This is 
not a designated directional well, and any attempt to map the available log data 
would result in a one-well anomaly that would be misconstrued as a fault or small 
depression, as nearby offsets show drastically different subsea values.  These factors 
are of particular concern when structure contour mapping and are often the cause of 
these one-well anomalies that generate excitement about false geologic features that 
have alternative explanations. This is why faults should not be assumed from such 
anomalies until all possibilities have been eliminated and evidence for faulting has 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-20 
cont’d 

110-21 

110-22 

110-23 

110-24 

110-25 

110-26 

been found to exist in the well logs in the form of repeated or missing sections or is 
supported by multiple anomalous data points. 

Dr. Katherine J. Beinkafner (1983) points out five criteria applied in judging where 
a fault was present when contouring within her study area: (1) a change in regional 
gradient, found by comparison of four or more wells; (2) a minimum displacement 
of 12 meters (40 feet) (presumably to eliminate smaller, more common errors as 
previously discussed); (3) interpolation of similar displacement in two separate 
regions along structural trends; (4) proximity to fold axes mapped at the surface; 
and (5) fault traces on previous workers’ maps. 

While these represent Dr. Beinkafner’s criteria for judging when to incorporate 
faulting into a geologic interpretation, they parallel the methods of subsurface 
mapping of most professional geologists. It is for these reasons that the maps for 
Gill 2005 were generated using the previously mentioned algorithms and do not 
reflect a widespread interpretation of faulting based solely on available geophysical 
log data. Faults most certainly exist to some degree within the study area defined 
in Gill 2005, but with the exception of the Onondaga faults found in the Bass Island 
Trend, seismic reflection surveys are necessary to adequately identify them.  Since 
the time that the original mapping was conducted, seismic data have been acquired 
that provide evidence for faults in various horizons and specific locations. 

Further, as partially noted by the commentor, the structural mapping results reported 
in Gill 2005 have been supplemented by a number of other studies that were 
considered and are cited in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1.2, of this EIS. Both of these 
reports incorporate and reference the seismic reflection survey results from the 
2001 report from Bay Geophysical (URS 2002, URS 2004). 

110-19	 As further described in the response to Comment no. 110-18, this EIS has been 
revised from the 1996 Cleanup and Closure Draft EIS in part to incorporate 
Gill’s updated 2005 analysis, as cited in the EIS.  Gill’s revised report specifically 
addresses a second phase of mapping that involved an expansion of the original 
study area to the north and northeast to determine whether or not faulting could 
be identified in subsurface geologic strata in that direction. The commentor’s 
suggestion that a preconceived conclusion existed prior to undertaking the study 
is incorrect, as no data were forced to fit a preconception. The contouring was 
computer-generated without applying a geologic bias trend.  Any deficiencies 
associated with the Gill 1995 report have been reviewed and determined to be 
minor in nature, with minimal impact on the outcome of the mapping project. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-27 

110-28 

110-29 

110-30 

110-31 

110-32 

110-33 

In two cases, revised elevations in the 2005 update made a difference of only 
a meter or two (several feet) in the geologic mapping. In one instance, the resulting 
revision allowed the contouring to be spaced more equally, and in three cases, the 
contours were revised to eliminate closed contours, resulting in a more uniform 
mapped surface and regional dip. 

110-20	 The updated Gill 2005 geologic report, as further described in the response to 
Comment no. 110-18, is but one of the reference documents that were used by DOE 
to enhance the geologic and seismologic characterization of WNYNSC since 1996, 
as reflected in this EIS. Nevertheless, the research, review, and mapping performed 
by Gill (2005) were done in a manner consistent with generally accepted industry 
standards. The author in question is certified with the American Association 
of Petroleum Geologists and has over 25 years of experience in the oil and gas 
industry in New York State.  To compare two entirely separate and unrelated studies 
on the basis of quality standards is not reasonable without also knowing the scope 
of each project with respect to the original project structure and scope, funding, and 
resulting time allocated. 

110-21	 DOE notes the commentor’s error in the original comment.  Indeed, another 
G. Schictel #1 well, American Petroleum Institute (API) #31-009-19765, was 
drilled near the first Schictel well on March 5, 1985, and reached a total depth of 
about 984 meters (3,229 feet) in the Queenston Shale. Using coordinates from 
the NYSDEC database, the well was used in the generation of the maps prepared 
for Gill 2005, as cited in this EIS. The well penetrated the mapped horizons and 
supplied valid data points for the mapping effort. 

110-22	 The Michalek #1 well (API #12983) was originally permitted at coordinates 
457.2 meters (1,500 feet) south of latitude 42.32.30 and 914.4 meters (3,000 feet) 
west of longitude 78.42.30. These coordinates result in a topographic ground 
elevation of 467.9 meters (1,535 feet) with an assumed Kelly bushing elevation 
of 470.9 meters (1,545 feet). The survey plat contains notations referencing 
verbal approval from NYSDEC to move the location 30.5 meters (100 feet) north. 
Additional notations refer to the new location as being 61 meters (200 feet) north 
and 30.5 meters (100 feet) east, resulting in coordinates of 396.2 meters (1,300 feet) 
south of latitude 42.32.30 and 883.9 meters (2,900 feet) west of longitude 78.42.30. 
If this is where the well actually is drilled, it should yield a ground elevation 
of 472.4 meters (1,550 feet) with a Kelly bushing elevation of 475.5 meters 
(1,560 feet). However, the completion report shows a ground-level elevation of 
474 meters (1,555 feet) and a Kelly bushing elevation of 477 meters (1,565 feet). 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-34 

110-35 

110-36 

110-37 

110-38 

The logging operations are performed last, long after the well has been surveyed, 
relocated, and drilled, and these amended coordinates are still not shown on the log 
header.  This is suspicious, because these coordinates have been applied to the log 
header on a label, which is not a typical practice of the loggers, but possibly were 
applied by NYSDEC. This is why these coordinates were utilized in the original 
mapping, assuming they would be more accurate. NYSDEC modified the location 
and elevation data on April 11, 2003, to reflect a location of latitude 42.53809, 
longitude -78.71911 (decimal degrees), with a datum elevation (log measured 
from [LMF]) of 477 meters (1,565 feet). This data was incorporated into the 
latest mapping in support of Gill 2005 and results in elevations that agree with the 
original mapping. 

The coordinates and elevation on the amended completion report may be correct, 
but the more important point here is to understand that elevation and location 
discrepancies such as this are not uncommon in oil and gas drilling operations, as 
previously discussed in the response to Comment no. 110-18.  As evidenced by the 
commentor’s raising of this issue, these discrepancies can be used to discredit the 
validity of any geologic mapping, when in fact they have minimal bearing on the 
outcome of the work. In this case, the Michalek well lies in the extreme northwest 
corner of the study area and is almost 11 kilometers (7 miles) away from the central 
portion of WNYNSC.  Any differences between the data sets used might change 
the contouring slightly by eliminating the slightly anomalously high value for the 
Michalek well and the resulting closed contour, but they would have no effect on 
the overall geologic picture. 

110-23	 DOE assumes that the commentor is referring to H. J. Emerling well #1-1462, 
whose correct API designation is 31-029-12970 rather than 31-029-12920.  There 
are at least four different sets of coordinates for this well: one found in the old 
NYSDEC database, one handwritten on the log header, one typed on the log header, 
and another found on the completion report. Each of these sets of coordinates 
results in different elevations.  Based upon the original NYSDEC information, the 
Kelly bushing elevation that was used in the mapping performed by Gill (2005) 
is, in fact, 429.8 meters (1,410 feet), as opposed to 426.7 meters (1,400 feet). 
These are the original data made available by NYSDEC and are presumed correct. 
Subsequently, on April 11, 2003, NYSDEC modified its database to reflect a 
location of latitude 42.52984, longitude -78.73573 (decimal degrees), with a 
datum elevation of 426.7 meters (1,400 feet). Assuming this elevation is measured 
from the ground, it yields the same log measured from a datum of 429.8 meters 
(1,410 feet). Using a drilling depth of 850.7 meters (2,791 feet), this gives a 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-39 

110-40 

110-41 

110-40 
cont’d 

110-42 

110-43 

subsurface value of minus 420.9 meters (1,381 feet). While this is a correction 
from the original mapping performed by Gill (1995) and the current mapping 
supporting Gill (2005) has been revised to reflect the correction, like the Michalek 
well discussed in response to Comment no. 110-22, this is another case where the 
resulting value does not change the overall geologic interpretation. 

110-24	 DOE disagrees with the characterization of the mapping practice employed by Gill 
(2005), as further described in the response to Comment no. 110-12.  It is important 
to point out that the maps created for the study in question were prepared on a 
regional geologic basis. In at least two areas, specifically Ashford Hollow and 
Spooner Creek, New York, the contours were extended across sparse data to tie into 
control that exists just outside of the study area. The areas certainly could have 
been contoured with dashed lines to acknowledge a lack of data, but that still would 
not have supported an interpretation of a fault. When structure contour mapping, it 
is generally accepted that there should never be an assumption of faulting without 
some evidence in favor of it. If several data points work in concert to constitute 
an anomaly such as a closed high, rapid change in strike, abrupt increase in the 
rate of dip, etc., a fault should be considered. Also, if a fault is identified in a well 
log, then faulting will have to be incorporated into the geologic interpretation. 
However, these criteria did not exist for the data evaluated.  The most definitive 
identification of faults, without evidence of repeated or missing geophysical log 
sections, is done through the acquisition and proper interpretation of adequate 
seismic data. 

110-25	 At the time the original mapping was generated, contour spacing around the Miller 
#1 well did in fact change slightly, increasing in the approach to the vicinity of 
the Hebdon #1 well to the south. At that time, however, this did not constitute a 
preconceived conclusion, but instead a drawing of the contours to fit the data. In 
the vicinity of the Miller #1 and the Glazier #1 wells, only four data points were 
available at the time the original map was created. Given the areal extent, that was 
not enough information upon which to base a fault. Additional drilling would most 
certainly provide a clearer understanding of this dip increase, but this interpretation 
was made using available data. Since publication of the original mapping, 
additional wells have been drilled and geophysical data have been released from 
NYSDEC. 

Currently, there are more data to the north and northeast of the Miller well, resulting 
in perfectly spaced computer-generated contours of 0.4 inches on both sides of the 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-42 
cont’d 

110-44 

110-45 

110-46 

110-47 

110-48 

Miller datapoint, as reflected in the mapping to support Gill 2005. There is still a 
general lack of data to the southwest of this well. 

110-26	 DOE and NYSERDA believe that Gill’s (2005) reliance on existing data to draw 
the most reasonable conclusions supported by that data are both reasonable and 
appropriate. Using generally accepted mapping techniques and industry data, 
Gill found evidence to be insufficient to draw faulted structures on the three 
mapped horizons with confidence, with the exception of the Bass Island trend in 
certain horizons. In the vicinity of the Miller #1 well, there is no sound evidence 
or geologic reasoning to support the inclusion of faulted strata. Using existing 
information, a fault cannot be interpreted with any degree of confidence or 
accuracy with respect to its location, vertical or horizontal extent, lateral continuity, 
apparent displacement, dip direction, or strike. As discussed in the response to 
Comment no. 110-25, this position is further supported with the latest generation of 
mapping, which utilized additional data points where the contours reflect a uniform 
dip around the Miller well, with the exception of the Dutch Hill Onondaga Reef to 
the northeast, as discussed in Gill 2005. 

110-27	 See the responses to Comment nos. 110-25 and 110-26. 

110-28	 The available well data cannot suggest a northeasterly trend as suggested by the 
commentor because they don’t support the existence of a fault.  As stated previously 
in the response to Comment nos. 110-25 through 110-27, there were only four data 
points in the immediate vicinity of the Miller #1 and Glazier #1 wells at the time of 
the original mapping. Since that time, additional geophysical well data has further 
condemned the interpretation of faults based solely on subsurface mapping. Again, 
the most definitive identification of faults, without evidence of repeated or missing 
geophysical log sections, is the acquisition and proper interpretation of adequate 
seismic data. 

110-29	 DOE believes that the commentor’s assumption is erroneous based on the work 
of Gill 2005. As pointed out in the responses to Comment nos. 110-25 through 
110-28, the data do not support a fault; therefore, the data cannot suggest a known 
strike to a fault as hypothesized by the commentor.  The suggestion that a fault 
“may also be expressed in the ENE-trending valley of Gooseneck Creek” is again, 
based on the unsubstantiated assumption that a fault exists there. Any further 
evaluation of Gooseneck Creek with respect to structural control would have to 
be based on more concrete evidence for faulting, such as from seismic reflection 
profiling. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-48 
cont’d 

110-49 

110-50 

110-51 

110-52 

110-30	 DOE agrees with the commentor’s observation that data are sparse in the vicinity 
of the area in question, but disagrees that a single seismic line would necessarily 
provide definitive answers. A seismic line here may or may not provide answers 
to such important questions. The glacial till prevalent in this vicinity might be a 
factor, limiting the data acquisition and affecting quality.  If data were acquired, 
they may not provide the resolution necessary to detect a fault here. Permission 
may not be granted in all areas necessary to shoot such a line. What is the primary 
horizon of interest, and can the acquisition parameters succeed in obtaining data of 
sufficient quality over this horizon?  What geologic implications for the site will be 
derived from faulting, even if interpreted in certain horizons? DOE must consider 
all of these questions. 

The commentor’s assumption regarding the cost to run the seismic line may be only 
looking at part of the picture. Undoubtedly, one line here would not be enough 
data for various reasons such as an anomaly near the end of the line, or the need for 
an additional line to establish a trend, or bad data making another line necessary.  
A seismic line shows only a small section of the subsurface for a considerable 
expense. Before a line would be proposed, DOE must responsibly determine 
exactly which questions are to be answered and the best possible way to proceed. 

110-31	 The mapping done for Gill 2005 was performed across a large study area on what 
is considered to be a semiregional basis, with a contour interval of about 6.1 meters 
(20 feet). It ties into data to the west, just outside the limits of Gill’s study area.  It 
is true that the contours could have been dashed across this area or omitted entirely, 
but if dashed, they still would not indicate the presence of faulting. 

On the Packer Shell and the Tully horizons, faulting in well logs is very rarely seen. 
The commentor’s reference to drawing “unfaulted structure contours on his Packer 
Shell map” across this area suggests that faulted contours on this horizon would be 
normal and unfaulted contours the exception. The opposite is true. 

The Packer Shell has been widely used as a mapping horizon across many areas of 
Western New York, with folding seen at this horizon.  These folds can propagate 
associated fracturing, and they are often shown as a “nosing” on the contour maps. 
While these contoured folds might reflect very high-angle, small displacement, 
normal faults, direct evidence for this occurrence is rare in well logs. Structure 
at this level can be a reflection of deeper events, and mapping this horizon can be 
useful as an exploration tool for fracture porosity in the Medina strata. Evidence 
for reverse or normal faults at the Tully horizon is also rare outside of the Bass 
Island Trend. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-52 
cont’d 

110-53 

110-54 

110-55 

110-56 

At present, projecting unfaulted contours on this horizon across areas of sparse 
data is not unrealistic, considering the general absence of documented faults at this 
horizon. 

110-32	 As evidenced by the clearly unfaulted log sections and resulting contours directly 
to the northeast of the Spooner Creek watershed area, as mapped in Gill 2005, the 
Packer Shell is typically unaffected by the faulting responsible for the Bass Island 
Trend. 

The name “Bass Island” is a misnomer for this complex fault system, as the 
majority of the faults are productive from the Onondaga Limestone. While oil and 
gas production can occur anywhere in the section from just above the Onondaga 
to the upper Salina Group, production is most often realized from the Akron, Bois 
Blanc, and Onondaga. The name “Bass Island” is simply the Canadian terminology 
for the Akron Dolostone, the geologic formation in which the first highly publicized 
blowout occurred. 

The Bass Island faulting exists because of the “pinching out” of the lower-most 
salt member of the Salina Group (the B-Salt). The numerous salt members 
present to the southeast of the trend act as a “glide plane,” absorbing energy and 
prohibiting the overlying strata from overthrusting. As the salt thins to the north 
and west coming out of the basin, individual salt zones pinch out. The B-Salt is 
the last zone to pinch out across central Chautauqua, northern Cattaraugus, and 
southern Erie Counties. In these areas, the lack of salt to the northwest provides the 
resistance necessary for overthrusting. The Bass Island fault system is comprised 
of numerous imbricate, subparallel, reverse faults with predominately low-angle, 
southeastern dips. The limits of the Bass Island Trend are very well defined, with 
the southeastern-most limit located more than 8 kilometers (5 miles) away from the 
central portion of WNYNSC and WVDP. 

The decollement occurs within the salt zone; therefore, beds below this horizon, 
such as the Packer Shell, are relatively unaffected by this structure.  As stated in the 
response to Comment no. 110-31, the Packer Shell is generally unfaulted.  Evidence 
in the well logs for faulting at this horizon is generally lacking across Western 
New York. 

110-33	 See the response to Comment no. 110-18 regarding the methodology employed by 
Gill (2005) for performing subsurface mapping and evidence standards for making 
conclusions about faulted geologic strata. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-56 
cont’d 

110-57 

110-58 

110-59 

110-60 

110-34	 The Dzara #1 well was in fact drilled to the Medina, but was originally planned 
as a Bass Island prospect. It was logged on June 13, 1996. Data from the Dzara 
logs and completion report have been incorporated into the most recent geologic 
mapping performed for Gill 2005. 

This well is a Bass Island discovery well, with a reverse fault in the uphole 
carbonate sequence; however, there is nothing at all unusual about the section 
below the salt. The entire interval from the Lockport down through the Queenston 
Shale is entirely normal, with no evidence on the logs of faulting whatsoever.  
Since the time that this well was drilled, two more wells have been drilled: the 
Wittmeyer #1 and #2 wells.  One of these wells also is a Bass Island discovery, with 
reverse faulting in the strategic carbonate interval. No evidence of faulting exists 
below the salt on these well logs. 

The structure contour maps on the Tully and Onondaga horizons reflect the 
disturbance caused by the underlying Bass Island faulting in the carbonate section 
and overlying shales. However, no faulting is evident on the geophysical well logs 
at the Packer Shell horizon or throughout the Packer Shell to the B-Salt interval on 
any wells in this immediate vicinity. 

Again, the updated structural mapping results reported in Gill 2005 have been 
augmented in this EIS by a number of other studies that have been considered and 
are cited in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1.2, (URS 2002, URS 2004). Both of these 
reports incorporate and reference the seismic reflection survey results from the 
2001 report cited by the commentor. 

110-35	 DOE notes the commentor’s suggestion.  While it is true that Geodata (and others) 
have commercial seismic data available in the vicinity of Spooner Creek, such data 
may or may not resolve the question of whether or not faulting is present below the 
salt in this area. 

While faults may be seen on this data, the resolution may not be sufficient to 
identify such faults with minimal displacement. 

110-36	 The commentor is correct in asserting that Gill, in preparing the Packer Shell 
contour map as revised in support of Gill 2005, drew unfaulted structure contours 
in the area cited by the commentor.  Gill assumed that no major faults exist at 
this horizon because of both the lack of faulting seen elsewhere within the study 
area at the Packer Shell horizon and the general absence of evidence for faulting 
in the Packer Shell horizon in well logs. DOE disagrees with the commentor’s 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-60 
cont’d 

110-61 

110-62 

110-63 

110-64 

implication that faulting should be assumed even when such a conclusion is 
unsupported by the available data. 

Dashed or omitted contours could have been used across the area, but when 
mapping on a regional or semiregional basis such as this, where it is important to 
get a feel for the larger picture (including regional dip), projecting contours across 
areas of little data is often done. Examples of this can be seen in various New York 
State geological publications, where regional mapping is done on very few data 
points across the state or in large study areas within the state.  If the contours 
were dashed or omitted where data were not available, there would be more area 
left uncontoured than there would be mapped area. The reason contouring is 
sometimes drawn across these “open” areas is to provide a picture of what a logical 
geological interpretation would produce based on knowledge of the area and 
certain assumptions. Also, geological contouring methods dictate that faulting is 
one of the last assumptions to be made, and only in conjunction with evidence as 
discussed in response to Comment no. 110-18.  Contours across the area in question 
do not “show” that faults do or do not exist, but they do reflect a reasonable 
geological assumption that can then be modified as data become available. This 
is the approach that was taken. This differs from the “circular logic and worthless 
conclusions” asserted by the commentor.  

110-37	 As observed by the commentor, the Schweickert-Scharf #1 well (also Schwerkert-
Scharf in the NYSDEC database) appears to be anomalously high on several 
horizons, as noted in Gill 2005. Because of the lack of drilling around this well, 
it is a one-well anomaly and was treated as such. Accordingly, in the original 
mapping, a dome-like anomalous high was drawn around this data point to indicate 
that this well is, in fact, high. In the latest version of computer-generated mapping, 
it is not drawn as a closed contour, but rather a one-well “high” causing the 
contours to swing down-dip. They recover both north and south of this well in the 
absence of additional datapoints. 

There are certainly questions regarding this high, but there are only data in this 
immediate vicinity for this one well. It lies in an area with very little drilling 
information for several kilometers. The Cambro-Ordovician section has been 
reviewed in this vicinity, but not as part of a detailed geologic evaluation.  The 
deep section in the Schweickert-Scharf #1 well appears to be normal in thickness; 
however, it was not drilled as deep as some of the other wells in the area—for 
example, the Hebdon #1 well. A more detailed study of the deep horizons would be 
necessary to determine whether or not this well exhibits a high in the deep section. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-64 
cont’d 

110-65 

110-66 

110-38	 See the response to Comment no. 110-37 answering the question of whether the 
observed bedrock high is an anticline that extends for several kilometers (miles) 
or the upthrown side of a fault is not possible with the existing geophysical well 
log information. The evidence doesn’t favor any particular interpretation, but in 
the absence of additional control, the existing data supports the interpretation of a 
localized high. It is quite possibly much larger than depicted, but without seismic 
or additional drilling, the current interpretation is valid. 

Given the information that is known about the deep horizons across Cattaraugus and 
Wyoming Counties, a large, deep-seated structural high could very well underlie 
the Schweickert-Scharf well. There are numerous basement faults across these 
counties, some of which are quite large, with considerable areal extent.  The feature 
could be an anticline that extends for several kilometers or the upthrown side of a 
fault, but to draw the contours to reflect one of these scenarios based on data from 
only one well would be presumptuous. Depicting the feature as a bedrock high on 
the Packer Shell contour map for Gill 2005 is appropriate and serves to bring it to 
the attention of the reviewer and prompt further consideration. 

110-39	 The Mitchell Oil Co. seismic line cited by the commentor was unable to be located 
as part of the preparation of Gill 2005, if it was run at all. Mitchell Energy in 
Houston, Texas, is not known to have run such a line in the area cited.  Both 
Mitchell Oil Company and Michell Producing and Drilling Company are located 
and only operate in the state of Illinois, and neither of these companies is known to 
have run lines in New York.  Neither Geodata nor Evans Geophysical has a record 
of such a line. 

110-40	 See the response to Comment no. 110-39 regarding the seismic line referenced by 
the commentor.  In addition, it is correct that any faults to the northeast of the site 
are more difficult to identify using the limited subsurface well data in that direction. 
Seismic data in this vicinity will most likely help to delineate any existing 
deep structures to the east and northeast of the site. Nevertheless, the results of 
additional studies related to the bedrock geology of the region and to the Attica 
Splay in particular have been included in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1.2, of this EIS. 
This includes the study cited as URS 2002. 

110-41	 As further described in the response to Comment no. 110-18, Gill 2005 is but one 
of the reference documents used by DOE to enhance the geologic and seismologic 
characterization of WNYNSC as reflected in this EIS.  Nevertheless, the research, 
review, and mapping performed by Gill (2005) were done in a manner consistent 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

with generally accepted industry standards. In response to the various points made 
in this comment, it should be noted that the purpose of the Gill 2005 work was not 
to answer the question of whether or not faults exist in areas around or under the 
site. It was to determine whether or not evidence for faulting is present in well 
log information and, if so, to generate subsurface mapping that would interpret 
the faults appropriately.  Given the density of subsurface data in portions of this 
study area, it is difficult to determine whether or not faults exist in certain areas.  
DOE cannot support preconceived conclusions about faulting, as an interpretation 
of faulting should be based on concrete evidence such as repeated or missing 
log sections or multiple data points working in concert to support a faulted 
interpretation; not projecting a fault based on a single well anomaly. 

In reviewing the subsurface mapping performed for Gill 2005, it is essential to 
understand the scope of the project and the limitations inherent with sparse well 
data. 

110-42	 DOE notes the commentor’s concerns and observations regarding the degree of 110-66 
bedrock fracturing beneath WNYNSC.  Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1.2, of this EIScont’d 
presents a revised description of the bedrock geology and structure of WNYNSC 
from that presented in 1996. 

110-43	 DOE and NYSERDA note the commentor’s observations. 

110-44	 DOE and NYSERDA have reviewed the report “Structural Evidence for Deep 
Northwest-Trending Fractures under the Western New York Nuclear Service 
Center” by Vaughan & McGoldrick.  The report was considered in DOE-
generated site characterization studies and reports. The more useful information 
for this EIS has been the more recent geologic characterization information on 
bedrock and till fractures and seismic characterization, including Jacobi and 
Fountain 2002; Gill 2005; Ouassaa and Forsyth 2002; Tuttle, Dyer-Williams, and 
Barstow 2002; USGS 2002; USGS 2008; URS 2002; URS 2004; and Fakundiny 
and Pomeroy 2002. These references are listed in Chapter 7 of this EIS. 

110-45	 DOE notes the commentor’s concerns regarding the Attica Splay and the Clarendon-
Linden fault zone. The results of additional studies related to the bedrock geology 
of the region and to the Attica Splay and Clarendon-Linden fault zone in particular 
have been included in Chapter 3, Sections 3.3.1.2 and 3.5.2, respectively, of this 
EIS. These studies include, but are not limited to, the studies cited as URS 2002 
and Young and Jacobi (1998). 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-67 

110-68 

110-69 

110-70 

110-46	 While earlier seismic hazard studies, such as Dames and Moore (1992) which relied 
on data and methodology from the Electric Power Research Institute/Seismicity 
Owners Group, continue to be cited, this EIS also incorporates new (post-1996) 
data relative to the seismic hazard to the site. Most notably, as described in 
Chapter 3, Section 3.5.3, of this EIS, URS Corporation performed a comprehensive 
site-specific probabilistic seismic hazard analysis for the site (URS 2004). As 
historical seismicity is the best guide to overall seismic hazard for locations in the 
Eastern United States, additional information has been included in Section 3.5.1 
from the U.S. Geological Survey and other sources regarding the location, 
frequency, and intensity of previous seismic events to affect the West Valley region. 

110-47	 The comment is not on the Revised Draft EIS, but on older correspondence between 
the commentor and DOE. This EIS uses the site-calibrated CHILD model for 
analysis of the consequences of erosion, one component of which is mass wasting. 
This analysis is consistent with methods generally accepted by the scientific 
community involved in long-term geomorphological analysis. 

There would be no consequences following a seismic event for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative.  Prompt radiological consequences are not considered to 
be reasonably foreseeable for the Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative, given 
the mound-like nature of the closed-in-place structures. It is estimated that any 
seismic-induced damage to the closed-in-place structures could be repaired without 
significant environmental consequences. The analysis of the consequences of 
seismic events is considered to be consistent with the requirements and spirit of 
NEPA. 

110-48	 The approach to erosion analysis and gully modeling has made major advances 
since the mid 1990s. A site-calibrated landscape evolution model (CHILD) 
was used for the analysis described in this EIS. The top-scoring site-specific 
calibrations of CHILD show good agreement between observed and predicted 
topography, both visually and in terms of quantitative measurement of landscape 
and drainage networks, including the effect of gully development and advancement. 
The fastest predicted gully propagation rates are comparable to those observed 
at the site. Overall, the modeling results support the view that gully erosion 
represents the greatest threat to areas containing waste. The nature of the erosion 
analysis is fully consistent with the requirements and spirit of NEPA.  Please see the 
Issue Summary for “Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” in Section 2 of 
this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-70 
cont’d 

110-71 

110-72 

110-73 

110-74 

110-75 

110-49 The potential for Buttermilk Creek capture of Franks Creek is analyzed using 
the site-calibrated erosion model. The results of this analysis are presented in 
Appendix F, Section F.3.1.6.12, of this EIS.  Please see the Issue Summary for 
“Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” in Section 2 of this CRD for 
further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

110-50 The comment is not on the Revised Draft EIS, but on older correspondence between 
the commentor and DOE. This EIS uses the site-calibrated CHILD model for 
analysis of the consequences of steam bank stability, which is consistent with 
methods generally accepted by the scientific community involved in long-term 
geomorphological analysis. The method is also considered to be consistent with the 
requirements and spirit of NEPA. 

110-51 It has been demonstrated that landscape evolution models such as CHILD are 
capable of capturing the effect of multiple individual erosion processes.  The 
calibration effort demonstrates CHILD’s ability to reproduce the major features 
associated with the geomorphology of Buttermilk Creek. While CHILD does not 
specifically handle the effects of earthquakes, the calibration approach captures 
the effect of previous earthquakes on site erosion over the calibration timeframe 
(approximately 17,000 years). The calibrated model is considered to be the 
appropriate tool for assessing long-term unmitigated erosion, including the effects 
of more severe storms on local erosion and the potential for stream capture. Please 
see the Issue Summary for “Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” in 
Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of this issue. 

110-52 The basic requirement for this EIS is to develop estimates of the environmental 
consequences of the alternatives presented in the EIS. This EIS develops such 
estimates using methods that are generally accepted by the appropriate scientific 
communities. There are no requirements for the specific type of information 
listed in the comment, and the development of such specific estimates would 
require extensive speculation without improving the quality of the assessment of 
environmental consequences. 

110-53 As stated in the response to the referenced comment, a well-calibrated landscape 
evolution model such as CHILD is capable of capturing the effect of multiple 
individual erosion processes. 

The regulation cited in the comment applies to the selection of a new low-level 
radioactive waste disposal site. This EIS does not include the selection of a 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-75 
cont’d 

110-76 

110-77 

low-level radioactive waste disposal site. The decommissioning requirements for 
WNYNSC are guided by the License Termination Rule. 

110-54 This comment, made on the 1996 Cleanup and Closure Draft EIS, does not apply 
to this EIS. The models used in the erosion analysis for this EIS, described in 
Appendix F, do predict the initiation and growth of gullies.  These predictions are 
used in the environmental analysis. 

110-55 This EIS develops unmitigated erosion predictions using analytical methods that 
are generally accepted by the scientific community involved in long-term erosion 
modeling. These models provide estimates of future gully initiation and growth and 
the results are used in the environmental analysis. 

110-56 The code used for this EIS develops predictions of gully formation and growth for 
the unmitigated erosion scenario. These predictions are described in Appendix F 
and are used in the environmental analysis. 

110-57 The unmitigated erosion analysis was conducted using methods that are generally 
acceptable to the scientific community involved with long-term erosion modeling. 
The analysis in this EIS is based on predictions from an erosion model that was 
calibrated using Monte Carlo methods. Appendix F has been revised. 

110-58 The erosion analysis considers the effects of more intense storms that would result 
in higher stream flows and higher erosion rates. Please see the Issue Summary 
for “Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” in Section 2 of this CRD for 
further discussion of this issue. 

110-59 The calibration method used for the CHILD model implicitly includes the effects of 
seismic events that occurred during the calibration period. The effect is therefore 
captured in the erosion projections developed for and used in the Environmental 
Impact Statement for Decommissioning and/or Long-Term Stewardship at the 
West Valley Demonstration Project and Western New York Nuclear Service Center 
(Decommissioning and/or Long-Term Stewardship EIS). 

110-60 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the comment.  The long-term data used to 
calibrate the CHILD model is considered more useful for purposes of developing a 
scientifically defensible model that can be used to predict unmitigated erosion in the 
region of the North and South Plateaus. 

110-61 The long-term analysis for the Waste Tank Farm does not take any credit for the 
steel of the tank or pan for the analysis where institutional controls are assumed 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

to fail after 100 years. The analysis assumes degraded properties for the concrete 
vault and the barrier wall. See Appendix H, Section H.2.2.1, of this EIS for a 
discussion of the degraded engineered barriers assumptions used in the long-term 
analysis. 

110-62	 Information on the condition of the backfill in the region of the Waste Tank Farm 
was obtained from the Draft Remedial Feasibility Investigation (RFI) and other 
sources and used in the long-term analysis. This analysis recognizes the degraded 
hydraulic properties of the backfill. 

110-63	 Information on the condition of the backfill in the region of the Waste Treatment 
Facility was used in the long-term analysis. This analysis recognizes the degraded 
hydraulic properties of the backfill. 

110-64	 The removal of the plume source area is one of the activities that would be 
undertaken as part of Phase 1 of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative, the 
Preferred Alternative in this EIS, as well as the Sitewide Removal Alternative.  
Increased isolation of the plume source would occur under the Sitewide110-77 Close-In-Place Alternative.cont’d 

110-65	 The uncertainty regarding the NDA and SDA inventory estimates is recognized.  
Conservatism about inventory is one of the many elements of conservatism used in 
the environmental consequence analysis. 

110-66	 The inventory of the NDA was revised in 2000 (URS 2000), and this is considered 
the best reasonably conservative estimate for the NDA inventory.  The uncertainty 
in this and other inventory estimates is acknowledged in this EIS. 

110-67	 A description of the conservatism associated with the transportation analysis is 
presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.2, and Appendix J, Section J.11, of this EIS.  
Conservatism is built into the analysis to account for uncertainties. Assumptions 
for the transportation analysis are applied to all alternatives so that a meaningful 
comparison among alternatives can be made. 

Assumptions made for a particular type of analysis depend on the input data 
available and the parameters for that analysis. Where possible, assumptions 
are consistent among the different types of analyses.  For example, both 
the transportation analysis and the human health and safety analysis for 
decommissioning activities assume no radiological decay. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-77 
cont’d 

110-78 

110-79 

For the transportation analysis, each type of radioactive waste assumed to be 
shipped is assigned an external dose rate based on its radiological characteristics, 
as described in Appendix J, Section J.5.1.  All assumed dose rates are smaller 
than those allowed under existing transportation regulations and are considered 
appropriately conservative. 

110-68	 Please see the response to Comment no. 110-4 regarding comments on the 
1996 Cleanup and Closure Draft EIS. This EIS presents information on the 
geohydrologic analyses (Appendix E of this EIS) and erosion studies (Appendix F) 
that are used in evaluating the long-term human health impacts in Appendix H.  
The scenarios in Appendix H include loss of institutional control and unmitigated 
erosion of the WNYNSC site. 

110-69	 This EIS includes analysis of dose to a postulated Seneca Nation of Indians receptor 
for the unmitigated erosion scenario. This information is part of the basis for 
the Environmental Justice analysis presented in this EIS. The doses calculated 
for the unmitigated erosion scenario are considered to be conservative. Major 
conservative factors also include the use of higher erosion rates, the assumption 
that all the released material is soluble, the assumption that no radionuclides are 
deposited in surface streams, the assumption that there is no water treatment, and 
the assumption that of any fish consumed by the receptor was raised in the same 
water used for drinking and irrigation. An expanded discussion of the basis for the 
belief that the long-term dose analyses are conservative is presented in Appendix H, 
Section H.2.2.1, of this EIS. 

110-70	 The comment addresses the 1996 Cleanup and Closure Draft EIS. Both the 
Revised Draft EIS and this Final EIS present doses to Lake Erie and Niagara River 
water users for the unmitigated erosion (erosional collapse) scenario. This 
Final EIS presents both individual and population doses; long-term dose impacts 
are summarized in Chapter 4, Table 4–23. 

110-71	 This EIS calculates the water consumption dose to 951,000 users from water 
treatment plants located downstream of Cattaraugus Creek at Sturgeon Point on 
Lake Erie and on the Niagara River.  The analysis of the Sturgeon Point water users 
takes no credit for Lake Erie dilution of Cattaraugus Creek. Niagara River flow is 
used in dilution of the water intakes on the Niagara River.  The dose analyses are 
considered to be conservative, as discussed in Appendix H, Section H.2.2.1, of this 
EIS. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-80 

110-81 

110-82 

110-83 

110-72 The comment was submitted for the 1996 Cleanup and Closure Draft EIS. The 
analyses in this EIS have been extensively revised. Appendix H, Section H.2.2.1, 
discusses the basis for the selection of the parameters used in the impact analysis. 
Chapter 4, Section 4.3.5, presents a summary of the impacts of incomplete and 
unavailable information on the calculation of human health impacts resulting from 
long-term release and transport, as well as a discussion of the basis for considering 
that the calculation of impacts is conservative. 

110-73 Comment noted; as stated, the drum cell waste has been removed from the site. 

110-74 Chapter 1, Section 1.7.3, of the 2008 Revised Draft EIS presents a summary of the 
issues raised during the 2003 scoping process and how they were addressed in the 
development of this EIS. 

110-75 The population sizes presented in the socioeconomic analysis are taken from 
the most up-to-date estimates for Cattaraugus and Erie Counties that were 
available from the Census Bureau at the time of publication. Potentially impacted 
populations presented in the environmental justice analysis and used as inputs to 
analyze the human health impacts due to radiological air emissions are calculated 
using data from the 2000 Decennial Census. The Decennial Census is the only 
data set produced by the Census Bureau that provides spatial resolution at the 
Block Group level, which is the smallest geography in which low-income data 
is disseminated, and is therefore the only data set that can be used to accurately 
calculate the distribution of the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles). 

110-76 Comment noted; incorrect references to the status and location of Indian 
Reservations and Tribal names have been remedied in this EIS. 

110-77 This comment questions the validity of the 2008 Revised Draft EIS on the grounds 
that the Council on Environmental Quality’s NEPA regulations and DOE’s NEPA 
Implementing Guidelines were not followed, specifically because the 2008 
document is titled a Revised Draft rather than a Supplemental Draft, or that a 
Supplement Analysis was not prepared prior to preparing the 2008 Revised Draft 
EIS. DOE believes that this EIS satisfies the statute, regulations, and guidelines 
and fully informs both the public and decisionmakers. 

The commentor cites regulatory language as support for his opinion that the 
2008 Revised Draft EIS has circumvented the NEPA process.  DOE disagrees and 
believes that the 2008 document was properly issued as a revised draft under the 
circumstances that occurred subsequent to the publication of the document and is 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-83 
cont’d 

110-84 

110-85 

completely within the regulatory framework and intent of NEPA.  The commentor 
also takes exception to the fact the 1996 Cleanup and Closure Draft EIS was never 
issued as a final EIS. The procedural history after the 1996 Cleanup and Closure 
Draft EIS is well documented, including the reasons for revising the 1996 Cleanup 
and Closure Draft EIS. There is no requirement that the 1996 Cleanup and Closure 
Draft EIS be completed, only that an EIS be completed and a Record of Decision 
be issued before a major Federal action significantly affecting the environment is 
implemented. The requirements of 40 CFR 1502.9(c) and 10 CFR 1021.314 that an 
EIS that is “so inadequate as to preclude meaningful analysis” must be reissued as 
a revised draft do not preclude issuing a revised draft for other reasons. Likewise, 
a Supplement Analysis is not required prior to preparing a new or supplemental 
EIS. Rather, Supplement Analyses are used to assist in determining whether 
or not additional NEPA analysis is required when the need for a new document 
is in question, i.e., when it is possible that there is sufficient existing NEPA 
documentation for the action under consideration. 

The purpose of an EIS under NEPA and its implementing regulations is to ensure 
that (1) Federal agencies consider the potential environmental impacts of proposed 
actions in their decisionmaking processes, (2) the potentially affected public has the 
opportunity to review and comment on those actions, and (3) the opinions of the 
public are also considered in preparing the EIS, and thus, by the decisionmakers. 
DOE has more than met its obligations under NEPA in both the letter and spirit 
of the law.  DOE has been transparent in meeting its NEPA responsibilities for 
activities at WNYNSC, including ensuring timely notification of proposed NEPA 
documents and opportunities for public participation. In addition, an 18-member 
Citizen Task Force sponsored by both DOE and NYSERDA was formed in 1997 
and has met regularly since 1998 to discuss issues regarding facility closure 
and long-term management, including future site use, long-term stewardship, 
and regulatory issues. Further, DOE holds quarterly public meetings to discuss 
activities at WNYNSC and progress on decommissioning of the site, including the 
NEPA process to further those activities. 

Regardless of any disagreement over the title of the 2008 Revised Draft EIS, DOE 
has conducted the same level of analysis and provided the same opportunities 
for public involvement as would have been done if this EIS had been titled as a 
supplemental EIS. Chapter 1, Section 1.2, of this EIS describes the history of the 
its development, explaining how alternatives, analyses, regulations, and this EIS 
evolved over time and how the alternatives and analyses in the 1996 Cleanup and 
Closure Draft EIS were overtaken by these changing factors. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-85 
cont’d 

110-86 

110-87 

110-78	 Because of the interest in public participation expressed in the comments 
received on the Revised Draft EIS, DOE has decided that, should the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative be selected, DOE would seek additional public 
input prior to the Phase 2 decision regardless of the exact NEPA process utilized.  
Specifically, public involvement would continue until final decisions are made and 
implemented. Public meetings would continue to be held on at least a quarterly 
basis, and additional meetings would be held as necessary to assure timely 
communication with the public. DOE and NYSERDA would continue to support 
the West Valley Citizen Task Force, which is expected to remain in place during this 
time. 

NYSERDA would assess results of site-specific studies and other information 
during Phase 1. NYSERDA expects to prepare an EIS, or to supplement the 
existing EIS, to evaluate Phase 2 decisions for the SDA and balance of WNYNSC.  
In accordance with SEQR requirements, a public comment period would be held by 
NYSERDA along with public meetings to further solicit stakeholder input. 

110-79	 DOE and NYSERDA believe that the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative meets 
the requirements of NEPA and SEQR.  DOE and NYSERDA have prepared this 
single, comprehensive EIS for the decommissioning and long-term stewardship of 
WNYNSC. This EIS adequately analyzes the totality of environmental impacts, 
including costs, of a broad spectrum of reasonable alternatives that meet the 
respective purposes and needs of DOE and NYSERDA (Sitewide Close-In-Place, 
Phased Decisionmaking, and Sitewide Removal), as well as the No Action 
Alternative. While the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative would temporarily 
defer a final decision on the disposition of the Waste Tank Farm, the NDA, and the 
Construction and Demolition Debris Landfill, DOE believes that the impacts of this 
deferred decision are adequately analyzed within the current EIS. 

See the response to Comment no. 110-3 for DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response about 
public participation during Phase 1 implementation. 

110-80	 The Notice of Intent for the 2008 Revised Draft EIS described the proposed action 
and the alternatives that were under consideration at that time. The alternatives 
did change after the issuance of the Notice of Intent. Chapter 1, Section 1.2, of 
this EIS describes the development of the alternatives analyzed in this EIS. A Core 
Team composed of the co-lead and cooperating agencies was established to address 
various technical issues with the analyses and the alternatives to be addressed. 
The 2008 Revised Draft EIS reflects the results of discussions with the Core Team 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-87 
cont’d 

110-88 

110-89 

110-90 

110-91 

regarding the alternatives to be analyzed, the nature of the analysis, and the nature 
of the Preferred Alternative (the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative). 

110-81 There are multiple reasons for differences in the long-term dose estimates.  The 
major changes are improved inventory estimates, improved hydrologic and erosion 
models, and changes in the closure designs. 

110-82 See the response to Comment no. 110-81.  Changes made between the Draft and 
Final EIS in response to new information or comments, including those related to 
NYSERDA’s View, are summarized in Chapter 1, Section 1.8, of this EIS. 

110-83 The purpose of this EIS is to present estimates of environmental consequences of 
the alternatives based on currently available information and analytical models. 
The information at the bottom of page F-10 of the 2008 Revised Draft EIS was 
not intended to refer to the 1996 Cleanup and Closure Draft EIS analysis. The 
particular section was presenting information on historical site-specific studies. 
The fact that this information was used in the 1996 Cleanup and Closure Draft EIS 
erosion analysis is coincidental. 

The major difference between the 1996 Cleanup and Closure Draft EIS erosion 
analysis and the erosion analysis presented in this EIS is the erosion model. The 
1996 erosion analysis used a constant channel downcutting rate and a constant 
channel slope. The 1996 analysis did not include the effects of gully formation 
and growth, but the approach was considered to give a conservative estimate of 
erosion consequences. The erosion analysis presented in this EIS uses a landscape 
evolution model that does predict the formation and growth of gullies. 

The commentor appears to have misread the discussion in the Revised Draft EIS, 
Appendix F, pages F-10 through F-12.  The text says that the profile measurements 
taken in 1980 and again in 1990 do not reflect a rate that would apply over a longer 
period of time. The text was not making any statement about the erosion analysis in 
the 1996 Cleanup and Closure Draft EIS. 

110-84 The discussion of erosion analysis in this EIS refers to some of the same data used 
in the 1996 Cleanup and Closure Draft EIS, but is not referring to the 1996 erosion 
analysis. 

110-85 The model used for the erosion analysis is capable of capturing the combined effects 
of multiple individual erosion processes. The calibration of the model used the 
best available long-term data. Overall, the approach to long-term erosion analysis, 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-91 
cont’d 

110-92 

110-93 

110-94 

including the calibration of the selected model, is consistent with methods generally 
accepted by the scientific community involved in long-term erosion analysis. 
Please see the Issue Summary for “Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” 
in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of this issue. 

110-86 The erosion model uses an approach that is generally acceptable to the scientific 
community involved with long-term erosion analysis, as required by NEPA and 
SEQR. 

The analytical method, including the refined analysis presented in this Final EIS, 
predicts gully advance. The long-term analysis predicts a gully advance rate that is 
consistent with measurements made at the site. 

The site-specific calibration of the CHILD model uses available long-term data 
while recognizing the uncertainty in the data. Please see the Issue Summary for 
“Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” in Section 2 of this CRD for 
further discussion of this issue. 

110-87 The commentor is correct in observing that the 1996 Cleanup and Closure Draft 
EIS erosion analysis and the erosion analysis in this EIS utilize substantially 
different methods.  The 2008 analysis utilized long-term data (optically stimulated 
luminescence [OSL] measurements) that were not available for the 1996 analysis. 

110-88 The 1996 Cleanup and Closure Draft EIS erosion analysis and the current erosion 
analysis are very different, use fundamentally different mathematical concepts, and 
take very different approaches to model calibration.  The nature of the predictions 
is so fundamentally different (the 1996 model was incapable of predicting gully 
formation and growth, while the current landscape evolution models have this 
capability) that comparisons are not meaningful. 

110-89 The two different erosion models are fundamentally different.  There is no reason 
to conclude that the two models do not yield comparable results, so no model is 
adequate for this analysis. 

110-90 A calibration based on topography changes over a few decades (regardless of 
whether or not it involves changes over 10 years or 30 years) is clearly weaker than 
a calibration based on topography changes over thousands of years. 

110-91 DOE and NYSERDA note the commentor’s suggestion. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-92	 While Appendix F of this EIS does report previous Water Erosion Prediction Project 
studies, these are not used for the calibration of the landscape erosion models in 
the 2008 Revised Daft EIS. The revised Appendix F presents a more sophisticated 
erosion model calibration and analysis. Available measurements or studies that are 
helpful in judging the reasonableness of the CHILD predictions are now presented 
in Appendix F, Section F.3.2. 

110-93	 Appendix F, which presents a refined model calibration and erosion analysis, has 
been revised in this Final EIS to present a clearer comparison of erosion prediction 
to short-term measurements and short-term predictions developed by other 
methods. Please see the Issue Summary for “Questions about Long-term Erosion 
Modeling” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of this issue. 

110-94	 The OSL data is the best information available for model calibration of a site-
specific long-term erosion model. It is important that the calibrated model 
reproduces Buttermilk Creek erosion history to the extent it is understood, but it 
is not necessary to address incision of Zoar Valley gorge because that is outside 
the study area. The variability of climate change is clearly acknowledged as a110-95 potential source of uncertainty.  Overall, the approach to long-term erosion analysis, 
including the calibration of the selected model, is consistent with methods generally 
accepted by the scientific community involved in long-term erosion analysis. 

110-95	 It is recognized that there is uncertainty in the calibration of the CHILD model 
due to limited information about long-term storm patterns and the history of the 
Buttermilk Creek topography.  This uncertainty is acknowledged in Appendix F, 
Section 3.1.3. The uncertainty would be greater if the single carbon-14 
measurement was used for calibration. All dating methods have advantages and 
disadvantages. The OSL data are considered to be the best data available to support 
the calibration effort.  Two advantages of the OSL method over radiocarbon are that 
(1) it directly dates the sediment, rather than possibly reworked material contained 
within it, and (2) sample material is normally far more abundant. These issues 
are now briefly discussed in this Final EIS, where it is also noted that a number 
of studies have shown good agreement between OSL and other dating methods.  
Overall, the approach to long-term erosion analysis, including the calibration of 
the selected model, is consistent with methods generally accepted by the scientific 
community involved in long-term erosion analysis. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-95 
cont’d 

110-96 

110-97 

110-98 

110-96 Please see the responses to Comment nos. 110-101 and 110-102. 

110-97 Please see the response to Comment no. 110-95 above.  The potential for partial 
bleaching is discussed in this Final EIS and accounted for in the calibration 
procedure. 

110-98 Please see the response to Comment no. 110-95 above.  Additional sampling is 
not planned at this time. The commentor seems to be unaware of a fundamental 
limitation of the radiocarbon method: only sediment layers that happen to contain 
appropriate carbon-bearing material can be dated. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-98 
cont’d 

110-95 
cont’d 

110-99 110-99	 The uncertainty associated with the base-level history of the Buttermilk Creek 
watershed is acknowledged in the 2008 Revised Draft EIS. In this Final EIS, 
this issue is addressed using a probabilistic approach to model calibration and 
forward projections with a wide range of possible incision start dates (15,240 to 
18,300 years), as well as a wide range of dates for the channel incision to reach 
an intermediate terrace elevation (7,050 to 17,040 years) to account for lack of 
understanding of perturbations in the incision history.  This EIS also explains that 
the critical base level for Buttermilk Creek is not Zoar Valley Gorge, but rather, 
the outlet of Buttermilk Creek itself. The base-level history of this location is 
constrained by terrace dating. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-100 The OSL dates on fluvial terraces provide the best available evidence for the 
incision and base-level history of Buttermilk Creek and its tributaries. These data 
indicate that incision began in the post-glacial period. 

110-99 
cont’d 

110-100 



 
 

Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-100 
cont’d 

110-99 
cont’d 

110-101 
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110-101	 The uncertainty associated with assuming uniform paleoclimate conditions 
was acknowledged in the Revised Draft EIS and is discussed in Appendix F, 
Section F.3.1.3, of this Final EIS.  To address this concern, a “wet” scenario was 
specifically designed to represent conditions in which the future climate could 
become wetter by increasing the mean precipitation intensity to twice the modern 
value (2.9 millimeter per hour) while reducing the soil infiltration capacity to the 
minimum value in the calibration parameter range (0.436 millimeter per hour) to 
simulate increased runoff.  This “wet” scenario is used to address uncertainties in 
both past climate (in particular, the possibility that the past climate was less erosive 
then the present) and future climate. The results of this scenario are presented in 
Appendix F. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-101 
cont’d 

110-102 110-102	 Please see the response to Comment no. 110-101 above.  In brief, the lack of an 
established, reliable method for deriving quantitative hydrologic parameters from 
paleoclimate proxy information means that estimating such parameters from 
paleoclimate proxies would not reduce analytical uncertainty, while it would have 
the disadvantage of increasing analytical complexity.  The “wet” scenario described 
in the above response was analyzed to address this concern. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 
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110-102 
cont’d 

110-101 
cont’d 



 

 

Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-101 
cont’d 

110-103 

110-104 

110-103	 The revised analysis in this Final EIS derives precipitation statistics from 5-minute 
precipitation data at the site, rather than using the Hawk (1992) Buffalo, New York, 
parameters. 

110-104	 The statistical precipitation model applied to the erosion analysis uses a 
probabilistic approach that is fundamentally distinct from the probable maximum 
precipitation (PMP) concept. The probabilistic model of precipitation allows for 
very high precipitation rates, but with the probability that such rates would decline 
exponentially as the rate increases. Unlike the PMP, this approach to precipitation 
modeling does not impose an arbitrary upper limit on precipitation intensity or 
depth. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-104 
cont’d 

110-105 

110-106 

110-105	 The process of gully growth is simulated by the SIBERIA and CHILD landscape 
evolution models. To increase the likelihood that small gully features would be 
resolved, the grid spacing in the vicinity of the North and South Plateaus was 
reduced to 2.8 meters for all CHILD forward simulations reported in the Final 
EIS. The results in both the Draft and Final Decommissioning and/or Long-Term 
Stewardship EIS show the propagation of gullies into the plateaus. Please see the 
Issue Summary for “Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” in Section 2 of 
this CRD for further discussion of this issue. 

110-106	 As stated in the above response, the process of gully growth is simulated by the 
SIBERIA and CHILD landscape evolution models.  To increase the likelihood that 
small gully features would be resolved, the grid spacing in the vicinity of the North 
and South Plateaus was reduced to 2.8 meters for all CHILD forward simulations 
reported in the Final EIS. The results show the propagations of gullies into the 
plateaus. These features and their behavior over time are thoroughly discussed in 
Appendix F of this Final EIS. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-106 
cont’d 

110-107 

110-108 

110-107	 The Final EIS modeling results show the propagations of gullies into the plateaus. 
In some cases, the SDA gully advances significantly over the 10,000-year 
period. Also, in some simulations, the fastest-growing gullies are propagating at 
a rate that is similar to the measured rates presented in Appendix F, Table F–7, 
of the 2008 Revised Draft EIS. Although none of the modeled scenarios result 
in a gully propagating directly into the plant facilities or burial areas, this Final 
EIS recognizes exhumation of waste by gullies as a threat; therefore, the dose 
calculations assume that a large gully directly breaches one or more of the 
containment areas. 

110-108	 The 2008 Revised Draft EIS, as well as the refined Final EIS erosion analyses do 
not predict gully advancement from Quarry Creek or Franks Creek into the areas 
of the Main Plant Process Building, Vitrification Facility, or Waste Tank Farm 
within the 10,000-year period of analysis. These projections were developed using 
theoretical approaches that are generally accepted by the scientific community 
involved with long-term erosion analysis. The approach to calibration has been 
updated to apply probabilistic techniques in forward modeling from post-glacial 
conditions to match the current conditions of the Buttermilk Creek watershed. 

The Final EIS erosion dose analysis uses the most aggressive gully advance rate 
predicted by the CHILD model calibrated to site conditions. This predicted gully 
advance rate decreases with time, but does not rely on data or discussions of the 
Nachtergaele publication. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-108 
cont’d 

110-109 110-109	 The Final EIS erosion analysis has been updated and is based on the use of a 
site-specific calibration of the CHILD model using a theoretical approach that is 
generally accepted by the scientific community involved with long-term erosion 
analysis. The Final EIS erosion dose analysis uses the most aggressive gully 
advance rate predicted by the calibrated CHILD model. The revised analysis does 
not rely on data or discussions of the Nachtergaele study and citation to that work 
has been deleted from the revised Appendix F. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

Response side of this page intentionally left blank. 

110-109 
cont’d 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

Response side of this page intentionally left blank. 

110-109 
cont’d 



  

Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-109 
cont’d 

110-110 

110-109 
cont’d 

110-110 The behavior of the model used in the study is generally consistent with Bettis’ 
picture of gully dynamics in the sense that the model predicts cycles of gully 
incision and aggradation, as noted in this Final EIS, Appendix F, Section F.3.2.1.  
However, one must be very cautious in drawing parallels between sites with 
such substantial differences in climate, vegetation, and soils.  The question 
of the degree to which climate variations may influence gully development is 
addressed in this Final EIS using the “wet” scenario described in the response to 
Comment no. 110-101.  When the results from the “wet” scenario are compared to 
the other probabilistically-derived simulations, they show an increase in gully size 
and length associated with the increase in the precipitation intensity parameter and 
a reduction in the infiltration capacity parameter. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-109 
cont’d 

110-111 

110-109 
cont’d 

110-111	 The revised Final EIS erosion analysis is based on the use of a site-specific 
calibration of the CHILD model using a theoretical approach that is generally 
accepted by the scientific community involved with long-term erosion analysis. 
This results in erosion rates that are comparable to measurements at the site. 
This approach is considered theoretically sound for making long-term erosion 
predictions for WNYNSC. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-112 

110-113 

110-114 

110-115 

110-112	 In this Final EIS, the calibration of the CHILD model uses six model data-
comparison metrics to demonstrate that the model as a whole is well-calibrated 
against current observations. These selected metrics are widely accepted by 
the scientific community as means to demonstrate the correctness of the model 
calibration. The model algorithms are consistent with the current state of the 
science. Numerous applications of the model have been published in the peer-
reviewed scientific literature; examples of these are cited in Appendix F of this 
Final EIS. 

110-113	 This concern (overprediction of the degree of landscape dissection) is no longer an 
issue due to the revised erosion modeling analyses presented in this Final EIS. 

110-114	 This issue has been addressed in the Final EIS revised erosion modeling analyses. 
The CHILD model uses the 21 degrees as the threshold beyond which slopes at 
WNYNSC are unstable. 

110-115	 The soil creep/landsliding process is included in the SIBERIA and CHILD models.  
This process results in rim-widening of the Buttermilk Creek stream channels, 
including the westward migration of the west bank of Buttermilk Creek. Several of 
the CHILD modeling cases presented in the results section of this Final EIS clearly 
show rim-widening of the west bank of Buttermilk Creek. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-115 
cont’d 

110-116 110-116	 The revised Final EIS erosion analysis is based on the use of a site-specific 
calibration of the CHILD model using a theoretical approach that is generally 
accepted by the scientific community involved with long-term erosion analysis. 
Predicted erosion rates are comparable to measurements at the site. The revised 
Appendix F of this EIS includes an evaluation of the likelihood of stream 
capture (see Section F.3.1.6.12) and reports that simulations covering a range of 
environmental conditions did not predict that stream capture would occur.  In 
addition, there is no obvious evidence for stream capture events elsewhere in the 
Buttermilk Creek valley. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-117 

110-118 

110-119 

110-120 

110-117	 This statement has been revised in this Final EIS to indicate that the elevation of 
Buttermilk Creek is approximately 200 feet below the North Plateau. 

110-118	 DOE and NYSERDA note the commentor’s opinion.  The alternatives evaluated 
in this EIS were selected by DOE and NYSERDA after consulting with the 
cooperating agencies and considering public comments received on the 1996 
Cleanup and Closure Draft EIS and in public meetings. 

110-119	 Please see the Issue Summary, “Modified Phased Decisionmaking Alternative” in 
Section 2 of this CRD and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response.  With the change 
in the timing of a Phase 2 decision if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
selected, the suggested “employment gap” would not be an issue. 

110-120	 See the response to Comment no. 110-119.  It is anticipated that the personnel with 
site knowledge and experience would be available to address implementation of any 
of the alternatives as presented in the Final EIS. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-120 
cont’d 

110-121 

110-122 

110-121	 The purpose of this EIS is to analyze the reasonably foreseeable environment 
consequences of the alternatives presented in this EIS. No close-in-place decision 
has been made and close-in-place is not included in the preferred alternative to the 
extent it has been defined. 

If a close-in-place decision is made by DOE, it would have to be justified in terms 
of NRC’s as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA) guidance in a Phase 2 
Decommissioning Plan consistent with the criteria cited in the comment. The 
ALARA analysis would be reviewed by NRC and available for public review.  

110-122	 The occupational injury and fatality information presented in Chapter 4, 
Table 4–19, of this EIS includes the contribution of periodic replacement and 
maintenance of erosion control structures for the Sitewide Close-In-Place and 
No Action Alternatives over 60 years.  For the Sitewide Close-In-Place and Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternatives, occupational injuries and fatalities associated with 
periodic replacement of erosion control structures and fatalities represent less than 
1 percent of the total impacts listed in Table 4–19. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 
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110-122 
cont’d 



 

 

 

Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-122 
cont’d 

110-123 

110-124 

110-123	 The transportation analysis has been revised and updated in this Final EIS to change 
the basis of the nonradiological impact analysis from a route-specific approach to 
a state-by-state approach. This change eliminated the influence of state-specific 
accident data associated with states in the Northeastern United States that have 
higher accident rates. This change in approach lowered the impacts from rail 
transport, although nonradiological impacts from rail transport are still shown as 
being higher than truck transport. This, in part, is due to the use of rail statistics 
that are in terms of railcar-kilometers.  There is no literature available that provides 
accident and fatality rates on a train-kilometer basis. Appendix J of this Final EIS 
has been revised to address the changes made in the transportation analysis and 
further discuss uncertainty. 

As discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.12.2, of this EIS, there are other options that 
may be considered, including shipments of waste using a combination of rail and 
trucks for disposal. This EIS did not calculate all potential options. The results 
presented using either all truck shipments or all rail shipments would provide a 
range of risks that would encompass all potential options. 

110-124	 The Buffalo and Pittsburgh Railroad is abandoning a 27.6-mile portion of its 
rail line extending from milepost 8.4 in Orchard Park, New York, to milepost 36 
in Ashford, New York.  Consideration is being given to converting the right of 
way to a bicycle trail. This action, however, is not expected to impact DOE’s or 
NYSERDA’s ability to ship construction materials to WNYNSC or waste from 
WNYNSC by rail transport. The rail spur from the site connects to the existing 
rail line in Ashford Junction, south of milepost 36.  Chapter 3, Section 3.2.5, of this 
Final EIS has been updated to reflect this information. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

110-125 110-125 Preparation of a probabilistic risk assessment is not practical given the number of 
parameters considered in the analysis and the lack of scientific basis for estimating 
the probability of many of the parameters, particularly those that involve the nature 
and timing of future human actions. 

110-126 

110-126 While this EIS does use deterministic methods to estimate the environmental 
consequences of the various alternatives, it (1) discloses the uncertainty and 
(2) presents what are considered to be reasonable bounds for the environmental 
consequences for what appears to be the major uncertainty that influences future 
impacts (i.e., the maintenance or loss of institutional controls). Please also see the 
response to Comment no. 110-125 above. 

110-125 
cont’d 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

continue growing as part of a “longstanding NRC policy for increased use in all regulatory 

matters.” NRC says this should “result in a more predictable and timely regulatory 

approach throughout the agency.” 

Thus, in accordance with the widespread recognition that PRA is a superior analysis method for 

complex sites, it should be adopted in this EIS process for the West Valley site. 

Site stability with respect to detachment/distortion/creep in bedrock or glacial fill 

203. The West Valley site needs to be monitored for possible but unlikely changes in its geometry. 

Any such change – in either the geometry of the glacial fill on which the site is located or the 

geometry of the underlying bedrock valley – should be regarded as a “low-probability, high-

consequences” phenomenon.  If such change is happening at all, it would consist of an ultra-slow 

distortion such as a narrowing of the bedrock valley due to regional compressive stress, or an 

evolving bulge or pop-ups in shales at the thalweg of the bedrock valley due to local gravitational 

stress, or a slow plastic deformation or sagging of the unconsolidated valley fill due to 

gravitationally-driven creep.  Any such change of this type would need to be closely monitored 

and analyzed before its implications for long-term site integrity could be determined.  As noted, 

any such change is possible but unlikely. Despite its low probability, it is widely recognized that 

both rock and glacial fill undergo distortion under certain circumstances, and there are site-

specific factors that make the idea plausible here, including the fact that the ENE-oriented 

compressive regional stress is perpendicular to the NNW-trending bedrock valley.  See also 

comments 83-84 above regarding the pervasive fracturing and low RQD of bedrock under the 

site, various comments about whether nearby faults such as the Sardinia and Cattaraugus Creek 

Features extend beneath the site (currently unknown), and comment 105 above regarding unlikely 

but possible evidence of mass movement of valley fill (more likely a map error, but needs to be 

checked).  Given the potential implications for long-term site integrity, site geometry needs to be 

monitored or checked for measurable changes.  Possible methods of doing so include InSAR, 

laser ranging, and geophysical logging/acoustic imaging of one or more of the hydrofracture test 

wells in WMA 11 to see if well casing has undergone any horizontal offset or kinking due to 

bedrock detachment. 

SEPTEMBER 2, 2009, COMMENTS ON 2008 DRAFT EIS (DOE/EIS-0226-D (Revised)) 

August 2009 rainfall event and its implications 

204. The relatively intense rainfall event which delivered a total of approximately 5 inches of rain 

to the West Valley site between August 8 and August 10, 2009, has important implications for the 

site’s susceptibility to erosion, long-term site integrity, storm return intervals, climate-change

induced changes in storm frequency and intensity, and the need for reliable data collection. 

205. Several very obvious erosion effects occurred on and near the site in short periods of time 

(e.g., several hours) as direct results of the rain event and associated runoff, as I observed during 

57 

110-125 
cont’d 

110-127 

110-128 

110-127	 DOE and NYSERDA note the commentor’s recommendations for continued 
surveillance and monitoring of geomorphic and structural changes at and beneath 
WNYNSC. 

110-128	 DOE and NYSERDA note the commentor’s information on the August 2009 rainfall 
event and that the National Weather Service stated that Sunday evening had some of 
the highest short-term rainfalls ever recorded in western New York (http://www.erh. 
noaa.gov/buf/svrwx/web_090810_Flashflood/indexflood.html). 

DOE and NYSERDA expect that the National Weather Service will review the 
storm data and make an official determination of the storm severity.  It is expected 
that this effort would involve data and analysis of the type presented by the 
commentor. 

DOE and NYSERDA do not believe that the occurrence of this storm changes the 
estimate of long-term impacts for the West Valley decommissioning alternatives.  
The long-term hydrologic transport analysis includes the investigation of the 
effect of wetter and drier climates as noted in Appendix H, Section H.3.1.  The 
long-term erosion analysis includes investigation of the effect of wetter climates, 
as noted in Appendix F, Section F.3.1.6.4 of this EIS.  See also the response to 
Comment no. 110-104. 

DOE, NYSERDA, and the cooperating agencies are reviewing their practices and 
procedures for collecting data during larger storm events to identify measures that 
can be taken to increase the reliability of the data collection efforts. 

DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s opinion that full site 
removal is the appropriate decision for this EIS. Please refer to the response to 
Comment no. 110-1. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

a site inspection several days later (August 19, 2009).  For example, knickpoints on both Erdman 

Brook and Franks Creek migrated several feet upstream, with associated enlargement of their 

plunge pools.  The Quarry Creek ravine underwent substantial scouring and sidecutting in several 

locations near the old Rock Springs Road bridge abutments. This caused the root systems of 

large trees growing on the banks to be partly undercut, caused other large trees on the banks to 

fall into the ravine due to more extensive undercutting and slumping, caused or enhanced the 

slumping of other blocks of earth on the sloping ravine banks, caused large clayey clasts ranging 

up to 12 or more inches in diameter (apparently rip-up clasts plucked from the ravine banks by the 

flowing water) to be deposited within the ravine as the peak flow receded, and apparently caused 

large quantities of sediment to be carried downstream beyond the ravine during the storm event, 

both in the form of particles carried as suspended sediment and in the form of rip-up clasts 

(ranging up to 12 inches and more) that were carried as bed load by the flowing water.  On the 

high bank of Buttermilk Creek where persistent slumping has occurred for decades and has been 

extensively studied, a large landslide carried thousands of tons of Lavery Till and Kent recessional 

sediments down the slope toward (and partly into) Buttermilk Creek. The immediate cause was 

apparently the erosional removal of some of the relatively uncohesive Kent recessional sediments 

from beneath the Lavery Till, which caused blocks of the unsupported till to break off and roll 

downslope into jumbled piles – but it is unclear whether the initial erosional removal of Kent 

recessional sediments was a result of undercutting by high water in the creek(s) below (meaning 

Buttermilk Creek and flow from “Heinz” Creek which enters Buttermilk opposite the landslide 

face), or as a result of groundwater emerging from the base of the Kent recessional bed, or as a 110-128 
result of surface water cascading down from the top of the bank and impinging on the Kent 

recessional bed at the height of the storm.  This is one of several storm-related issues that needs to cont’d 
be studied and resolved. 

Response side of this page intentionally left blank.
206. The August 2009 storm event was not a unique or highly unusual occurrence for the West 

Valley site.  During the past 50 years, the five storms shown in Table 1 on the next page have 

delivered roughly equivalent rainfall (storm totals of roughly 5 inches in each case) and have 

caused roughly similar high flow in Cattaraugus Creek.  The August 2009 storm is not 

demonstrably larger than the others listed in this table, and the rainfall it delivered to the West 

Valley site is not demonstrably larger than about 5 inches. 

207. Information discussed here and presented in Table 1 suggests that the return interval of the 

August 2009 storm is about ten years.  Climate change, to the extent that it increases the 

frequency and/or intensity of severe storms (e.g., see comments 169-171 above), will reduce the 

return interval to less than 10 years. 

208. Table 1 shows no onsite record of rainfall at the West Valley site for the August 2009 storm. 

No such data is available.  A rain gauge that normally operates at the site was inoperative for part 

of the storm due to power outages and a lack of reliable connection to the site’s emergency 

backup generators.  DOE and NYSERDA must immediately take steps to correct this type of 

serious failure. Power outages in severe storms are predictable, and reliable rain gauges are 

readily available. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

Table 1 

Storms of approximately similar magnitude experienced at West Valley site in past 50 years 

Date of storm 

Associated 

hurricane or 

tropical storm, 

if any 

Estimated peak 

flow (cfs) at USGS 

Cattaraugus Creek 

gage at Gowanda 

Recorded 

rainfall 

(Buffalo) 

Recorded rainfall 

(elsewhere) 

Sept. 27-28, 1967 [none] 28,800 (Sept. 28) 3 4.40" NWS5 

-

June 21-23, 1972 Agnes 1 25,300 (June 23) 3 3.88" NWS6 

--

Sept. 14, 1979 Frederic 2 26,700 (Sept. 14) 3 4.89" NWS7 

-

June 26, 1998 [none] 28,000 (June 26) 3 0.30" NWS 8 3.25" WVDP 10  

8" Ashford11 

Aug. 8-10, 2009 [none] 32,500 (Aug. 10) 4 2.78" NWS 9 3.45" Eden 12  

7.75" Perrysburg13 

Notes:

 1.
 See NWS 1972 N. Atlantic Hurricane Tracking Chart (online) for track of Agnes, which passed over 

central New York (not directly over WNY) as a tropical storm.  See also Bailey, Patterson, and Paulhus, 

Hurricane Agnes Rainfall and Floods, June-July 1972, USGS Professional Paper 924 (Washington, DC: 

U.S. Geological Survey, 1975); U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Buffalo District, Report of Flood, 

Tropical Storm Agnes, June 1972, NTIS Report AD-A100 811/9/HDM, 249 pages, August 1973.

110-128 
cont’d 

   2. See NWS 1979 N. Atlantic Hurricane Tracking Chart (online) for track of Frederic, the extratropical 

stage of which passed over central New York (not directly over WNY).

   3. From http://nwis.waterdata.usgs.gov/ny/nwis/peak?site_no=04213500&agency_cd=USGS& 

format=html.
Response side of this page intentionally left blank. 

   4. Real-time data retrieved August 2009, for site 04213500, USGS stream gage at Gowanda: 

http://nwis.waterdata.usgs.gov/ny/nwis/uv?cb_00065=on&cb_00060=on&format=html&period= 

30&site_no=04213500.

   5. See www.erh.noaa.gov/buf/f6/bufSep67.html, which shows 0.99" on Sept. 27 and 3.41" on Sept. 28, 

1967.

   6. See www.erh.noaa.gov/buf/f6/bufJun72.html, which shows 1.75" on June 21; 1.43" on June 22; and 

0.70" on June 23, 1972.

   7. See www.erh.noaa.gov/buf/f6/bufSep79.html, which shows 4.89" on Sept. 14, 1979.

   8. See www.erh.noaa.gov/buf/f6/bufJun98.html, which shows 0.30" on June 26, 1998.

   9. From Preliminary Local Climatological Data (form F-6) for Buffalo NWS, retrieved August 2009 

from www.weather.gov/climate/getclimate.php?wfo=buf, which shows 0.26" on August 8; 1.63" on August 

9; and 0.89" on August 10, 2009.

   10. West Valley site rain gauge record, as provided in 1998 by John Chamberlain.

   11. Rain gauge maintained by Dr. Tim Siepel at his house in Ashford, NY, personal communication.

   12. From http://newa.nrcc.cornell.edu/newaLister/, daily data retrieved August 2009 for Eden, NY, 

showing 0.08" on August 8; 1.91" on August 9; and 1.46" on August 10, 2009.  Cornell’s NEWA website 

also lists weather stations in Dunkirk, Fredonia, and Gainesville, NY – but none in Cattaraugus County.

   13. NWS Cooperative Weather Observer in Perrysburg measured 0.48" from 7:00 AM on August 8 to 

7:00 AM on August 9, and measured 7.27" from 7:00 AM on August 9 to 7:00 AM on August 10, 2009. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

209. The agencies’ failure to collect onsite rainfall data during the August 2009 storm needs to be 

considered in the context of the phased decisionmaking favored by DOE and NYSERDA in this 

EIS process.  Phased decisionmaking, while not a prudent choice overall, has been justified partly 

by the claim that additional studies could be done in the interim period (up to 30 years) between 

Phases I and II.  The proposed purpose of such studies would be to support Phase II 

decisionmaking – but such studies are useless if crucial data collection activities are neglected. 

Rainfall data is a key example of information needed to assess storm return periods and associated 

rates of erosion; however, both DOE and NYSERDA have a broader responsibility of recognizing 

relevant information-collection tasks and ensuring that such information is collected reliably and 

defensibly.  Rainfall, considered here, is one example.  Radiocarbon dates, considered above, are 

another example – but these are merely examples. 

210. In the absence of onsite data, it is necessary to reconstruct the approximate rainfall that fell 

on the West Valley site during the August 2009 storm event.  As already noted, the best estimate 

appears to be about 5 inches for the storm total (August 8 through August 10, 2009). This 

estimate is derived as follows, based on integrated total streamflow from the USGS Cattaraugus 

Creek gage at Gowanda combined with a reasonable estimate of the runoff-precipitation ratio, 

and also combined with the NWS Buffalo NEXRAD Doppler radar estimate of storm-total 

rainfall as of 12:09 AM on August 10, 2009. 

211. Integration of Cattaraugus Creek streamflow for the 436 mi2 drainage basin above Gowanda, 
3 110-128 after subtracting an assumed base flow of 300 ft /sec, shows that the average runoff from that part

of the drainage basin (which includes the West Valley site) during the entire August 2009 storm cont’d 
event was about 3.07 inches.  For details of the calculation based on USGS half-hourly flow 

estimates at the Gowanda gage, see Table 2 at the end of these comments (pp. 62-80), esp. the 

last column of the table which shows the cumulative runoff from the storm.  This runoff value Response side of this page intentionally left blank. 
2(about 3.07", averaged over the 436 mi  drainage basin above Gowanda) is accurate within the

accuracy of the USGS flow estimates and the accuracy of my base-flow estimate. 

212. Runoff is closely related to rainfall; the ratio of runoff to rainfall can be predicted or 

estimated reasonably well, especially where studies have been done.  See, for example, Randall, 

Mean Annual Runoff, Precipitation, and Evapotranspiration in the Glaciated Northeastern 

United States, 1951-80, USGS Open-File Report 96-395.  Based on this and other sources, and 

on the 3.07" average storm runoff for the 436 mi2 drainage basin above Gowanda, I find that the 

average storm-total rainfall for the 436 mi2 drainage basin above Gowanda was approximately 5 

inches.   For the reasons described here, the average basinwide rainfall total for the August 2009 

storm event must be close to this 5" value.  It cannot be substantially different. 

213. Localized variation in rainfall intensity within the 436 mi2 drainage basin above Gowanda 

cannot be ruled out, but there is no evidence of any substantial variation.  In the absence of site-

specific data, the 5-inch basinwide average appears to be the best estimate of total rainfall that can 

be assigned to the West Valley site for this storm event.  (Heavier localized rainfall fell in the 

lower half of the drainage basin.  See www.erh.noaa.gov/buf/svrwx/web_080809_Derecho/ 

indexderecho _1.html; www.erh.noaa.gov/buf/svrwx/web_090810_Flashflood/indexflood.html.) 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 

214. See also Figure 5, which shows a screen-capture image of the Buffalo NEXRAD radar 

estimate of storm-total precipitation as of 12:09 AM on August 10, 2009.  It shows a) an 

estimated rainfall total of 4 to 5 inches in the vicinity of the site and b) a relatively uniform rainfall 

total over the entire Cattaraugus Creek drainage basin above Gowanda. This helps confirm the 5" 

rainfall total derived above for both the basinwide average and the West Valley site. Note that the 

storm event was not entirely over at 12:09 AM on August 10, 2009; however, the worst of the 

storm had passed, as can be inferred from the USGS Gowanda gage-height data (the crest was 

recorded at 6:35 AM on August 10 – see p. 65 in Table 2) and from the hourly radar images of 

the storm that are archived at www.wunderground.com.  These can be reviewed (for August 8) at 

http://radblast-sf.wunderground.com/cgi-bin/radar/WUNIDS_composite_archive?centerlat=42.92 

906570&centerlon=-78.75081635&radius=124&newmaps=1&type=N0R&num=24&SD.epoch= 

1249704000&ED.epoch=1249790399&DELAY=60&delay=20&width=640&height=480 

and (for August 9) at 

http://radblast-sf.wunderground.com/cgi-bin/radar/WUNIDS_composite_archive?centerlat=42.92 

906570&centerlon=-78.75081635&radius=124&newmaps=1&type=N0R&num=24&SD.epoch= 

1249790400&ED.epoch=1249876799&DELAY=60&delay=20&width=640&height=480 

and (for August 10) at 

http://radblast-sf.wunderground.com/cgi-bin/radar/WUNIDS_composite_archive?centerlat=42.92 

906570&centerlon=-78.75081635&radius=124&newmaps=1&type=N0R&num=24&SD.epoch= 

1249876800&ED.epoch=1249963199&DELAY=60&delay=20&width=640&height=480. 

110-128 215. Allowing for the possibility that rainfall during the last hours of the storm event (after 12:09 

AM on August 10, 2009) fell disproportionately on the Buttermilk Creek subwatershed that cont’d 
includes the West Valley site, such that it received more than the basinwide average of 5 inches, it 

is conceivable that the site received up to 6 or 7 inches of rain during the August 2009 storm 

event.  More than 6 or 7 inches seems entirely implausible, and the best estimate for total rainfall Response side of this page intentionally left blank. 
at the site remains 5 inches.  Any of these rainfall totals for the August 2009 event, whether 5 or 6 

or 7 inches, was demonstrably damaging to the site in terms of erosion impacts and overtopping 

of reservoir dams, yet was far smaller than likely future storms and probable maximum 

precipitation (PMP) events.  Consider, for example, the heavy rains experienced in the vicinity of 

Binghamton, NY, on June 27-July 1, 2006 (up to 13-15 inches over 4 days in some locations, 

superimposed on moderately saturated soils, as described by Knuepfer, Geological Society of 

America 2007 Northeastern Section presentation); or the 19" delivered to western Schuylkill 

County, PA, by Agnes in 1972 (www.hpc.ncep.noaa.gov/tropical/rain/agnes1972filledrainblk.gif); 

or the 20" one-day deluge in Erie, PA, in July 1947 (see comment 173 above); or the 24.9" PMP 

storm for the West Valley site (see comment 173 above); or the 30+ inches that fell in the vicinity 

of Smethport, PA in July 1942 (see comment 173 above). 

216. The West Valley site is obviously unprepared for storms beyond the magnitude of the 

August 2009 event, yet such larger storms can be expected under current climate conditions and 

will be predictably worse and/or more frequent as a consequence of climate change.  Full cleanup 

of the site is needed to avoid future loss of waste containment at this site which is topographically 

and geologically unsuitable for waste disposal.  Full site-wide removal is the appropriate choice in 

this EIS process. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 
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Commentor No. 110 (cont’d): Raymond C. Vaughan, Ph.D. 
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Commentor No. 111:  Arthur Beck, MD 

June 9, 2009 
Arthur Beck, M.D. 
7221 Irish Hill Road 
Ellicottville, NY 14731 
proceed with all due speed to complet total exhumation of the west valley 111-1 neuclearwaste site. 111-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s request to proceed with all due 

speed to complete exhumation at WNYNSC.  The decision on the selected course 
of action and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision 
and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support 
for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of 
this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 112:  Andrew L. Raddant, Regional Environmental 
Officer,  U.S. Department of the Interior 
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Commentor No. 112 (cont’d):  Andrew L. Raddant, Regional 
Environmental Officer, U.S. Department of the Interior 

112-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s agreement with the preference 
stated in the Revised Draft EIS for the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative.  This 
Final EIS addresses the long-term environmental impacts to biota. Please refer 
to Chapter 4, Section 4.1.6, under long-term impacts for the Close-In-Place 
and No Action Alternatives, for a description of long-term impacts on biota.  A 
screening-level ecological risk assessment was performed that compared predicted 
concentrations against published DOE Biota Concentration Guides, which are 
concentration limits for radionuclides to protect biota. 

112-1 
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Commentor No. 112 (cont’d):  Andrew L. Raddant, Regional 
Environmental Officer, U.S. Department of the Interior 
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Commentor No. 112 (cont’d):  Andrew L. Raddant, Regional 
Environmental Officer, U.S. Department of the Interior 

112-2 112-2	 Under all of the decommissioning alternatives, including Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative, the man-made lagoons and ponds would be excavated 
and backfilled and would no longer attract wildlife; thus, there would be no need 
to discourage wildlife from using these areas. Under the Sitewide Removal 
Alternative, the dams and reservoirs would be removed. Under the Sitewide 
Close-In-Place Alternative, the middle third of the dams would be removed and 
the reservoirs would be drained. Under the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative, 
the dams and reservoirs would continue to be monitored and maintained during 
Phase 1. If significant levels of contaminants were discovered, deterrent methods 
could be developed and implemented at that time. 

112-3	 Chapter 3 of this Final EIS describes the existing environment at WNYNSC.  
Descriptions of activities such as those described in this comment are included 
in Chapter 6. However, none of the activities required to implement any of the 
proposed alternatives involve construction of roads across streams. Therefore, no 
change to this EIS is required in response to this comment. 

112-3 
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Commentor No. 112 (cont’d):  Andrew L. Raddant, Regional 
Environmental Officer, U.S. Department of the Interior 

112-3 
cont’d 

112-4 

112-5 

112-6 

112-7 

112-8 

112-4 Chapter 3 of this Final EIS describes the existing environment at WNYNSC.  
Descriptions of activities such as those identified in this comment would be 
included in Chapter 6. Because only small streams would be dredged, and those 
streams would be completely diverted before dredging, Chapter 6, Sections 6.3 and 
6.5, have been revised to clarify the nature of the dredging activities and to include 
the relevant measures identified in this comment. 

112-5 Chapter 6, Section 6.3, of this Final EIS has been revised to indicate that natural 
stream design will be considered when planning restoration activities. 

112-6 A comprehensive ecological survey of the site was conducted in the early 1990s 
(WVNS 1992), including a survey of benthic macro invertebrates, which was used 
in developing both the Revised Draft EIS and this Final EIS. 

112-7 The source of this information (WVNS 1996) is cited at the end of the appropriate 
paragraphs in Chapter 3, Section 3.8.1, of this Final EIS. 

112-8 Impacts to wetlands, including Section 404 requirements, are described for each of 
the alternatives, including the No Action Alternative, in Chapter 4, Sections 4.1.6.1 
through 4.1.6.4. Mitigation measures are also addressed in Chapter 6, Section 6.5. 
DOE would avoid impacts to wetlands to the extent possible; where impacts are 
unavoidable, DOE would follow both Federal and state requirements, including 
a wetlands statement of findings under 10 CFR 1021.313(c) and 1022.14, as 
appropriate. 
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Commentor No. 112 (cont’d):  Andrew L. Raddant, Regional 
Environmental Officer, U.S. Department of the Interior 

112-8 
cont’d 

112-9 

112-10 

112-9	 Chapter 3, Section 3.8.3, has been revised to include mention of the downstream 
fisheries and the popularity of the lower reaches of the stream for recreational 
fishing. The text has not been revised, however, to mention the mooneye because, 
according to NYSDEC (http://www.dec.ny.gov/animals/26032.html), it is only 
found at the mouth of the creek some 25 miles downstream from the site. 

112-10	 The comprehensive ecological survey of the site noted in the first sentence of 
the third paragraph of Chapter 3, Section 3.8.4, correctly references WVNS 
(West Valley Nuclear Services Company) 1992, Environmental Information 
Document, Vol. XI, Ecological Resources of the Western New York Nuclear 
Services Center, WVDP-EIS-010, Rev. 0, West Valley, New York, December.  That 
study, which includes surveys for aquatic macro invertebrates, found no mussel 
species in either Buttermilk or Cattaraugus Creek. 

During preparation of the Revised Draft EIS, DOE requested information on 
threatened and endangered federally and state-listed species and significant 
natural communities from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), 
the New York Natural Heritage Program, and state and local experts (see 
Appendix O, consultation letter to S. Doran, USFWS, from B. Bower, West 
Valley Demonstration Project, dated August 26, 2009).  Based on the results of the 
site-specific surveys conducted for macrobenthos in the early 1990s, as well as 
consultation with USFWS, the New York Natural Heritage Program, and state and 
local experts, DOE has determined that the activities proposed in this Final EIS 
would have no effect on either the clubshell or rayed bean; therefore, additional 
studies are not necessary.  DOE has reworded the paragraph dealing with these 
species to more clearly reference the 1992 site ecological study and to make it clear 
that the state was asked for both federally and state-listed species. The reference to 
Doran 2008 has been removed from this sentence. 
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Commentor No. 112 (cont’d):  Andrew L. Raddant, Regional 
Environmental Officer, U.S. Department of the Interior 

112-10 
cont’d 

112-1 
cont’d 

112-11 

112-12 

112-13 

112-8 
cont’d 

112-11 Habitat dispersal is addressed under Terrestrial Resources in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.1.6.1, and is noted in Chapter 6, Section 6.5. The latter section has been 
revised to include mention of fencing as a deterrent to wildlife movement onto 
disturbed areas. That section also provides a discussion regarding implementation 
of a soil erosion and sediment control plan. 

112-12 The format used in this EIS is to include only one set of units in each table and 
to provide conversions to a second set of units as table notes. This is done to 
minimize the complexity and size of the tables. 

112-13 Note that the Final EIS text states that under Phase 1 of the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative, the total area impacted would be about 2 acres. Under Phase 2, the 
major impact would be the loss of 41 acres of terrestrial habitat for the remediation 
of the Cesium Prong and 25 acres from construction of erosion control measures. 
Chapter 6, Section 6.5, addresses mitigation measures relative to ecological 
resources. This section notes that, “Construction and decommissioning activities 
would incorporate mitigation measures for ecological impacts such as avoidance 
of undisturbed habitat (e.g., nesting areas) and timing land disturbing activities to 
avoid animal breeding seasons.” Erosion control is addressed in Section 6.5. 
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Commentor No. 112 (cont’d):  Andrew L. Raddant, Regional 
Environmental Officer, U.S. Department of the Interior 

112-14 

112-15 

112-16 

112-17 

112-14 Paragraph 3 of Chapter 4, Section 4.5.10, has been revised to indicate that 
construction of the new U.S. Route 219 Freeway is contributing to habitat 
fragmentation. 

112-15 Chapter 4, Section 4.5.10, has been revised and appropriate references were 
added to acknowledge that studies conducted at wind farms in the eastern 
United States have indicated that bird and bat mortality may be locally higher than 
stated in the Revised Draft EIS. 

112-16 The hydrology discussion in Chapter 3, Section 3.6.2, has been revised to 
clarify that the recharge rates are effective recharge rates (total recharge minus 
evapotranspiration). In addition, the discussion in Appendix E, Section E.2.3.3, has 
been clarified to make this point. 

The discussion on the top of page E-30 in the Revised Draft EIS has been clarified 
for the Final EIS as suggested by the commentor. 

112-17 The regional model was developed to understand flow on the larger scale.  The 
separate model was used for the near-field flow analysis model because it was 
easier to construct and check input files and analyze predicted results. 

The near-field flow analysis (Appendix E, Section E.4) has been refined for this 
Final EIS to reflect the more recent interpretation of the structure of the slack 
water sequence. The refined analysis for the North Plateau has been expanded 
to represent the entirety of the irregular shape of the sand and gravel unit. The 
revised discussion in Section E.4 clarifies the nature and results of the near-field 
flow analysis. The revised discussion also describes how the results were used to 
evaluate the alternatives. 
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Commentor No. 112 (cont’d):  Andrew L. Raddant, Regional 
Environmental Officer, U.S. Department of the Interior 

112-17 
cont’d 

112-18 

112-16 
cont’d 

112-19 

112-20 

112-21 

112-22 

112-18 The citation “USGS 2007” in Table 3–5 has been changed to “Mahan 2007,” 
which is also cited in Appendix F. The reference has been added to the list of 
references in Chapter 7 of this Final EIS. The reference is a memorandum from 
the U.S. Geological Service Luminescence Dating Lab regarding data and final 
luminescence ages for sediment samples collected near Buttermilk Creek and from 
Cattaraugus Creek and Connoisarauley Creek. 

112-19 Clarification of selection of the target water-level data has been added to 
Appendix E, Section E.3.5, of this EIS. 

112-20 Additional language was added in Appendix E, Section E.3.5, that explains how 
the travel time estimate was developed and acknowledges that it is based on 
strontium-90 travel. 

112-21 Refinement of the grid using the Finite Element Heat and Mass (FEHM) model 
is a cumbersome process. Therefore, the Subsurface Transport Over Multiple 
Phases (STOMP) model was selected because it provides full simulation of 
unsaturated-saturated conditions and could be implemented more readily.  The titles 
of Appendix E, Sections E.4.1.1, E.4.1.2, and E.4.1.3, of this EIS indicate which 
of the three different management scenarios the model discussed in that section 
represents. Also, as stated in Appendix E, Section E.4, to provide understanding 
of the nature of one-dimensional flow models used in estimating human health 
impacts in this EIS, a description of the use of a one-dimensional groundwater 
transport model is presented in the discussion of historical conditions (Appendix E, 
Section E.4.1.1). Appendix E, Section E.4 notes that the approach for development 
of the near-field models is to use the stratigraphy and boundary conditions 
incorporated into the sitewide model to the extent possible with the STOMP 
computer code. 

112-22 The text for the refined near-field flow analysis (Appendix E, Section E.4, of 
this EIS) has been revised to state that the model for the North Plateau has been 
expanded to represent the entire irregular shape of the sand and gravel unit. 
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Commentor No. 112 (cont’d):  Andrew L. Raddant, Regional 
Environmental Officer, U.S. Department of the Interior 

112-23 

112-24 

112-25 

112-26 

112-27 

112-23 The text for the refined near-field flow analysis (Appendix E, Section E.4, of 
this EIS) discusses the use of linear adsorption of strontium to approximate the 
plume profile observed at the site and provides reference to two site-specific 
measurements of the value of the distribution coefficient of strontium. 

112-24 A comparison of observed and simulated values is presented in Appendix E, 
Figure E–45, of this EIS. 

112-25 A comparison of values of groundwater flow observed on site and predicted using 
the regional model is presented in Appendix E, Table E–7, of this EIS.  The ability 
of the near-field flow model to match observed levels of strontium-90 on the North 
Plateau provides additional evidence that flow parameters are in the proper range. 

112-26 The text for the refined near-field flow analysis (Appendix E, Section E.4, of this 
EIS) states that the one-dimensional model is used for estimation of human health 
impacts. 

112-27 The text for the refined near-field flow analysis (Appendix E, Section E.4, of this 
EIS) clarifies how the cap model is integrated with the near-field flow model and 
discusses the conclusions from these analyses. 
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Commentor No. 112 (cont’d):  Andrew L. Raddant, Regional 
Environmental Officer, U.S. Department of the Interior 
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Commentor No. 112 (cont’d):  Andrew L. Raddant, Regional 
Environmental Officer, U.S. Department of the Interior 
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Commentor No. 113:   Richard Weiskopf, MD 

June 9, 2009 
Richard Weiskopf MD 
5031 Onondaga Road 
Syracuse, NY 13215 
We need comprehensive clean up and excavation of the West Valley 
nuclear waste site NOW. It is unconscionable to have left this 

113-1 readioactive waste unattended to all this time. More delay will endanger 
future generations. 

113-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s request for comprehensive 
cleanup and excavation of WNYNSC now.  The decision on the selected course of 
action and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision 
and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support 
for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of 
this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 114:   Edward and Mary Chapin 

June 9, 2009 
Mary Q. Chapin 
LWV, Utica/Rome Metro 
56 Woodbrooke Road 
New Hartford, NY 13413-4805 
20 years ago the LWV trained a group to monitor nuclear waste sites. 
Since that time, there has been no appreciable effort to protect the public. 
Instead projects such as West Valley have been stalled and stonewalled 
with the result that millions of people in the areas contiguous to nuclear 
waste sites have been placed in jeopardy. It is criminal to leave nuclear 114-1 and/or chemical waste in an area that could endanger soil, air and water 
for millions of people. We sincerely hope that this project becomes a 
priority (before 30 years goes by) and that the public is kept aware of this 
situation and is a participant in any decisions that are made regarding 
the West Valley nuclear Waste cleanup. Respectfully yours, Edward and 
Mary Chapin 

114-1	 DOE and NYSERDA note the comment.  It is estimated that DOE vitrified 
almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides at WNYNSC during previous 
WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now contained in the vitrified 
high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage at WNYNSC and will 
be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue ribbon commission 
convened to address management and ultimate disposition of high-level radioactive 
waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the remaining long-lived 
radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative. Decisions on the remaining approximately 30 percent of these 
radionuclides would be made as soon as practicable, but no later than 10 years from 
issuance of the initial Record of Decision and Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see below). 

Please see the Issue Summary “Concerns About Potential Contamination of Water” 
in Section 2 of this CRD for a discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s 
response. 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

Because of the interest in public participation expressed in the comments 
received on the Revised Draft EIS, DOE has decided that, should the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative be selected, DOE would seek additional public 
input prior to the Phase 2 decision regardless of the exact NEPA process utilized.  
Specifically, public involvement would continue until final decisions are made and 
implemented. Public meetings would continue to be held on at least a quarterly 
basis, and additional meetings would be held as necessary to assure timely 
communication with the public. DOE and NYSERDA would continue to support 
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Commentor No. 114 (cont’d):  Edward and Mary Chapin 

the West Valley Citizen Task Force, which is expected to remain in place during this 
time. 

NYSERDA would assess results of site-specific studies and other information 
during Phase 1. NYSERDA expects to prepare an EIS, or to supplement the 
existing EIS, to evaluate Phase 2 decisions for the SDA and balance of WNYNSC.  
In accordance with SEQR requirements, a public comment period would be held by 
NYSERDA along with public meetings to further solicit stakeholder input. 
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Commentor No. 115:   Keith McConnell, 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission Comments on Revised Draft 

EIS “Decommissioning and/or Long-Term Stewardship at the West Valley


Demonstration Project and Western New York Nuclear Service Center” 

DOE/EIS/-0226-D (Revised) November 2008
 

Review Results:  As part of this review effort, NRC evaluated significant comments that 
were made by NRC during the 2008 review (pre-concurrence and concurrence meeting) 
and also performed a high-level review of the document from a National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA) perspective.  Most of the comments made by NRC last year were 
incorporated into the DEIS issued for public comment.  Some of the comments were not 
incorporated, but the lack of incorporation of these comments would not necessarily 
prevent NRC from continuing to concur on the document. 

The following list of comments is not considered complete; many of the comments that 
were made by NRC during the pre-concurrence review that were not incorporated in the 
EIS are expected to be considered during the ongoing assessment period (e.g., 
comments made on the erosion modeling in the long-term performance assessment due 
to the understanding that additional data will be collected and modeling performed to 
continue to evaluate potential erosion impacts at the West Valley site). 

NRC is also still awaiting more detailed information from DOE on its resolution of parking 
lot issues.  Some of these issues may be repeated below. 

The detailed comments on the following pages can be summarized and binned into 
three categories: 

Potential Issues Identified During Parallel Review of DEIS and Decommissioning 
Plan 

•	 Differences in scenarios and parameter values evaluated in DEIS and DP 
used to calculate DCGLs 

•	 Additional detail regarding DCGL development for the Preferred 

Alternative could be provided in the DEIS
 

•	 Potential lack of consideration of significant adverse (or beneficial) 
impacts resulting from Phase 1 engineered barriers on remaining facilities 
or closure 

Comments Related to Issues Expected to be Addressed During the Ongoing 
Assessment Period 

•	 Uncertainty in hydrogeological conceptual models 
•	 Uncertainty in long-term performance assessment models (e.g., erosion 

predictions) 

Other Comments that Would Increase Transparency in the DEIS 
•	  Resolution of other comments listed below would also greatly increase 

transparency in the FEIS. 
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Commentor No. 115 (cont’d):  Keith McConnell, 

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
 

Detailed Comments 

1.	 Depending on DOE resolution of issues NRC raised in its requests for 
additional information on the decommissioning plan, DOE should consider 
updating the DEIS to reflect its latest understanding of potential significant 
impacts that may result from implementation of Phase 1 remedial activities 
(e.g., impacts of hydraulic barriers on tank/vault drying system, increased 
corrosion potential, and changes to flow velocities/directions on the North 
Plateau that may affect closure decisions) that were not previously 
considered in the EIS.  DOE should also consider performing additional 
modeling during the ongoing assessment period to consider the impact of 
hydraulic barriers on the flow field making use of post-remedial monitoring 
data. 

2.	 Additional information regarding the water balance for the South Plateau 
based on results from the regional groundwater flow modeling could be 
presented in Appendix E and in Chapter 3.  Modeling results provided in 
Appendix E provide limited information on the water balance for the South 
Plateau.  Additional information on the fraction of infiltration expected to 
seep or discharge to surface water versus infiltrate through the lavery till to 
the Kent Recessional Sequence (KRS) could be provided.  

3.	 A key uncertainty identified in the water balance for the North Plateau is 
the discharge rate to Erdman Brook.  As the highest rate is on the same 
order of magnitude as the total outflow of water from the North Plateau 
and lowest rate an order of magnitude lower then the highest rate (see 
Table E-7), it would seem important to include a discussion regarding how 
this uncertainty is being managed to support decommissioning decision-
making. 

4.	 A statement is made on page E-51 that a more refined interpretation of 
flow in the area of Erdman Brook would require further characterization of 
the lavery till sand, but that at present it was not expected to be a critical 
factor to the prediction of contaminant transport at the site.  A basis for this 
statement is not provided.  As discussed in a DP comment, the updated 
geological interpretation near the process building may impact exposure 
pathways for the Phased Decisionmaking alternative.  Page E-10 
identifies a flow pathway from the lavery till sand to streams as 
unconfirmed but this pathway may be important to the risk calculations if 
hydrological connection to the slack water sequence near the Main Plant 
Process Building is present as indicated on Figure E-8.  Appendix E 
models were constructed and calibrated with old geologic interpretations 
and to old well screen designations (e.g., Figure E-21 shows locations of 
slack-water sequence and lavery till sand wells that do not appear to be 
consistent with current geological interpretations).  Final calibrated 
parameters could be significantly different due to changes in 
hydrostratigraphy and updated modeling with the revised geology should 
be considered to support future decisions during the ongoing assessment 
period. 

115-1 

115-2 

115-3 

115-4 

115-1 Appendix E of this Final EIS includes updated information on the changes to flow 
velocities and directions following installation of the hydraulic barriers that would 
support the Phase 1 removal actions. Water levels in the area of the waste tank 
farms would continue to be managed by the existing dewatering wells noted in 
Appendix C. 

115-2 Water balance information has been developed for the revised near field-flow 
analysis presented in Appendix E, Section E.4, of this EIS.  Tables have been added 
to Appendix E to present this water balance information. 

115-3 Water balance information has been developed for the revised near-field flow 
analysis presented in Appendix E, Section E.4, of this EIS.  Tables were added to 
Appendix E to present this water balance information. This shows that the flow to 
Erdman Brook is a small percentage (approximately 15 percent) of the total outflow 
from the North Plateau. The data are reported in Table E–10. 

115-4 The revised interpretation of the Lavery till sand unit is that it is totally contained 
in the Lavery till. The potential for a pathway from the Lavery till sands to the 
streams, as described in the Revised Draft EIS, is no longer considered appropriate. 
The revised interpretation is used in the updated near-field flow analysis presented 
in Appendix E, Section E.4, of this EIS.  The hydrologic effect of this updated 
interpretation is discussed in Section E.4. The dose consequences are presented in 
Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10, and Appendix H. 
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Commentor No. 115 (cont’d):  Keith McConnell, 

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
 

5.	 Transparency regarding how Appendix E flow and transport modeling 
results were used to support Appendix H long-term performance 
assessment calculations could be increased.  For example, information on 115-5 predicted seepage and baseflow from Appendix E modeling along stream
 
reaches and other data on surface water flow rates and dilution factors 

used in the risk calculations in Appendix H could be provided.
 

6.	 It is not clear how lack of consideration of subsurface structures on the 
North Plateau affects the risk calculations (see pages E-51 and E-53). For 
example, subsurface structures underneath the Main Plant Process 
Building significantly affect the flow field and vertical profile of the North 115-6 
Plateau Groundwater Plume.  These structures were not considered in the 

Appendix E models and the significance of their inclusion on the risk
 
calculations is not clear.
 

7.	 A transport pathway to the KRS is dismissed for an on-site groundwater 
receptor (see page H-49).  More specific information from the regional 
groundwater flow model on the expected rates of infiltration into the KRS 115-7 from the overlying lavery till on both the North and South Plateaus could 

be provided to support elimination of this pathway of exposure or a more
 
quantitative evaluation of potential impacts to the KRS could be provided.
 

8.	 The near-field flow and transport model assumes atmospheric pressure 
boundary conditions for the east side of the model domain to simulate 
seepage to Erdmann Brook and a constant head boundary condition to 
simulate discharge to the North Plateau drainage ditch to the north (page 
E-60).  Results of the modeling appear to show little to no flow towards 115-8 
Erdman Brook on the east (Figure E-37).  It is not clear that the water
 
balance for the near-field model is consistent with the data.  It is also not 

clear why the eastern portion of the model was truncated for the Phased 

Decisionmaking alternative (page E-76).
 

9 	 NRC expects DOE to continue to collect data and update modeling during 
the ongoing assessment period to address key uncertainties identified in 115-9 
the long-term performance assessment. 

10. Transparency in Appendix H dose calculations could be increased 
including the following: 

a.	 Reference is made to use of RESRAD and tables of parameters 

are provided for the RESRAD calculations (page H-11 through H-
14); however, Appendix G discusses a human health effects impact
 115-10 
model with no specific reference to RESRAD.  Please clarify if the 

human health effects impact model is RESRAD.
 

b.	 Discuss the appropriateness of using one set of parameters to 

perform risk calculations for the entire site when the parameters
 
would vary based on location on the site, exposure point location, 
 115-11 
and presence of engineered barriers (see Tables H-6 through H-
11).
 

c.	 Clarify if the occupancy factors for the on-site erosion receptor
 
described on page H-18 are the same as those presented in Table 
 115-12 
H-9. 

115-5 The transparency has been improved by the addition of clarifying text to 
Appendix H, Section H.2.2.1, of this EIS. 

115-6 The updated near-field flow analysis shows relatively rapid vertical mixing for 
sources near the Main Plant Process Building. The inclusion of additional structural 
detail in the analysis would not affect this conclusion.  Values of hydraulic 
conductivity used for subsurface structures for the Sitewide Close-In-Place 
Alternative are presented in Appendix E, Section E.4.1.2, of this EIS. 

115-7 The primary reason for dismissing the Kent recessional sequence from being 
a pathway for a receptor on the NDA or SDA is because the Kent recessional 
sequence is only partially saturated and is not considered a reasonable aquifer.  The 
partial saturation of the Kent recessional sequence is observed in monitoring wells 
and is predicted by the hydrologic models. Flow balance results from the near-field 
flow models have been added to Appendix E of this EIS; these results report Darcy 
velocities to the Kent recessional sequence on the order of 2 centimeters per year.  
The regional-scale model reports similar results. 

115-8 The domain of the near-field flow waste has been expanded in the updated analysis 
presented in this Final EIS. The expanded domain includes the entire length 
of Erdman Brook. Water balance tables for the updated analysis presented in 
Appendix E, Section E.4, of this Final EIS show the limited flow to Erdman Brook. 

115-9 DOE and NYSERDA note the comment; however, it is premature to commit to 
detailed studies and projects in this EIS. DOE and NYSERDA agree that, if the 
Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected, under Phase 1 important work 
would be conducted that is critical to completing the project. For example, 
information gathering or improved analytical methods for long-term performance 
assessment conducted during Phase 1 would aid consensus decisionmaking for 
Phase 2 activities. 

115-10 Appendix G does refer to RESRAD. Appendix G, Section G.2.1, of this EIS 
describes the use of RESRAD for the analysis of impacts to surface soil users. 
Section G.3.4.3 refers to the use of RESRAD for the calculation of impacts from 
groundwater releases. Section G.4.2.3 refers to the use of RESRAD for the analysis 
of impacts from direct intrusion. 

115-11 Parameters are varied to reflect known changes in physical properties. Available 
data are adequate to support different properties between the North and South 
Plateaus, but are not adequate to support local variation on a finer scale. 
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Commentor No. 115 (cont’d):  Keith McConnell, 
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

d.	 The RESRAD parameterization in the EIS is different than used in
 
the decommissioning plan for Phase 1 (e.g., Table H-10 ingestion 

rates are from NUREG-5512 while RESRAD default values are 
 115-13 generally used to derive DCGLs in the DP).  Clarify why risk 

estimates in the DEIS are based on different scenarios and
 
parameters then those evaluated in the DP.
 

e. Deer bioaccumulation factors should be provided (see Table H-16). 115-14 
f.	 A statement is made on page H-22 that the calibrated one-


dimensional Sr-90 model presented in Appendix E was used for
 
risk calculations starting from the initial release in 1968.  It is not 

clear why current plume distributions were not used in the risk 

calculations or why the model was not calibrated to present 
 115-15 
conditions rather than calibrating the model to the 1995 plume 

data.  Significant inaccuracies in the leading edge of the plume
 
could result in significant underestimates of the risk to 

downgradient and offsite receptors due to decay.
 

g.	 A statement is made on page H-47 that for the purposes of the 

analysis of the No Action alternative, the Main Plant Process 

building and vitrification facility and waste tank farm are assumed to 

have collapsed and lost their structural integrity after exactly 100 
 115-16 years.  The implementation of this assumption in the performance 

assessment calculations is not clear.  For example, are releases 

assumed to not occur until 100 years or are releases assumed to
 
occur but catastrophic failure assumed at 100 years?  


h.	 It is not clear why zero doses are realized for the North Plateau
 
Groundwater Plume in Table H-45 or why there would be no dose 

to a home construction worker in Table H-46.  The plume is close to 

the surface on the North Plateau and could result in a dose to a 
 115-17 
home construction worker.  Sr-90 contaminated groundwater could 

be deposited on the ground surface and lead to resident farmer
 
doses.
 

i.	 Clarify why the well driller doses are negligible in Tables H-44 and 

H-45 (i.e., clarify if this is a result of the cuttings pond shielding 

assumption).  Clarify if cuttings pond assumptions affecting
 115-18 
shielding for the well driller scenario are consistent with regional 

practices and expected site conditions.
 

j.	 Suggest adding footnote “a” in Tables H-44 and H-45 to the 

appropriate rows in the Sitewide Close-In-Place alternative 

column.  It appears a sentence should also be added to footnote “a”
 115-19 
to state that the dose to the well driller is also nearly zero due to
 
presence of the cap.
 

k.	 Footnote “a” on page H-49 may need to be corrected as a well
 
appears to be located on top of Lagoon 1 on Figure H-3.
 115-20 

l.	 Suggest adding statements, as appropriate, to the paragraphs on
 
page H-70 or other sections of the EIS regarding how facilities will 
 115-21 
be maintained in a safe configuration during the ongoing 

115-12 The text for the onsite erosion receptor has been expanded to clarify that exposure 
is continuous, and thus different from the data values for exposure presented in 
Table H–9 for a residential farmer. 

115-13 The scenarios and parameters used in this EIS are considered to be reasonable 
and appropriate for estimating environmental consequences consistent with the 
requirements and guidance of NEPA. 

The scenarios and parameters used in the Phase 1 Decommissioning Plan 
for the West Valley Demonstration Project (Phase 1 Decommissioning Plan) 
are being prepared consistent with the separate NRC guidance for preparing 
Decommissioning Plans. 

115-14 The deer bioaccumulation factors have been added to Appendix H, Table H–16, of 
this EIS, even though this pathway is a small contributor to total receptor dose. 

115-15 The 1995 data is the primary source of data for calibrating the plume because 
it is the only sampling program that characterized the entire plume. The more 
recent data is only for selected areas of the plume, but it is still used as a check on 
the calibrated plume model. In addition, the long-term performance assessment 
considered the potential impacts of the radionuclides (carbon-14, iodine-129, 
uranium-238, and plutonium-239) included in the estimated source term, but not 
reflected in the sampling program. 

115-16 The release is assumed to occur after 100 years because it is assumed that the 
maintenance activities will be effective in keeping water out of the facilities. 

115-17 Appendix H, Tables H–46 and H–47, of this EIS have been revised to present 
estimates of dose for the North Plateau Groundwater Plume for the direct intrusion 
scenario. 

115-18 The cutting pond assumptions are consistent with traditional well driller 
assumptions used in NRC and DOE analyses. Appendix H, Tables H–46 and 
H–47, of this EIS were revised to present dose estimates for the North Plateau 
Groundwater Plume. 

115-19 In finalizing this EIS, the footnotes for these tables were checked to ensure that 
they accurately reflect the analysis. 

115-20 The footnote was revised in this Final EIS to clarify that the cap prevents direct 
intrusion for the NDA, SDA, Main Plant Process Building, and Waste Tank Farm. 
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Commentor No. 115 (cont’d):  Keith McConnell, 

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
 

assessment period to prevent any significant releases into the 
environment under the Phased Decisionmaking alternative. 

11. Other specific performance assessment comments: 
a.	 Discuss whether a time- and spatially varying Kd to account for the 

geochemical changes (e.g., buffering of the acid release that led to 
creation of the North Plateau Plume) along the flow path from the 
Main Plant Process Building over time could improve calibration of 
the transport model to data. 

b.	 Although the peak was captured adequately, the leading edge of 
the plume is also important as it impacts the downgradient and 
offsite Sr-90 concentrations (see Figure E-41 and associated text). 
If the leading edge of the plume is delayed, the risk associated with 
Sr-90 may be significantly reduced due to decay. 

c.	 Additional details on the representation of the HLW tanks in the 
models would assist with interpretation of the results.. 

d.	 It is not clear why recharge was reduced upgradient of the slurry 
wall to simulate the affects of the slurry wall.  It would seem that the 
slurry wall hydraulic properties would lead to the intended response 
(page E-71). 

e.	 Page H-5, first bullet, It appears Franks Creek should be changed 
to Buttermilk Creek 

f.	 A footnote is provided on page H-8 that states that dilution along 
any stretch of Buttermilk Creek towards Cattaraugus Creek would 
have essentially the same dilution.  A basis for this statement is not 
provided.  Provide information on the dilution factor for this stretch 
and provide supporting information for this assumption. 

g.	 Suggest including the expected extent of the engineered barrier 
(cover) in Figure H-3 so that it is clear to the reader where certain 
exposure scenarios are either reduced or eliminated due to the 
presence of a thick cover. 

h.	 Table H-4, page H-10, Suggest adding text or a footnote to clarify if 
the maximum hole depth listed in the table or the actual depth to 
waste is used in the risk calculations. 

i.	 Table H-4, page H-10, It is not clear what soil ingestion rates are 
used for the well drilling scenario and how the presence of a wet 
cuttings pond affects the inhalation dose. 

j.	 Page H-11, first paragraph, Suggest adding clarifying text to state 
that the resident farmer is evaluated for only off-site receptors in the 
erosion case. 

k. 	 Table H-43, Footnote “c” states that the dose for the North Plateau 
Groundwater Plume for the No Action alternative is slightly less 
then the Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative but this does not 
appear to be the case.  Please check the footnote and values in the 
table. 

12. Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) Section 4.1.6 and Appendix 
M indicate that wetland delineation activities were conducted for the 

115-21 
cont’d 

115-22 

115-23 

115-24 

115-25 

115-26 

115-27 

115-28 

115-29 

115-30 

115-31 

115-32 

115-33 

115-21 Additional explanation was added as suggested by the comment. 

115-22 The rate of contaminant transport is influenced by both hydraulic conductivity and 
the distribution coefficient (Kd).  As illustrated in Appendix E, Section E.4, of this 
EIS, the use of a model that reflects two zones with different hydraulic conductivity 
provides a good match to monitoring data. The text of Appendix E identifies spatial 
variation of groundwater velocity as an important factor in determining the shape of 
the leading edge of the plume. 

115-23 For the purpose of the long-term performance assessment, the entire contaminant 
inventory of the plume is represented as discharging to offsite surface water through 
the North Plateau ditch rather than through the combination of the ditch and seeps 
along Franks Creek. In addition, the revised near-field groundwater flow analysis 
predicts movement of the peak of the plume off site in less than 100 years.  The 
combination of these factors reduces the role of decay and provides a conservative 
estimate of dose to offsite receptors. 

115-24 Appendix E, Section E.4, of this EIS contains additional details on the 
representation of the Waste Tank Farm in the long-term performance assessment 
model. 

115-25 The refined near-field flow analysis (Appendix E, Section E.4, of this EIS) includes 
a french drain for a more realistic representation of the system and uses the 
historical estimate of recharge rate for the upgradient area. 

115-26 The recommended change to cite Buttermilk Creek was made. 

115-27 The note was expanded to provide a basis for the assumption. 

115-28 Revising Appendix H, Figure H–3, of this EIS would make it too difficult to read.  
Instead, a footnote has been added to the text in Section H.1.2, which refers the 
reader to Appendix C figures that show the extent of the various engineered caps. 

115-29 Table H–4 was expanded to include the requested information. 

115-30 No changes to the table are necessary.  The text describing the well driller scenario 
in Appendix H (and Appendix G) was revised to remove the inadvertent soil 
ingestion pathway in order to accurately reflect the analysis performed in this EIS. 

115-31 The suggested change was not made. An onsite resident farmer along 
Buttermilk Creek is analyzed for the unmitigated erosion case. 
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Commentor No. 115 (cont’d):  Keith McConnell, 
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Western New York Nuclear Service Center (WNYNSC) in July and August 
2003 and confirmed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in November 
2005.  Note that a Supreme Court decision (Rapanos vs. United States) 
was made in June 2006 which addressed the geographic extent of federal 
jurisdiction under the Clean Water Act.  In 2007, the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency issued joint 
guidance to their staffs on implementing the court’s decision.  The 
guidance suggests that the two agencies will decide jurisdiction over the 
following waters based on a fact-specific analysis to determine whether 
the waters have a significant nexus with traditionally navigable waters: 

•	 Non-navigable tributaries that are not relatively permanent 
•	 Wetlands adjacent to non-navigable tributaries that are not 

relatively permanent 
•	 Wetlands adjacent to but that do not directly abut a 

relatively permanent non navigable tributary 
In addition, in July 2008, the Draft Interim Regional Supplement to the Corps of 
Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual:  Northcentral and Northeast Region was 
published, which is part of a nationwide effort to address regional wetland 
characteristics and improve the accuracy and efficiency of wetland-delineation 
procedures. 

The 2007 guidance and 2008 draft manual may warrant a revision of the 
determination of 0.98 hectares [2.43 acres] of isolated wetlands that were 
previously determined to be not under U.S. Army Corps of Engineers jurisdiction. 

Editorial Comments 

13. Chapter 1 defines the developed areas on WNYNSC, with the exception 
of the state disposal area, as the project premises.  Throughout the 
document, especially in Chapter 3, several terms are used in place of the 
project premises, such as West Valley Demonstration Project (WVDP) 
premises, WVDP grounds, WVDP project premises, WVDP, WVDP site, 
West Valley site, West Valley, WVPD site area, the project, and the site.  
As appropriate, limit the use of terms for the property to the Project 
Premises and WNYNSC. 

14. The last sentence of Section 2.4, Alternatives Evaluated in this 
Environmental Impact Statement, on page 2-32 states, “The text box 
above describes the disposal assumptions used for each waste type.” 
However, the referenced text box is located on page 2-30. 

15. The surficial geology at the WNYNSC consists of a North Plateau, South 
Plateau, and East Plateau. The three plateaus are discussed throughout 
the document and predominantly are spelled with capital letters; however, 
use of capital letters is not always implemented.  For consistency 
throughout the document, determine a grammatical standard and revise 
accordingly. 

115-33 
cont’d 

115-34 

115-35 

115-36 

115-32	 The results changed for the Final EIS, so the comment has been overtaken by 
events. 

115-33	 DOE reviewed the 2007 EPA and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (ACE) guidance 
memorandum, “Clean Water Act Jurisdiction,” and the 2008 ACE Draft Interim 
Regional Supplement to the ACE Wetland Delineation Manual. With regard to the 
latter, the first page of the draft states that, “The determination that a wetland is 
subject to regulatory jurisdiction under Section 404 or Section 10 must be made 
independently of procedures described in this supplement.” Thus, the issue of 
whether or not the 12 isolated wetlands are jurisdictional depends on a review of the 
2007 EPA and ACE guidance memorandum. 

The guidance memorandum states that ACE will decide the jurisdiction of isolated 
wetlands “…based on a fact-specific analysis to determine whether or not they have 
a significant nexus with a traditional navigable water.”  The guidance goes on to 
state that, “…(the) analysis will assess the flow characteristics and functions of the 
tributary itself and the functions performed by all wetlands adjacent to the tributary 
to determine if they significantly affect the chemical, physical and biological 
integrity of downstream traditional navigable waters.” Although a specific analysis 
has not been conducted, DOE recognizes that the 12 isolated wetlands identified 
in 2003 and reaffirmed during the 2005 review are similarly situated to the site 
tributaries, as are the jurisdictional wetlands. Further, these wetlands could be 
expected to function similarly because, like many jurisdictional wetlands, nearly 
all are wet meadows. Thus, for purposes of the analyses in this EIS and based on 
the new guidance, DOE has conservatively included the 0.98 hectares (2.43 acres) 
of isolated wetlands as jurisdictional, thereby resulting in a total area of regulated 
wetlands of 14.78 hectares (36.52 acres). Chapter 3, Section 3.8.2; Chapter 4, 
Sections 4.1.6.1, 4.1.6.2, and 4.1.6.3; and Appendix M of this EIS have been 
revised to reflect this change. 

115-34	 This Final EIS has been reviewed and revised for consistent terminology.  “Project 
Premises” is the term used for the area and facilities used by DOE to carry out 
its responsibilities under the West Valley Demonstration Project Act.  “Western 
New York Nuclear Service Center” and “the site” are used interchangeably, as 
appropriate. A text box has been added to Chapter 1 to define these terms. 

115-35	 The reference to the text box has been reviewed and revised accordingly in this 
Final EIS. 

115-36	 This EIS has been revised to use capital letters when referring to the specific 
plateaus. 
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Commentor No. 116:   Barbara Warren, 
Citizens’ Environmental Coalition 

Ŷ Seneca Nation of Indians Ŷ 

Beyond Nuclear Ŷ Buffalo Diocese Care for Creation Committee Ŷ 
Canadian Coalition for Nuclear Responsibility Ŷ Catholic Charities of 
Buffalo Ŷ Center for Health, Environment & Justice Ŷ Citizens 
Campaign for the Environment Ŷ Citizens' Environmental Coalition Ŷ 
Citizens Resistance at Fermi 2 Ŷ Coalition for a Nuclear-Free Great 
Lakes Ŷ Coalition on West Valley Nuclear Wastes Ŷ Community 
Concerned About NL Industries Ŷ Concerned Citizens of Cattaraugus 
County Ŷ Don't Waste Michigan Ŷ Empire State Consumer Project Ŷ 
Environmental Action Group of Western New York Ŷ Environmental 
Advocates of New York Ŷ Finger Lakes Citizens for the Environment Ŷ 
Finger Lakes Zero Waste Coalition Ŷ Fluoride Action Network Ŷ 
Freshwater Future Ŷ Franciscan Sisters of St. Joseph Ŷ  Great Lakes 
Sport Fishing Council Ŷ Great Lakes United Ŷ Greenpeace Ŷ Hopewell 
Junction Citizens for Clean Water Ŷ Niagara Improvement Association  
Ŷ Niagara Watershed Alliance Ŷ Nuclear Information & Resource 
Service Ŷ NY Public Interest Research Group Ŷ Peace Action of 
Central New York Ŷ Peace & Justice Committee Ŷ Public Employees 
Federation/ Encon Ŷ Rainbow Alliance for Clean Environment Ŷ 
Religious Coalition for the Great Lakes Ŷ Save the Pine Bush Ŷ 
Selkirk, Coeymans, Ravena Against Pollution Ŷ Sierra Club Atlantic 
Chapter Ŷ Sierra Club Niagara Group Ŷ Sisters of St. Joseph Global 
Environment Committee Ŷ Social Justice Committee Ŷ Social Justice 
Ministry Ŷ Solidarity Committee of the Capital District Ŷ The League of 
Women Voters of New York State ŶVeterans For Peace, Chapter 10 Ŷ 
WNY Council on Occupational Safety & Health Ŷ Western NY Peace 
Center Ŷ

          September 8, 2009 

Catherine Bohan 
EIS Document Manager 
West Valley Demonstration Project 
US Department of Energy 
PO Box 2368 
Germantown, MD 20874 

Re: Draft Decommissioning and /or Long –Term Stewardship EIS Comments  

Response side of this page intentionally left blank. 
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Commentor No. 116 (cont’d):  Barbara Warren,  
Citizens’ Environmental Coalition 

2 

Dear Ms. Bohan,    

The final cleanup plan for the West Valley nuclear waste site is an extremely important 
issue which will have a major impact on the future of the Great Lakes and New York's 
environment, drinking water supplies, public health and economic vitality for tens of 
thousands of years.  Four options are presented in the Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement for the West Valley site: 1) Sitewide Removal; 2) Sitewide Close-In Place; 3) 
Phased Decision Making; and 4) No Action. The agencies' preferred alternative, Phased 
Decision-Making, fails to satisfy the requirements of NEPA, as it is a non-decision which 
therefore unnecessarily postpones the cleanup decision for nearly 99% of the site's 116-1 
radioactivity for up to 30 more years.  

We strongly recommend that the Department of Energy (DOE) and NYS Energy 
Research & Development Authority (NYSERDA) select the Sitewide Removal 
Alternative. This is the only alternative that provides a comprehensive cleanup of the 
site through excavation of the large inventories of radioactive wastes in the burial 116-2 grounds.  Sitewide Removal also provides the safest solution by ultimately removing 
radioactive waste from an unstable site with serious erosion problems.  This approach 
prevents catastrophic releases which could cause severe damage to communities, 
drinking water supplies and Lakes Erie and Ontario and the St. Lawrence Seaway.   

The Sitewide Removal approach also is the most cost-effective. The state-funded study, 
The Real Costs of Cleaning Up Nuclear Waste: A Full Cost Accounting of Cleanup 
Options for the West Valley Nuclear Waste Site (FCA Study) found that leaving buried 
waste on site is both high risk and expensive while a waste excavation cleanup 116-3 
presents the least risk to a large population and the lowest cost. Over 1000 years, 
waste excavation costs $9.9 billion while onsite buried waste costs $13 billion to $27 
billion or more if a catastrophic release occurred.   

We oppose the options which would leave radioactive waste buried on the site, 
including the preferred Phased Decision Making Alternative. The Phased Decision 
Making in Phase 1 would demolish the process building in order to excavate the 
suspected source of the radioactive strontium plume, remove a portion of the strontium 
plume, clean up the lagoons and install barriers in an attempt to control groundwater 
contamination. All of this cleanup work would address only 1.2% of the total radioactivity 
on the site.  Decisions on a majority of the waste, or almost 99% of the radioactivity 116-4 
would be put off for up to 30 years and addressed in a vaguely described Phase 2 with 
no defined public process as required by NEPA (National Environmental Policy Act). 
Wastes left buried on site includes high-level radioactive waste tanks and sludge and 
the two burial grounds with enormous amounts of long-lasting radioactive waste.  Given 
the decades of study of this site, and the 14 year delay on the DEIS, the Phased 
Decision Making approach is an unacceptable and unnecessary delay.  

In addition, this Alternative not only fails to tell us about key elements of Phase I, such 
as the type of data collection, but it is unclear about what future actions would be done 116-5 
in Phase 2. As such this DEIS is not in compliance with both the State Environmental 

116-1	 DOE and NYSERDA have prepared a single, comprehensive EIS for the 
decommissioning and long-term stewardship of the WNYNSC.  This EIS 
adequately analyzes the totality of the environmental impacts of a broad spectrum 
of reasonable alternatives that meet the respective purposes and needs of DOE 
and NYSERDA (Sitewide Close-In-Place, Phased Decisionmaking, and Sitewide 
Removal), as well as the No Action Alternative required by NEPA and SEQR. 

While the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative temporarily defers a final decision 
on the disposition of the Waste Tank Farm, the NDA, and the Construction and 
Demolition Debris Landfill, DOE believes that the impacts of this deferred decision 
are adequately analyzed within the current EIS. 

116-2	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentors’ preference for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative and opposition to alternatives that would leave waste on 
site. The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be 
documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  
Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential Contamination 
of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s responses. 

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS 
analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well 
as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the potential 
human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are assumed to 
be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of years. These 
projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of 
this EIS. Erosion studies are discussed in Appendix F. 

116-3	 DOE and NYSERDA have reviewed the report referred to by the commentors.  
Please see the “Conclusions of the Synapse Report” Issue Summary in Section 2 of 
this CRD for further discussion of the report’s issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s 
response. 

116-4	 The commentors’ statement regarding actions that would be taken during Phase 1 of 
the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is consistent with what is stated in the EIS.  
It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
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Commentor No. 116 (cont’d):  Barbara Warren,  
Citizens’ Environmental Coalition 

3 

Quality Review Act (SEQRA) and the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). 
Specifically, the DEIS does not fully assess the environmental impacts of a specific 
cleanup method because there is no decision on whether to even do a cleanup.  Future 
decisions on the remaining 99% of the cleanup could be made by the agencies with no 
public input. No monitoring and maintenance of on-site facilities during the 30 year 
period is described. The Phased Decision Making does not commit to a full cleanup and 
is incomplete, thus the DEIS is incomplete. 

Among the problems with leaving wastes buried onsite at West Valley is that it does not 
protect the environment due to serious erosion problems, and it poses a significant risk 
to residents if controls fail and waste pollutes nearby drinking water.  Erosion is an 
especially powerful and fast moving force at the West Valley site as it sits on a 
geologically young landscape which is undergoing a relatively rapid rate of erosion. 
Michael P. Wilson, Ph.D., SUNY Fredonia Professor of Geosciences found in the FCA 
study that, "Nuclear wastes, radioactive for tens of thousands of years, will be 
consumed by erosion and discharged downstream to Lakes Erie and Ontario in less 
than 3,000 years and may be dangerously exposed in less than 200 or 300 years." 

Another problem is that the potential environmental and health impacts of leaving an 
estimated 99% of the radioactivity on site for another 30 years was not studied in the 
DEIS. For instance, the high-level waste tanks, with 300,000 curies of radioactivity, are 
nearing the end of their functional life (50 years) and any leaks could seriously pollute 
the EPA-recognized sole source aquifer. Scientists found the site poses a significant 
danger to people who live nearby, in Buffalo and along the shores of Lakes Erie and 
Ontario, and if just 1% of radioactivity leaked from the site, Lake Erie water users would 
be exposed to substantial radiation, causing hundreds of cancer deaths, and water 
replacement would cost hundreds of millions of dollars. (FCA Study) The DEIS 
underestimates such risks and was severely criticized by NYSERDA in the Forward to 
the DEIS. NYSERDA stated that the DOE's environmental assessments are fatally 
flawed and scientifically indefensible for analyzing impacts over the long term for 
erosion, engineering controls and health impacts. The failure to adequately analyze the 
long term impacts of buried waste biases the resulting cleanup decision. 

Other problems include the fact that the DEIS ignores that the site must be maintained 
into perpetuity if buried waste is left on site. In this case, perpetuity is not a dozen years, 
or even two or three generations—the buried radioactive waste would have to be 
monitored, tracked, and maintained in place for tens of thousands of years with 
burdensome and expensive maintenance costs. The EIS failed to analyze long term 
costs of monitoring and maintaining controls at the site for even 1,000 years and failed 
to consider any impacts from climate change. 

The site sits on top of a sole-source aquifer and has been plagued with problems, such 
as radioactive contaminated groundwater.  We strongly recommend that the Final 
Environmental Impact Statement select the Sitewide Removal Alternative as it is the 
only remedial approach that will protect the precious Great Lakes of Erie and Ontario. 

116-5 
cont’d 

116-6 

116-7 

116-8 

116-2 
cont’d 

ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

DOE and NYSERDA agree that public involvement is an essential component in the 
decisionmaking process for any EIS. Because of the interest in public participation 
expressed in the comments received on the Revised Draft EIS, DOE has decided 
that, should the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative be selected, DOE would seek 
additional public input prior to the Phase 2 decision regardless of the exact NEPA 
process utilized. Specifically, public involvement would continue until final 
decisions are made and implemented. Public meetings would continue to be held 
on at least a quarterly basis, and additional meetings would be held as necessary 
to assure timely communication with the public. DOE and NYSERDA would 
continue to support the West Valley Citizen Task Force, which is expected to remain 
in place during this time. 

NYSERDA would assess results of site-specific studies and other information 
during Phase 1. NYSERDA expects to prepare an EIS, or to supplement the 
existing EIS, to evaluate Phase 2 decisions for the SDA and balance of WNYNSC.  
In accordance with SEQR requirements, a public comment period would be held by 
NYSERDA along with public meetings to further solicit stakeholder input. 
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Commentor No. 116 (cont’d):  Barbara Warren,  
Citizens’ Environmental Coalition 

4 

We have a unique opportunity at West Valley. The state and federal governments can 
take the long term cost effective approach and protect the Great Lakes by making the 
decision now to exhume all of the waste before more of it leaks and causes irreversible 
damage. Implementing a full cleanup decision will be challenging but now is the time to 
make that choice and put our best resources toward protecting the water and Great 
Lakes region. Thank you for considering our comments.  We have enclosed a penny for 
each group and individual with this letter to symbolize the fact that the proposed 1% 
cleanup will not protect the Great Lakes, a priceless freshwater resource.   

Please direct correspondence to Citizens’ Environmental Coalition, 33 Central Ave., 
Albany, NY 12210.  

Sincerely, 

Barbara Warren 
Citizens' Environmental Coalition 
Albany, New York 

Anne Rabe 
Center for Health, Environment & Justice 
Albany, New York 

Tony Ciarfello 
Community Concerned About NL Industries 
Colonie, New York 

Ellen Connett and Paul Connett, PhD 
Fluoride Action Network 
Canton NY 

Diane D'Arrigo 
Nuclear Information & Resource Service 
Washington, DC 

Doug Bullock 
Solidarity Committee of the Capital District 
Albany, NY 

Victoria B. Ross 
Western NY Peace Center 
Buffalo, NY 

116-2 
cont’d 

116-5 As indicated in the response to Comment no. 116-1, DOE and NYSERDA believe 
the analysis in this EIS meets the requirements of NEPA and SEQR. 

Chapter 2, Section 2.4.3, of this EIS describes decommissioning activities under the 
Phased Decisionmaking Alternative and provides a discussion of the data collection, 
studies, and monitoring to be performed during implementation of Phase 1 and the 
purpose of each of these activities. The overall intent of these Phase 1 activities 
is to further characterize the site and to research technology developments and 
engineering to aid consensus decisionmaking for Phase 2. Section 2.4.3.3 explains 
how the additional data and studies would be used in making a decision regarding 
potential future activities. Information on current monitoring activities is provided 
in Chapter 3 and Appendix C; these activities would continue for the facilities 
remaining on site during Phase 1 implementation. The environmental impacts of 
Phase 1 implementation are described for each resource area in Chapter 4. 

If the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected, the options for Phase 2 
(exclusive of the SDA) are sitewide removal of the remaining facilities and 
contamination (Sitewide Removal Alternative), close-in-place of the remaining 
facilities and contamination (Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative), or a combination 
of activities from these two alternatives. For the SDA only, NYSERDA is also 
considering continued active management consistent with permit and license 
requirements. For each resource area, Chapter 4 discusses the impacts that would 
occur if either removal or close-in-place is selected for Phase 2. The chapter 
also discusses which alternative(s) bound the impacts in the event that continued 
active management is selected for the SDA. The short-term impacts of a Phase 2 
decision that involves continued active management of the SDA are bounded by 
either the removal or close-in-place impacts. The post-decommissioning impacts 
of a continued active management decision for the SDA, which include staffing, 
occupational exposure, and waste generation related to SDA monitoring and 
maintenance, as well as long-term impacts on public health and safety, would be 
similar to the no action impacts for the SDA. DOE and NYSERDA believes this 
phased approach is consistent with NEPA and SEQR requirements.  The decision 
on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be documented 
in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Public 
involvement in the Phase 2 decisionmaking process is addressed in the response to 
Comment no. 116–4. 
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Commentor No. 116 (cont’d):  Barbara Warren,  
Citizens’ Environmental Coalition 

5 

Raymond Turner Jr.  
Seneca Nation of Indians 
Salamanca, NY 

Debra Hall 
Hopewell Junction Citizens for Clean Water 
Hopewell Junction NY 

Wayne Bayer 
Public Employees Federation/ Encon 
Division 169 
Albany, NY 

Bob Ciesielski 
Sierra Club Niagara Group 
Niagara Falls, New York 

Shirley Hamilton 
Niagara Improvement Association 
Niagara Falls, NY 

Katherine Bourbeau 
Finger Lakes Zero Waste Coalition 
Geneva, New York 

Dennis Walczyk 
Catholic Charities of Buffalo  
Buffalo, New York 

Thomas Marks 
Great Lakes Sport Fishing Council 
Derby, NY  

Sister Judith Elaine Salzman 
Franciscan Sisters of St. Joseph 
Hamburg, NY 

Linda Ochs 
Finger Lakes Citizens for the Environment 
Waterloo, NY 

Judy Braiman 
Empire State Consumer Project 
Rochester, New York 14618 

116-6	 DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS 
analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well 
as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the potential 
human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are assumed to 
be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of years. These 
projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of 
this EIS. Erosion studies are discussed in Appendix F. In addition to the previously 
cited Issue Summaries, please see the Issue Summary for “Questions about 
Long-term Erosion Modeling” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of 
this issue and DOE and NYSERDA’s response. 

116-7	 Responses to the commentor’s statements regarding “leaving an estimated 
99 percent of the radioactivity on site” and the “FCA Study” are provided in the 
responses to Comment nos. 116–4, and 116-3, respectively. 

DOE recognizes and has been managing the hazard associated with the underground 
tanks in the Waste Tank Farm.  Following removal and solidification of the majority 
of the Waste Tank Farm inventory, DOE has developed and is implementing actions 
to reduce the potential for a leak from the underground tanks.  Specifically, it is 
working to install a tank and vault drying system designed to dry the liquid heel 
remaining in the waste tanks. The installation of this system and the drying of the 
tank inventories is part of the Interim End State or EIS starting point. In addition to 
drying the tanks to reduce the potential for a leak, DOE operates the groundwater 
pumping system that reduces groundwater seepage into the tank vaults while still 
maintaining a hydraulic gradient so that any liquid flow is into, rather than out of, 
the vault system. DOE also maintains the tank leak detection equipment located in 
the tank pans and vaults and regularly samples the monitoring wells surrounding the 
tank vaults to ensure no leakage into the groundwater.  Mitigation measures would 
be taken if any leakage were detected. It should be noted that none of the high-level 
waste tanks has ever leaked. While there is no quantitative estimate of risk from the 
tanks while the contents are being dried, it is clear that the risks are being further 
reduced by tank drying. 

Additionally, much of the residual contamination in the tanks is attached 
(i.e., “fixed”) to metal surfaces and is not readily mobile. Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1, 
of this EIS, as well as text in the Phase 1 Decommissioning Plan for the West Valley 
Demonstration Project (Phase 1 Decommissioning Plan), have been clarified to 
acknowledge that the liquids remaining in the tanks will be dried as a result of 
installation and operation of the tank and vault drying system and that this drying 
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Commentor No. 116 (cont’d):  Barbara Warren,  
Citizens’ Environmental Coalition 
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Donald Weigel 
Peace & Justice Committee 
Immaculate Conception RC Church 
East Aurora, NY 

James Travers 
Selkirk, Coeymans, Ravena Against Pollution 
Ravena, NY 

Lynn Jackson 
Save the Pine Bush 
Albany, NY 

Gordon Edwards, PhD 
Canadian Coalition for Nuclear Responsibility 
Montreal, Quebec 

Roger Cook 
WNY Council on Occupational Safety & Health 
Buffalo, NY 

Michael J. Keegan 
Coalition for a Nuclear-Free Great Lakes 
Monroe, MI 

Sister Sharon Goodremote, FSSJ 
Buffalo Diocese Care for Creation Committee 
Buffalo, NY 

Renato Sanges 
Sandra Fonda 
Rainbow Alliance for Clean Environment 
Gloversville, NY 

Rachel Heckl 
Great Lakes United  
Amherst, New York    

John Amidon 
Veterans For Peace, Chapter 10 
Albany, NY 

Cecilia Resti and Jerry Lotierzo 
Peace Action of Central New York 
Syracuse, New York  

will be complete before any Waste Tank Farm decommissioning actions are 
initiated. 

DOE disagrees with many of the points raised in NYSERDA’s View, which is 
included as the Foreword to this EIS. At the core, differences between DOE and 
NYSERDA center on different views about the nature of analysis required for an 
EIS and the attendant level of acceptable risk associated with any uncertainties 
in that analysis as it relates to decisionmaking. DOE believes the analysis in this 
EIS meets the requirements of NEPA and SEQR in that, when there is incomplete 
or unavailable information relevant to reasonably foreseeable significant adverse 
environmental impacts, this EIS (1) acknowledges the information limitation and 
its relevance to environmental consequence, (2) summarizes existing credible 
scientific evidence, and (3) presents an analysis using a theoretical approach that 
is generally accepted by the scientific community involved in such analyses. This 
Final EIS contains text boxes in the relevant subject matter areas that acknowledge 
the differences of opinion between DOE and NYSERDA.  In general, DOE’s 
position is that the Agency spent much time and effort engaging highly qualified 
and respected experts in hydrology and hydrological transport, landscape evolution 
(erosion), human health and environmental risk analysis, and other technical fields, 
and stands behind the analyses performed for this EIS. 

116-8	 As acknowledged in this EIS, long-term monitoring and maintenance would be 
required for alternatives that would leave waste on site. This EIS provides a 
summary description of current and potential future environmental monitoring 
programs. The descriptions of the alternatives were revised to further describe the 
use of engineered barriers and long-term monitoring and maintenance. Long-term 
monitoring and maintenance are described in Chapter 2, Sections 2.4.2.6 and 
2.4.3.8. Information on current monitoring and institutional controls activities 
is provided in Chapter 3. Long-term monitoring and institutional controls are 
also discussed in Chapter 6. Additional information about current and proposed 
monitoring and institutional controls is provided in Appendices C, H, and I.  
Chapter 2, Table 2–4, includes estimates of the environmental consequences if 
(1) monitoring and maintenance are successful (institutional controls remain in 
place) and (2) monitoring and maintenance programs fail (institutional controls are 
lost). 

Detailed information regarding long-term monitoring and maintenance programs 
and institutional controls under alternatives that would leave waste on site 
indefinitely have not been specifically defined at this time. Such definition 
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Commentor No. 116 (cont’d):  Barbara Warren,  
Citizens’ Environmental Coalition 
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Laura Haight 
NYPIRG 
Albany, NY 

Brian Smith 
Citizens Campaign for the Environment 
Buffalo, NY 

Roger Downs 
Sierra Club Atlantic Chapter 
Albany, NY 

Jim Riccio 
Greenpeace 
Washington DC 

Jackson Morris 
Environmental Advocates of New York 
Albany, NY 

Joanne Hameister 
Coalition on West Valley Nuclear Wastes 
Springville, NY 

Kathy Fonte 
Social Justice Ministry 
Nativity of Blessed Virgin Mary Church 
Williamsville, NY 

Gloria McLaughlin 
Social Justice Committee 
St Joseph’s Roman Catholic Church 

Judith M. Anderson 
Environmental Action Group of Western NY 
Buffalo, NY 

Lois Ann Zendarski 
Concerned Citizens of Cattaraugus County 

Betsey Swan 
The League of Women Voters of New York State  

Irene Senn 
Religious Coalition for the Great Lakes 

would occur after an alternative is selected for implementation and would include 
consultation with appropriate regulatory authorities. An element of the long-term 
programs would be the development of plans and procedures for responding to 
emergencies.  The plans and procedures would include coordination and agreements 
with local police and fire departments and medical facilities. Consistent with 
current practices, DOE and NYSERDA would provide training to emergency 
responders (see Chapter 3, Section 3.10.3.2, of this EIS). 

The analysis in this EIS recognizes the potential for climate change to influence 
the long-term consequences of waste management. Climate changes, whether 
natural or influenced by human actions, could change the nature and amount of 
precipitation. Appendix H, Section H.3.1, of both the Revised Draft EIS and 
the Final EIS discusses the sensitivity of groundwater flow to changes in annual 
precipitation. The revised erosion prediction used for the unmitigated erosion 
dose analysis is based on the assumption that storms could occur more frequently 
than indicated by current records. This prediction includes the effects of storms of 
greater severity than the one that occurred in the region in August 2009.  The use of 
this higher erosion rate associated with an elevated precipitation rate is discussed in 
Appendix H, Section H.2.2.1. Chapter 4, Section 4.3.5, has been revised to include 
a discussion of how the uncertainties about future climate change are addressed in 
this EIS. 
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Cheryl Mendoza 
Freshwater Future 
Petoskey, MI 

Sister Phyllis Tierney 
Sisters of St. Joseph Global Environment Committee 
Rochester, NY 

Vincent Agnello 
Niagara Watershed Alliance 
Youngstown NY 

Kevin Kamps 
Beyond Nuclear 
Takoma Park, MD 

Alice Hirt 
Don't Waste Michigan 
Holland, MI 

Keith Gunter 
Citizens Resistance at Fermi 2 
Livonia, MI 

Individuals 
Response side of this page intentionally left blank.

Ronald J. Scrudato, Ph.D. 

Rev. John R. Long, DD 
Pastoral Associate at First Presbyterian Church 
Buffalo, NY 

Margaret Holland 
Doctoral Candidate 
Teachers College, Columbia Univ. 
NYC, NY 

Elinor Weiss 
East Amherst, New York  

Kathleen Duwe 
Springville, NY  

Amy Witryol 
Lewiston, NY 
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Robin McClellan 

Potsdam, NY
 

Arthur J. Giacalone 

Attorney-at-Law
 
East Aurora, NY  


Bob Sullivan 

St. Pete, FL  


Meryl Brott 

Brighton, MA (formerly of E. Aurora, NY) 


Judith Z Deck 

Tonawanda, NY
 

Esther Bates
 
Kenmore, NY
 

Elaine Kellick 

Tonawanda, NY
 

Linda Weiss
 
Williamsville, NY 


Response side of this page intentionally left blank.
cc. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Rebecca Tadesse, Chief 

Letters also to 

Steven Chu 
Secretary of Energy 
U.S. Department of Energy 
1000 Independence Ave., SW 
Washington, DC 20585 

Francis J. Murray, Jr. 
President & CEO 
New York State Energy Research and Development Authority 
17 Columbia Circle 
Albany, New York 12203-6399 

Governor David A. Paterson 
State Capitol 
Albany, NY 12224 
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Commentor No. 117:   Michael and Joanne Middagh 

June 10, 2009 
Michael and Joanne Middagh 
1082 Sweet Road 
East Aurora, NY 14052 
CLEAN IT UP! ISN’T IT ABOUT TIME 117-1 117-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 

Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 118:   Barbara Warren, Executive Director, 
Citizens’ Environmental Coalition 

118-1 

118-2 

118-3 

118-1	 Consistent with an agreement between NRC and DOE, DOE is preparing the 
Phase 1 Decommissioning Plan for the West Valley Demonstration Project (Phase 1 
Decommissioning Plan) simultaneously with the preparation of this EIS. The 
proposed decommissioning approach described in the Phase 1 Decommissioning 
Plan is consistent with the Preferred Alternative in the EIS.  NRC recognizes that 
the use of the Preferred Alternative in the Phase 1 Decommissioning Plan before 
completion of the EIS is preliminary and subject to change based on the content of 
the Final EIS and DOE’s Record of Decision.  If DOE selects an action other than 
the current Preferred Alternative, the Phase 1 Decommissioning Plan would be 
revised to reflect DOE’s Record of Decision.  While DOE is conducting the NEPA 
review and Phase 1 Decommissioning Plan preparation processes in parallel, the 
Agency has not yet made its final decision regarding its actions for completion of 
the West Valley Demonstration Project. 

118-2	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action and supporting 
rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s 
Findings Statement. Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for Sitewide 
Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this CRD for 
further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

DOE and NYSERDA agree that public involvement is an essential component 
in the decisionmaking process for any EIS. Because of the interest in public 
participation expressed in the comments received on the Revised Draft EIS, DOE 
has decided that, should the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative be selected, DOE 
would seek additional public input prior to the Phase 2 decision regardless of the 
exact NEPA process utilized.   Specifically, public involvement would continue 
until final decisions are made and implemented. Public meetings would continue 
to be held on at least a quarterly basis, and additional meetings would be held as 
necessary to assure timely communication with the public. DOE and NYSERDA 
would continue to support the West Valley Citizen Task Force, which is expected to 
remain in place during this time. 

NYSERDA would assess results of site-specific studies and other information 
during Phase 1. NYSERDA expects to prepare an EIS, or to supplement the 
existing EIS, to evaluate Phase 2 decisions for the SDA and balance of WNYNSC.  
In accordance with SEQR requirements, a public comment period would be held by 
NYSERDA along with public meetings to further solicit stakeholder input. 
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Commentor No. 118 (cont’d):  Barbara Warren, Executive Director, 
Citizens’ Environmental Coalition 

118-3 
cont’d 

118-4 
118-3 
cont’d 

Regarding the analysis of long-term impacts and future risks, DOE disagrees 
with statements that the long-term performance assessment is “scientifically 
indefensible.” This point is discussed in more detail in response to Comment 
no. 118-4.  Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10, presents the future risks associated with the 
alternatives evaluated in this EIS. The analysis accounts for human health risk 
for onsite and offsite receptors and considers  the site hydrology and hydrological 
transport of contaminants under scenarios of continuing institutional control, loss of 
institutional control, and unmitigated erosion following loss of institutional control. 

DOE and NYSERDA provide their rationale for identifying the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative as the Preferred Alternative in Chapter 2, Section 2.7, 
of this EIS. As noted above, a decision on the selected course of action and 
rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s 
Findings Statement. 

118-3	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative, as well as the commentor’s concern about continued DOE 
participation in the cleanup of the WNYNSC site.  DOE will remain on site until 
it completes its responsibilities as assigned under the West Valley Demonstration 
Project Act.  DOE would not leave the site after completion of the Phase 1 actions 
because it would not have completed the actions required under the Act.  The 
description of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative in Chapter 2 of the EIS has 
been revised to clarify this, and the wording in the Phase 1 Decommissioning Plan 
has been revised to avoid the implication that DOE would leave the site at the end 
of Phase 1. 

118-4	 Please see the response to Comment no. 118-2. 

This EIS has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of NEPA and 
SEQR. DOE and NYSERDA have prepared this single, comprehensive EIS for the 
decommissioning and long-term stewardship of WNYNSC.  As required by NEPA 
and SEQR, it analyzes the environmental impacts of a broad spectrum of reasonable 
alternatives that meet the respective purposes and needs of DOE and NYSERDA 
(Sitewide Removal, Sitewide Close-In-Place, and Phased Decisionmaking), as well 
as the No Action Alternative.  A detailed work plan is not required to complete an 
EIS and normally is not developed until a decision is made. 

This EIS adequately analyzes the totality of the environmental impacts, including 
costs, of the identified alternatives. These impacts are presented in Chapter 4 of 
this EIS. 
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Commentor No. 118 (cont’d):  Barbara Warren, Executive Director, 
Citizens’ Environmental Coalition 

118-4 
cont’d 

118-5 

118-6 

The public comment process for this EIS meets the requirements of NEPA and 
SEQR. The Revised Draft EIS was issued for public review and comment on 
December 8, 2009. DOE’s Notice of Availability announced a 6-month public 
comment period (required by the 1987 Stipulation of Compromise Settlement 
between the Coalition on West Valley Nuclear Wastes and Radioactive Waste 
Campaign and DOE) and three public hearings. In response to requests from the 
public, DOE and NYSERDA extended the original public comment period for 
an additional 90 days, through September 8, 2009. An additional public hearing 
was held in Albany, New York, and the hearing originally scheduled for Blasdell, 
New York, was moved to a more central downtown Buffalo, New York, location.  
DOE and NYSERDA held the public hearings to provide interested members of the 
public with opportunities to learn more about the content of the Revised Draft EIS 
from exhibits, factsheets, and other materials; to hear DOE and NYSERDA 
representatives present the results of the EIS analyses; to ask clarifying questions; 
and to provide oral or written comments. A website (http://www.westvalleyeis. 
com) was established to further inform the public about the Revised Draft EIS, 
how to submit comments, the public hearings, and other pertinent information. 
Comment submission mechanisms and public hearing dates, times, and locations 
were announced in the Federal Register and New York State Environmental Notice 
Bulletin notices, in local newspapers, and on the website. Members of the public 
who expressed interest and are on the DOE and NYSERDA mailing list for the 
Revised Draft EIS were notified by U.S. mail regarding hearing dates, times, and 
locations. 

In addition to the Sitewide Removal Alternative, this EIS addresses the Sitewide 
Close-In-Place Alternative, which would leave some radioactive and hazardous 
wastes in place. Phase 2 of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative would have 
impacts ranging between these two alternatives, depending on the decision 
made during Phase 1 activities. DOE believes the analysis in this EIS meets the 
requirements of NEPA and SEQR in the sense that, when there is incomplete or 
unavailable information relevant to reasonably foreseeable significant adverse 
environmental impacts, the EIS (1) acknowledges the information limitation and its 
relevance to environmental consequence, (2) summarizes existing credible scientific 
evidence, and (3) presents an analysis using a theoretical approach that is generally 
accepted by the scientific community involved in such analysis. In general, DOE’s 
position is that the Agency spent much time and effort engaging highly qualified 
and respected experts in hydrology and hydrological transport, landscape evolution 
(erosion), human health and environmental risk analysis, and other technical fields, 
and stands behind the analyses performed for this EIS. 
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Commentor No. 118 (cont’d):  Barbara Warren, Executive Director, 

Citizens’ Environmental Coalition
 

118-6 
cont’d 

118-7 

118-5	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s opposition to leaving 
radioactive or hazardous waste on site. Please see the response to Comment 
no. 118-2. 

As acknowledged in this EIS, long-term monitoring and maintenance would be 
required for alternatives that would leave waste on site. This EIS provides a 
summary description of current and potential future environmental monitoring 
programs. The descriptions of the alternatives were revised to further describe the 
use of engineered barriers and long-term monitoring and maintenance. Long-term 
monitoring and maintenance are described in Chapter 2, Sections 2.4.2.6 and 
2.4.3.8. Long-term monitoring and institutional controls are also discussed 
in Chapter 6. Additional information about current and proposed monitoring 
and institutional controls is provided in Appendices C, H, and I.  Chapter 2, 
Table 2–4, includes estimates of the environmental consequences if (1) monitoring 
and maintenance are successful (institutional controls remain in place) and 
(2) monitoring and maintenance programs fail (institutional controls are lost). 
Chapter 4, Section 4.2, includes monitoring and maintenance costs for the 
alternatives that would leave waste on the site. 

Detailed information regarding long-term monitoring and maintenance programs 
and institutional controls under alternatives that would leave waste on site has 
not been specifically defined at this time. Such definition would occur after an 
alternative is selected for implementation and would include consultation with 
appropriate regulatory authorities. An element of the long-term programs would 
be the development of plans and procedures for responding to emergencies.  These 
plans and procedures would include coordination and agreements with local police 
and fire departments and medical facilities. 

In addition, all DOE sites, including WNYNSC, have developed plans that assure 
prompt responses to emergencies.  As discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.10.3.2, of 
this EIS, agreements have been established among police and fire departments in 
the West Valley area that would ensure responders provide emergency services in 
the event of an incident or accident. Responders are trained and briefed annually by 
the Radiation and Safety Department at WNYNSC and NYSERDA on how to deal 
with potential emergencies, including training to provide assistance in chemical 
or radioactive occurrences. In the event of an emergency, a written protocol 
for emergency medical needs at WNYNSC provides the basis for support from 
Bertrand Chaffee Hospital and the Erie County Medical Center. 
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Commentor No. 118 (cont’d):  Barbara Warren, Executive Director, 
Citizens’ Environmental Coalition 

118-7 
cont’d 

118-8 

118-9 

As stated in the response to Comment no. 118-4, this EIS evaluates a Sitewide 
Removal Alternative that would remove all waste from the site; a Sitewide 
Close-In-Place Alternative that would leave some radioactive and hazardous waste 
safely stored in place; and a Phased Decisionmaking Alternative that ultimately 
would have impacts ranging between these two prior alternatives, depending on the 
Phase 2 decision made during Phase 1 activities. DOE believes the analysis in this 
EIS meets the requirements of NEPA and SEQR in that, when there is incomplete 
or unavailable information relevant to reasonably foreseeable significant adverse 
environmental impacts, the EIS (1) acknowledges the information limitation and its 
relevance to environmental consequence, (2) summarizes existing credible scientific 
evidence, and (3) presents an analysis using a theoretical approach that is generally 
accepted by the scientific community involved in such analysis. 

118-6	 While the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative temporarily defers a final decision 
on the disposition of the Waste Tank Farm, the NDA, and the Construction and 
Demolition Debris Landfill, DOE believes that the impacts of this deferred decision 
are adequately analyzed within the current EIS. Of course, as with all tiered 
decisions, DOE would continue to assess the results of any site-specific studies 
along with any emerging technologies to ascertain whether or not a Supplemental 
EIS is warranted prior to any Phase 2 decision. Based upon data available to date, 
however, DOE believes this EIS adequately evaluates the environmental impacts 
associated with the range of reasonable alternatives. 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
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Commentor No. 118 (cont’d):  Barbara Warren, Executive Director, 
Citizens’ Environmental Coalition 

118-9 
cont’d 

118-10 

at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

DOE and NYSERDA agree that public involvement is an essential component 
in the decisionmaking process for any EIS. Public input as part of the Phase 2 
decisionmaking process is discussed in the response to Comment no. 118-2. 

Regarding the commentor’s statement that the tanks are nearing the end of their 
40-year lifespan, DOE recognizes and has been managing the hazard associated 
with the underground tanks in the Waste Tank Farm.  Following removal and 
solidification of the majority of the Waste Tank Farm inventory, DOE has developed 
and is implementing actions to reduce the potential for a leak from the underground 
tanks. Specifically, it is working to install a tank and vault drying system designed 
to dry the liquid heel remaining in the waste tanks. The installation of this system 
and the drying of the tank inventories is part of the Interim End State or EIS 
starting point. In addition to drying the tanks to reduce the potential for a leak, 
DOE operates the groundwater pumping system that reduces groundwater seepage 
into the tank vaults while still maintaining a hydraulic gradient so that any liquid 
flows into, rather than out of, the vault system. DOE also maintains the tank leak 
detection equipment located in the tank pans and vaults and regularly samples 
the monitoring wells surrounding the tank vaults to ensure no leakage into the 
groundwater.  Mitigation measures would be taken if any leakage were detected. 
It should be noted that none of the high-level waste tanks has ever leaked. While 
there is no quantitative estimate of risk from the tanks while the contents are being 
dried, it is clear that the risks are being further reduced by tank drying. 

Additionally, much of the residual contamination in the tanks is attached 
(i.e., “fixed”) to metal surfaces and is not readily mobile. Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1, 
of this EIS, as well as text in the Phase 1 Decommissioning Plan, have been 
clarified to acknowledge that the liquids remaining in the tanks will be dried as a 
result of installation and operation of the tank and vault drying system and that this 
drying will be complete before any Waste Tank Farm decommissioning actions are 
initiated. 
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Commentor No. 118 (cont’d):  Barbara Warren, Executive Director, 
Citizens’ Environmental Coalition 

118-10 
cont’d 

118-11 

Regarding appropriate care and maintenance of major radioactive facilities at the 
site, please see the response to this issue under Comment no. 118-5. 

Regarding the commentor’s request for a definitive statement that Phase 2 is the 
final phase of the Phased Decommissioning Alternative:

 DOE Response: 

DOE intends for the decision on the Phase 2 actions to complete decommissioning 
activities at the site, either by removal of the remainder of the waste and facilities or 
by in-place closure.

 NYSERDA Response: 

In the Final EIS, NYSERDA has clarified that, for the SDA, alternatives that would 
be considered for Phase 2 actions, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
selected, would include at least: complete exhumation, close-in-place, or continued 
active management consistent with permit and license requirements. Unlike the 
West Valley Demonstration Project, the SDA does not have a decommissioning 
requirement. Through its rigorous monitoring and maintenance program, 
NYSERDA has demonstrated for the past 25 years that the SDA can be managed 
safely in its current configuration. However, NYSERDA also recognizes the 
dynamic nature of the environment at West Valley and decisions made 10 years 
from now would need to reflect the knowledge gained from scientific studies and 
data gathering (during Phase 1) as well as continued review of routine monitoring 
data collected for the SDA. NYSERDA’s decisions have been and will continue 
to be protective of human health and the environment. And, as it has done for 
Phase 1, NYSERDA would solicit stakeholder input on its Phase 2 decision through 
a formal public comment period and public hearings. 

118-7 DOE and NYSERDA note the comments. 

Concerning the amount of radioactivity that would be removed under Phase 1 of 
the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative, please see the response to this issue under 
Comment no. 118-6. 

Decontamination and decommissioning of the facilities at WNYNSC under the 
proposed action alternatives are discussed throughout this EIS. Please see, for 
example, Chapter 4, Sections 4.1.9 and 4.1.11.  Additional discussion is provided in 
Appendices C, H, and I. 
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Commentor No. 118 (cont’d):  Barbara Warren, Executive Director, 
Citizens’ Environmental Coalition 

118-11 
cont’d 

118-12 

118-13 

118-14 

DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s concern about continued DOE 
participation in the cleanup of the WNYNSC site.  As stated in the response to 
Comment no. 118-3, DOE will remain on site until it completes the actions required 
under the West Valley Demonstration Act.  Please see this response for further 
discussion of this issue. 

Regarding long-term stewardship and necessary engineering and institutional 
controls, please see the response to this issue under Comment no. 118-5. 

Concerning continued public involvement in the Phase 2 decisionmaking process 
under the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative, please see the response to this issue 
under Comment no. 118-6. 

118-8	 DOE and NYSERDA note the comments.  Responses to the comments are 
presented in the order provided by the commentor: 

A. Air and water releases subsequent to decommissioning were used to calculate the 
annual population doses presented in this EIS in Chapter 4, Table 4–15.  These 
releases would be due to periodic replacement of the permeable treatment wall 
and demolition of the interim storage facility under the Sitewide Close-In-Place 
and Phased Decisionmaking Alternatives.  The No Action Alternative population 
doses in Table 4–15 would be due to releases associated with the continued 
operation of the existing ventilation and wastewater treatment systems. The 
largest projected releases and population doses cited in this table are for the No 
Action Alternative, based on the radionuclide releases recorded from prior years of 
WNYNSC operation. The annual population dose for the No Action Alternative 
as shown in Table 4–15 is a very small fraction (less than 1 percent) of the peak 
annual population doses presented in Table 4–14 for decommissioning actions 
under the three action alternatives. The population doses after decommissioning 
that are presented in Table 4–15 are negligible compared to the doses presented in 
Table 4–14 during decommissioning actions. 

B. As described in Chapter 2, Section 2.4.2, during decommissioning activities 
associated with the Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative, the leachate treatment 
system would have processed the leachate from the NDA and SDA and engineered 
multi-layer covers and erosion control structures would have been installed at the 
NDA and SDA.  These actions would be designed to remove radionuclides in the 
leachate and isolate and confine the remaining radionuclides in the NDA and SDA 
for longer than 100 years. For the Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative, the rate 
of release of contamination is based on an assumed loss of institutional controls 
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Commentor No. 118 (cont’d):  Barbara Warren, Executive Director, 

Citizens’ Environmental Coalition
 

118-14 
cont’d 

118-15 

at 100 years. Loss of institutional controls has the same effect as cessation of 
maintenance and other activities. 

C. Chapter 4, Table 4–12, of this EIS correctly presents the total population dose 
for each alternative during decommissioning actions. It is true that, because the 
total removal alternative involves the largest removal of radioactive material, the 
decommissioning actions population dose for this alternative would be expected 
to be greater than those of the other three alternatives considered. In contrast, 
Table 4–15 presents the annual public dose for actions following decommissioning 
under each alternative. For this time period, the No Action Alternative is shown to 
have the largest public dose of the four alternatives. 

D. The transport of radionuclides into the human food chain through the ingestion 
of milk is included in the analysis of normal operations impacts in Chapter 4. 
The assumed consumption of milk by the general population and the maximally 
exposed individual is presented in Appendix I, Table I–6. 

118-9	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s opposition to the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  DOE believes the analysis in this EIS meets the 
requirements of NEPA and SEQR in the sense that, when there is incomplete or 
unavailable information relevant to reasonably foreseeable significant adverse 
environmental impacts, the EIS (1) acknowledges the information limitation and 
its relevance to environmental consequence, (2) summarizes existing credible 
scientific evidence, and (3) presents an analysis using a theoretical approach that 
is generally accepted by the scientific community involved in such analysis. As 
stated in the response to Comment no. 118-4, in general, DOE’s position is that the 
Agency spent much time and effort engaging highly qualified and respected experts 
in hydrology and hydrological transport, landscape evolution (erosion), human 
health and environmental risk analysis, and other technical fields, and stands behind 
the analyses performed for this EIS. 

Impacts associated with both phases of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative 
are presented for each resource area in Chapter 4 of this EIS. If the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected, options for Phase 2 (exclusive of the 
SDA) are sitewide removal of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide 
Removal Alternative), close in place of the remaining facilities and contamination 
(Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative), or a combination of activities from these two 
alternatives. For the SDA only, NYSERDA is also considering continued active 
management consistent with permit and license requirements. For each resource 
area, Chapter 4 discusses the impacts that would occur if either removal or close 
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Commentor No. 118 (cont’d):  Barbara Warren, Executive Director, 
Citizens’ Environmental Coalition 

118-15 
cont’d 

118-16 

118-17 

118-18 

in place is selected for Phase 2. The chapter also discusses which alternatives 
bound the impacts in the event that continued active management is selected for 
the SDA. The short-term impacts of a Phase 2 decision that involves continued 
active management of the SDA are bounded by either the removal or close-in-place 
impacts. The post-decommissioning impacts of a continued active management 
decision for the SDA, which include staffing, occupational exposure, and waste 
generation related to SDA monitoring and maintenance, as well as long-term 
impacts on public health and safety, would be similar to the no action impacts for 
the SDA. 

Responses to the comments are presented in the order provided by the commentor: 

A. Regarding the amount of radioactivity that would be removed under Phase 1 of the 
Phased Decisionmaking Alternative, please see the response to this issue under 
Comment no. 118-6. 

B. The Phase 1 studies are designed to further characterize the site and research 
technology developments and engineering to aid consensus decisionmaking for 
Phase 2 actions. These studies are described in Chapter 2, Section 2.4.3, of this 
EIS. 

C. Concerning appropriate care and maintenance of major radioactive facilities at 
WNYNSC, please see the response to this issue under Comment no. 118-5.  DOE 
and NYSERDA believe the analysis conducted for this EIS provides a basis for 
understanding the environmental and health impacts of continuing to manage 
the inventory in the WTF, NDA, and SDA in their current configuration.  The 
impacts of storage are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.9, where the Phase 1 
human health impacts are discussed. Potential mitigation measures that could be 
implemented during this period are discussed throughout Chapter 6. Information 
on the human health impacts during this period is also provided in Appendices I, 
J, and P. Decisions regarding how many monitoring devices will be installed 
and where, the environmental and geotechnical parameters, and the nature of 
performance assessments will be made after the decision on the selected course of 
action and the supporting rationale are announced in DOE’s Record of Decision 
and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 
As noted in the response to Comment no. 118-6 regarding the “30-year delay” 
cited by the commentor, in response to public comments on this issue, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe.  The Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies that the Phase 2 decision would be 
made no later than 10 years after issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision 
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Commentor No. 118 (cont’d):  Barbara Warren, Executive Director, 

Citizens’ Environmental Coalition
 

118-18 
cont’d 

118-18 
cont’d 

and NYSERDA Findings Statement if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
selected. 

D. Concerning continued public involvement in the Phase 2 decisionmaking process 
under the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative, please see the response to this issue 
under Comment no. 118-6. 

118-10	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the conclusions 
of the Synapse Report and for NYSERDA’s View.  Please see the Issue Summary 
for “Conclusions of the Synapse Report” in Section 2 of this CRD for further 
discussion of the report’s issues and DOE and NYSERDA’s response. 

DOE disagrees with many of the points raised in NYSERDA’s View, which is 
included as the Foreword to this EIS. At the core, differences between DOE and 
NYSERDA center on different views about the nature of analysis required for an 
EIS and the attendant level of acceptable risk associated with any uncertainties 
in that analysis as it relates to decisionmaking. DOE believes the analysis in this 
EIS meets the requirements of NEPA and SEQR in that, when there is incomplete 
or unavailable information relevant to reasonably foreseeable significant adverse 
environmental impacts, this EIS (1) acknowledges the information limitation and its 
relevance to environmental consequence, (2) summarizes existing credible scientific 
evidence, and (3) presents an analysis using a theoretical approach that is generally 
accepted by the scientific community involved in such analyses. This Final EIS 
contains text boxes in the relevant subject matter areas that acknowledge the 
differences of opinion between DOE and NYSERDA.  As stated in the responses 
to Comment nos. 118-4 and 118-9, in general, DOE’s position is that the Agency 
spent much time and effort engaging highly qualified and respected experts in 
hydrology and hydrological transport, landscape evolution (erosion), human health 
and environmental risk analysis, and other technical fields, and stands behind the 
analyses performed for this EIS. 

118-11	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for NYSERDA’s 
View.  Please see the response under Comment no. 118-10 above. 

118-12	 The analysis in this EIS recognizes the potential for climate change to influence 
the long-term consequences of waste management. Climate changes, whether 
natural or influenced by human actions, could change the nature and amount of 
precipitation. Appendix H, Section H.3.1, of both the Revised Draft EIS and 
the Final EIS discusses the sensitivity of groundwater flow to changes in annual 
precipitation. The revised erosion prediction used for the unmitigated erosion 
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Commentor No. 118 (cont’d):  Barbara Warren, Executive Director, 

Citizens’ Environmental Coalition
 

118-18 
cont’d 

118-19 

118-15 
cont’d 

118-20 

dose analysis is based on the assumption that storms could occur more frequently 
than indicated by current records. This prediction includes the effects of storms of 
greater severity than the one that occurred in the region in August 2009.  The use of 
this higher erosion rate associated with an elevated precipitation rate is discussed in 
Appendix H, Section H.2.2.1. Chapter 4, Section 4.3.5, has been revised to include 
a discussion of how the uncertainties about future climate change are addressed in 
this EIS. 

118-13 DOE and NYSERDA note the comment.  Information about the hazard to the site 
presented by earthquakes is presented in this EIS in Chapter 3, Section 3.5. Please 
also see the Issue Summary for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive 
and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of this issue. 

118-14 DOE and NYSERDA note the comment. 

118-15 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative.  Please see the responses to Comment nos. 118-1, 118-2, 
118-5, and 118-6.

 The Phase 1 Decommissioning Plan only presents information on the proposed 
Phase 1 actions. The disposition of the high-level waste tanks and the NDA would 
be the subject of future Decommissioning Plans that would be prepared after DOE 
and NYSERDA identify a Phase 2 decision for these facilities.  Text in the Phase 1 
Decommissioning Plan has been revised to clarify that the radionuclide inventory in 
the tanks would be dry at the beginning of Phase 1 activities. 

If a different approach is selected in the Record of Decision, the Decommissioning 
Plan will be revised as necessary to reflect the changes. 

118-16 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s concern about continued DOE 
participation in the cleanup of the WNYNSC site.  As stated in the response to 
Comment no. 118-3, DOE will remain on site until it completes the actions required 
under the West Valley Demonstration Act.  Please see this response for further 
discussion of this issue. 

118-17 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative.  Please see the responses to Comment nos. 118-1, 118-2, 
118-5, 118-6, 118-10, and 118-14. 
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Commentor No. 118 (cont’d):  Barbara Warren, Executive Director, 
Citizens’ Environmental Coalition 

118-20 
cont’d 

118-21 

118-22 

118-18	 DOE and NYSERDA note the comments.  Please see the responses to 
Comment nos. 118-5, 118-6, 118-9, and 118-15 regarding the topics mentioned in 
this comment. Note that DOE maintains tank leak detection equipment located 
in the tank pans and vaults and the tanks have never leaked; therefore, they have 
not contributed to the source of groundwater contamination on the North Plateau. 
Please also see the Issue Summary for “Concerns about Potential Contamination of 
Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and 
NYSERDA’s responses. 

118-19	 Please see the responses to Comment nos. 118-6 (regarding the tanks) and 118-12 
(regarding climate change). 

118-20	 A detailed work plan is not required to complete an EIS, and normally is not 
developed until a decision is made. Appendix C describes the construction and 
demolition activities to be conducted to the extent known and provides a basis 
for determining impacts for each alternative. At the starting point of the time 
period analyzed in this EIS, the contents of the High Level Waste Tanks would be 
in a dry form and would not readily migrate to groundwater should the tanks be 
breached. Appendix I, Section I.5, contains an evaluation of an accident scenario 
whereby the roof of the vault and the tank collapse, exposing the tank contents to 
the atmosphere. Because the contents are dry, the exposure route that is considered 
in the accident analysis is through the air.  It should be noted that the tanks have 
never leaked and have not contributed to the source of groundwater contamination 
on the North Plateau. It should also be noted that, should an accident occur 
resulting in breaching of the tanks, mitigative measures would be immediately 
implemented to minimize environmental and worker impacts. 

118-21	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s concerns that the removal of 
facilities under Phase 1 of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative could affect a 
future decision on site cleanup. However, their removal under Phase 1 would not 
bias any decision to be made about Phase 2 implementation. 

Phase 1 would involve short-term actions where there is Agency consensus and 
would undertake characterization work and studies that would facilitate future 
decommissioning decisionmaking for the remaining facilities or areas including a 
full excavation and cleanup of the NDA and the SDA.  Many of the facilities and 
areas identified by the commentor as being eliminated under Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative would actually be removed to their floor slabs or to 
grade prior to the starting point of the EIS (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1, of this 
EIS). These include the Administration Building and Expanded Environmental 
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Commentor No. 118 (cont’d):  Barbara Warren, Executive Director, 

Citizens’ Environmental Coalition
 

118-22 
cont’d 

118-23 

Laboratory in Waste Management Area (WMA) 10 and most of the facilities in 
WMA 5.  The decisions regarding which facilities will be removed prior to the EIS 
starting point were developed by DOE and NYSERDA after careful consideration 
of all facilities and areas on WNYNSC. 

All facilities to be closed at the starting point of the EIS are not expected, either 
individually or collectively, to affect the decommissioning plans for the site.  
None of them would be needed to safely monitor and maintain or support future 
removal of the vitrified high-level radioactive waste on the site or to assist in site 
decommissioning. Leaving the unneeded facilities in place would require continued 
maintenance and monitoring, resulting in unnecessary costs. The only facility 
that will not be removed prior to the EIS starting point is the New Warehouse in 
WMA 10.  The New Warehouse and other facilities and storage areas that would be 
removed from the site during Phase 1 of the Phased Decommissioning Alternative, 
if that alternative is selected in the Record of Decision, are addressed in Chapter 2, 
Section 2.4.3.1, of this EIS. Again, DOE and NYSERDA carefully reviewed the 
facilities that would be removed during Phase 1 to assure that no reasonable and 
cost-effective options for decommissioning under Phase 2 would be foreclosed.  
The facilities that could be used in future decommissioning actions would be 
monitored and maintained. 

118-22	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s concern about cost 
discounting and interest in the cost-benefit analysis included in the Revised 
Draft EIS. Please see the Issue Summary for “Questions about Cost-Benefit 
Analysis” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE 
and NYSERDA’s responses. 

The cost-benefit analysis presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of the Revised Draft 
EIS was performed to support NRC’s request for cost-benefit information consistent 
with its as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA) analysis guidelines. This 
cost-benefit analysis follows the principles in the NRC ALARA guidance presented 
in NUREG-1757, “NRC Consolidated Decommissioning Guidance.” The analysis 
in Section 4.2 has been revised for this Final EIS and uses several relatively low 
discount rates (1, 3, and 5 percent) to investigate the sensitivity of the results to 
lower discount rates. The use of a single discount rate of zero for the ALARA 
analysis is not considered to be consistent with the NRC guidance. 

118-23	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative.  Please see the responses to Comment nos. 118-2 an 118-17. 
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Commentor No. 118 (cont’d):  Barbara Warren, Executive Director, 
Citizens’ Environmental Coalition 

118-23 
cont’d 

Information about the environmental impacts that could be associated with 
WNYNSC activities is presented in several places in this EIS. For example, 
information about the hazard to the site presented by earthquakes is presented in 
Chapter 3, Section 3.5. Projected short-term and long-term impacts for each EIS 
alternative are summarized in Chapter 2, Section 2.6, and presented in detail for 
each environmental resource area (human-health and safety, ecological and water 
resources, etc.) in Chapter 4, Section 4.1. In particular, a detailed assessment of the 
effects of radioactive and toxic wastes on human health, including potential impacts 
to individuals and populations assumed to consume and use water from Lake Erie 
and other water bodies in the region, is given in Section 4.1.10. This section 
includes the public impacts that could result from a scenario whereby institutional 
controls are assumed to be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over 
hundreds of years. Chapter 4, Section 4.2, presents a discussion of costs associated 
with each alternative. 

Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS presents a discussion of costs associated 
with each alternative. Please also see the “Conclusions of the Synapse Report” 
Issue Summary in Section 2 of this CRD for information regarding DOE’s response 
concerning the report’s cost estimate associated with waste remaining on site and 
the apparent inconsistencies employed to arrive at the cost estimate. 
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Commentor No. 119:   Town of Aurora (Erie County) 

119-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  The selected course of action, including 
appropriate mitigation measures, will provide protection of water and other 
natural resources. Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide 
Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential 
Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these 
issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

119-1 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 
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Commentor No. 120: D. S. Kiefer 

120-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative and support for Phase 1 of the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative as an initial step toward complete removal. The decision on the selected 
course of action and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of 
Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  It should be noted that, based on 
the results of Phase 1 investigations, the decision for implementation of Phase 2 
could be either sitewide removal of remaining facilities and contamination 
(Sitewide Removal Alternative) or in-place closure of remaining facilities and 
contamination (Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative), or a combination of activities 
from these two alternatives. For the SDA only, NYSERDA is also considering 
continued active management consistent with permit and license requirements. 

120-1 
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Commentor No. 121: Donald C. Kosloff 

121-1 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s opposition to the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative and preference for the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative.  
The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be 
documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 

121-1 
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Commentor No. 122: Janice R. Bodie, Clerk, 
City of Tonawanda 

Response side of this page intentionally left blank. 



 

 

 
 

 

Commentor No. 122 (cont’d): Janice R. Bodie, Clerk, 
City of Tonawanda 

122-1 

122-2 

122-3 

122-4 
122-5 

122-6 

122-7 

122-8 

122-9 

122-1	 WNYNSC has inventories of radionuclides and hazardous chemical constituents in 
the facilities (buildings, lagoons, and waste disposal areas) as well as environmental 
contamination from past facility operations (e.g., in the North Plateau Groundwater 
Plume). A description of the facilities and inventories of the radionuclides and 
hazardous chemical constituents is included in Appendix C of this EIS.  This 
EIS was prepared to evaluate the potential environmental impacts, including 
impacts from radiological and hazardous chemical constituents, of alternatives for 
decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of the site. 

The commentor is correct that scientific studies have not clearly demonstrated the 
existence of a threshold below which exposure to ionizing radiation conveys no 
risk of health effects.  By assuming that the risk of health effects at low doses is 
proportional to the exposure (i.e., doubling the exposure also doubles the risk), 
regulatory agencies such as EPA and NRC have adopted a prudent approach to 
establishing standards to protect human health and the environment from the 
effects of ionizing radiation.  EPA typically regulates radiation exposure based on a 
lifetime cancer risk of 1 × 10-6 to 1 × 10-4 (1 in a million to 1 in 10,000), consistent 
with its approach for chemical carcinogens. NRC’s license termination dose 
criterion of 25 millirem per year total effective dose equivalent is consistent with 
the recommendations of advisory bodies such as the International Commission on 
Radiological Protection to limit exposures to members of the public from individual 
sources of radiation. Estimated exposures from the alternatives considered in this 
EIS are presented throughout this document in a manner that allows a comparison 
with these levels of protection. 

122-2	 Chapter 1 of this EIS summarizes the history of WNYNSC.  Section 1.1 provides 
an accurate history of the development of the site and how DOE and NYSERDA 
became responsible for their respective roles. 

122-3	 Chapter 3, Section 3.6.2.1, of this EIS addresses groundwater at WNYNSC 
that was contaminated due to past activities (for example, the North Plateau 
Groundwater Plume). This EIS was prepared to evaluate the environmental impacts 
of alternatives for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC.  
Under all of the action alternatives, DOE would either remove contamination 
sources, mitigate their impacts to groundwater, or both.  Under the Sitewide 
Removal and Phased Decisionmaking Alternatives, DOE would remove the source 
of the North Plateau Groundwater Plume. Potential groundwater impacts associated 
with the EIS alternatives are discussed in Chapter 4, Sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.10, and 
Appendix H of this Final EIS. 
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Commentor No. 122 (cont’d): Janice R. Bodie, Clerk, 
City of Tonawanda 

The contamination at the juncture of the Niagara River and Lake Ontario was the 
result of releases from the site when reprocessing operations were in progress. The 
environmental contamination from current operations is minimal (below established 
standards), as demonstrated by the results from the ongoing environmental 
monitoring program. 

122-4 Some of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS, including the Preferred Alternative 
(Phased Decisionmaking), could result in some facilities and waste remaining 
on the site, including the high-level radioactive waste tanks. Under the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative, action would be undertaken during Phase 1 for 
all facilities except the Waste Tank Farm, NDA, SDA, and Construction and 
Demolition Debris Landfill. Options for Phase 2 (exclusive of the SDA) are 
sitewide removal of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide Removal 
Alternative), close in place of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide 
Close-In-Place Alternative), or a combination of activities from these two 
alternatives. For the SDA only, NYSERDA is also considering continued active 
management consistent with permit and license requirements. DOE is required by 
the West Valley Demonstration Project Act to decontaminate and decommission 
the waste storage tanks and facilities used to solidify high-level radioactive waste, 
as well as any material and hardware used in connection with the WVDP, in 
accordance with such requirements as NRC may prescribe. 

DOE recognizes and has been managing the hazard associated with the underground 
tanks in the Waste Tank Farm.  Following removal and solidification of the majority 
of the Waste Tank Farm inventory, DOE has developed and is implementing actions 
to reduce the potential for a leak from the underground tanks.  Specifically, it is 
working to install a tank and vault drying system designed to dry the liquid heel 
remaining in the waste tanks. The installation of this system and the drying of the 
tank inventories is part of the Interim End State or EIS starting point. In addition to 
drying the tanks to reduce the potential for a leak, DOE operates the groundwater 
pumping system that reduces groundwater seepage into the tank vaults while still 
maintaining a hydraulic gradient so that any liquid flows into, rather than out of, the 
vault system. DOE also maintains the tank leak detection equipment located in the 
tank pans and vaults and regularly samples the monitoring wells surrounding the 
tank vaults to ensure no leakage into the groundwater.  Mitigation measures would 
be taken if any leakage were detected. It should be noted that none of the high-
level waste tanks has ever leaked. While there is no quantitative estimate of risk 
from the tanks while the contents are being dried, it is clear that the risks are being 
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Commentor No. 122 (cont’d): Janice R. Bodie, Clerk, 
City of Tonawanda 

further reduced by tank drying. Additionally, much of the residual contamination in 
the tanks is attached (i.e., “fixed”) to metal surfaces and is not readily mobile. 

122-5 Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed the Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision. In 
response to public comments expressing concern about the length of time that 
could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA 
have reconsidered this timeframe for making the Phase 2 decision. As a result, 
the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies that 
the Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

122-6 DOE and NYSERDA are aware of the report, The Real Costs of Cleaning Up 
Nuclear Waste:  A Full Cost Accounting of Cleanup Options for the West Valley 
Nuclear Waste Site (Synapse Report) by Synapse Energy Economics, Inc., 
including the three appendices, and it has been entered into the public comment 
record for this EIS. The substance of the Synapse Report has been addressed in 
this CRD consistent with Council on Environmental Quality NEPA regulations 
(40 CFR 1503.4). Please see the Issue Summary for “Conclusions of the Synapse 
Report” in Section 2 of this CRD for a discussion of the report’s issues and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s response. 

122-7 DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern and have addressed it in 
detail in this EIS. This EIS analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) 
consequences on local as well as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This 
EIS also evaluates the potential human health impacts of a scenario whereby 
institutional controls are assumed to be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to 
occur over hundreds of years. These projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of this EIS.  Erosion studies are discussed in 
Appendix F. In addition to the previously cited Issue Summaries, please see the 
Issue Summary for “Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” in Section 2 of 
this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

122-8 The conclusions referenced in the comment are taken from the Synapse Report. 
As noted above, please see the Issue Summary for “Conclusions of the Synapse 
Report” in Section 2 of this CRD for a discussion of the report’s issues and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s response.  
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Commentor No. 122 (cont’d): Janice R. Bodie, Clerk, 
City of Tonawanda 

122-9 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 123: Patti Jankowski 

July 9, 2009 
Patti Jankowski 
10690 Autumn View Trail 
West Valley, NY 14171 
I have lived here in West Valley now 10 plus years now.I moved here 
fully knowing what was my neighbor(the Plant)I myself Would Really 
like to see what ever is left at plant to be stored above ground to be 
monitored.(I live 2 miles from plant)I think it is the safest way !Also I 
would like to see the State give anyone living with in a 5 mile radius a 
major property tax cut.I think its only fair as we live with it on a daily 
bases.It affects and would affect us if anything would go array 

123-1 123-1 DOE and NYSERDA note the comment. 

As explained in Chapter 2, Section 2.5.1, of this Final EIS, DOE and NYSERDA 
do not consider the use of existing structures or construction of new aboveground 
facilities at WNYNSC for indefinite storage of decommissioning or long-term 
management of waste to be a reasonable alternative for further consideration 
because it would not meet the Purpose and Need for Agency Action stated in 
Chapter 1, Section 1.3. 

Decisions about New York property tax rates are not made by DOE or NYSERDA. 
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Commentor No. 124: Bruce C. Chapman 

July 9, 2009 
Bruce C. Chapman 
Landowner Zoar Valley/ Cattaraugus Creek 
166 Juniper Dr. 
North Kingstown, RI 02852 
NYS DEC informed us that we have Bald Eagles nesting on our property 
in East Otto. What is to become of them and all the other valley wildlife, 
should there be leakage of nuclear material from the storage sight? This 
could be the single most catastrophic environmental disaster in the history 
of mankind. The entire St. Lawrence basin including lakes Erie and 
Ontario would be devastated. What about our neighbors to the north in 
Canada? 

124-1 124-1	 DOE and NYSERDA note the commentor’s concerns.  DOE’s site monitoring 
program addresses media (air, water, crops) where wildlife and humans could 
come into contact with radioactive contamination. Chapter 4 of this EIS presents a 
screening-level analysis of the impacts of radionuclide releases to biotic receptors 
for the Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative (Section 4.1.6.2) and the No Action 
Alternative (Section 4.1.6.4). In addition, see the Issue Summary for “Concerns 
about Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for a discussion 
of potential impacts to regional and Great Lakes water users. 
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Commentor No. 125: Angela Knisley 

125-1 125-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of all Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for a discussion of 
these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. Section 3
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Commentor No. 126: Jacqueline E. Rushton, 
Common Council, City of Buffalo 

Response side of this page intentionally left blank. 



 

 

 
 

 

Commentor No. 126 (cont’d): Jacqueline E. Rushton, 
Common Council, City of Buffalo 

126-1 

126-2 

126-3 

126-4 
126-5 

126-6 

126-7 

126-8 

126-1	 WNYNSC has inventories of radionuclides and hazardous chemical constituents in 
the facilities (buildings, lagoons, and waste disposal areas) as well as environmental 
contamination from past facility operations (e.g., in the North Plateau Groundwater 
Plume). A description of the facilities and inventories of the radionuclides and 
hazardous chemical constituents is included in Appendix C of this EIS.  This 
EIS was prepared to evaluate the potential environmental impacts, including 
impacts from radiological and hazardous chemical constituents, of alternatives for 
decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of the site. 

The commentor is correct that scientific studies have not clearly demonstrated the 
existence of a threshold below which exposure to ionizing radiation conveys no 
risk of health effects.  By assuming that the risk of health effects at low doses is 
proportional to the exposure (i.e., doubling the exposure also doubles the risk), 
regulatory agencies such as EPA and NRC have adopted a prudent approach to 
establishing standards to protect human health and the environment from the 
effects of ionizing radiation.  EPA typically regulates radiation exposure based on a 
lifetime cancer risk of 1 × 10-6 to 1 × 10-4 (1 in a million to 1 in 10,000), consistent 
with its approach for chemical carcinogens. NRC’s license termination dose 
criterion of 25 millirem per year total effective dose equivalent is consistent with 
the recommendations of advisory bodies such as the International Commission on 
Radiological Protection to limit exposures to members of the public from individual 
sources of radiation. Estimated exposures from the alternatives considered in this 
EIS are presented throughout this document in a manner that allows a comparison 
with these levels of protection. 

126-2	 Chapter 1 of this EIS summarizes the history of WNYNSC.  Section 1.1 provides 
an accurate history of the development of the site and how DOE and NYSERDA 
became responsible for their respective roles. 

126-3	 Chapter 3, Section 3.6.2.1, of this EIS addresses groundwater at WNYNSC 
that was contaminated due to past activities (for example, the North Plateau 
Groundwater Plume). This EIS was prepared to evaluate the environmental impacts 
of alternatives for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC.  
Under all of the action alternatives, DOE would either remove contamination 
sources, mitigate their impacts to groundwater, or both.  Under the Sitewide 
Removal and Phased Decisionmaking Alternatives, DOE would remove the source 
of the North Plateau Groundwater Plume. Potential groundwater impacts associated 
with the EIS alternatives are discussed in Chapter 4, Sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.10, and 
Appendix H of this Final EIS. Please refer to the Issue Summary for “Concerns 
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Commentor No. 126 (cont’d): Jacqueline E. Rushton, 
Common Council, City of Buffalo 

126-8 
cont’d 

126-9 

126-10 

about Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for a discussion 
of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

The contamination at the juncture of the Niagara River and Lake Ontario was the 
result of releases from the site when reprocessing operations were in progress. The 
environmental contamination from current operations is minimal (below established 
standards), as demonstrated by the results from the ongoing environmental 
monitoring program. 

126-4	 Some of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS, including the Preferred Alternative 
(Phased Decisionmaking), could result in some facilities and waste remaining 
on the site, including the high-level radioactive waste tanks. Under the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative, action would be undertaken during Phase 1 for 
all facilities except the Waste Tank Farm, NDA, SDA, and Construction and 
Demolition Debris Landfill. Options for Phase 2 (exclusive of the SDA) are 
sitewide removal of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide Removal 
Alternative), close in place of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide 
Close-In-Place Alternative), or a combination of activities from these two 
alternatives. For the SDA only, NYSERDA is also considering continued active 
management consistent with permit and license requirements. DOE is required by 
the West Valley Demonstration Project Act to decontaminate and decommission 
the waste storage tanks and facilities used to solidify high-level radioactive waste, 
as well as any material and hardware used in connection with the WVDP, in 
accordance with such requirements as NRC may prescribe. 

DOE recognizes and has been managing the hazard associated with the underground 
tanks in the Waste Tank Farm.  Following removal and solidification of the majority 
of the Waste Tank Farm inventory, DOE has developed and is implementing actions 
to reduce the potential for a leak from the underground tanks.  Specifically, it is 
working to install a tank and vault drying system designed to dry the liquid heel 
remaining in the waste tanks. The installation of this system and the drying of the 
tank inventories is part of the Interim End State or EIS starting point. In addition to 
drying the tanks to reduce the potential for a leak, DOE operates the groundwater 
pumping system that reduces groundwater seepage into the tank vaults while still 
maintaining a hydraulic gradient so that any liquid flows into, rather than out of, the 
vault system. DOE also maintains the tank leak detection equipment located in the 
tank pans and vaults and regularly samples the monitoring wells surrounding the 
tank vaults to ensure no leakage into the groundwater.  Mitigation measures would 
be taken if any leakage were detected. It should be noted that none of the high-level 
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Commentor No. 126 (cont’d): Jacqueline E. Rushton, 
Common Council, City of Buffalo 

waste tanks has ever leaked. While there is no quantitative estimate of risk from the 
tanks while the contents are being dried, it is clear that the risks are being further 
reduced by tank drying. Additionally, much of the residual contamination in the 
tanks is attached (i.e., “fixed”) to metal surfaces and is not readily mobile. 

126-5 Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed the Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision. In 
response to public comments expressing concern about the length of time that 
could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA 
have reconsidered this timeframe for making the Phase 2 decision. As a result, 
the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies that 
the Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected 

126-6 DOE and NYSERDA are aware of the report, The Real Costs of Cleaning Up 
Nuclear Waste:  A Full Cost Accounting of Cleanup Options for the West Valley 
Nuclear Waste Site (Synapse Report) by Synapse Energy Economics, Inc., 
including the three appendices, and it has been entered into the public comment 
record for this EIS. The substance of the Synapse Report has been addressed in 
this CRD consistent with Council on Environmental Quality NEPA regulations 
(40 CFR 1503.4). Please see the Issue Summary for “Conclusions of the 
Synapse Report” in Section 2 of this CRD for a discussion of the report’s issues and 
DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

126-7 DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern and have addressed it in 
detail in this EIS. This EIS analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) 
consequences on local as well as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This 
EIS also evaluates the potential human health impacts of a scenario whereby 
institutional controls are assumed to be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to 
occur over hundreds of years. These projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of this EIS.  Erosion studies are discussed in 
Appendix F. In addition to the previously cited Issue Summaries, please see the 
Issue Summary for “Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” in Section 2 of 
this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 3-337 
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Commentor No. 126 (cont’d): Jacqueline E. Rushton, 
Common Council, City of Buffalo 

126-8 DOE and NYSERDA note that the impacts of a release of 1 percent of the site 
radioactivity referred to by the commentor are taken from the Synapse Report. 
Please see the Issue Summary for “Conclusions of the Synapse Report” in Section 2 
of this CRD for a discussion of the report’s issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s 
response. See also the response to Comment no. 126-7 regarding the long-term 
impacts analysis addressed in this EIS. 

126-9 The conclusions referenced in the comment are taken from the Synapse Report. 
As noted above, please see the Issue Summary for “Conclusions of the 
Synapse Report” in Section 2 of this CRD for a discussion of the report’s issues and 
DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

126-10 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

Agency actions would comply with the applicable cleanup and decommissioning 
criteria for WNYNSC embodied in Federal and New York State environmental, 
safety, and health regulatory requirements promulgated under various statutory 
authorities (see Chapter 5 of this Final EIS). As summarized in Chapter 1, 
Section 1.3, these regulatory requirements include, in part, RCRA permitting 
and corrective actions under New York State and/or EPA requirements, 
decommissioning according to NRC requirements in its License Termination 
Rule, and EPA assessments of compliance with National Emission Standards for 
Hazardous Air Pollutants. 
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Commentor No. 127: Deborah Bruch Bucki, Town Clerk, 
 Town of Amherst 

127-1 127-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 

Agency actions would comply with the applicable cleanup and decommissioning 
criteria for WNYNSC embodied in Federal and New York State environmental, 
safety, and health regulatory requirements promulgated under various statutory 
authorities (see Chapter 5 of this Final EIS). As summarized in Chapter 1, 
Section 1.3, these regulatory requirements include, in part, RCRA permitting 
and corrective actions under New York State and/or EPA requirements, 
decommissioning according to NRC requirements in its License Termination 
Rule, and EPA assessments of compliance with National Emission Standards for 
Hazardous Air Pollutants. 
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Commentor No. 127 (cont’d): Deborah Bruch Bucki, Town Clerk, 
Town of Amherst 

127-2 

127-3 

127-4 

127-5 

127-6 

127-7 

127-1 
cont’d 

127-2	 WNYNSC has inventories of radionuclides and hazardous chemical constituents 
from past facility operations in the facilities (buildings, lagoons, and waste 
disposal areas) as well as environmental contamination (e.g., in the North Plateau 
Groundwater Plume). A description of the facilities and inventories of the 
radionuclides and hazardous chemical constituents is included in Appendix C of 
this EIS. This EIS was prepared to evaluate the potential environmental impacts, 
including impacts from radiological and hazardous chemical constituents, of 
alternatives for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC. 

127-3	 Chapter 1 of this EIS summarizes the history of WNYNSC.  Section 1.1 provides 
an accurate history of the development of the site and how DOE and NYSERDA 
became responsible for their respective roles. 

127-4	 Chapter 3, Section 3.6.2.1, of this EIS addresses groundwater at WNYNSC 
that was contaminated due to past activities (for example, the North Plateau 
Groundwater Plume). This EIS was prepared to evaluate the environmental impacts 
of alternatives for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC.  
Under all of the action alternatives, DOE would either remove contamination 
sources, mitigate their impacts to groundwater, or both.  Under the Sitewide 
Removal and Phased Decisionmaking Alternatives, DOE would remove the source 
of the North Plateau Groundwater Plume. Potential groundwater impacts associated 
with the EIS alternatives are discussed in Chapter 4, Sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.10, and 
Appendix H of this Final EIS. Please refer to the Issue Summary for “Concerns 
about Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for a discussion 
of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

The contamination at the juncture of the Niagara River and Lake Ontario was the 
result of releases from the site when reprocessing operations were in progress. The 
environmental contamination from current operations is minimal (below established 
standards), as demonstrated by the results from the ongoing environmental 
monitoring program. 

127-5	 Some of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS, including the Preferred Alternative 
(Phased Decisionmaking), could result in some facilities and waste remaining 
on the site, including the high-level radioactive waste tanks. Under the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative, action would be undertaken during Phase 1 for 
all facilities except the Waste Tank Farm, NDA, SDA, and Construction and 
Demolition Debris Landfill. Options for Phase 2 (exclusive of the SDA) are 
sitewide removal of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide Removal 
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Commentor No. 127 (cont’d): Deborah Bruch Bucki, Town Clerk, 
Town of Amherst 

Alternative), close in place of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide 
Close-In-Place Alternative), or a combination of activities from these two 
alternatives. For the SDA only, NYSERDA is also considering continued active 
management consistent with permit and license requirements. DOE is required by 
the West Valley Demonstration Project Act to decontaminate and decommission 
the waste storage tanks and facilities used to solidify high-level radioactive waste, 
as well as any material and hardware used in connection with the WVDP, in 
accordance with such requirements as NRC may prescribe. 

DOE recognizes and has been managing the hazard associated with the underground 
tanks in the Waste Tank Farm.  Following removal and solidification of the majority 
of the Waste Tank Farm inventory, DOE has developed and is implementing actions 
to reduce the potential for a leak from the underground tanks.  Specifically, it is 
working to install a tank and vault drying system designed to dry the liquid heel 
remaining in the waste tanks. The installation of this system and the drying of the 
tank inventories is part of the Interim End State or EIS starting point. In addition to 
drying the tanks to reduce the potential for a leak, DOE operates the groundwater 
pumping system that reduces groundwater seepage into the tank vaults while still 
maintaining a hydraulic gradient so that any liquid flows into, rather than out of, the 
vault system. DOE also maintains the tank leak detection equipment located in the 
tank pans and vaults and regularly samples the monitoring wells surrounding the 
tank vaults to ensure no leakage into the groundwater.  Mitigation measures would 
be taken if any leakage were detected. It should be noted that none of the high-level 
waste tanks has ever leaked. While there is no quantitative estimate of risk from the 
tanks while the contents are being dried, it is clear that the risks are being further 
reduced by tank drying. Additionally, much of the residual contamination in the 
tanks is attached (i.e., “fixed”) to metal surfaces and is not readily mobile. 

127-6 Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed the Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision. In 
response to public comments expressing concern about the length of time that 
could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA 
have reconsidered this timeframe for making the Phase 2 decision. As a result, 
the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies that 
the Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement if the Phased 
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Commentor No. 127 (cont’d): Deborah Bruch Bucki, Town Clerk, 
Town of Amherst 

127-7 DOE and NYSERDA are aware of the report, The Real Costs of Cleaning Up 
Nuclear Waste:  A Full Cost Accounting of Cleanup Options for the West Valley 
Nuclear Waste Site (Synapse Report) by Synapse Energy Economics, Inc., 
including the three appendices, and it has been entered into the public comment 
record for this EIS. The substance of the Synapse Report has been addressed in 
this CRD consistent with Council on Environmental Quality NEPA regulations 
(40 CFR 1503.4). Please see the Issue Summary for “Conclusions of the Synapse 
Report” in Section 2 of this CRD for a discussion of the report’s issues and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 128: New York State Legislature 

128-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response.

 The report, The Real Costs of Cleaning Up Nuclear Waste:  A Full Cost Accounting 
of Cleanup Options for the West Valley Nuclear Waste Site (Synapse Report) by 
Synapse Energy Economics, Inc., including the three appendices, have been entered 
into the public comment record for this EIS. The substance of the Synapse Report 
has been addressed in this CRD consistent with Council on Environmental 
Quality NEPA regulations (40 CFR 1503.4).  Please see the Issue Summary for 
“Conclusions of the Synapse Report” in Section 2 of this CRD for discussion of the 
report’s issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

128-2	 If DOE and NYSERDA select the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative, the Agencies 
are committed to progressing to Phase 2 as soon as possible. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 128-1 of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

The Phased Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised 
Draft EIS allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 
decision, but no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of 
Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative were to be selected. In response to public comments expressing 
concern about the length of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and 
Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for 

128-2 
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Commentor No. 128 (cont’d): New York State Legislature 

128-2 
cont’d 

128-3 

128-4 

128-5 

making a Phase 2 decision. As a result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative 
presented in this Final EIS specifies that a Phase 2 decision would be made no 
later than 10 years after issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
selected. 

128-3	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the legislators’ concerns about long-term 
erosion at the site. This EIS analyzes the consequences of unmitigated erosion. 
The results of the erosion modeling are presented in Appendix F. The human health 
consequences for the unmitigated erosion scenario are presented in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.1.10.3.3. See the “Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” Issue 
Summary in Section 2 of this CRD for a further discussion of this issue and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s response. 

128-4	 Please refer to the Issue Summary for “Conclusions of the Synapse Report,” which 
addresses the comment on the alleged costs and impacts of the leakage of 1 percent 
of radioactivity. 

Potential environmental and health impacts of leaving waste on site for 30 years:  
The analysis conducted for this EIS provides a basis for understanding the 
environmental and health impacts of continuing to manage the inventory in the 
Waste Tank Farm, NDA, and SDA in their current configuration.  The impacts of 
storage are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.9, where the Phase 1 human health 
impacts are discussed. Potential mitigation measures that could be implemented 
during this period are discussed throughout Chapter 6. Information on the human 
health impacts during this period is also provided in Appendices I, J, and P. 

Status of the underground tanks in the Waste Tank Farm: DOE recognizes and has 
been managing the hazard associated with the underground tanks in the Waste Tank 
Farm. Following removal and solidification of the majority of the Waste Tank Farm 
inventory, DOE has developed and is implementing actions to reduce the potential 
for a leak from the underground tanks.  Specifically, it is working to install a tank 
and vault drying system designed to dry the liquid heel remaining in the waste 
tanks. The installation of this system and the drying of the tank inventories is part 
of the Interim End State, or EIS starting point. In addition to drying the tanks to 
reduce the potential for a leak, DOE operates the groundwater pumping system that 
reduces groundwater seepage into the tank vaults while still maintaining a hydraulic 
gradient so that any liquid flows into, rather than out of, the vault system. DOE 
also maintains the tank leak detection equipment located in the tank pans and vaults 
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Commentor No. 128 (cont’d): New York State Legislature 

and regularly samples the monitoring wells surrounding the tank vaults to ensure no 
leakage into the groundwater.  Mitigation measures would be taken if any leakage 
were detected. It should be noted that none of the high-level waste tanks has ever 
leaked. While there is no quantitative estimate of risk from the tanks while the 
contents are being dried, it is clear that the risks are being further reduced by tank 
drying. 

NYSERDA’s View in the EIS Foreword.  DOE disagrees with many of the points 
raised in NYSERDA’s View, which is included as the Foreword to this EIS.  At the 
core, differences between DOE and NYSERDA center on different views about 
the nature of analysis required for an EIS and the attendant level of acceptable risk 
associated with any uncertainties in that analysis as it relates to decisionmaking. 
DOE believes the analysis in this EIS meets the requirements of NEPA and 
SEQR in that, when there is incomplete or unavailable information relevant 
to reasonably foreseeable significant adverse environmental impacts, this EIS 
(1) acknowledges the information limitation and its relevance to environmental 
consequence, (2) summarizes existing credible scientific evidence, and (3) presents 
an analysis using a theoretical approach that is generally accepted by the scientific 
community involved in such analyses. This Final EIS contains text boxes in the 
relevant subject matter areas that acknowledge the differences of opinion between 
DOE and NYSERDA. In general, DOE’s position is that the Agency spent much 
time and effort engaging highly qualified and respected experts in hydrology 
and hydrological transport, landscape evolution (erosion), human health and 
environmental risk analysis, and other technical fields, and stands behind the 
analyses performed for this EIS. 

128-5	 Please refer to the Issue Summary for “Concerns about Potential Contamination 
of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for a discussion of this issue and DOE’s and 
NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 129: Mary Ann Jordan 

129-1 

129-2 

129-3 

129-1	 Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of 
the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement if the 
Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected.  Please see the Issue Summary for 
“Modified Phased Decisionmaking Alternative” in Section 2 of this EIS for further 
discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

129-2	 DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern and have addressed it in 
detail in this EIS. This EIS analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) 
consequences on local as well as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This 
EIS also evaluates the potential human health impacts of a scenario whereby 
institutional controls are assumed to be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to 
occur over hundreds of years. These projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of this EIS.  Erosion studies are discussed 
in Appendix F. Please see the Issue Summaries for “Concerns about Potential 
Contamination of Drinking Water” and “Questions about Long-term Erosion 
Modeling” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these issues and 
DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

129-3	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the full clean up of 
the WNYNSC site.  The estimated costs for implementing each of the alternatives 
are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS. The cost estimates include the 
costs of resources for repairing engineered barriers and isolation systems. Analysis 
of site processes does not suggest that any single natural event would result in any 
major release of radionuclides. 
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Commentor No. : 130: Members of Congress of the United States 

130-1 

130-2 

130-1 
cont’d 

130-3 

130-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentors’ preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.

 The report, The Real Costs of Cleaning Up Nuclear Waste: A Full Cost Accounting 
of Cleanup Options for the West Valley Nuclear Waste Site (Synapse Report) by 
Synapse Energy Economics, Inc., has been addressed in this CRD, consistent 
with the Council on Environmental Quality’s NEPA regulations.  Please see the 
Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and 
Hazardous Waste,” “Conclusions of the Synapse Report,” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

130-2	 The statements regarding actions to be taken during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative are consistent with the descriptions in this EIS.  It 
is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

The Phased Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised 
Draft EIS allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 
decision, but no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of 
Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative were to be selected. In response to public comments expressing 
concern about the length of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and 
Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for 
making a Phase 2 decision. As a result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative 
presented in this Final EIS specifies that a Phase 2 decision would be made no 
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Commentor No. 130 (cont’d): Members of Congress 

130-3 
cont’d 

130-4 

later than 10 years after issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
selected. 

130-3	 This EIS estimates the environmental consequences of leaving the waste on site 
in both an “as-is” condition (No Action Alternative), as well as an arrangement 
with increased isolation and supporting monitoring and maintenance (Sitewide 
Close-In-Place Alternative).  The analysis considers two cases: ongoing institutional 
controls and loss of institutional controls after 100 years. One of the scenarios 
analyzed for the postulated loss of institutional control situation is termed “the 
unmitigated erosion scenario.” This analysis relies on a long-term erosion model 
calibrated to available site-specific data and used in a manner that is consistent with 
theoretical approaches generally accepted by the scientific community. 

The impacts of managing the Waste Tank Farm in an “as-is” configuration is 
discussed in this EIS. DOE’s actions to dry the waste heel remaining in the 
tanks also extends the service life of the tanks and reduces the potential for and 
consequences of a leak from the Waste Tank Farm. 

The environmental impacts of implementing Phase 1 of the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alterative are described for each resource area in Chapter 4 of this EIS. If 
this alternative is selected, the options for Phase 2 (exclusive of the SDA) 
are sitewide removal of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide 
Removal Alternative), close-in-place of the remaining facilities and contamination 
(Sitewide Close-In-Place Alternative), or a combination of activities from these 
two alternatives. For the SDA only, NYSERDA is also considering continued 
active management consistent with permit and license requirements. For each 
resource area, Chapter 4 discusses the impacts that would occur if either removal 
or close-in-place is selected for Phase 2. The chapter also discusses which 
alternative(s) bound the impacts in the event that continued active management is 
selected for the SDA. The short-term impacts of a Phase 2 decision that involves 
continued active management of the SDA are bounded by either the removal or 
close-in-place impacts. The post-decommissioning impacts of a continued active 
management decision for the SDA, which include staffing, occupational exposure, 
and waste generation related to SDA monitoring and maintenance, as well as 
long-term impacts on public health and safety, would be similar to the no action 
impacts for the SDA. 
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Commentor No. 130 (cont’d): Members of Congress 

130-4 In response to requests from the public, DOE and NYSERDA extended the original 
6-month comment period (required by the 1987 Stipulation of Compromise 
Settlement between the Coalition on West Valley Nuclear Wastes and Radioactive 
Waste Campaign and DOE) for an additional 90 days, through September 8, 2009. 



 
 

 

 

 
 

  
 

  

  

 
  

 
 

  

Commentor No. 131: Jonathan Weston, 
Staff of Congressman  Brian Higgins 

From: Weston, Jonathan <Jonathan.Weston@mail.house.gov>
To: Lerner, Steve; Milone, Lauren
Cc: Sermonis, Nathan <Nathan.Sermonis@mail.house.gov>
Sent: Mon Jul 13 14:49:09 2009 
Subject: RE: Extension of Public Comment Period for 90 Days 

Steve – 
I am writing to clarify upon the New York State delegation letter regarding West 
Valley. 
Congressman Higgins strongly supports moving forward with Phase One of the 
Preferred Alternative and believes it is a vital next step in the remediation process. 
We believe that the other cosigners of the letter feel the same as this was commu-
nicated in conversations with the delegation. 131-1 
The letter is only meant to highlight our desire for DOE to make a stronger commit-
ment to the site in Phase Two.  If you have any questions or concerns, please do 
not hesitate to contact me. 
Best regards – 

Jonathan Weston 
Senior Policy Advisor 
Congressman Brian Higgins 
431 Cannon House Offi ce Building 
P: 202.225.3306 
F: 202.226.0347 

131-1	 DOE and NYSERDA appreciate the clarification and acknowledge the commentor’s 
support for the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative followed by a strong 
commitment to Phase 2 cleanup. DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to begin 
implementation of the decommissioning decision immediately after it is determined 
and documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. 
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Commentor No. 132: Kathleen McCormick 

August 8, 2009 
Kathleen McCormick 
53 Milton Street 
Williamsville, NY 14221 
I strongly support the Sitewide Removal option for West Valley. The 
health risks of the other two options are too high. Leaving the waste in 
place at West Valley brings those of us living in Western New York one 
step closer to making one of my childhood nightmares a reality -- the 
human race dying out because we’ve contaminated our water. Please do a 
complete clean-up of West Valley. 

132-1 132-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 133: Johanna M. Coleman, Town Clerk, 
Town of Lancaster 

133-1 
133-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the Sitewide 

Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action and 
supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

Agency actions would comply with the applicable cleanup and decommissioning 
criteria for WNYNSC that are embodied in Federal and New York State 
environmental, safety, and health regulatory requirements promulgated under 
various statutory authorities (see Chapter 5 of this Final EIS). As summarized in 
Chapter 1, Section 1.3, these regulatory requirements include RCRA permitting 
and corrective actions under New York State and/or EPA requirements, 
decommissioning according to NRC requirements in its License Termination 
Rule, and EPA assessments of compliance with National Emission Standards for 
Hazardous Air Pollutants. 
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Commentor No. 133 (cont’d): Johanna M. Coleman, Town Clerk, 
Town of Lancaster, New York 

133-2 

133-3 

133-4 

133-5 

133-6 

133-7 

133-2	 WNYNSC has inventories of radionuclides and hazardous chemical constituents in 
the facilities (buildings, lagoons, and waste disposal areas) as well as environmental 
contamination from past facility operations (e.g., in the North Plateau Groundwater 
Plume). A description of the facilities and inventories of the radionuclides and 
hazardous chemical constituents is included in Appendix C of this EIS.  This 
EIS was prepared to evaluate the potential environmental impacts, including 
impacts from radiological and hazardous chemical constituents, of alternatives for 
decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of the site. 

The commentor is correct that scientific studies have not clearly demonstrated the 
existence of a threshold below which exposure to ionizing radiation conveys no 
risk of health effects.  By assuming that the risk of health effects at low doses is 
proportional to the exposure (i.e., doubling the exposure also doubles the risk), 
regulatory agencies such as EPA and NRC have adopted a prudent approach to 
establishing standards to protect human health and the environment from the 
effects of ionizing radiation.  EPA typically regulates radiation exposure based on a 
lifetime cancer risk of 1 × 10-6 to 1 × 10-4 (1 in a million to 1 in 10,000), consistent 
with its approach for chemical carcinogens. NRC’s license termination dose 
criterion of 25 millirem per year total effective dose equivalent is consistent with 
the recommendations of advisory bodies such as the International Commission on 
Radiological Protection to limit exposures to members of the public from individual 
sources of radiation. Estimated exposures from the alternatives considered in this 
EIS are presented throughout this document in a manner that allows a comparison 
with these levels of protection. 

133-3	 Chapter 1 of this EIS summarizes the history of WNYNSC.  Section 1.1 provides 
an accurate history of the development of the site and how DOE and NYSERDA 
became responsible for their respective roles. 

133-4	 Chapter 3, Section 3.6.2.1, of this EIS addresses groundwater at WNYNSC 
that was contaminated due to past activities (for example, the North Plateau 
Groundwater Plume). This EIS was prepared to evaluate the environmental impacts 
of alternatives for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC.  
Under all of the action alternatives, DOE would either remove contamination 
sources, mitigate their impacts to groundwater, or both.  Under the Sitewide 
Removal and Phased Decisionmaking Alternatives, DOE would remove the source 
of the North Plateau Groundwater Plume. Potential groundwater impacts associated 
with the EIS alternatives are discussed in Chapter 4, Sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.10, and 
Appendix H of this Final EIS. Please refer to the Issue Summary for “Concerns 
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Commentor No. 133 (cont’d): Johanna M. Coleman, Town Clerk, 
Town of Lancaster, New York 

133-8 

133-9 

133-10 

133-1 
cont’d 

about Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for a discussion 
of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

The contamination at the juncture of the Niagara River and Lake Ontario was the 
result of releases from the site when reprocessing operations were in progress. The 
environmental contamination from current operations is minimal (below established 
standards), as demonstrated by the results from the ongoing environmental 
monitoring program. 

133-5	 Some of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS, including the Preferred Alternative 
(Phased Decisionmaking), could result in some facilities and waste remaining 
on the site, including the high-level radioactive waste tanks. Under the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative, action would be undertaken during Phase 1 for 
all facilities except the Waste Tank Farm, NDA, SDA, and Construction and 
Demolition Debris Landfill. Options for Phase 2 (exclusive of the SDA) are 
sitewide removal of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide Removal 
Alternative), close in place of the remaining facilities and contamination (Sitewide 
Close-In-Place Alternative), or a combination of activities from these two 
alternatives. For the SDA only, NYSERDA is also considering continued active 
management consistent with permit and license requirements. DOE is required by 
the West Valley Demonstration Project Act to decontaminate and decommission 
the waste storage tanks and facilities used to solidify high-level radioactive waste, 
as well as any material and hardware used in connection with the WVDP, in 
accordance with such requirements as NRC may prescribe. 

DOE recognizes and has been managing the hazard associated with the underground 
tanks in the Waste Tank Farm.  Following removal and solidification of the majority 
of the Waste Tank Farm inventory, DOE has developed and is implementing actions 
to reduce the potential for a leak from the underground tanks.  Specifically, it is 
working to install a tank and vault drying system designed to dry the liquid heel 
remaining in the waste tanks. The installation of this system and the drying of the 
tank inventories is part of the Interim End State or EIS starting point. In addition to 
drying the tanks to reduce the potential for a leak, DOE operates the groundwater 
pumping system that reduces groundwater seepage into the tank vaults while still 
maintaining a hydraulic gradient so that any liquid flows into, rather than out of, the 
vault system. DOE also maintains the tank leak detection equipment located in the 
tank pans and vaults and regularly samples the monitoring wells surrounding the 
tank vaults to ensure no leakage into the groundwater.  Mitigation measures would 
be taken if any leakage were detected. It should be noted that none of the high-level 
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Commentor No. 133 (cont’d): Johanna M. Coleman, Town Clerk, 
Town of Lancaster, New York 

waste tanks has ever leaked. While there is no quantitative estimate of risk from the 
tanks while the contents are being dried, it is clear that the risks are being further 
reduced by tank drying. Additionally, much of the residual contamination in the 
tanks is attached (i.e., “fixed”) to metal surfaces and is not readily mobile. 

133-6 Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed the Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision. In 
response to public comments expressing concern about the length of time that 
could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA 
have reconsidered this timeframe for making the Phase 2 decision. As a result, 
the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies that 
the Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

133-7 DOE and NYSERDA are aware of the report, The Real Costs of Cleaning Up 
Nuclear Waste:  A Full Cost Accounting of Cleanup Options for the West Valley 
Nuclear Waste Site (Synapse Report) by Synapse Energy Economics, Inc., 
including the three appendices, and it has been entered into the public comment 
record for this EIS. The substance of the Synapse Report has been addressed in 
this CRD consistent with Council on Environmental Quality NEPA regulations 
(40 CFR 1503.4). Please see the Issue Summary for “Conclusions of the Synapse 
Report” in Section 2 of this CRD for a discussion of the report’s issues and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s response. 

133-8 DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern and have addressed it in 
detail in this EIS. This EIS analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) 
consequences on local as well as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This 
EIS also evaluates the potential human health impacts of a scenario whereby 
institutional controls are assumed to be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to 
occur over hundreds of years. These projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of this EIS.  Erosion studies are discussed in 
Appendix F. In addition to the previously cited Issue Summaries, please see the 
Issue Summary for “Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” in Section 2 of 
this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 133 (cont’d): Johanna M. Coleman, Town Clerk, 
Town of Lancaster, New York 

133-9 DOE and NYSERDA note that the impacts of a release of 1 percent of the site 
radioactivity referred to by the commentor are taken from the Synapse Report. 
Please see the Issue Summary for “Conclusions of the Synapse Report” in Section 2 
of this CRD for a discussion of the report’s issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s 
response. See also the response to Comment no. 133-8 regarding the long-term 
impacts analysis addressed in this EIS. 

133-10 The conclusions referenced in the comment are taken from the Synapse Report. 
As noted above, please see the Issue Summary for “Conclusions of the 
Synapse Report” in Section 2 of this CRD for a discussion of the report’s issues and 
DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 134: Orlando C. Monaco 

From: Orlando C. Monaco [mailto:monacos@monacos.us]
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2009 11:12 PM
To: Paul J. Bembia 
Subject: West Valley Contamination of Cattaraugus Creek and Lake Erie & Cleanup
Recourse

 Good evening Mr. Bembia..
                                I am a Western New Yorker who lives in East Aurora and the 
news out of West Valley gravely concerns me.  The fact that we have a facility of 
this nature which has improper interim storage of radioactive waste and currently 
an active underground water leak tainted with Strontium 90 that is entering Cat-
taraugus Creek is disheartening. Does anyone care about the environment here 
in WNY? Isn’t bad enough we now have to contend with this clean up and also the 
clean of the Lake Ontario Ordinance Works in Niagara County, which was formerly 
a site for development of nuclear material for the Manhattan Project. West Valley 
facility needs a complete cleanup plan starting immediately, not partially and then 
pick up the majority 30 years from now.  If a major leakage at this facility occurs 
into Cattaraugus Creek the effects will be disastrous to say the least and not just to 
WNY but the entire Great Lakes region.  Does the Department of Energy want this 
kind of scenario to play out? The water shed of Cattaraugus Creek empties into 
Lake Erie which is the fresh water supply to millions along its 725 mile perimeter. 
Contaminate Cattaraugus Creek and Lake Erie and you are looking at a protracted 
long term manmade disaster of proportions this country has never seen. It is time 
for Department of Energy to put the lives and health of millions first in making a 
decision on the course of action to take. We have a active underground leak with 
radioactive contamination at West Valley,  we have radioactive sediment in Cat-
taraugus Creek, we also have Plutonium traces showing up in the lower Niagara 
River and Lake Ontario. How much more does it take to convince the Department 
of Energy to clean up this site and move this material to an alternate location with 
a more suitable hydrological makeup for safe long term storage? This of course 
would remove the high probability of contaminating the surrounding environment of 
course and allow this material to be monitored long term with minimal expense. I 
sincerely hope the right decision is made for all our sakes. Best Regards…

 Orlando C. Monaco 

134-1 

134-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to begin 
implementation of the decommissioning decision immediately after it is determined 
and documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal 
of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential 
Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these 
issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses.  

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

Please note that the contamination at the juncture of the Niagara River and 
Lake Ontario was the result of releases from the site when reprocessing 
operations were in progress. DOE and NYSERDA are adequately managing the 
waste and contamination in its current configuration and releases are minimal, 
as demonstrated by the results from the ongoing environmental monitoring 
program that are reported in the annual site environmental reports. Chapter 3, 
Section 3.6.2.1, of this EIS addresses groundwater at WNYNSC that was 
contaminated due to past activities (e.g., the North Plateau Groundwater Plume). 
This EIS was prepared to evaluate the environmental impacts of alternatives for 
the decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC.  Under all of 
the action alternatives, DOE would either remove contamination sources, mitigate 
their impacts to groundwater, or both. Under the Sitewide Removal and Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternatives, DOE would remove the source of the North Plateau 
Groundwater Plume. Potential groundwater impacts associated with the EIS 
alternatives are discussed in Chapter 4, Sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.10, and Appendix H 
of this Final EIS. 
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Commentor No. 135: Orlando C. Monaco 

August 10, 2009 
Orlando C. Monaco 
584 Crescent Ave 
East Aurora, NY 14052 
Given the past history of polutions debacles in WNY and the fact that 
currently the West Valley Project has a major leak of strontium 90 tainted 
water that is currently poluting the Cattaraugus Creek and potentialy if 135-1not already Lake Erie. This is unacceptable and any deferred 30 year 
clean up plan is a complete failure to recongnize the severity of this 
situation. Close this facility, clean this 3000+ acre site up and move these 
materials to a safer location. That is the only recourse, and I know in your 
hearts if you lived in West Valley NY that is what you would want as 
well. 

135-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion. 

Note that, during the implementation of Phase 1 of the Preferred Alternative or 
the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative, the source area of the North Plateau 
Groundwater Plume would be removed. The nonsource area would be contained by 
the permeable treatment wall. 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 
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Commentor No. 136: Peter Mercurio 

August 6, 2009 
Peter Mercurio 
129 Center 
East Aurora, NY 14052 
Please rectify the problem now, rather then risk everyones health and cost 

136-1us and our kids more later! Thank you. Peter Mercurio East Aurora, NY 
Village Trustee 

136-1	 DOE and NYSERDA note the commentor’s desire for prompt action to address 
site cleanup. DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to begin implementation of the 
decommissioning decision immediately after it is determined and documented in 
DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 
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Commentor No. 137: Kevin Manne 

August 14, 2009 
Kevin Manne 
1178 Akron Road 
Corfu, NY 14036 
Please clean up the ENTIRE West Valley site immediately, not just 
the “bad” nuclear waste. As a concerned citizen of Western New York, 
I urge you to take immediate action on this issue before Lake Erie is 137-1 
contaminated, and subsequently the rest of the Great Lakes for the sake of 
the generations to come and for the good of the environment. 

137-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to begin 
implementation of the decommissioning decision immediately after it is determined 
and documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. Section 3
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Commentor No. 138: Melanie Scherer 

August 17, 2009 
Melanie Scherer 
46 Brookpark Drive 
Amherst, NY 14228 
I am asking you to support a full clean up of the West Valley area. It is 

138-1essential to our current health, and to the future health of our community. 138-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 139: Dr. H. Rosalie Bertell 

August 17, 2009 
Dr. H. Rosalie Bertell 
1750 Quarry Rd. 
Yardley, PA 19067-3910 
It was in 1975 that I first head about the desecration of the lush farm 
and dairy land south of Buffalo with a failed nuclear reprocessing 
plant and nuclear waste dump! I was working at Roswell Park Cancer 
Hospital at the time and had been studing low level radiation for ten 
years - measuring its age acceleration effect on humans. It is hard 139-1to believe that West Valley has not been cleaned up! It is an outrage 
against Public Health and the people of New York State. The failure of 
State and Federal government to record the damage to the health of the 
people does not make that damage disappear. All of Western New York 
has experienced the economic and damaged health legacy of this failed 
experiment. The children have suffered the most. There is no excuse for 
walking away from this environmental disaster! 

139-1	 This EIS was prepared to evaluate the environmental impacts of the alternatives 
for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC, which are 
presented in Chapter 4 of this EIS. The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 
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Commentor No. 140: Mary Herbst 

August 17, 2009 
Mary Herbst 
5541 East River Road 
Grand Island, NY 14072 
For many years now citizens in the Western New York area have been 
asking to clean up the West Valley Demonstration Project in order to 
prevent dangerous carcinogenic materials from entering the water supply. 
Due to erosion, it is unacceptable to continue to allow nuclear waste 140-1 
products to remain on the site and contaminate the water. This has been 
recognized for long enough and to study it further only causes more 
problems. 

140-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern and have addressed it 
in detail in Appendix F of this EIS.  This EIS analyzes erosion and the long-term 
(multi-century) consequences on local as well as Lake Erie and Niagara River water 
users. 

Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential Contamination 
of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 141: James Steinwachs, 

St. Joseph’s University Parish Social Justice Committee
 

August 16, 2009 
James Steinwachs 
St. Joseph’s University Parish Social Justice Committee 
Buffalo, NY 14214 
This problem has been ongoing for years. It is about time to put a plan 

141-1together with a reasonable timetable to clesn up this DUMP. 141-1	 DOE and NYSERDA note the commentor’s desire for prompt action to address 
site cleanup. DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to begin implementation of the 
decommissioning decision immediately after it is determined and documented in 
DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 
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Commentor No. 142: Charlotte Koons 

August 19, 2009 
Charlotte Koons 
CODEPINK, LONG ISLAND 
81 Locust Lane 
Northport, NY 11768-1150 
A complete clean up of West Valley Nuclear Waste site is imperative. 
More and more of the surrounding environment, the ground water, and 
the lives of surrounding wildlife and people are in danger. This is neglect 
and malfeasance of giant proportions. Better our tax dollars for this than 
endless war! A deadly oxymoron = Safe Nukes! 

142-1 142-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 143: Alice Shields 

August 20, 2009 
Alice Shields 
7 West 96 St. 
New York, NY 10025 
Please approve a full clean-up of the West Valley nuclear waste site. 

143-1Thank you. 143-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 144: Lia and Avery Braico 

August 20, 2009 
Lia & Avery Braico 
138 Howe Rd 
Lake Luzerne, NY 12846 
Please clean fully clean up the West Valley demonstration project. My 
wife and I are starting a family this fall, and we hope that our daughter 144-1 
can grow up in a nuclear contamination free NYS. 

144-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 145: Rosalinda Iacovitti 

August 20, 2009 
Rosalinda Iacovitti 
1 Avon Place 
Suffern, NY 10901 
Good Morning! This is a short and quick plea. Please show your support 
for a clean and safe drinking water supply. I urge you to approve a full 

145-1cleanup of the West Valley nuclear waste site. Our environment needs 
everyones help. Many Thanks. 

145-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 146: Hazel Landa 

August 19, 2009 
Hazel Landa 
3837 NY Highway 2 
Cropseyville, NY 12052 
Please do a complete cleanup of the West Valley nuclear waste site. 146-1 146-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 

Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 147: H. Reiser 

August 19, 2009 
H. Reiser 
611 W. 239th St. 
#4B 
Bronx, NY 10463 
I strongly urge the Department of Energy and NYS Energy Research & 
Development Authority to select the Sitewide Removal Alternative as it 
is provides a full cleanup for the West Valley nuclear waste site. Sitewide 
Removal is the safest solution by ultimately removing radioactive 147-1 
waste from an unstable site with serious erosion problems. It is the only 
alternative that will prevent catastrophic releases which can cause severe 
damage to communities, drinking water supplies and Lakes Erie and 
Ontario. 

147-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern and have addressed it 
in detail in Appendix F of this EIS.  This EIS analyzes erosion and the long-term 
(multi-century) consequences on local as well as Lake Erie and Niagara River 
water users. 

Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential Contamination 
of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 148: Thomas Connor, 

St. Peter Damian Fraternity Secular Franciscan Order
 

August 20, 2009 
Thomas Connor 
St. Peter Damian Fraternity Secular Franciscan Order 
17 Dubois Street 
Wallkill, NY 12589-3113 
Now is the time to begin a thorough clean-up of the West Valley nuclear 

148-1waste site. Thank you. 148-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to begin 
implementation of the decommissioning decision immediately after it is determined 
and documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 149: Dale Saltzman 

August 21, 2009 
Dale Saltzman 
3091 Hickory St. 
Yorktown Hts., NY 10598 
Please remediate the entire West Valley site no matter what the cost. For 
the future of us all do a really good job. The money that is spent to do this 

149-1work should come from the Nuclear Industry that has reaped the benifits 
for years and been subsidized by the government. 

149-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 150: Craig C. Chapman 

August 24, 2009 
Craig C. Chapman 
Concerned Citizen of Gowanda and Buffalo 
105 Fargo Avenue 
Buffalo, NY 14201 
Dear Ms. Bohan, As the recent severe weather in the region, and 
subsequent severe erosion of the banks and cliffs along the Cattaraugus 
Creek has made abundantly clear, the parties responsible for this mess 150-1 
cannot afford to take a 10,000 year approach to this problem. Failure 
to fully remediate this site constitutes a clear and present threat to the 
health of hundreds of thousands of people, in addition to the Lakes 
Erie and Ontario ecosystems, Niagara Falls and the economies of every 
community downstream from West Valley. I have been in contact with 
the offices of Representatives Higgins, Slaughter, Lee, and Massa, as 
well as Senators Schumer and Gillebrand. I will likewise be alerting the 
Mayors of Niagara Falls, U.S.A and Canada and the government of the 
Greater Toronto Region to draw this matter of paramount environmental 
importance to their attention. The time to sit on hands is over. It’s time to 150-1 
act and clean up the West Valley Demonstration Project, with all speed. cont’d 
Sincerely, Craig C. Chapman 

150-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to begin 
implementation of the decommissioning decision immediately after it is determined 
and documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. 

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern and have addressed it 
in detail in Appendix F of this EIS.  This EIS analyzes erosion and the long-term 
(multi-century) consequences on local as well as Lake Erie and Niagara River water 
users. Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes,” “Concerns about Potential Contamination of 
Water,” and “Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

The potential human health impacts of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS are 
presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.9 (short-term), Section 4.1.10 (long-term), and 
4.1.12 (transportation). Chapter 2, Section 2.6, presents a summary to facilitate 
a comparison of these potential impacts on public health and safety across the 
alternatives. Chapter 4, Section 4.1.6, of this EIS also presents the results of an 
ecological risk assessment showing the projected long-term ecological impacts of 
the alternatives. The results of the human health and ecological impacts analysis 
imply that any impacts on the economies of communities downstream of WNYNSC 
would be negligible. 
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Commentor No. 151: Bob Catalano 

August 22, 2009 
Bob Catalano 
7339 Erie Road 
Derby, NY 14047 
Recent flooding around the West Valley Nuclear Facility demonstrates 
how close that facility is to a disaster. A nuclear spill could contaminate 
the drinking waters of Buffalo and Toronto. Our Canadian neighbors 151-1should have a say in what happens here. They should be part of the 
discussion. Our water is their water. Our danger is their danger. A FULL 
cleanup at W.Valley is necessary. 

151-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 

Please also see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes,” “Concerns about Potential Contamination of 
Water,” and “Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses.  
As noted in the “Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” Issue Summary, 
calibration of the erosion model uses climatology data comparable to current 
conditions and includes consideration of storms comparable to those that occurred 
in the region in August 2009. 

This EIS considers the proximity of Canada in evaluating human health impacts. 
As explained in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.9.1, potential doses from radiological 
air emissions during decommissioning are evaluated for the population within 
80 kilometers (50 miles) of WNYNSC, including residents of Canada.  As 
explained in the Issue Summary for “Concerns about Potential Contamination of 
Water,” the dose analysis evaluates impacts to the population served by downstream 
water treatment plants on Lake Erie and the Niagara River using conservative 
assumptions regarding dilution of contaminants. As a result of the dilution that 
would occur due to distance and mixing with large volumes of water, the impacts 
to people at other locations on the Great Lakes would be much less than those 
presented for people served by the Lake Erie and Niagara River water treatment 
plants. 
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Commentor No. 152: Diane Doster 

August 23, 2009 
Diane Doster 
2 Harmony Circle 
Orchard Park, New York 14127 
I feel that only a FULL cleanup at the West Valley site is acceptable! 152-1 152-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 

Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 153: David J. Schachne 

August 20, 2009 
David J. Schachne 
409 State Street, #1 
Albany, NY 12203-1013 
Please provide for a FULL CLEANUP of Lake Erie so that drinking wa
ter is not effected. The nuclear putrefaction of our environment has gone 
on too long in this country. For decades, the public has been poisoned and 
sickened by an unscrupulous nuclear power industry. Enough. Please take 
action to correct the destruction and contamination of our environment. 

153-1 153-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s concern about contamination 
of Lake Erie. This EIS was prepared to evaluate the environmental impacts of 
the alternatives for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC.  
The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be 
documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  
Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential Contamination 
of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion. 
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Commentor No. 154: Gudrun Scott 

154-1 

154-2 

154-3 

154-1 
cont’d 

154-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action and supporting 
rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s 
Findings Statement. Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for Sitewide 
Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this CRD for 
further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

154-2	 DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS 
analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well 
as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. There were no indications of any 
releases of radioactive material from WNYNSC as a result of the large rainstorms 
in August 2009.  The potential impacts of climate change are evaluated through 
sensitivity analyses, but this EIS does not attempt to address extreme global-scale 
climate change. Although there are no reliable projections of future specific climate 
changes in the WNYNSC region, the groundwater dose analysis investigates the 
sensitivity of wetter or drier climates on the estimates of human health impacts. 
This includes evaluation of the potential human health impacts of a scenario 
whereby institutional controls are assumed to be lost and unmitigated erosion is 
assumed to occur over hundreds of years. The analysis of doses due to unmitigated 
erosion uses a gully advance rate associated with a climate that is wetter than 
current site conditions. These projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of this EIS.  Erosion studies and long-term 
erosion modeling are discussed in Appendix F. Please also see the Issue Summaries 
for “Concerns about Potential Contamination of Water” and “Questions about 
Long-term Erosion Modeling” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of 
these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

154-3	 DOE and NYSERDA note the comment.  The cumulative socioeconomic impacts of 
the alternatives proposed in this EIS are discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.5.12. 

This EIS was prepared to evaluate the environmental impacts of the alternatives 
for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC, a legally 
required step to support a decision on a course of action. The U.S. Congress 
and the President are responsible for establishing funding levels for various 
Federal Government programs, while the New York State Legislature and the 
Governor are responsible for establishing funding levels for state government 
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Commentor No. 154 (cont’d): Gudrun Scott 

154-4 programs. Implementation of the decision made in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement is contingent on the level of funding allocated. 

154-4	 The commentor is referring to the fact that the decision to clean up the site would 
occur in separate phases under the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative.  It is 
NYSERDA’s position that segmentation refers to the improper division of one 
project into multiple smaller projects to circumvent NEPA (or SEQR) requirements. 
NYSERDA does not believe that improper segmentation would be involved under 
the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative because the proposed Phase 1 actions 
would be independent of and would not bias actions conducted in Phase 2. In other 
words, the actions proposed under Phase 1 would not automatically trigger certain 
actions to take place under Phase 2; to the contrary, DOE and NYSERDA could 
opt for any alternative or combination of alternatives during Phase 2. The test for 
improper segmentation is whether or not projects (in this case Phase 1 and Phase 2) 
are interdependent. In this case, they are clearly not. 
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Commentor No. 155: Rosalinda Iacovitti 

From: Rosalinda.Iacovitti@avon.com
Sent: Thursday, August 20, 2009 8:32 AM
To: frank.murray 
Subject: Cleanup of the West Valley nuclear waste site 

This is a short and quick plea. Please show your support for a clean and safe 
drinking water supply.  I urge you to approve a full cleanup of the West Valley 155-1 
nuclear waste site. Our environment needs everyones help. Many Thanks. 
Regards, 
Rosalinda Iacovitti 
AVON Products 
Consumer Sciences 
1 Avon Place 
Suffern, New York 10910 

155-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 156: Hazel Landa 

From: dryland2@aol.com
Sent: Wednesday, August 19, 2009 7:13 PM
To: frank.murray 
Subject: Clean-up of West Valley 
Please do a complete cleanup of the West Valley nuclear waste site. 

156-1This will help to protect Lake Erie. 
Hazel Landa 
3837 NY Highway 2 
Cropseyville, NY 12052 

156-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 157: C. Avery and Lia Braico 

From: Avery Braico [averybraico@gmail.com
Sent: Thursday, August 20, 2009 10:13 AM
To: frank.murray
Subject: West Valley Demonstration Project 

Frank Murray, Director of NYSERDA 
Please insure that the West Valley site is fully cleaned up.  My wife and I are start-
ing a family this autumn and we hope to raise our daughter in a NYS that is free of 157-1 
nuclear contamination. 
C. Avery & Lia Braico 
Lake Luzerne NY 

157-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 158: Mary Herbst 

From: Lee Herbst [herbstlee994@gmail.com
Sent: Monday, August 17, 2009 4:34 PM
To: frank.murray 
Subject: West Valley Nuclear Wastes 

For many years now the citizens of Western New York have been asking for radio-
active materials to be removed from the West Valley Demonstration Project.  It is 
time now to prevent further contamination of our water with material that is known 158-1 
to be dangerous and carcinogenic. To delay this cleanup for further studies is 
unsafe and without conscience on the part of those making the decisions. 

Thank You, 
Mary Herbst 

158-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative, as well as concerns about contamination of water resources 
and potential delays in cleaning up the WNYNSC site.  The decision on the selected 
course of action and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record 
of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  DOE and NYSERDA are 
prepared to begin implementation of the decommissioning decision immediately 
after it is determined and documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 159: Mary Steuer 

August 27, 2009 
Mary Steuer 
660 Evergreen 
Tonawanda, NY 14150 
Hello, The FULL clean-up of West Valley is long overdue. We urge the 159-1Department to simply completely clean the site, now. Thank you. 159-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the Sitewide 

Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action and 
supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 160: Frank C. Baldwin 

August 29, 2009 
Frank C. Baldwin 
149 Pine Tree Road 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
please clean up West Valley now. 160-1 160-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for prompt action to 

address site cleanup. DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to begin implementation of 
the decommissioning decision immediately after it is determined and documented 
in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 
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Commentor No. 161: John V. Kim 

161-1 161-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the “Support for Sitewide Removal of 
All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” Issue Summary in Section 2 of this CRD 
for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 162: Brian LaLange 

162-1 162-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the “Support for Sitewide Removal of 
All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” Issue Summary in Section 2 of this CRD 
for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 163: Eymi Aquino 

163-1 163-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the “Support for Sitewide Removal of 
All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” Issue Summary in Section 2 of this CRD 
for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

The potential human health impacts of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS are 
presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.9 (short-term), Section 4.1.10 (long-term), 
and 4.1.12 (transportation). Chapter 2, Section 2.6, presents a summary to 
facilitate a comparison of these potential impacts on public health and safety 
across the alternatives. Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS presents an evaluation 
of cost-benefit considerations related to the alternatives. Section 4.2.1 compares 
costs; Section 4.2.2 summarizes the population doses for different work elements 
from each alternative; and Section 4.2.3 discusses the cost-effectiveness of each 
decommissioning alternative. 
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Commentor No. 164: Steve Monroe 

164-1 164-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the “Support for Sitewide Removal of 
All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” Issue Summary in Section 2 of this CRD 
for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

The potential human health impacts of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS are 
presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.9 (short-term), Section 4.1.10 (long-term), 
and 4.1.12 (transportation). Chapter 2, Section 2.6, presents a summary to 
facilitate a comparison of these potential impacts on public health and safety 
across the alternatives. Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS presents an evaluation 
of cost-benefit considerations related to the alternatives. Section 4.2.1 compares 
costs; Section 4.2.2 summarizes the population doses for different work elements 
from each alternative; and Section 4.2.3 discusses the cost-effectiveness of each 
decommissioning alternative. 
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Commentor No. 165: Brian Moyer 

165-1 165-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the “Support for Sitewide Removal of 
All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” Issue Summary in Section 2 of this CRD 
for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 166: Ikenna Achilihu 

166-1 166-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the “Support for Sitewide Removal of 
All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” Issue Summary in Section 2 of this CRD 
for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS presents an evaluation of cost-benefit 
considerations related to the alternatives. Section 4.2.1 compares costs; 
Section 4.2.2 summarizes the population doses for different work elements 
from each alternative; and Section 4.2.3 discusses the cost-effectiveness of each 
decommissioning alternative. 
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Commentor No. 167: Michael Aidos 

167-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for a prompt, 
comprehensive cleanup of WNYNSC.  The decision on the selected course of 
action and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision 
and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to begin 
implementation of the decommissioning decision immediately after it is determined 
and documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. Please see the “Support for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and 
Hazardous Wastes” Issue Summary in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

167-1 
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Commentor No. 168: Omar Cardenas 

168-1 168-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for a prompt, 
comprehensive cleanup of WNYNSC.  The decision on the selected course of 
action and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision 
and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to begin 
implementation of the decommissioning decision immediately after it is determined 
and documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. Please see the “Support for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and 
Hazardous Wastes” Issue Summary in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 169: Robert Martin 

169-1 169-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for a prompt, 
comprehensive cleanup of WNYNSC.  The decision on the selected course of 
action and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision 
and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to begin 
implementation of the decommissioning decision immediately after it is determined 
and documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. Please see the “Support for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and 
Hazardous Wastes” Issue Summary in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 170: Stephen Howell 

170-1 170-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the “Support for Sitewide Removal of 
All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” Issue Summary in Section 2 of this CRD 
for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 171: Matthew Becker 

171-1 171-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the “Support for Sitewide Removal of 
All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” Issue Summary in Section 2 of this CRD 
for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 172: Peter Maniscalco 

172-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative and opposition to the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative.  
The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be 
documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  
Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential Contamination 
of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s responses. 

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern and have addressed it in 
detail in this EIS. This EIS analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) 
consequences on local as well as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This 
EIS also evaluates the potential human health impacts of a scenario whereby 
institutional controls are assumed to be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to 
occur over hundreds of years. These projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of this EIS.  Erosion studies are discussed in172-1 
Appendix F. In addition to the previously cited Issue Summaries, please see the 
Issue Summary for “Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” in Section 2 of 
this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Finding Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
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Commentor No. 172 (cont’d): Peter Maniscalco 

of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 
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Commentor No. 173: Andrew Cdao 

173-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for prompt action to 
address site cleanup and opposition to the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative.  
The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be 
documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 

The 660,000 gallons referred to in the comment is the volume of high-level 
radioactive waste that was generated by the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel from 
1966 through 1972. DOE solidified this waste, resulting in 275 canisters of vitrified 
high-level radioactive waste. It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent 
of the long-lived radionuclides at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  
These radionuclides are now contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive 
waste canisters currently in storage at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent 
with recommendations from the blue ribbon commission convened to address 
management and ultimate disposition of high-level radioactive waste and spent 
nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the remaining long-lived radionuclides 
would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative.  A 
decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent of these radionuclides would 
be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 10 years from issuance of the173-1 initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see below). 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential Contamination 
of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 173 (cont’d): Andrew Cdao 

The potential human health impacts of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS are 
presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.9 (short-term), Section 4.1.10 (long-term), 
and 4.1.12 (transportation). Chapter 2, Section 2.6, presents a summary to facilitate 
a comparison of these potential impacts on public health and safety across the 
alternatives. Chapter 4, Section 4.1.6, of this EIS also presents the results of an 
ecological risk assessment showing the projected long-term ecological impacts of 
the alternatives. The results of the human health and ecological impacts analysis 
imply that any impacts on wildlife and the economies of communities downstream 
of WNYNSC would be negligible. 
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Commentor No. 174: Astrid M. Cardona 

174-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for prompt action to 
address site cleanup and opposition to the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative.  
The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be 
documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 

The 660,000 gallons referred to in the comment is the volume of high-level 
radioactive waste that was generated by the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel from

174-1 1966 through 1972. DOE solidified this waste, resulting in 275 canisters of vitrified 
high-level radioactive waste. It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent 
of the long-lived radionuclides at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  
These radionuclides are now contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive 
waste canisters currently in storage at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent 
with recommendations from the blue ribbon commission convened to address 
management and ultimate disposition of high-level radioactive waste and spent 
nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the remaining long-lived radionuclides 
would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative.  A 
decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent of these radionuclides would 
be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 10 years from issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see below). 

The Phased Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised 
Draft EIS allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 
decision, but no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of 
Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative were to be selected. In response to public comments expressing 
concern about the length of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and 
Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for 
making a Phase 2 decision. As a result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative 
presented in this Final EIS specifies that a Phase 2 decision would be made no 
later than 10 years after issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
selected. 

Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential Contamination 
of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 175: Richard J. Hayden 

175-1 175-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s opposition to the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

The Phased Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised 
Draft EIS allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 
decision, but no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of 
Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative were to be selected. In response to public comments expressing 
concern about the length of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and 
Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for 
making a Phase 2 decision. As a result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative 
presented in this Final EIS specifies that a Phase 2 decision would be made no 
later than 10 years after issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
selected. 
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Commentor No. 176: Allyson Dubois 

176-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for prompt action to 
address site cleanup and opposition to the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative.  
The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be 
documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 

The 660,000 gallons referred to in the comment is the volume of high-level 
radioactive waste that was generated by the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel from 
1966 through 1972. DOE solidified this waste, resulting in 275 canisters of vitrified 
high-level radioactive waste. It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent 
of the long-lived radionuclides at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  
These radionuclides are now contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive 
waste canisters currently in storage at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent 
with recommendations from the blue ribbon commission convened to address 
management and ultimate disposition of high-level radioactive waste and spent 
nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the remaining long-lived radionuclides 
would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative.  A 
decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent of these radionuclides would 
be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 10 years from issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see below). 

176-1 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential Contamination 
of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 176 (cont’d): Allyson Dubois 

The potential human health impacts of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS are 
presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.9 (short-term), Section 4.1.10 (long-term), 
and 4.1.12 (transportation). Chapter 2, Section 2.6, presents a summary to facilitate 
a comparison of these potential impacts on public health and safety across the 
alternatives. Chapter 4, Section 4.1.6, of this EIS also presents the results of an 
ecological risk assessment showing the projected long-term ecological impacts of 
the alternatives. The results of the human health and ecological impacts analysis 
imply that any impacts on wildlife would be negligible. 
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Commentor No. 177: Carla White 

177-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for prompt action to 
address site cleanup and opposition to the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative.  
The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be 
documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 

The 660,000 gallons referred to in the comment is the volume of high-level 
radioactive waste that was generated by the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel from 
1966 through 1972. DOE solidified this waste, resulting in 275 canisters of vitrified 
high-level radioactive waste. It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent 
of the long-lived radionuclides at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  
These radionuclides are now contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive 
waste canisters currently in storage at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent 
with recommendations from the blue ribbon commission convened to address 
management and ultimate disposition of high-level radioactive waste and spent 
nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the remaining long-lived radionuclides 
would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative.  A 
decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent of these radionuclides would 
be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 10 years from issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see below). 

177-1 Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential Contamination 
of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 178: Henry Allen 

178-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s opposition to the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than

178-1 10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

Please see the Issue Summaries for “Concerns about Potential Contamination of 
Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and 
NYSERDA’s response. 

The potential human health impacts of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS are 
presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.9 (short-term), Section 4.1.10 (long-term), and 
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Commentor No. 178 (cont’d): Henry Allen 

4.1.12 (transportation). Chapter 2, Section 2.6, presents a summary to facilitate 
a comparison of these potential impacts on public health and safety across the 
alternatives. Chapter 4, Section 4.1.6, of this EIS also presents the results of an 
ecological risk assessment showing the projected long-term ecological impacts 
of the alternatives. The results of the human health and ecological impacts 
analysis imply that any impacts on tourism, fishing, and other industries would be 
negligible. 
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Commentor No. 179: Chester Hughes III 

179-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s opposition to the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 

The 660,000 gallons referred to in the comment is the volume of high-level 
radioactive waste that was generated by the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel from 
1966 through 1972. DOE solidified this waste, resulting in 275 canisters of vitrified 
high-level radioactive waste. It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent 
of the long-lived radionuclides at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  

179-1 These radionuclides are now contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive 
waste canisters currently in storage at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent 
with recommendations from the blue ribbon commission convened to address 
management and ultimate disposition of high-level radioactive waste and spent 
nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the remaining long-lived radionuclides 
would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative.  A 
decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent of these radionuclides would 
be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 10 years from issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see below). 

The Phased Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised 
Draft EIS allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 
decision, but no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of 
Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative were to be selected. In response to public comments expressing 
concern about the length of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and 
Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for 
making a Phase 2 decision. As a result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative 
presented in this Final EIS specifies that a Phase 2 decision would be made no 
later than 10 years after issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
selected. 

Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential Contamination 
of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s 
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and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 180: John Sumner 

180-1	 This EIS was prepared to evaluate the environmental impacts of the alternatives 
for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC.  No 
additional radioactive material is being generated at or brought to the site. 
DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s opposition to the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased180-1 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential Contamination 
of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s 
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Commentor No. 181: Kyle Phelps 

181-1 181-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for cleanup of 
WNYNSC. The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale 
will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

DOE and NYSERDA provided opportunities for the public to provide input 
regarding this EIS for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of 
WNYNSC, as described in Section 1 of this CRD. In December 2008, DOE 
issued a Notice of Availability for the Revised Draft EIS in the Federal Register 
(73 FR 74160). Under New York State’s SEQR, NYSERDA also issued a Notice 
of Acceptance of the Revised Draft EIS and Public Hearings in an Environmental 
Notice Bulletin for Region 9 (http://www.dec.ny.gov/enb/20081210_not9.html). 

The formal comment period was originally scheduled for 6 months (required by the 
1987 Stipulation of Compromise Settlement between the Coalition on West Valley 
Nuclear Wastes and Radioactive Waste Campaign and DOE), but lasted 9 months, 
beginning on December 8, 2008, and ending on September 8, 2009. During this 
comment period, public hearings were held in Albany, Irving, Ashford, and Buffalo, 
New York.  In addition, Federal agencies, state and local governmental agencies, 
Native American Tribal Governments, and the general public were encouraged to 
submit comments on the Revised Draft EIS via the U.S. mail, e-mail, a toll-free fax 
line, and a DOE website (http://www.westvalleyeis.com). DOE and NYSERDA 
considered all of the comments, including those received after the comment period 
ended, in preparing this Final EIS. 
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Commentor No. 182: Kristen Pellizzari 

182-1 182-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for prompt action 
to cleanup WNYNSC.  The decision on the selected course of action and 
supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to begin 
implementation of the decommissioning decision immediately after it is determined 
and documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. 

DOE and NYSERDA provided opportunities for the public to provide input 
regarding this EIS for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of 
WNYNSC, as described in Section 1 of this CRD. In December 2008, DOE 
issued a Notice of Availability for the Revised Draft EIS in the Federal Register 
(73 FR 74160). Under New York State’s SEQR, NYSERDA also issued a Notice 
of Acceptance of the Revised Draft EIS and Public Hearings in an Environmental 
Notice Bulletin for Region 9 (http://www.dec.ny.gov/enb/20081210_not9.html). 

The formal comment period was originally scheduled for 6 months (required by the 
1987 Stipulation of Compromise Settlement between the Coalition on West Valley 
Nuclear Wastes and Radioactive Waste Campaign and DOE), but lasted 9 months, 
beginning on December 8, 2008, and ending on September 8, 2009. During this 
comment period, public hearings were held in Albany, Irving, Ashford, and Buffalo, 
New York.  In addition, Federal agencies, state and local governmental agencies, 
Native American Tribal Governments, and the general public were encouraged to 
submit comments on the Revised Draft EIS via the U.S. mail, e-mail, a toll-free fax 
line, and a DOE website (http://www.westvalleyeis.com). DOE and NYSERDA 
considered all of the comments, including those received after the comment period 
ended, in preparing this Final EIS. 
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Commentor No. 183: Christian Bucknell 

183-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for prompt cleanup of 
WNYNSC and opposition to the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative.  The decision 
on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be documented 
in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  DOE and 
NYSERDA are prepared to begin implementation of the decommissioning decision 
immediately after it is determined and documented in DOE’s Record of Decision 
and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support 
for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of 
this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 183-1 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

DOE and NYSERDA provided opportunities for the public to provide input 
regarding the EIS for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of the 
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Commentor No. 183 (cont’d): Christian Bucknell 

WNYNSC as described in Section 1 of this CRD. In December 2008, DOE 
issued a Notice of Availability for the Revised Draft EIS in the Federal Register 
(73 FR 74160). Under New York State’s SEQR, NYSERDA also issued a Notice 
of Acceptance of the Revised Draft EIS and Public Hearings in an Environmental 
Notice Bulletin for Region 9 (http://www.dec.ny.gov/enb/20081210_not9.html). 

The formal comment period was originally scheduled for 6 months (required by the 
1987 Stipulation of Compromise Settlement between the Coalition on West Valley 
Nuclear Wastes and Radioactive Waste Campaign and DOE), but lasted 9 months, 
beginning on December 8, 2008, and ending on September 8, 2009. During this 
comment period, public hearings were held in Albany, Irving, Ashford, and Buffalo, 
New York.  In addition, Federal agencies, state and local governmental agencies, 
Native American Tribal Governments, and the general public were encouraged to 
submit comments via the U.S. mail, e-mail, a toll-free fax line, and a DOE website 
(http://www.westvalleyeis.com). DOE and NYSERDA considered all of the 
comments, including those received after the comment period ended, in preparing 
this Final EIS. 
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Commentor No. 184: Kelley Louer 

184-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for prompt action to 
address site cleanup and opposition to the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative.  
The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will 
be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to begin implementation of the 
decommissioning decision immediately after it is determined and documented 
in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see 
the Issue Summary for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and 

184-1 Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of this issue and 
DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

DOE and NYSERDA provided opportunities for the public to provide input 
regarding the EIS for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC, 
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Commentor No. 184 (cont’d): Kelley Louer 

as described in Section 1 of this CRD. In December 2008, DOE issued a Notice 
of Availability for the Revised Draft EIS in the Federal Register (73 FR 74160). 
Under New York State’s SEQR, NYSERDA also issued a Notice of Acceptance of 
the Revised Draft EIS and Public Hearings in an Environmental Notice Bulletin for 
Region 9 (http://www.dec.ny.gov/enb/20081210_not9.html). 

The formal comment period was originally scheduled for 6 months (required by the 
1987 Stipulation of Compromise Settlement between the Coalition on West Valley 
Nuclear Wastes and Radioactive Waste Campaign and DOE), but lasted 9 months, 
beginning on December 8, 2008, and ending on September 8, 2009. During this 
comment period, public hearings were held in Albany, Irving, Ashford, and Buffalo, 
New York.  In addition, Federal agencies, state and local governmental agencies, 
Native American Tribal Governments, and the general public were encouraged to 
submit comments on the Revised Draft EIS via the U.S. mail, e-mail, a toll-free fax 
line, and a DOE website (http://www.westvalleyeis.com). DOE and NYSERDA 
considered all of the comments, including those received after the comment period 
ended, in preparing this Final EIS. 
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Commentor No. 185: Sarah Tuttle 

185-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for prompt action to 
address site cleanup and opposition to the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative.  
The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will 
be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to begin implementation of the 
decommissioning decision immediately after it is determined and documented 
in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see 
the Issue Summary for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and 
Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of this issue and 
DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

185-1 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 
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Commentor No. 186: James F. Ferraro 

186-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for cleanup of 
WNYNSC. The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale 
will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 186-1 

DOE and NYSERDA provided opportunities for the public to provide input 
regarding this EIS for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of 
WNYNSC, as described in Section 1 of this CRD. In December 2008, DOE 
issued a Notice of Availability for the Revised Draft EIS in the Federal Register 
(73 FR 74160). Under New York State’s SEQR, NYSERDA also issued a Notice 
of Acceptance of the Revised Draft EIS and Public Hearings in an Environmental 
Notice Bulletin for Region 9 (http://www.dec.ny.gov/enb/20081210_not9.html). 

The formal comment period was originally scheduled for 6 months (required by the 
1987 Stipulation of Compromise Settlement between the Coalition on West Valley 
Nuclear Wastes and Radioactive Waste Campaign and DOE), but lasted 9 months, 
beginning on December 8, 2008, and ending on September 8, 2009. During this 
comment period, public hearings were held in Albany, Irving, Ashford, and Buffalo, 
New York.  In addition, Federal agencies, state and local governmental agencies, 
Native American Tribal Governments, and the general public were encouraged to 
submit comments on the Revised Draft EIS via the U.S. mail, e-mail, a toll-free fax 
line, and a DOE website (http://www.westvalleyeis.com). DOE and NYSERDA 
considered all of the comments, including those received after the comment period 
ended, in preparing this Final EIS. 
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Commentor No. 187: Thomas J. Edinger 

187-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for prompt action to 
address site cleanup, opposition to the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative, and 
support for the Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course 
of action and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision 
and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support 
for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of 
this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage

187-1 at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

The Phased Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised 
Draft EIS allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 
decision, but no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of 
Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative were to be selected. In response to public comments expressing 
concern about the length of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and 
Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for 
making a Phase 2 decision. As a result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative 
presented in this Final EIS specifies that a Phase 2 decision would be made no 
later than 10 years after issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
selected. 

The potential human health impacts of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS are 
presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.9 (short-term), Section 4.1.10 (long-term), and 
4.1.12 (transportation). Chapter 2, Section 2.6, presents a summary to facilitate 
a comparison of these potential impacts on public health and safety across the 
alternatives. 
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Commentor No. 187 (cont’d): Thomas J. Edinger 

DOE and NYSERDA provided opportunities for the public to provide input 
regarding this EIS for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of 
WNYNSC, as described in Section 1 of this CRD. In December 2008, DOE 
issued a Notice of Availability for the Revised Draft EIS in the Federal Register 
(73 FR 74160). Under New York State’s SEQR, NYSERDA also issued a Notice 
of Acceptance of the Revised Draft EIS and Public Hearings in an Environmental 
Notice Bulletin for Region 9 (http://www.dec.ny.gov/enb/20081210_not9.html). 

The formal comment period was originally scheduled for 6 months (required by the 
1987 Stipulation of Compromise Settlement between the Coalition on West Valley 
Nuclear Wastes and Radioactive Waste Campaign and DOE), but lasted 9 months, 
beginning on December 8, 2008, and ending on September 8, 2009. During this 
comment period, public hearings were held in Albany, Irving, Ashford, and Buffalo, 
New York.  In addition, Federal agencies, state and local governmental agencies, 
Native American Tribal Governments, and the general public were encouraged to 
submit comments on the Revised Draft EIS via the U.S. mail, e-mail, a toll-free fax 
line, and a DOE website (http://www.westvalleyeis.com). DOE and NYSERDA 
considered all of the comments, including those received after the comment period 
ended, in preparing this Final EIS. 
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Commentor No. 188: Benjamine Mason 

188-1 

188-1 
cont’d 

188-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for cleanup of 
WNYNSC. The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale 
will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

The Phased Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised 
Draft EIS allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 
decision, but no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of 
Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative were to be selected. In response to public comments expressing 
concern about the length of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and 
Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for 
making a Phase 2 decision. As a result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative 
presented in this Final EIS specifies that a Phase 2 decision would be made no 
later than 10 years after issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
selected. 

DOE and NYSERDA provided opportunities for the public to provide input 
regarding this EIS for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of 
WNYNSC, as described in Section 1 of this CRD. In December 2008, DOE 
issued a Notice of Availability for the Revised Draft EIS in the Federal Register 
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Commentor No. 188 (cont’d): Benjamine Mason 

(73 FR 74160). Under New York State’s SEQR, NYSERDA also issued a Notice 
of Acceptance of the Revised Draft EIS and Public Hearings in an Environmental 
Notice Bulletin for Region 9 (http://www.dec.ny.gov/enb/20081210_not9.html). 

The formal comment period was originally scheduled for 6 months (required by the 
1987 Stipulation of Compromise Settlement between the Coalition on West Valley 
Nuclear Wastes and Radioactive Waste Campaign and DOE), but lasted 9 months, 
beginning on December 8, 2008, and ending on September 8, 2009. During this 
comment period, public hearings were held in Albany, Irving, Ashford, and Buffalo, 
New York.  In addition, Federal agencies, state and local governmental agencies, 
Native American Tribal Governments, and the general public were encouraged to 
submit comments on the Revised Draft EIS via the U.S. mail, e-mail, a toll-free fax 
line, and a DOE website (http://www.westvalleyeis.com). DOE and NYSERDA 
considered all of the comments, including those received after the comment period 
ended, in preparing this Final EIS. 
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Commentor No. 189: Shane P. Paulick 

189-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for prompt action 
to address cleanup of the site and opposition to the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative. The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale 
will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to begin implementation of the 
decommissioning decision immediately after it is determined and documented 
in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see 
the Issue Summary for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and 
Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of this issue and 
DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 

189-1 contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

DOE and NYSERDA provided opportunities for the public to provide input 
regarding this EIS for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of 
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Commentor No. 189 (cont’d): Shane P. Paulick 

WNYNSC, as described in Section 1 of this CRD. In December 2008, DOE 
issued a Notice of Availability for the Revised Draft EIS in the Federal Register 
(73 FR 74160). Under New York State’s SEQR, NYSERDA also issued a Notice 
of Acceptance of the Revised Draft EIS and Public Hearings in an Environmental 
Notice Bulletin for Region 9 (http://www.dec.ny.gov/enb/20081210_not9.html). 

The formal comment period was originally scheduled for 6 months (required by the 
1987 Stipulation of Compromise Settlement between the Coalition on West Valley 
Nuclear Wastes and Radioactive Waste Campaign and DOE), but lasted 9 months, 
beginning on December 8, 2008, and ending on September 8, 2009. During this 
comment period, public hearings were held in Albany, Irving, Ashford, and Buffalo, 
New York.  In addition, Federal agencies, state and local governmental agencies, 
Native American Tribal Governments, and the general public were encouraged to 
submit comments on the Revised Draft EIS via the U.S. mail, e-mail, a toll-free fax 
line, and a DOE website (http://www.westvalleyeis.com). DOE and NYSERDA 
considered all of the comments, including those received after the comment period 
ended, in preparing this Final EIS. 
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Commentor No. 190: Joshua Ehrenpfort 

190-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for prompt action to 
address site cleanup and opposition to the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative.  
The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be 
documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  
Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

190-1 It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

The Phased Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised 
Draft EIS allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 
decision, but no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of 
Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative were to be selected. In response to public comments expressing 
concern about the length of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and 
Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for 
making a Phase 2 decision. As a result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative 
presented in this Final EIS specifies that a Phase 2 decision would be made no 
later than 10 years after issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
selected. 

DOE and NYSERDA provided opportunities for the public to provide input 
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Commentor No. 190 (cont’d): Joshua Ehrenpfort 

WNYNSC, as described in Section 1 of this CRD. In December 2008, DOE 
issued a Notice of Availability for the Revised Draft EIS in the Federal Register 
(73 FR 74160). Under New York State’s SEQR, NYSERDA also issued a Notice 
of Acceptance of the Revised Draft EIS and Public Hearings in an Environmental 
Notice Bulletin for Region 9 (http://www.dec.ny.gov/enb/20081210_not9.html). 

The formal comment period was originally scheduled for 6 months (required by the 
1987 Stipulation of Compromise Settlement between the Coalition on West Valley 
Nuclear Wastes and Radioactive Waste Campaign and DOE), but lasted 9 months, 
beginning on December 8, 2008, and ending on September 8, 2009. During this 
comment period, public hearings were held in Albany, Irving, Ashford, and Buffalo, 
New York.  In addition, Federal agencies, state and local governmental agencies, 
Native American Tribal Governments, and the general public were encouraged to 
submit comments on the Revised Draft EIS via the U.S. mail, e-mail, a toll-free fax 
line, and a DOE website (http://www.westvalleyeis.com). DOE and NYSERDA 
considered all of the comments, including those received after the comment period 
ended, in preparing this Final EIS. 
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Commentor No. 191: Amy L. Chase 

191-1 191-1	 DOE and NYSERDA provided opportunities for the public to provide input 
regarding this EIS for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of 
WNYNSC, as described in Section 1 of this CRD. In December 2008, DOE 
issued a Notice of Availability for the Revised Draft EIS in the Federal Register 
(73 FR 74160). Under New York State’s SEQR, NYSERDA also issued a Notice 
of Acceptance of the Revised Draft EIS and Public Hearings in an Environmental 
Notice Bulletin for Region 9 (http://www.dec.ny.gov/enb/20081210_not9.html). 

The formal comment period was originally scheduled for 6 months (required by the 
1987 Stipulation of Compromise Settlement between the Coalition on West Valley 
Nuclear Wastes and Radioactive Waste Campaign and DOE), but lasted 9 months, 
beginning on December 8, 2008, and ending on September 8, 2009. During this 
comment period, public hearings were held in Albany, Irving, Ashford, and Buffalo, 
New York.  In addition, Federal agencies, state and local governmental agencies, 
Native American Tribal Governments, and the general public were encouraged to 
submit comments on the Revised Draft EIS via the U.S. mail, e-mail, a toll-free fax 
line, and a DOE website (http://www.westvalleyeis.com). DOE and NYSERDA 
considered all of the comments, including those received after the comment period 
ended, in preparing this Final EIS. 
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Commentor No. 192: Nikita Jolicoeur 

192-1 192-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for prompt action 
to address site cleanup and support for the Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The 
decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be 
documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  
Please see the “Support for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous 
Wastes” Issue Summary in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of this issue 
and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response.  

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed the Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision. In 
response to public comments expressing concern about the length of time that 
could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA 
have reconsidered this timeframe for making the Phase 2 decision. As a result, 
the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies that 
the Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 
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Commentor No. 193: Johanna Ingrao 

193-1 193-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

The potential human health impacts of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS are 
presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.9 (short-term), Section 4.1.10 (long-term), and 
4.1.12 (transportation). Chapter 2, Section 2.6, presents a summary to facilitate 
a comparison of these potential impacts on public health and safety across the 
alternatives. Chapter 4, Section 4.1.6, of this EIS also presents the results of an 
ecological risk assessment showing the projected long-term ecological impacts of 
the alternatives. The results of the human health and ecological impacts analysis 
imply that any impacts on wildlife would be negligible. 
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Commentor No. 194: Jessica Dempsey 

194-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the “Support for Sitewide Removal of 
All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” Issue Summary in Section 2 of this CRD 
for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
194-1 Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 

allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

The potential human health impacts of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS are 
presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.9 (short-term), Section 4.1.10 (long-term), and 
4.1.12 (transportation). Chapter 2, Section 2.6, presents a summary to facilitate 
a comparison of these potential impacts on public health and safety across the 
alternatives. Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS presents an evaluation of cost-
benefit considerations related to the alternatives. Section 4.2.1 compares costs; 
Section 4.2.2 summarizes the population doses for different work elements 
from each alternative; and Section 4.2.3 discusses the cost-effectiveness of each 
decommissioning alternative. 
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Commentor No. 195: Shawn Frank 

195-1 195-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

Chapter 3, Section 3.6.2.1, of this EIS addresses groundwater at WNYNSC 
that was contaminated due to past activities (for example, the North Plateau 
Groundwater Plume). This EIS was prepared to evaluate the environmental impacts 
of alternatives for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC.  
Under all of the action alternatives, DOE would either remove contamination 
sources, mitigate their impacts to groundwater, or both.  Under the Sitewide 
Removal and Phased Decisionmaking Alternatives, DOE would remove the source 
of the North Plateau Groundwater Plume. Potential groundwater impacts associated 
with the EIS alternatives are discussed in Chapter 4, Sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.10, and 
Appendix H of this Final EIS. 
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Commentor No. 196: John S. Campo 

196-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the “Support for Sitewide Removal of 
All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” Issue Summary in Section 2 of this CRD 
for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

196-1 
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Commentor No. 197: Megan Noonan 

197-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for prompt action to 
address site cleanup and preference for comprehensive cleanup. The decision 
on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be documented 
in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  DOE and 
NYSERDA are prepared to begin implementation of the decommissioning decision 
immediately after it is determined and documented in DOE’s Record of Decision 
and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the “Support for Sitewide 
Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” Issue Summary in Section 2 of 
this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

197-1 
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Commentor No. 198: Sharon Abel 

198-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for prompt action 
to address site cleanup and support for the Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The 
decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be 
documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  
Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential Contamination 
of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s responses.  The potential human health impacts of the alternatives 
evaluated in this EIS are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.9 (short-term), 
Section 4.1.10 (long-term), and 4.1.12 (transportation). Chapter 2, Section 2.6, 
presents a summary to facilitate a comparison of these potential impacts on public 
health and safety across the alternatives. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of198-1 high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

The Phased Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised 
Draft EIS allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 
decision, but no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of 
Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative were to be selected. In response to public comments expressing 
concern about the length of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and 
Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for 
making a Phase 2 decision. As a result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative 
presented in this Final EIS specifies that a Phase 2 decision would be made no 
later than 10 years after issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
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Commentor No. 199: William P. Denison 

199-1 199-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the full cleanup of 
WNYNSC. The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale 
will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

The potential human health impacts of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS are 
presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.9 (short-term), Section 4.1.10 (long-term), and 
4.1.12 (transportation). Chapter 2, Section 2.6, presents a summary to facilitate 
a comparison of these potential impacts on public health and safety across the 
alternatives. 
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Commentor No. 200: Carolyn McKenn 

200-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

The potential human health impacts of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS are 
presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.9 (short-term), Section 4.1.10 (long-term), and 
4.1.12 (transportation). Chapter 2, Section 2.6, presents a summary to facilitate 
a comparison of these potential impacts on public health and safety across the 
alternatives. Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS presents an evaluation of cost-
benefit considerations related to the alternatives. Section 4.2.1 compares costs; 
Section 4.2.2 summarizes the population doses for different work elements 
from each alternative; and Section 4.2.3 discusses the cost-effectiveness of each 
decommissioning alternative. 

200-1 It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
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Commentor No. 200 (cont’d): Carolyn McKenn 

NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS 
analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well 
as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the potential 
human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are assumed to 
be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of years. These 
projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of 
this EIS. Erosion studies are discussed in Appendix F. 
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Commentor No. 201: Kyle Wilson 

201-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for cleanup 
of the WNYNSC site.  The decision on the selected course of action and 
supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

201-1 
The potential human health impacts of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS are 
presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.9 (short-term), Section 4.1.10 (long-term), and 
4.1.12 (transportation). Chapter 2, Section 2.6, presents a summary to facilitate 
a comparison of these potential impacts on public health and safety across the 
alternatives. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

The Phased Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised 
Draft EIS allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 
decision, but no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of 
Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative were to be selected. In response to public comments expressing 
concern about the length of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and 
Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for 
making a Phase 2 decision. As a result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative 
presented in this Final EIS specifies that a Phase 2 decision would be made no 
later than 10 years after issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
selected. 
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Commentor No. 201 (cont’d): Kyle Wilson 

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS 
analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well 
as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the potential 
human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are assumed to 
be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of years. These 
projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of 
this EIS. Erosion studies are discussed in Appendix F. 
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Commentor No. 202: Jordan Christensen 

202-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for a 
comprehensive cleanup of the WNYNSC site.  The decision on the selected course 
of action and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision 
and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support 
for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns 
about Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further 
discussion and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 202-1 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

The Phased Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised 
Draft EIS allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 
decision, but no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of 
Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative were to be selected. In response to public comments expressing 
concern about the length of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and 
Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for 
making a Phase 2 decision. As a result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative 
presented in this Final EIS specifies that a Phase 2 decision would be made no 
later than 10 years after issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
selected. 

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS 
analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well 
as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the potential 
human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are assumed to 
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Commentor No. 202 (cont’d): Jordan Christensen 

be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of years. These 
projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of 
this EIS. Erosion studies are discussed in Appendix F. 

The potential human health impacts of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS are 
presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.9 (short-term), Section 4.1.10 (long-term), 
and 4.1.12 (transportation). Chapter 2, Section 2.6, presents a summary to 
facilitate a comparison of these potential impacts on public health and safety 
across the alternatives. Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS presents an evaluation 
of cost-benefit considerations related to the alternatives. Section 4.2.1 compares 
costs; Section 4.2.2 summarizes the population doses for different work elements 
from each alternative; and Section 4.2.3 discusses the cost-effectiveness of each 
decommissioning alternative. 
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Commentor No. 203: Jason Kulczyk 

203-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s position.  The decision on 
the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be documented in 
DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the 
“Support for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” Issue 
Summary in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s response. 

Chapter 2, Section 2.4.3, of this EIS describes decommissioning activities under the 
Phased Decisionmaking Alternative and provides a discussion of the data collection, 
studies, and monitoring to be performed during implementation of Phase 1 and the 
purpose of each of these activities. The overall intent of these Phase 1 activities 
is to further characterize the site and to research technology developments and 
engineering to aid consensus decisionmaking for Phase 2. Section 2.4.3.3 explains 
how the additional data and studies would be used in making decisions for potential 
future activities. Chapter 2, Section 2.7, provides the rationale for the Preferred 
Alternative. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides
203-1 at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 

contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
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Commentor No. 203 (cont’d): Jason Kulczyk 

result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 
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Commentor No. 204: Brittany Brower Fererz 

204-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for prompt 
action to clean up the site. The decision on the selected course of action and 
supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to begin 
implementation of the decommissioning decision immediately after it is determined 
and documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal 
of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential 
Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these 
issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 

204-1 of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS 
analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well 
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Commentor No. 204 (cont’d): Brittany Brower Fererz 

as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the potential 
human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are assumed to 
be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of years. These 
projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of 
this EIS. Erosion studies are discussed in Appendix F. 

The potential human health impacts of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS, 
including the increased risk of developing cancer, are presented in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.1.9 (short-term), Section 4.1.10 (long-term), and 4.1.12 (transportation). 
Chapter 2, Section 2.6, presents a summary to facilitate a comparison of these 
potential impacts on public health and safety across the alternatives. 
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Commentor No. 205: Bari Jay 

205-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for prompt action 
to address cleanup of the site. The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to begin 
implementation of the decommissioning decision immediately after it is determined 
and documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. 

Please see the Issue Summary for “Concerns about Potential Contamination of 
Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and 
NYSERDA’s response. 

205-1 
The potential human health impacts of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS are 
presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.9 (short-term), Section 4.1.10 (long-term), and 
4.1.12 (transportation). Chapter 2, Section 2.6, presents a summary to facilitate 
a comparison of these potential impacts on public health and safety across the 
alternatives. 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 
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Commentor No. 205 (cont’d): Bari Jay 

205-1
 
cont’d
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Commentor No. 206: Michael Kilmer 

206-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for prompt action 
to address site cleanup and opposition to leaving radioactive waste on site. 
The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be 
documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  
Please see the Issue Summary for “Concerns about Potential Contamination of

206-1 Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and 
NYSERDA’s response. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
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Commentor No. 207: signature illegible 

207-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for prompt action 
to provide comprehensive clean up and excavation of the WNYNSC site.  
The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will 
be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to begin implementation of the 
decommissioning decision immediately after it is determined and documented in 
DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the 
“Support for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” Issue 
Summary in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s response. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 

207-1 contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

The Phased Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised 
Draft EIS allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 
decision, but no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of 
Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative were to be selected. In response to public comments expressing 
concern about the length of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and 
Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for 
making a Phase 2 decision. As a result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative 
presented in this Final EIS specifies that a Phase 2 decision would be made no 
later than 10 years after issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
selected. 
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Commentor No. 208: Tara Bono 

208-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for clean up of the 
WNYNSC. The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale 
will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. Please see the “Support for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and 
Hazardous Wastes” Issue Summary in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now208-1 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

The Phased Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised 
Draft EIS allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 
decision, but no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of 
Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative were to be selected. In response to public comments expressing 
concern about the length of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and 
Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for 
making a Phase 2 decision. As a result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative 
presented in this Final EIS specifies that a Phase 2 decision would be made no 
later than 10 years after issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
selected. 
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Commentor No. 209: Aubrey Dee 

209-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the “Support for Sitewide Removal of 
All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” Issue Summary in Section 2 of this CRD 
for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the209-1 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

The potential human health impacts of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS are 
presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.9 (short-term), Section 4.1.10 (long-term), and 
4.1.12 (transportation). Chapter 2, Section 2.6, presents a summary to facilitate 
a comparison of these potential impacts on public health and safety across the 
alternatives. Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS presents an evaluation of cost-
benefit considerations related to the alternatives. Section 4.2.1 compares costs; 
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Commentor No. 209 (cont’d): Aubrey Dee 

Section 4.2.2 summarizes the population doses for different work elements 
from each alternative; and Section 4.2.3 discusses the cost-effectiveness of each 
decommissioning alternative. 
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Commentor No. 210: John Mannion 

210-1	 It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 

210-1 contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 
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Commentor No. 211:   Damien Betner 

211-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 

211-1 be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern and have addressed it in 
detail in this EIS. This EIS analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) 
consequences on local as well as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This 
EIS also evaluates the potential human health impacts of a scenario whereby 
institutional controls are assumed to be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to 
occur over hundreds of years. These projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of this EIS.  Erosion studies are discussed in 
Appendix F. In addition to the previously cited Issue Summaries, please see the 
Issue Summary for “Questions about Long-term Erosion Modeling” in Section 2 of 
this CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS presents an evaluation of cost-benefit 
considerations related to the alternatives. Section 4.2.1 compares costs; 
Section 4.2.2 summarizes the population doses for different work elements 
from each alternative; and Section 4.2.3 discusses the cost-effectiveness of each 
decommissioning alternative. 
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Commentor No. 212: signature illegible 

212-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for prompt action 
to address site cleanup and preference for the Sitewide Removal Alternative.  
The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be 
documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  
DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to begin implementation of the decommissioning 
decision immediately after it is determined and documented in DOE’s Record of 
Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries 
for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and 
“Concerns about Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for 
further discussion of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

212-1 

Regarding the costs of cleanup, Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS presents an 
evaluation of cost-benefit considerations related to the alternatives. Section 4.2.1 
compares costs; Section 4.2.2 summarizes the population doses for different work 
elements from each alternative; and Section 4.2.3 discusses the cost-effectiveness of 
each decommissioning alternative. 

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS 
analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well 
as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the potential 
human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are assumed to 
be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of years. These 
projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of 
this EIS. Erosion studies are discussed in Appendix F. 
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Commentor No. 213: signature illegible 

213-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for prompt action to 
address site cleanup. The decision on the selected course of action and supporting 
rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s 
Findings Statement. DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to begin implementation 
of the decommissioning decision immediately after they are determined and 
documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  
Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Waste” and “Concerns about Potential Contamination 
of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s responses. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

213-1 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS 
analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well 
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Commentor No. 213 (cont’d): signature illegible 

as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the potential 
human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are assumed to 
be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of years. These 
projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of 
this EIS. Erosion studies are discussed in Appendix F. 

Regarding the costs of cleanup, Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS presents an 
evaluation of cost-benefit considerations related to the alternatives. Section 4.2.1 
compares costs; Section 4.2.2 summarizes the population doses for different work 
elements from each alternative; and Section 4.2.3 discusses the cost-effectiveness of 
each decommissioning alternative. 
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Commentor No. 214: James L. Burke 

214-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s position.  The decision on 
the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be documented in 
DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 214-1 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

The Phased Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised 
Draft EIS allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 
decision, but no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of 
Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative were to be selected. In response to public comments expressing 
concern about the length of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and 
Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for 
making a Phase 2 decision. As a result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative 
presented in this Final EIS specifies that a Phase 2 decision would be made no 
later than 10 years after issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
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Commentor No. 215: Katie L. DeLucia 

215-1	 DOE It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived 
radionuclides at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides 
are now contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently 
in storage at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations 
from the blue ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate 
disposition of high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. and NYSERDA 
acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the Sitewide Removal Alternative.  
The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be 
documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  
Please see the “Support for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous 
Wastes” Issue Summary in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of this issue 
and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response.  

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the215-1 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

The Phased Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised 
Draft EIS allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 
decision, but no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of 
Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative were to be selected. In response to public comments expressing 
concern about the length of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and 
Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for 
making a Phase 2 decision. As a result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative 
presented in this Final EIS specifies that a Phase 2 decision would be made no 
later than 10 years after issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
selected. 
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Commentor No. 215 (cont’d): Katie L. DeLucia 

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS 
analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well 
as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the potential 
human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are assumed to 
be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of years. These 
projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H 
of this EIS. Erosion studies are discussed in Appendix F. Please see the Issue 
Summaries for “Concerns about Potential Contamination of Water,” “Questions 
about Long-term Erosion Modeling,” and “Conclusions of the Synapse Report” 
in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these topics and DOE’s and 
NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 216: Kathleen Maroney 

216-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

216-1 

The potential human health impacts of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS are 
presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.9 (short-term), Section 4.1.10 (long-term), 
and 4.1.12 (transportation). Chapter 2, Section 2.6, presents a summary to 
facilitate a comparison of these potential impacts on public health and safety 
across the alternatives. Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS presents an evaluation 
of cost-benefit considerations related to the alternatives. Section 4.2.1 compares 
costs; Section 4.2.2 summarizes the population doses for different work elements 
from each alternative; and Section 4.2.3 discusses the cost-effectiveness of each 
decommissioning alternative. 
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Commentor No. 217: Katie Phillips 

217-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the “Support for Sitewide Removal of 
All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” Issue Summary in Section 2 of this CRD 
for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 217-1 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
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Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 
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Commentor No. 218: David Kowalski, 

 Re-Energize Buffalo
 

September 2, 2009 
David Kowalski 
Re-ENERGIZE BUFFALO 
166 Burbank Dr. 
Amherst, NY 14226 
DECIDE NOW to FULLY CLEAN UP the West Valley Nuclear Waste 
Site! FULLY REMOVE ALL of the WASTE so it can not spread into 218-1Lake Erie, the source of drinking water for Buffalo and western New 
York. Re-ENERGIZE BUFFALO RenewNrg.blogspot.com 

218-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 
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Commentor No. 219: Matthew Roland 

September 2, 2009 
Matthew Roland 
1011 Northwood Drive 
Williamsville, NY 14221 
I urge you to do the appropriate thing and fully cleanup the West Valley 
Demonstration project immediately. Wasting time over 30 years to decide 219-1that 99% of the contamination must be removed is NOT acceptable. 
Please do the right thing and FULLY clean up the site NOW. 

219-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for prompt action 
to address site cleanup and preference for the Sitewide Removal Alternative.  
The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will 
be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to begin implementation of the 
decommissioning decision immediately after it is determined and documented 
in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see 
the Issue Summary for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and 
Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of this issue and 
DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 
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Commentor No. 220: Donald Nowak 

September 2, 2009 
Donald Nowak 
7852 Kuhn Road 
West Valley, NY 14171 
The West Valley nuclear demonstration site needs a 100% clean-up, and 
not a solution that leaves most of the nuclear wastes on-site to threaten 
future generations. Recent weather events and local soil conditions have 
caused several landslides near the site and along the Route 219 construc
tion area. The regions soils are unstable and subject to movement, which 
makes leaving residual contaminants on-site dangerous for all Western 
NY residents. The location of these materials jeopardizes Catt Creek and 
lakes Erie and Ontario; drinking water sources for millions of people. All 
of the nuclear waste must be removed and relocated to safer and more 
stable sites. The local geoolgy and geography require a 100% clean-up. 

220-1 220-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the 
Sitewide Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS 
analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well 
as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the potential 
human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are assumed to 
be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of years. These 
projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of 
this EIS. Erosion studies are discussed in Appendix F. 
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Commentor No. 221: Mary Sullivan 

September 2, 2009 
Mary Sullivan 
30332 Salem Drive 
Bay Village, OH 44140 
Make the decision now for full cleanup of the West Valley Nuclear Waste 
Site -- for the sitewide removal alternative, total waste excavation Heavy 
rain and flooding eroded a wall of Buttermilk Creek causing a landslide 221-1 
bringing the Creek closer to the radioactive waste trenches in just one 
day! 

221-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for prompt action 
to address site cleanup and preference for the Sitewide Removal Alternative.  
The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be 
documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  
Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential Contamination 
of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s responses. 

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS 
analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well 
as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the potential 
human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are assumed to 
be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of years. These 
projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of 
this EIS. Erosion studies are discussed in Appendix F. 
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Commentor No. 222: Robert Zywno 

September 2, 2009 
Robert Zywno 
94 Forest St 
Naugatuck, CT 06770 
Please support the sitewide removal of the West Valley nuclear waste 
site. Leaving waste buried at the site threatens public health, the environ
ment, and our economy. The site has been plagued with problems from 
the start, including leakage of radioactive waste in several areas. A sig
nificant underground plume of radioactive elements is spreading through 
groundwater. The waste site is on a plateau, which is highly susceptible 
to erosion. Scientists recognize that over time erosion will lead to release 
of buried toxic waste. The site is in the Great Lakes watershed, and waste 
leaks threaten drinking water, public health, wildlife, and billion dollar 
industries such as fishing and tourism. The safest and most cost-effective 
option in the long run is to excavate and clean up the entire site as soon 
as possible! 

222-1 

222-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for prompt action 
to address site cleanup and preference for the Sitewide Removal Alternative.  
The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will 
be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings 
Statement. DOE and NYSERDA are prepared to begin implementation of the 
decommissioning decision immediately after it is determined and documented 
in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see 
the Issue Summary for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and 
Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of this issue and 
DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

Chapter 3, Section 3.6.2.1, of this EIS addresses groundwater at WNYNSC 
that was contaminated due to past activities (for example, the North Plateau 
Groundwater Plume). This EIS was prepared to evaluate the environmental impacts 
of alternatives for decommissioning and/or long-term stewardship of WNYNSC.  
Under all of the action alternatives, DOE would either remove contamination 
sources, mitigate their impacts to groundwater, or both.  Under the Sitewide 
Removal and Phased Decisionmaking Alternatives, DOE would remove the source 
of the North Plateau Groundwater Plume. Potential groundwater impacts associated 
with the EIS alternatives are discussed in Chapter 4, Sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.10, and 
Appendix H of this Final EIS. Please see the Issue Summary for “Concern about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for more discussion 
and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS 
analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well 
as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the potential 
human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are assumed to 
be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of years. These 
projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of 
this EIS. Erosion studies are discussed in Appendix F. 

The potential human health impacts of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS are 
presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.9 (short-term), Section 4.1.10 (long-term), 
and 4.1.12 (transportation). Chapter 2, Section 2.6, presents a summary to 
facilitate a comparison of these potential impacts on public health and safety 
across the alternatives. Chapter 4, Section 4.2, of this EIS presents an evaluation 
of cost-benefit considerations related to the alternatives. Section 4.2.1 compares 
costs; Section 4.2.2 summarizes the population doses for different work elements 
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Commentor No. 222 (cont’d): Robert Zywno 

from each alternative; and Section 4.2.3 discusses the cost-effectiveness of each 
decommissioning alternative. 

Chapter 4, Section 4.1.6, of this EIS also presents the results of an ecological risk 
assessment showing the projected long-term ecological impacts of the alternatives. 
The results of the human health and ecological impacts analysis imply that any 
impacts on wildlife, tourism, fishing and other industries, and the economies of 
communities downstream of WNYNSC would be negligible. 
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Commentor No. 223: Renate Bob 

223-1 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the cleanup of 
the WNYNSC site.  The decision on the selected course of action and supporting 
rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s 
Findings Statement. 

223-1 



 

 

Commentor No. 224: Mary Louise Grace 

224-1 224-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the full cleanup of 
the WNYNSC site.  The decision on the selected course of action and supporting 
rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s 
Findings Statement. Please see the Issue Summary for “Concerns about Potential 
Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of this 
issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 225: Muriel Segal 

225-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the complete 
cleanup of the WNYNSC site.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement. 

225-1 
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Commentor No. 226: Kilissa Cissoko 

226-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative.  The decision on the selected course of action and supporting 
rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s 
Findings Statement.

 The report, The Real Costs of Cleaning Up Nuclear Waste:  A Full Cost Accounting 
of Cleanup Options for the West Valley Nuclear Waste Site (Synapse Report) 
by Synapse Energy Economics, Inc., including the three appendices, have been 
entered into the public comment record for this EIS. The substance of the Synapse226-1 
Report has been addressed in this CRD consistent with Council on Environmental 
Quality NEPA regulations (40 CFR 1503.4).  Please see the Issue Summary for 
“Conclusions of the Synapse Report” in Section 2 of this CRD for discussion of the 
report’s issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS 
analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well 
as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the potential 
human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are assumed to 
be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of years. Please 
note that the erosion predictions used for the unmitigated erosion analysis are based 
on the assumption that storms occur more frequently than is currently estimated and 
include the effects of storms of greater severity than the one that occurred in the 
region on August 8-10, 2009.  These projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H of this EIS.  Erosion studies are discussed in 
Appendix F. 
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Commentor No. 227: Dorothy B. Cibula 

227-1 

227-2 

227-1 
cont’d 

227-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for prompt action and 
preference for a full site cleanup. The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

The Phased Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised 
Draft EIS allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 
decision, but no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of 
Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative were to be selected. In response to public comments expressing 
concern about the length of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and 
Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for 
making a Phase 2 decision. As a result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative 
presented in this Final EIS specifies that a Phase 2 decision would be made no 
later than 10 years after issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is 
selected. 

227-2	 The contamination at the juncture of the Niagara River and Lake Ontario was the 
result of releases from the site when reprocessing operations were in progress. The 
environmental contamination from current operations is minimal (below established 
standards), as demonstrated by the results from the ongoing environmental 
monitoring program. Please see the Issue Summary for “Concerns about Potential 
Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of this 
issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 
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Commentor No. 228: Angela Knisley 

228-1 

228-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for prompt action 
to provide immediate and full cleanup of the WNYNSC site.  The decision on228-2 
the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be documented in 
DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  DOE and 
NYSERDA are prepared to begin implementation of the decommissioning decision 
immediately after it is determined and documented in DOE’s Record of Decision 
and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support 
for Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns 
about Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further 
discussion of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed the Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision. In 
response to public comments expressing concern about the length of time that 
could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and NYSERDA 
have reconsidered this timeframe for making the Phase 2 decision. As a result, 
the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies that 
the Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement if the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 

228-2	 DOE and NYSERDA are aware of the earthquake.  This EIS characterizes the 
seismicity of the Western New York region in Chapter 3, Section 3.5. 
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Commentor No. 229: Elaine Kellick 

229-1 229-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the complete 
cleanup of the WNYNSC site.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 230: Jennifer Savage 

230-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s preference for the Sitewide 
Removal Alternative and opposition to the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative.  
The decision on the selected course of action and supporting rationale will be 
documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  
Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide Removal of All 
Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential Contamination 
of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these issues and DOE’s 
and NYSERDA’s responses. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected (see 
below). 

230-1 

Regarding the 30-year timeframe cited by the commentor, the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS 
allowed for a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but 
no later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of the 
initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased 
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Commentor No. 231: Susan Bergman 

231-1 231-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the complete 
cleanup of the WNYNSC site.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 232: Muriel Narotsky 

232-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the full 
cleanup of the WNYNSC site.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 

232-1 
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Commentor No. 233: Linda Weiss 

233-1 233-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the complete 
cleanup of the WNYNSC site.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 234: Frima Ackerhalt 

234-1 234-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the complete 
cleanup of the WNYNSC site.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 235: Muriel Sourt 

235-1 235-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the complete 
cleanup of the WNYNSC site.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summary for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” in Section 2 of this 
CRD for further discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 236: Mary Jane Hayes 

236-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s desire for prompt action 
for the complete cleanup of the WNYNSC site.  The decision on the selected 
course of action and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of 
Decision and NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  DOE and NYSERDA are prepared 
to begin implementation of the decommissioning decision immediately after it 
is determined and documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and NYSERDA’s 
Findings Statement. Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for Sitewide 
Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about Potential 
Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion of these 
issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

DOE and NYSERDA recognize that erosion is a concern at WNYNSC.  This EIS 
analyzes erosion and the long-term (multi-century) consequences on local as well 
as Lake Erie and Niagara River water users. This EIS also evaluates the potential236-1 
human health impacts of a scenario whereby institutional controls are assumed to 
be lost and unmitigated erosion is assumed to occur over hundreds of years. These 
projected impacts are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.10.3.3, and Appendix H 
of this EIS. Erosion studies and long-term erosion modeling are discussed in 
Appendix F. 

Regarding the request not to postpone cleanup, the Phased Decisionmaking 
Alternative included in the November 2008 Revised Draft EIS allowed for 
a Phase 2 decision to be made anytime after the Phase 1 decision, but no 
later than 30 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative were to 
be selected. In response to public comments expressing concern about the length 
of time that could elapse between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions, DOE and 
NYSERDA have reconsidered this timeframe for making a Phase 2 decision.  As a 
result, the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative presented in this Final EIS specifies 
that a Phase 2 decision would be made no later than 10 years after issuance of 
the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA Findings Statement, if the 
Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected.  Please see the Issue Summary for 
“Modified Phased Decisionmaking Alternative” in Section 2 of this EIS for further 
discussion of this issue and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s response. 
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Commentor No. 237: Edward Butler 

September 4, 2009 
Edward Butler 
36 E. 69th St. 
#1B 
New York, NY 10021 
I urge NYSERDA and the Department of Energy to completely clean 
up the West Valley nuclear waste site. A complete cleanup is essential to 
avoid future radioactive contamination of Lake Erie drinking water. The 237-1 
proposed “targeted” cleanup that would contain only 1 percent of the 
waste is unacceptable. 

237-1	 DOE and NYSERDA acknowledge the commentor’s support for the complete 
cleanup of the WNYNSC site.  The decision on the selected course of action 
and supporting rationale will be documented in DOE’s Record of Decision and 
NYSERDA’s Findings Statement.  Please see the Issue Summaries for “Support for 
Sitewide Removal of All Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes” and “Concerns about 
Potential Contamination of Water” in Section 2 of this CRD for further discussion 
of these issues and DOE’s and NYSERDA’s responses. 

It is estimated that DOE vitrified almost 70 percent of the long-lived radionuclides 
at WNYNSC during previous WVDP operations.  These radionuclides are now 
contained in the vitrified high-level radioactive waste canisters currently in storage 
at WNYNSC and will be removed consistent with recommendations from the blue 
ribbon commission convened to address management and ultimate disposition of 
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. About another 1 percent of the 
remaining long-lived radionuclides would be removed during Phase 1 of the Phased 
Decisionmaking Alternative.  A decision on the remaining approximately 30 percent 
of these radionuclides would be decided as soon as practicable, but no later than 
10 years from issuance of the initial DOE Record of Decision and NYSERDA 
Findings Statement, if the Phased Decisionmaking Alternative is selected. 
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